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FOREWORD

The Eighth MIT/ONR Workshop on C' Systems was held from June 24 to 28,

1985 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge,

Massachusetts. These Proceedings constitute the written record of the

research presented in the regular sessions held during the first four days.

The fifth day's classified session, sponsored by the Office of Naval

Research, was held at the MITRE Corporation in Bedford, Massachusetts; the

subject matter was C'I Battle Management associated with the Space Defense

Initiative (SDI).

Attendance at the workshop this year was lower than in the recent past.

A change in the schedule of the MORS meeting brought the two conferences in

conflict, with the result that a number of persons usually active in both

meetings had to make a choice. The total attendance was close to 100 persons

including students, primarily from MIT. One new feature this year was the

introduction of catered lunches for the workshop attendees. This gave

additional opportunity for close interaction between speakers and attendees

and led to useful discussions. The program had fewer parallel sessions and

more time for discussion after each paper and at plenary sessions.

Consequently, the atmosphere that prevailed was much more that of a workshop,

as in the early years, and less of a conference, as in the recent past. We

intend to organize common lunches in future workshops and try to provide

adequate time for discussions.

The number of papers in this volume is smaller than in the past. There

are three reasons for that. (1) The lower attendance at the workshop this

year. (2) A number of authors indicated some difficulty in obtaining the

appropriate approvals for submitting a written version of their presentation.

(3) There were quite a few briefings by representatives of 6.2 programs that

could not be translated easily in the format of a technical paper.

There was a general discussion at the last plenary session about the

future and direction of the workshop. The consensus was that the workshop

has fulfilled its original mission quite successfully: there is a substantial

number of researchers in academic institutions, defense laboratories, and in

industry who are addressing issues that can be identified clearly as 'C'

problems". The workshop has been the first forum for the presentation of

such research. Eight years later, a substantial portion of the results is

being presented at regular meetings of the major professional societies and

in archival Journals, although in a highly distributed form. So, with

aspects of C' research becoming part of the mainstream research in several

disciplines, is there a unique role for the workshop in the future? The

lively comments of the participants indicated that the workshop should be

continued - such a forum is still needed. To reflect the broad participation

by many research programs in universities and the Department of Defense, it

has been decided that the title of the workshop be changed to "The Nth

Workshop on Cs Systems', i.e., to omit the MIT/ONR designation. However, for

the foreseeable future, the workshop will continue to be organized by MIT and

be sponsored by the Office of Naval Research.
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Therefore, we are pleased to announce that the Ninth Workshop on C3

Systems will be held on June 2 to June 4 at the Naval Postgraduate School and

at the Hilton Resort Inn in Monterey, California. The duration of the

workshop has been reduced from five to four days; the classified sessions, to

be organized by ONR, will be for half a day. The first announcement and call

for papers was distributed in November to give ample time to prospective

authors to secure the appropriate approvals for their presentations.

The editors sincerely thank the authors and the participants for their

contributions to the 1985 Workshop. Special thanks are due to Mr. J.

Randolph Simpson of ONR; to Ms. Lisa M. Babine of MIT for her superior

handling of the administrative aspects of the Workshop and these Proceedings;

and to Ms. Fifa Monserate for assisting in the smooth operation of the

workshop at MIT.

Michael Athans

Alexander H. Levis

Cambridge, Massachusetts

December 1985
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Probabilistic Logic Models of Military
Conflict and C 31 Development

Robert W. Anthony

The MITRE Corporation

ABSTRACT 4. How to Deal with Complexity?

Probabilistic logic provides a way to represent Traditional military models incorporate sufficient detail
mathematically what people think are the logical conditions to present a plausible picture of what reviewers and users
for success in military conflict. This representation can consider important. Most often, this produces quite complex
include propositions about doctrine, peacetime posturing, models with confusing webs of assumptions and interdepen-
readiness, system development, and political climate as well as dencies. However, my approach begins with understandable
numbers of weapons and their effectiveness. overview models expressed as general logical propositions.

Thereafter, a sequence of embedded and progressively more
More specifically, I introduce a special type of detailed models articulates relevant, distinct logical

probabilistic logic model called the Sequential Reliability branches. The probabilities assigned to these branches are
Model (SRM). It estimates the reliability of one antagonist's combined to estimate the likelihood that the general
planning sequence in light of the countermeasures that their propositions are true. Each successive level of embedded
opponent could use. The SRM can be solved graphically as well models in the sequence is a self-contained representation of
as analytically. It also admits enough realism to show why the entire conflict situation.
many planning function details do not contribute to conflict
outcomes; instead, systems principles embodied within the One can use any of my four different approaches to
basic planning approach shape outcomes. traditional military modeling questions independently. If they

are combined with four other simplifying assumptions, as
INTRODUCTION explained in the next section, they produce the Sequential

Reliability Model (SRM).
Models of military conflict explicitly or implicitly

address four major questions. On each question, my approach Additional sections show examples of likely outcomes of
differs from more traditional ones. conflict between forces that emphasize different planning

principles. The final section discusses the utility of the
1. How to Represent the Situation? Sequential Reliability Model.

Traditional approaches usually represent the situation by THE SEQUENTIAL RELIABILITY MODEL
mechanistic simulation that plays out one scenario at a time.
My alternative approach is to assess a multitude of scenarios To explain the Sequential Reliability Model (SRM)
and contingencies in a holistic manner. This can be done by approach, I will introduce a greatly simplified three-task
using probabilistic logic, that is, expressing the logical planning process representing the command and control cycle.
alternatives for achieving success in probabilistic terms. This simplified process can be expanded through the first five
Probabilistic logic is already the foundation for reliability steps of its SRM to illustrate all of the concepts necessary to
theory, fault tree analysis, risk analysis, decision theory as attack more complex and realistic situations. Graphical as
well as some techniques used in expert systems. well as analytical solutions to the SRM show how one can

obtain an intuitive understanding of the features that
2. How to Model Military Conflict? determine conflict outcomes.

Traditional approaches to modeling military conflict Step 1: Figure la shows the simplified three-task planning
usually emphasize the efficient use of available assets to process for RED. Its tasks of "Seeing, Deciding, and Acting,"
coerce or destroy an enemy. However, the most important are roughly equivalent to gathering intelligence, laying out
military modeling problem appears to be that of estimating the options, and taking action. The logical condition for RED to
dependability of plans and capabilities based upon a holistic succeed using this planning process is that all three serial tasks
view of the conflict situation (Anthony, 1984). My approach is be completed successfully.
to model military conflict as each side attempting to render
the other's plans and systems unreliable. Step 2: Figure lb is the reliability diagram representing

BLUE's situation. In order to thwart RED, BLUE must cause
3. How to Include the Enemy's Actions? one or more of RED's planning tasks to fail. This is indicated

by the "tilda" above each task probability. The resulting
Traditionally, the enemy is included by building two diagram is the "logical dual" of RED's planning process; that is,

models, one for each side, and coupling these models at a the conditions for RED's plan to fail in terms of failures among
single engagement interface. Whenever C I processes are RED's tasks.
included, they only indirectly shape the physical engagement
interface. In contrast, my approach logically enumerates the Because each task element of each of the diagrams
enemy's array of countermeasure opportunities and integrates shown in Figures la through le represent logically distinct
their likely responses into the model.



PRs OP" PRA PRS
Figure lb
Step 2: BLUE Situation, PBs (p)Figure la

Step 1: RED Plan, PRp(PRS, PRD,PRA) *D

B, BD BA RS RD RA RS RD RA
RS 5 { } Bi S 1 1BS RD RA

RD {H6_ 0. +D {} _ 8o-

A AA S D A S D A

Figure Ic Figure Id Figure le
Step 3: BLUE Countermeasures, Step 4: RED Situation, Step 5: RED CounterCountermeasures

PBCM (PB) PR S(PBB) PRC2M(PR)

Figure 1
Five Steps of a Sequential Reliability Model

activities, a complete notation would have to distinguish the RED task has a common generic form--a series of three
probability of each element from all others. However, this tasks. If planning processes originate in common cultural
burdensome detail is unnecessary as will soon be shown. factors such as political and educational systems, doctrine and
Therefore, the following simplified notation and designation of policy, technological capability, and nationally accepted
elements is adopted for these figures. military principles, then militray planning processes for

seemingly distinct activities could have quite similar forms.
Consider the lower left hand corner element of the

central cluster of nine elements in Figure le. As will be Step 4: Figure Id is the reliability diagram showing RED's
described shortly, this element represents RED's counter- situation taking into account BLUE's countermeasures. This
countermeasure planning task of "seeing" what action BLUE diagram is the logical dual of RED's countermeasures shown in
intends as a countermeasure against RED's orginial decision Figure Ic. It completes the first level of the SRM. In this
task. The probability of success for this task element could be example, the first level could represent a Corps commander's
designated with three sets of subscripts -- RD, BA, and S. The anticipated situation given that he initiated a plan and an
"S" is for the "seeing" task in the counter-countermeasure plan opposing Corps commander had reacted to it. An experienced
against BLUE's actions. The failure of these actions are commander would probably consider his counterpart
designated by the "row" heading "BA". Finally, RED's original commander's psychology along with enemy doctrine and
decision process, the target of BLUE's actions, is represented assets. At this point the original plan could be altered, or if it
by the "RD" bracketing the middle nine elements. is deemed acceptable, sent down to Division level for futher

articulation.
All of RED's counter-countermeasure task element

probabilities are simply designed by PR in the caption to Note that Figure Id shows three serial clusters of three
Figure le. The rationale for this simplification will be given parallel tasks. Each serial cluster corresponds to one of RED's
below along with the description of the five figures. Also, note original planning tasks shown in Figure la. However, in Figure
that the subscript "RS" to the system probability for the "RED Id BLUE's countermeasures are embedded within that original
Situation" is different from the subscript "RS" on task element structure. This will always be the case since the dual of the
probabilities standing for "RED Seeing." dual is itself. Embedding additional processes does not alter

the original, or subsequent, task structures. Also, note that
Step 3: Figure Ic is the reliability diagram for BLUE's the "dual" operation applied to BLUE's serial tasks produced
countermeasures to RED's plan. Here, BLUE's planning parallel tasks for RED at the counter-countermeasure level.
processes for countering each of RED's three tasks also consist
of three similar tasks--seeing, deciding, and acting. (BLUE Step 5: Figure le is the first step of the second level of
could have chosen to concentrate on countering only one of planning. RED uses counter-countermeasures to cause BLUE's
RED's tasks, but that would produce a different, simpler counters to fail. In the example, this could correspond to
example). Division level articulation of the Corps plan. Independent C2M

plans for air reconnaissance, contingencies, and artillery would
Two of the four additional simplifying assumptions be among the articulated logical branches represented by the

necessary to produce the SRM are illustrated by this step. three-task generic planning process.
First, all nine of BLUE's countermeasure tasks are assumed to
be independent from one another. The rationale is that Two more simplifying assumptions are illustrated in
distinct capabilities, such as intelligence gathering require Figure le. These are (1) that the same number of planning
distinct countermeasures, such as jamming or destroying steps are taken on all logical branches, and (2) that the
sensors. If correlations arise, for example, due to air likelihoods of success for the lowest level planning task
reconnaissance used against both enemy sensors and weapons, elements are estimated by a single quantity. These
these can often be separated into several independent assumptions are plausible for two reasons. Wise planning would
conditional elements. The second assumption is that BLUE's balance efforts across all tasks--improving the weakest link
planning processes for each of RED's tasks are logically until all have comparable reliability. This causes the prospects
similar. In the example, each of BLUE's countermeasures to a for success of otherwise distinct processes to converge. The
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second reason is that only the average task-element probability Dual of CB(P3) RA
matters in calculating the overall system probability (Barlow
and Porchan, 1975).

RS RD
Further steps in the SRM would be similar to those R d

already shown, consisting of a sequence of taking the dual and Ps
inserting countermeasure plans. OS

Outcomes of the Conflict

The probability of RED's plan working can now be 1 2
calculated and plotted in terms of the probability of RED's
lowest level planning tasks elements working; see Figure 2.
The chance of RED's initial plan working in terms of its three
tasks alone is given by the curve designated PRP. Next, the
chance of RED's plan working in terms of their counter-
countermeasures is the curve designated PRC2M, where:

( C2M Planning Element PR

R RED's C2M Plans Foil BLUE CM CR(PR) =

Successive levels converge toward a vertical threshold. Planning Element
To the right of this threshold, RED wins because their plan
works. To the left, BLUE thwarts RED's plan (for BLUE to Dual of BLUE's C3 1 Functions Represents
win, one must consider a BLUE planning initiative). BLUE's CM Plan Failing to Counter a

Step of RED's Plan
1.0 C C R (pB))=C B ) = pR

BLUE ... / Chance of RED's Plan Working Due to
Thwarts RED's C2M Planning Elements

RED
~~~~30 1~~~~~~~~~~~ Il / / I~ ~PRC2M(PR)=CR(PR1)

= c /C(C O(c.(p.)))

CX- CPRCUM11/ By Definition CD(P) = -CB(1 -r)

= CR(1-Cs(1-CR(PR )
a PRC4M

PRC2Mb \ X S REDBecause CR(PR) = PR
3 and CB(Ps ) = P3

RED
:~f ~ PRC2M~ ~ Wins (1-(1-PR3 )3 )3

C; PRP TIC e,

0.0Q a/
.0O PR 1.0

Probability of RED's C3 1 Elements Working

Figure 2
Outcome Curves 1.0

Note that all of the successive reliability curves pass
through the "fixed point" at "b". This fixed point determines RC2M PR)
the abscissa of the threshold. There are also two other "fixed
points" at "a" and "c". These will be shown to be important for
more realistic planning functions.

Derivation of the Outcome Solution t CR(PR)

The outcomes for this SRM can be derived graphically as Dual of
well as analytically. The graphical method provides more C (P8).
insight into the causes and sensitivities of the conflict (P

outcome. Steps of the graphical solution parallel a functional
notation that provides a simple analytical solution. These tools
generalize to complex situations more easily than do the relia-
bility diagrams of the type shown in Figures la through le.

Figure 3 explains the graphical derivation of the outcome 0.0. .. . 1.0
curve for RED's counter-countermeasures starting with the
reliability diagram shown previously in Figure le. The
explanation begins with the most deeply embedded variable,
PR, and works out to evaluate the overall probability of
planning success, PRC 2M. There are four steps going from the Figure 3
inside to the outside of this stack of nested functions. For Graphical and Analytical Solution

3



each step, Figure 3 shows the variables and the functions being morale, and experience. These uncontrollable factors are
evaluated as well as the corresponding graphical interpretation represented by series elements inserted into each original
of those functions. task. Unrecognized or uncontrollable correlations across a

parallel cluster of backups also arise from such sources as
The last two lines of step four show how the nested maintenance errors common to all backups, shared logistical

function notation can be evaluated analytically. Here, the dual constraints, and poor system testing that masks system wide
is evaluated as the logical complement, and the generic failure modes. Correlations can be represented as a series
planning functions are then substituted. The result is the same conditional probability element reducing the quality of the
as the direct evaluation of the diagram in Figure le given entire planning function.
before.

The plots in the right of Figure 4 show the contrasting
Taken together, all four steps generate one point on the generic planning curves for two combatants that adopt

outcome curve. This point is below RED's generic planning different strategies--quality versus quantity. Here it is
curve shown as the solid line. If the initial PR were greater assumed that investing in more backups sacrifices investment
than the abscissa for point "b", the point would have been necessary to buy quality and vice versa. (Note that these
above RED's generic planning curve; see the right hand curves are exaggerated to emphasize planning differences.)
construction on the outcome plot.

Suppose the RED force took the planning initiative
Careful examination of the dotted line on the outcome against the BLUE force; that is, the quantity strategy was

plot shows that it represents the dual of BLUE's generic pitted against the quality strategy. Figure 5 shows the
planning function. In fact, the dotted line is a "reflection" of graphical solution and outcome curves. The inverted dual of
BLUE's generic planning function about the 450 diagonal shown BLUE's planning function (the dotted line) intersects RED's
in Figure 3. Wherever the dotted and solid curves intersect, planning function (the solid line) at fixed points "a", "b" and
the cycle of evaluation segments in the graphical solution "c". Again, a steep threshold develops at point "b". The steep
degenerate to a point. This happens at the three fixed points, counter-countermeasures curve for RED shows that the
"a", "b", and "c". Since these fixed points determine the outcomes are near the limit of convergence already. In a
limiting thresholds and values of SRM, plotting the RED and formal mathematical sense, this is due to the steepness of both
BLUE generic planning functions in this manner immediately planning functions at their point of intersection "b".
reveals the ultimate conflict outcome. Similar graphical Operationally, this is due to the extensive use of backups by
constructions reveal the outcomes for more complex and both sides which produces the steep transition in the generic
realistic conflict situations. planning functions between rather high and quite low

reliabilities. The conflict transition threshold is far to the left
OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT for RED because BLUE has many fewer backups. RED's

counter-countermeasures would have to be very poor for BLUE
More realistic planning functions used in SRMs generate to thwart RED's plan.

solutions that mimic some of the less obvious outcomes
observed in military conflict. Moreover, the SRM shows why The fixed point "c" represents a non-trivial conflict
systems principles shape these outcomes. outcome and an opportunity for BLUE. Because RED's plans

have intrinsic residual chances of failing on their own, even a
Consider the effects of complexity, quantity, and quality decimated BLUE force might survive and prevail as RED

on generic planning functions. In Figure 4, complexity is collapes. For example, the Germans decimated the Russian
pictured as additional serial task clusters that have to work in forces in WWII, but greatly overextended themselves in the
order for the planning function to work, e.g., five rather than process. Weather, distance, and supply shortages eventually
three. Quantity is pictured as multiple backups for executing led to a collapse of the German offensive.
each task, e.g., nine versus three. Poor quality is pictured as a
significant probability of task failure due to factors often
outside a commander's control such as weather, terrain,

Complexity: 5 Tasks 1.0

High Quality: U=O0.95 BLUE:
Low Quantity: 3 Backups ., High Quality

r~lo { 01Few Backups

RED:
J Low Quality

PU PU ... PU U Many Backups

2 More Steps 

0.

0.0 J
0.0 Probability of C31 Elements Working 1.0

Low Quality: UR=0.7
High Quantity: 9 Backups Figure 4

Complexity, Quality, and Quantity
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1.0 The shape of the generic planning function influences
conflict outcomes by determining the location of fixed points
and rates convergence. Figure 6 shows how systems principles

RED Collapses influence the shape of the planning function. Here, "predict-
ability" refers to a reduction in the uncontrollable factors.
Other principles are also illustrated. For example, secrecy is

.- modeled by adding parallel elements not known to the enemy
on to each step. Secrecy's effect is to bring up the low tail of the

BLUE planning function where task element reliabilities are poor.
O Thwarts .. All the examples of Figure 4 were "modular and interoperable"

f 3RRED ..' *- - in the sense that any means of performing one task could

_ fI I9 / .----- tasks. That is, the planning functions were serial steps
.c *>o1/ .----- consisting of parallel alternatives. This need not be the case.

gw. The planning functions could have been three sets of five serial
X! o= (bA tasks taken in parallel. If so, the system performance could be

ao ~. ··'~ir RED Wins much worse as shown by the dotted line in Figure 6.

Figure 7 illustrates how these principles provide an
explanation for the effects of surprise attack. By choosing the
weather, terrain, and state of readiness for the initiation of
hostilities, RED improves their "unpredictable factors
siutation" while worsening BLUE's. These conditions represent

0.0 a RED surprising BLUE. Consequently, the outcome curves are
0.0 1.0 radically altered because the RED and BLUE planning curves

Probability, PR, of RED no longer intersect to form fixed points "a" and "b". The zone
C3 1 Elements Working in which BLUE thwarts RED vanishes in the limit. Only a RED

collapse, which is now less likely, can save BLUE.
Figure 5

Quality versus Quantity If one tried to explore these qualitative results using the
reliability diagrams or purely analytical methods, one would
soon see how much they are obscured by detail. Thus, the
graphical solution provides a useful connection from the

No matter how likely RED's controllable elements are of logically derived planning function, through its underlying
working, the "uncontrollable" ones, outside of the immediate systems principles, to the outcome solutions.
influence of either commander, still generate a large chance of
collapse. For example, even if RED had a numerically superior THE UTILITY OF SEQUENTIAL RELIABILITY MODELS
force supporting each basic planning element, their prospects
of winning could never exceed the cap set by fixed point "c". The Sequential Reliability Models provide a wide range of
Thus, the "uncontrollable" parameter in the planning function tools for exploring military conflict situations.
exerts a leveling effect. This might explain the historical
result that across 1,000 battles numerical superiorities as high
as 500 percent increased the odds of winning by only 10
percent (Spinney, 1980).

P p
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F P I F
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Systems Principles Affecting Planning Functions
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Conflict Outcomes From Surprise

First, SRMs are quite robust in their options for
representing conflict situations in terms of probabilistic
logic. One can choose a RED or BLUE perspective, an
appropriate level of detail, a combination of subjects such as
plans, systems, or life-cycles, and a variety of conditions for
success. An example of a different condition for success would
be that instead of only one element among several parallel
elements having to work, two-thirds would have to work. This
could model a battlefront in which two of three battalions
must win for brigade to win; two of three brigades must win
for a division to win; and two divisions must win for corps to
win.

Second, SRMs enable one to apply systems principles as
tools for exploring alternative outcomes in highly interactive
conflict situations. Examples given in the previous section
show how system principles such as predictability, redundancy,
and simplicity can affect conflict outcomes. Furthermore, the
sensitivity of conflict situations to parameters representing
the degree of predictability could model military surprise.
These examples show how systems principles can be identified
as qualitative changes in the generic planning function, and
how those changes affect conflict outcomes.

Third, SRMs can support a variety of established
analytical methods thereby extending these traditional tools.
Because SRMs represent logical conditions for success, they
can be formulated to place bounds on plausible outcomes given
explicit assumptions. They can explore the sensitivity,
thresholds and break points of these assumptions. They can
also provide measures of performance for survivability,
endurability, supportability, availability, and other "-ilities".

Overall, SRMs enable users to easily build, understand
and adjust models of a situation. The reasons for outcomes can
be seen in terms of system principles which, in turn, can be
extracted from the specifics of the initial logical
descriptions. Since the fixed points determine most of the
conflict outcome, SRM models naturally suppress non-essential
details. Alternative conflict strategies can be explored for
points of leverage and sensitivity to things suspected but not
known. Moreover, all identified options can be represented
simultaneously in the logic of a single model.
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AN OVERVIEW OF HOW EXPERT SYSTEMS MAY BE
APPLIED IN NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

Ronald E. Wright

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited,
Bracknell Division,

Western Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT The Command System is one element in the ship's
This paper gives some views and experience of te Combat System, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

application of A.I. techniques, in particular Expert The various systems forming the Combat System comprise
Systems, to Naval Command and Control systems, and
attempts to identify some of the design methodologies, together by a Combat System Highway or Local Area
attributes and performance parameters involved. Network (LAN).

1. INTRODUCTION The Command System itself is a distributed system
with computing nodes. The number of computing nodes

Many areas of human activity require the assess- and the distribution of functions is determined in the
ment of a complex situation, the planning of what is design of a specific system, a typical example being
to be done about it, and the initiation and control of shown in Fig. 2. Man-Machine Interfaces are provided
the subsequent response. Sometimes such activities by display consoles, which have their own processing
have a real-time element in that, unless it is facilities, and interface to the Command System
possible to make a response in a given time, then it Highway. The architecture supports the concept of
is too late for the response to be effective. multi-functional displays. The processing nodes are
Military defence is a human activity of this type and based on two close-coupled processors, which allow a
the need to aid the assessment and response process single processor reversionary mode in the event of a
has given rise to the concept of Command and Control failure of either one of the processors in a node.
systems. Some of these systems are high level, The computers used are Ferranti FM1600E processors
strategic systems designed to enable government which use 24-bit 3-address instructions. The shared
authorities to respond on timescales of hours or days; stores include bubble memories for essential programs.
others are low-level, tactical systems used for the The FM1600E uses TTL(S) MSI logic and has been the
timely and effective operation of a local force when subject of evolutionary development and enhancement
responses are often required within minutes or even over the last twenty years. Data links are buffered
seconds. One class of Command and Control System is from the system by a special node, the Data Link Pre-
the Action Data Automation (ADA) and Computer Assisted Processor (DLPP). This is a multi-processor system
Command Systems (CACS) used in ships of the Royal Navy based on the Ferranti ARGUS M700 micro-processor which
since the early 1960's. In these the automation has a 16-bit word. The configuration of the DLPP
provided by the use of digital techniques is largely depends on the links being used, but typically would
directed towards establishing a recognised picture of be configured to pre-process NATO Links 11 and 14. The
the physical situation from which the combat team can processing capability of the Display Consoles is also
make their assessment of the tactical situation and provided by a multi-ARGUS M700 system.
evoke suitable responses.

The emphasis of the CACS systems is that they are
The emerging technologies of Artificial Intelli- an aid to the ship's Command Team. There is

gence are very relevant to Command and Control systems. essentially no "intelligence" (in the sense of decision
They offer the possibility of developing such systems making capability) in the systems. The method used in
from their present state to one where there will be designing the systems is a top-down approach in which
considerable automation of the correlation of the design of the system is developed in a hierarchical
information and the assessment, planning and control manner, with each successive level of design being of
functions. The question is almost not what will increasing detail, considering hardware, software and
happen (autonomous, intelligent weapon systems seem operator functions. Experienced operators form part
to be inevitable developments) but how it will happen. of the design team and, to an extent, their expertise

is implicit in the system design. For example in how
2. THE CURRENT STATUS OF NAVAL COMMAND SYSTEMS AND the operator is lead through pre-planned procedures by

THE NEED FOR AUTOMATED DECISION SUPPORT a "menu" system of data presentation and associated

The Royal Navy is currently introducing a new Alerts and Prompts.
range of C-2 systems into its major ships, the CACS At the Combat System level the trend is
series, where CACS stands for Computer AssistedCo series, where CACS stands for Computer Assisted increasingly for more processing to take place in the
Command System (Ref 1). The main function , sub-systems (e.g. radars, sonars, etc). This gives anthese systems is to fuse the data from the ship's own 

sens, ad increasing autonomy in the operation of the sub-sensors and data received by data links from
co-operating ships, aircraft and other sources, to systems, reduces the traffic demands on the bus,emphasises the role of the Command System and theprovide the Command Team with a representation of
the current tactical situation. combat team as being one of combat management.
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One important example of this trend is Close In which will generally indicate only that the situation
Weapon Systems (CIWS). Such systems provide "last may be any one of a number of possibilities. Thus for
ditch" defence against missiles such as sea skimmers. each definitive set of attribute values there is an
Typically a CIWS will have to detect a target and abbreviated set (those perceived by the sensors) which
engage it in a matter of seconds. A typical flow must be used by the Combat Team. (In this respect the
diagram of the processes involved is given in Fig. 3. problem is more difficult than designing, say, a chess

playing machine, where the situation is fully
The operator sets up the parameters which perceived).

determine the status of the system (engagement arcs,
alarm ranges, firing rules, etc.) but thereafter the For every path in the branching network the
sequence from target detection through to "cease experts can work out a best action sequence, assuming
firing" is autonomous. The human operator's task is access to full information; and record the perceived
to supervise the system activities and override attribute value (PAV) at which it should be initiated.
automatic decisions if he feels it is necessary to do The experts also assign to each new action initiation
so. Some systems allow human interventions (for point a figure of merit (FOM) which reflects the
example in track initiation), but this is usually estimated penalty to own ship at the end of the old
at the expense of system performance. It should be network path if action is not taken.
noticed that a CIWS is an autonomous system (as
compared with automatic) and involves artificial Where there is a one-to-one relationship between
intelligence in that it simulates the decisions human a perceived set and a sequence of actions, or where
operators would take in a non-autonomous system. The there is more than one set to an action sequence,
calculations involved are usually algorithmic, but in there is no problem; but where (because of the poor
some areas (such as track initiation) the calculations definition of an abbreviated perceived set) there are
imply rules, and hence a potential application of an several alternative action sequences which could be
Expert System approach. However, in general, current initiated by one attribute value set, then the
CIWS designs adopt a simplistic approach and the alternative new branches are examined to see if
number of rules involved in a particular activity is perceived sets in their histories can differentiate
small, so that their implementation does not justify between them.
the overhead of an Expert System shell. For example,
the threat evaluation in a CIWS is typically something The networks described form a knowledge base.
like: When the decision system (Fig. 4) is in operation

"if the target is coming towards you and it will successive scans of an attribute value are taken from
arrive before any other target, then it is the the own ship sensors and data processing outputs as
major threat." the situation develops. These sets of attribute

values are compared with each of the stored action

At the C-2 level the Combat Team are faced with initiation sets in a pattern-matching process. When
alternatives in responding to a threat to their own a "goodness of fit" combined with an initiation set
ship, and these may not be independent, for example figure of merit exceeds a threshold the corresponding
manoeuvring the ship to avoid a missile might put decision is taken.
the missile in the blind-fire arc of the CIWS;the missile in the blind-fire arc of the CIWS; Such a decision system implies that the risk that
dispensing chaff might affect the target illuminating a situation will develop which has not been accounted
radar. a situation will develop which has not been accounted

for in the knowledge base, but on the other hand when

Some mechanisation of the choice of options which a situation arises which is described in the knowledge
has built into it expert experience, would be a base it will be recognised by the decision system,
valuable aid to the combat team. One technique that whereas a human operator may not have recognised the
might be applicable is the "Influence Diagram", an situation.
operational research tool used to model a developing
situation to see if factors under control can be
manipulated to give a more desirable course of events. two attributes required by decision support systems
The proposed approach (Ref 2) was to define attributes for own ship defence:
and attribute values which described the situation
accurately enough, determine the initial attribute
value sets that could be obtained when a missile is complete information on the tactical situation.
first detected, and from these initial sets set up a
branching network with branches accounting for all The need of a mechanism to represent and evaluate
reasonable attribute changes (such as whether the
attacking missiles seeker locks on), but excluding Two problems hidden in the above approach are:
attribute changes from own ship's action at this
stage.

How to exercise the expert advisers so that all

On every limb of this branching network there reasonable scenarios are anticipated (knowledge
will be a set of attribute values defining the state elicitation).
of the situation at that point in its development.values to subjective
Thus every path through the network represents a apportion numeric
possible sequence of events, each sequence being
defined by a sequence of sets of attribute values
(i.e. a sort of chain code defining the system state).
These attribute value sets define different event So far we have considered the CACS systems,
sequences without ambiguity - but unfortunately autonomous CIWS systems and a possible decision system
they are not available to a human or machine decision for ship self-defence. All of these systems imply
maker on the spot. He has to make do with the the use of rules, but not in any formal way. The A.I.
information from his own ship sensors. Because of the community has involved the concept of Expert Systems
limited vision of these sensors there is available as a formal methodology for realising rule-based
only an incomplete definition of the real situation, systems with the possibility of using standard
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software frameworks and development environments although some aspects of his task are subject to
for the design of Expert Systems for specific written rules and procedures. We selected the
applications. development of a system to assist in the stationing of

ships, submarines, helicopters and aircraft (platforms)
In the remainder of this paper we will give in a maritime force to provide an optimum defensive

examples of the use of Expert Systems in naval screen as being of importance, as it often has to be
applications, and comment on the associated system planned in real-time and involves the assessment of a
parameters. large quantity and variety of data. We had within

our organisation both experienced programmers and ex-
An "Expert System" is built round two basic service officers with expertise in naval warfare.

components - a "Knowledge Base" and an "Inference Usually a command team is divided at some level of
Engine" (Fig. 5). The Knowledge Base is data base of responsibility into sub-teams responsible for anti-
structured knowledge. Such knowledge can be aircraft, surface, and anti-submarine warfare. Each
represented in various ways, but our work has used a of these groups will have a different view of the
Frame and rule-based approach. The "Inference Engine" ideal disposition of the force in terms of the threat
mechanises methods of plausible reasoning and co- they perceive and the resources they have in their
ordinates the interaction of other components of the area of responsibility. So we have a multi-expert
system. Such other components may include a Man- system and one of the Flag Officers tasks is to weigh
Machine Interface, for interacting with the user; a the advice given him by his various advisers. For
DBMS, for holding and accessing background data; an this project use was made of an existing Expert System
input processor, for inputing new data such as Shell "EXPERT 4", which was developed from a program
sensory information and possibly rules in developing originated at ARE. The initial implementation of
the Knowledge Base. FLOATS runs on a VAX11/780. The Expert Shell is

written in Pascal and the rest of the package in VAX
There are two basic modes of reasoning used by FORTRAN 77.

the Inference Engine : forward chaining, where the
reasoning goes from facts to conclusions, and back- The possibilities of stationing a number of ships
ward chaining where the reasoning goes from an is infinite and so some strategy is necessary to
unproved hypothesis backwards in search of facts that reduce the task to manageable proportions. The
would prove it. approach we adopted is very much that of the captain

of a cricket team or basket ball team. When the team
The configuration of an Expert System for naval is fielding there are recognised field placings that

applications is shown in Fig. 6. This was a system give a good defensive position. Given these field
developed at the Admiralty Research Establishment placings, the Team Captain then allocates his
(ARE) at Portsdown, England, to demonstrate Expert available players taking into account their individual
Systems applied to one of a number of similar talents, for example, the deep fielders need good
planning tasks found in naval Command and Control running, catching and throwing ability, the close-in
systems (Refs 3 and 4). Such tasks are characterised fielders need quick reactions.
by requiring an understanding of the situation and the
allocation of resources. The specific task selected The positioning of the platforms of a task force
for demonstration was EW Tasking as it is a relatively depends on the nature of the operation (e.g. defence
small well-defined activity. The available software of a main force, convoy or an amphibious operation).
only supported backward inferencing, so the design The initial program has addressed the stationing of
was based on an inference net capable of evaluating a the platforms of a main body of ships and a defensive
plan already created by the operator. The operator screen. The output of the program is to give
created the plan interactively using the system's recommended positions (say as range and bearing from
colour V.D.U. and the data base, which held details some central reference point) for each platform or
of enemy radars and own force ESM and ECM equipments. defined areas of operation (as would be applicable,
This facility in itself proved a great improvement for example, to a maritime patrol aircraft).
over conventional manual methods. The plan arrived at
was then evaluated by the Expert System with the top Data on the scenario is entered by keyboard or,
assertion (goal) being that the proposed tasking has if already archived, recalled from memory. The main
desirable properties. Initially the output gave a body, the central core of the force, consists of the
certainty value of belief in the top-level assertion high value units or the ships protected by the
and the certainty values of each of the supporting remainder. For our initial implementation the ships
factors. However, this output was of little practical of the Main Body are given a simple circular
use to a Naval operator and the output was disposition.
restructured to emphasise the good and bad aspects of
the plan. Assertions were combined using Bayes' rule The screen comprises ships and other platforms
using weightings to represent the importance of the whose primary role in the force is to protect others
factors as seen by the expert. However, determining by use of their sensors and weapons. The program
the values to be given to these factors involved allocates the available platforms to either a close
considerable guesswork and tuning to get reasonable screen (which provides short range defence of the
results. main body from air, submarine, or surface attack),

an advanced screen (giving defence in depth and
From the point of view of this paper an freedom to deploy specific capabilities) and a distant

interesting aspect of this work is the use of rule- screen or picket (deployed at a distance from the
based network to represent a plan. main body and in a direction to give the best early

warning of an attack).
4. FLAG OFFICERS AID AT SEA (FLOATS)

So far we have mainly been concerned with The system computes the Torpedo Danger Zone (TDZ)
defence of own ship. When ships act in a group the around the main body and the arc(s) that include all

Flag Officer has the task of deploying his available the individual threat sectors. The platforms
forces in an optimum way. This is an area where the allocated to the close screen (usually destroyers and

frigates) are stationed on the TDZ limit and spread
current systems give little help to the Flag Officer,
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uniformly within the threat sectors. The advanced Real Time Planning Aids
screen (usually comprised of helicopters) is likewise John McDermott of Carnegie - Mellon University is
disposed around the limit of the computed Missile reported to have identified the following planning
Danger Zone (MDZ). The operator is given the oppor- functions:
tunity to constrain the solution by imposing special
requirements, namely the stationing of a ship as a (1) Configuration:
"goal keeper" over a specified high value unit; the
formation on an inner screen between the main body and To intify required components and integrate
the TDZ; and the stationing of a specific platform in
a specific position. The disposition task uses (2) Scheduling:
algorithmetic procedures. The program does not yet To determine and sequence actions that will
position the platforms with advanced warning achieve desired ends.
capabilities (e.g. AEW aircraft) as this computation
will need consideration of geographical features and (3) Design:
preferably a combined algorithmic and rule based To create an object whose components are
approach. The main goal will be to deploy the arranged in a way that satisfies (the most
appropriate platforms in the direction of the important) placement constraints and whose

appropriate threat. components have been selected to facilitate

The next step is to construct the "ideal" placement.
platform for each station, in terms of type of vehicle
and its equipment fit (kit). For this an expert system Using these definitions the FLOAT force
shell is used and a rule base containing some 120 rule deployment programme is design. It does not schedule,

the ideal platform for each station has nor does it say how the ships, etc., are to get from
clauses. When theidellatormfotheir present position to form the screen.

been determined the data is passed to a matching
programme which determines a figure of merit (FOM) for
each platform in each station. This gives a matrix of However, Naval forces often get involved in
FOM's of platforms (columns) against stations a(rows) complex situations which involve scheduling, such as
FOM's of platforms (columns) against stations (rows)allocate an optimum allocation replenishment, amphibious operations and disaster
and allows a sort to allocate an optimum allocation relief. Such applications are subject to pre-planning.
giving an acceptable total FOM and a close match In the real-time world the operator managing the
between each platform and its corresponding ideal. situation (e.g. our Task Force Flag Officer) needs the
It is then possible to calculate the actual sector support of a planning aid, which can store the
each platform is going to control from its sensor support of a planning aid, which can store the
performance, and display the result in plan position prepared plan and then support the ligh t of an evolving
form to the user. Access is possible to radar and m odificati on of the plan the decisions of an evolving
sonar propagation models (e.g. IMP, Ref 5) allowing r eal world situation and the decisions of the
realistic sensor coverage diagrams to be displayed.
The user can also chose to see a report giving the
basis of the selection (i.e. description of the "ideal" It was suggested earlier that the E.W. tasking
platform for each platform, ROM matrix, etc). The devised by ARE could be considered to be a plan,

held in the knowledge base in the form of an inference
operator can then work interactively to modify the network, which was modified by the operator to form an
system's solution (for example by exchanging the We are investigating the
platforms between two stations; moving a particular acceptable solution. Weof representing the synthesis of plans in
station) and the assessment of these changes can be possibility of representing the synthesis of plans instation) and the assessment of these changes can be the form of a forward chaining Expert System, which

suppo yindividual rule-bases. The operator can the form of a forward chaining Expert System, which
supported by individual rule-bases. The operator can would result in a collection of goal assertions of
finally select either his modified solution or the activities to be performed. These activities would
system's original solution. Fig. 7 shows a typical not be temporarily or ed in sequence at this pre-
displayed output. This diagram, based on a photograph planning stage, although dependencies and inter-
from an actual working display, shows the operating relationships with other activities would form part
sectors allocated to a screening force of 6 frigates, of their description.
I destroyer and 3 helicopters, so as to optimally
defend a main body of 3 high value units, namely

To form a current plan the Expert System would be
an aircraft carrier, a force guide, and one of the evoked to prepare schedules showing which activities
defending ships which has been specifically placed have to pre-empt other activities taking account of
with the main force by the operator. MLA is the Main the conflicts arising from demands on various
Line of Approach of the force and "ZZ" is the centre the evolving real-time situation.
of the position co-ordinates, resources and the evolving real-time situation.of the position co-ordinates.

FLOATS is currently being further developed to It is proposed that the role played by the system
provide the Flag Officer with a range of management during the development of the plan will be that of an

aids, and it is intended to incorporate variants of adviser. The plans generated will be capable of being
the EW tasking and Flying Programme planning systems influenced during the development process by the
being developed at ARE. operator, extensive use being made of graphical

representations of the decision processes active within

Although EXPERT 4 software supports the the machine. This would appear to require a clearer
mathematical representation of certainty, with -5 representation to the operator of the dominant paths
representing "definitely false", 0 "don't know", and influencing the goal assertions within the inference
+5 "definitely true", where possible FLOATS avoids network than is currently available with today's
the necessity for making judgements. Weightings are Expert System technology. The system must be able to

used in the calculations of the FOM matrix, where the assist in decisions where relevant information may be
balance in considering air, surface and sub-service uncertain or unknown.
threats is allowed for by giving the threats
weightings which are used in the calculation of the
FOM's.
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Usually Expert Systems are in the class where and Data Base Management Systems. To an increasing
goal hypotheses are confined to a single instance in extent the problem of new weapons systems will lie not
time. This however does not constitute a plan. A in the weapons themselves, but in our ability to
plan is a collection of assertions viewed as an control them.
abstract simulation of the future i.e. what is required
is a means of representing states of a process that Such systems, as exemplified by President Reagan's
change with time. A software package for implementing "Star Wars" initiative, will be a driving force in
Expert Systems caled ART (Automated Reasoning Tool) the development of "Expert Systems" and other IKBS
has recently been announced by Inference Corporation techniques. Although we anticipate major advances
of Los Angeles. An important feature of ART is that over the next decade, it is difficult to predict the
it has a viewpoint mechanism, a facility for modelling ultimate effects on more conventional Command and
hypothetical alternatives and situations that change Control Systems, such as Naval Command systems. We
with time. Among other facilities of ART is its believe that, because of the constraints of ship
support of Belief Rules, which are used to recognise construction and refit schedules, the automation of
desirable viewpoints, either to aid processing or to Naval Command and Control will be introduced by a
streamline it. process of evolution. It will be interesting to see

how A.I. will impact on human decision making, for
As a means of demonstrating these ideas we have this is seen as being central to both the

been considering a conceptual command and control responsibilities of Naval staff and their careers.
system called DRAMA (standing for Disaster Relief
Automated Management Aid). This is an application ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
which involves a number of phases of planning, an
often difficult management environment, and the The paper is largely based on work and ideas
application of a number of types of expertise (i.e. originating from the Admiralty Research Establishment
a multi-agent environment). It could also potentially (Portsdown) and the Brackne Division of Ferranti
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those that break precedence constraints) are brought
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Third Seminar on Application of Machine
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military Command and Control applications, such as RSRE, Malvern, England.
the control of amphibious landings. 5. R.E. Wright, P.J. Burton, C. Lambert, J.S. Barr,

5. CONCLUSIONS "The Tactical Applications of Microwave
Propagation Prediction", Agard Conference

From our experience so far we have concluded that Proceedings No. 331 (Supplement), Propagation
the development of Expert Systems has reached the Effects of ECM Resistant Systems in
state where worthwhile operational systems can be Communication and Navigation, pp 17-1 to 17-13.
provided. The successful applications to date usually
apply to a single expert domain where there are SENR SENMR WSTEM WEEON
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procedures, as illustrated by E.W. Tasking and Force
Deployment.

In current systems, such as Close In Weapon COMBATSYSTEMHIGHWAY

Systems, where there are real-time constraints and
simple rules, algorithmic processes are the viable MMANDSYSEM - - - - - - - - -- 

mechanism. In complex situations, where the solutions X DLPP ACU MCDU MCU IOWNiH
cannot be predicted, some form of knowledge based INTERFACE

solution is required. Mechanisms are required which
can handle real world situations - uncertainty of COMMANDDISPLAYHIGHWAY
information and the impossibility of full goal
satisfaction during execution. We are entering a
period where the tools available to realise Expert
Systems will improve significantly, as witnessed by
new software development packages and the increasing
performance and lowering of cost of LISP processors

FIGURE 1 CACS-CONCEPTUAL COMBAT SYSTEM
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MARKOVIAN MODELING OF CANONICAL C3 SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
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Abstract counter actions such as weapon maneuver, engagement and
disengagement. The aforementioned subsystems may be

We have developed a family of Markovlan stochastic further decomposed Into a set of Interconnected
process models for generic C3 systems based upon the C3 Irreducible primitive elements. The command element Is
Canonical Reference Model [I1. The Markovianmodels are responsible for allocating Its plant(sensor or weapon)
constructed to characterize the dynamic evolution of the resources. The control element Is responsible for
underlying C3 system. The models depend upon the maneuvering and activating the plants. The transmission
existence of attrition and supply processes for both and reception elements are responsible for timely
friendly (F) and adversary (G) forces. The attrition and communications between and among all of the elements
supply intensities for these processes are determined which may be dispersed and/or distributed on the
from the capabilities of the C3 systems of the F and G battlefield. Finally, the identification and counter plants
forces and thus completely determine the evolution of the provide for an effective means with which the C3 system
force state. The functional description of these may interact with the environment Including the threat.
intensities are determined parametrically in terms of the The identification plant Is responsible for receiving
characteristic capabilities of the various C3 systems signatures from the environment in the form suitable for
building blocks. The state space variables which are signal processing and target parameter identification. The
Incorporated In this description Involve the force states, counter plant is capable of inflicting damage upon
identification and counter states, command and control suspected or confirmed targets.
states and communication network states. Performance
equations are derived to compute the probability of win MISSIONS AND PLANS
and the mean time to terminate the battle. Results are To breathe life into the canonical reference model
Illustrated through the Introduction of a specific C3 the C3 system must have a well defined mission or a
pure-attrition model, the MPAC3 I model, for which prioritized set of missions. The mission provides the
explicit performance behavior and sensitivity results are goals and objectives to be achieved. A typical mission for
presented. We also show that the MPAC3 I model provides a tactical C system might be, for example, to seek out the
an extension of the well-known Lanchester equations for enemy and win a likely confrontation In a reasonable
aimed-fire and area-fire [2]. Extension to other combat amount of time and with minimum losses. The commander
theoretic equations commonly used in deterministic C3 and his staff develop a plan to support the mission. The
models may be made as well. plan should address how resources are allocated toperceive and observe the environment and the status of his

INTRODUCTION own C3 system, i.e., the state-of-nature. Next, the plan
must provide for understanding the state of nature and

The canonical reference model for C3 systems [Ij assessing consequences of possible courses of actions and
describes two major C3 subsystems which combine to strategies (a set of observation-action pairs). The

7form generic C3 systems. Evencomplexneste consequences should be relevent to the mission. Finally,form generic C3 systems. Even complex nested the plan should address how available resources are
architectures of C3 systems may be decomposed into the allocated to request or direct, execute and report actions
identification (ID) subsystem and the counter (CO) consistent with the planned strategies. The plan should be
subsystem. The identification subsytem Is responsible reviewed for consistency with the mission and updated as
for surveillance maneuvering, making observations and often as possible. Once the plan is approved by the
comparing them to Intelligence In an effort to assess the commander, it is delivered to the control element,
threat. Intelligence is simply defined as a set of typically of lower echelon or rank. The controller then
observations which was previously processed and implements the plan in a set of procedures, tasks and/or
correlated for potential threat capability. The counter orders which control the sensor and/or weapon system
subsystem is responsible for carrying out appropriate actions.
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results. Thus in general
MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTI VENESS

Uf - Uf (MOE1(), MOE2 (),..., MOEi(), ... , MOEn ()
Given the structure of a C3 system one may readily where

define measures of performance (MOPs). For each C3 MOP () MOPMOP MOP (, MOP ()..., MOPi ( ) .
process, one can measure the time it takes a given input to
produce a desired output and call that a MOP. The Consider, for example, the generic mission
structure of a C3 system, however, is only a "means to an statement: "Seek out the enemy and deal a decisive blow In
end", i.e., the means to accomplish the mission. A given a minimum amount of time and with minimum losses". We
MOP may or may not reflect upon the potential for the use the assumptions and definitions inherent In the
success of the mission. When a MOP is directly related or mission statement to formulate a quantitative objective
correlated with the success of the mission, it may function. We assume that only two forces are involved: a
contribute to or be associated with a measure of friendly force F and an adversary/enemy force G.
effectiveness (MOE). Typical MOEs measure the ability to Immediately prior to the battle/confrontation, the

make certain types of observations or to take certain strength of force F and G are denoted by iF and It
types of actions with given error and false-alarm rates. respectively. At the end of the battle, the desired
In addition, losses, delays, throughput and timeliness are win-strength-threshold for of the surviving force F is
used to define both MOPs and MOEs. denoted by IfF and that of force G is denoted by IfG

Hence, the Initial and final force state boundary conditions
To illustrate the distinction between MOPs and MOEs, are defined by =-(liF, li) and lf=(IfF, fG), respectively.

consider a C3 system with the mission to destroy hostile During the course of the battle the force state strengths
objects. Let the C3 system include a range-independent are denoted by N = (NF,N) where I F>_NF>IF and I G > NG > Ilf.

missile-based CO subsystem and a radar-based ID Due to political, reinforcement and/or logistics reasons
subsystem designed to Identify and track various objects. the mission must beaccomplished within an average time
Assume that the radar can provide azimuth, height and DbDm. Subjectively, forexample, forall NG< O. , fore
range information. The missile on the other hand can only F may be said to have dealt a decisive blow" to force 6
use azimuth and height information. Thus, the ID and that for all NF>0.51F, force F incurred "tolerable
subsystem is chartacterized by MOPs relating losses". The statement of the mission, therefore, impliesidentification capabilities to azimuth, height and range The statement of the mission therefore implies
information whereas the CO subsystem is characterized by
MOPs relating counter capabilities to azimuth and height the initial and final force state strengths. The mission
information. Since in this case range is irrelevent to the objective function, however, is a function of the MOEs and
CO subsystem, only azimuth- and height-related MOPs therefore the MOEs in turn must be functions of the Initial
contribute to the C3 system MOEs. The ID MOPs which are and final force state strengths.
range-related do not contribute to the mission of the C3

- We identify at least three critical MOEs for thissystem and by definition cannot contribute to the C3MOEs. objective function: the probability of win, P , the
It Is a challenge to the C3 scientist to Identify and expected friendly losses given a friendly win, Lw, and the
evaluate MOPs relevant to MOEs in the context of a given expected duration of battle, Db Using these high level
mission. The problem is especially complicated by themission. The problem is especially complicated by the MOEs, one may try to optimize meaningful structures for
fact that, typically, MOEs are functions of more then one
MOP. Moreover, since the same MOP may be found in more Uf( P , b as or example,
than one MOE, typical MOEs should follow naturally from
the statement of the mission of the C3 system and are Uf=(PU5 P ' (Lu'q (Db)r
often Inter-dependent as we show below. Note also that It or as
is also likely that MOEs may be function of lower level Uf = (a Pw)P + (a2 Lw) q + (a3Db )
MOEs as is the case with MOPs. It is therefore important where al, a2, a3, p, q and r are non-negative real numbers.
to define and obtain MOEs and MOPs most relevent to the
mission statement of the problem I.e., the mission THE MARKOVIAN ATTRITION-REINFORCEMENT FORMALISM
objective function.

THE MISSION OBJECTIVE FUNCTION The states of a C3 system may be characterized by a
vector stochastic process Z(t) = ( Zt , t > 0 ) which

The C3 system mission objective function Uf is a describes the dynamic evolution of the C3 system. The
well defined mathematical statement which captures the global random vector state variable i represents the
'essence of the mission of the C3 system. Cast In terms of system state random variables at time t it)
key C3MOPs or even MOEs it may be possible to optimize Incorporates the continuous-time process definitions.
Uf, In structure and performance alike, to yield the Embedded in Z(t), we define discrete-time state/jump and
greatest probabilities for the best possible mission point/arrival processes denoted by Z(n) [ Zn, nO, 1, 2 ....).
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We assume, in addition, that Z(t or Z(n) may be (t) represents the total number of C3units or assets In
characterized by a coherent and consistent set of each of the forces. The corresponding two-dimensional
stochastic process models such as Markov, semi-Markov, stochastic vector process is given by (t) -(Mlt, t <0)
Markov-Renewal, Regular Point [3], Regular Jump [4] and where Mt - (NtF, NtG) represents the total number of
m-memory [5] stochastic process models. effective friendly and adversary fighting units In the

respective C3 system, at time t. Thus, NtF and NtG areLet 5 represent the total C3 state space available random variable components of F , ctively,random variable components of [tf and [t 6, respectively,for Z(t) or j(n) . Z consists of two major state and therefore 1(t) is a our-dimensional counting
subspaces, <,, and 5p such that $ = { ,, 5p } . The stochastic process which is decomposed In terms of a) the
state space X, Includes the functional (e.g. offensive two-dimensional state sequence process given by
/defensive, mission-oriented) observation/decision/action 1(n) = ({,,n-O, 1, 2, ... ) and b) the two-dimensional point
spaces which apply to identification and counter processes process given by A(n) = {A,n, 1, 2, ... ) . The stateand their associated command, control, and sequence random variable vector Is given by 16 - (NF,, Nsn )
communications processes. Thus 3 r is called th ere w NFn and NGn are the random variables representing
functional state sDace. The state space 2X is called the the total assets Inherent In force F and 6 , respectively

hMysical state soace and includes observables applied to following the nth- attrition/reinforcement transition Inthe spatial and temporal distributions of assets which assets. The point arrival random variable vector Is given
may be associated with both forces F and G. As shown In by A, (A- , An) where AFn and A0

,n are the random
Figure 1, 5<, consists of two major state subspaces, 5= F

Figure 1, andX, consists of two major state subspaces, variables representing the nh attrition/reinforcement
and G and similarlyd Sp consists of two major state arrival times for the total assets Inherent In force F and G,

subspaces, and Thus represents the respectively. Note that M(t) is therefore a jump vectorphysical state space available for the force F vector stoch
process X7(t) given by .F(t)· - Uf, t > and XOG stochastic process whose state within each small timeprocess (t given by (t) ,t> and increment either stays the same , decreases due to an
represents the physical state space available for the attrition or increases due to a reinforcement. N(t) is a
force G vector process X(t) given by X(t) tt,. t > 0) continuous-time process for which simultaneous
where [ tF and KtG represent the state random variables of occurences of events occur with probability 0.
friendly and adversary assets, respectively, at time t. In Presently, let the discrete-time C3 process be given
general, tF and Xt6 include variable components for
readiness and deployment status such as the number and Z(n) = [ i,, An, n = 0, I, 2, ...).type of units, location, movement and logistic levels. Z(n) is completely characterized by the following set of

conditional probabilities which we term as the C 'rocess
The C3 system model assumes that state space kerel,

transitions within and between the functional state
spaces cause transitions to occur in the physical state K( ij, t, n I J, ..., i,, to, ... , t,) -
spaces. Similarly, state space transitions within the
physical force space may cause and affect transitions P(lo,=1l ,A,-A,> tljoi, . , Nln , Ao-to,..., Antn)within and between functional spaces. Since the perceived
states are only stochastic estimates of the true states, foranystate levelsio , A, and tmes to, , tn 0,
stochastic behavior Is exhibited for many transitions in n O.
both types of spaces even though many highly
deterministic relationships may be defined.s characterized by aFor a Cs process which is characterized by a

Markov-Renewal stochastic process the C3 process kernel
is given by

COOT=llor3~~iB 1p ) K( J4l1 , t, n I in, , , to, ... t tn ) 

lowl" i _l P( >n- ml ' An-l-Anl> t I It = I, An l-. tn)

for any states I , ... ,,, and times to, ... , tn, t > 0, n > 0.
Figure I - C3 System Spaces Note that the associated continuous-time stochastic

vector process Jt) Is semi-Markov and the embedded
Consider a sample of attrition and reinforcement state sequence process (n) is a discrete-time Markovtransitions which occur In the physical state space $W chain, governed by a transition probability function givenX bygiven by the multi-dimensional vector process R( I 1) Pt Ni = I IL = In )

X(t)- (t,t O]) where Xt = (XtF , Xt13). One state space of
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where j, = ( iF , isn ) represents the total number of C3 F. Similarly, for force G we define O6(I) and 6+S(I). Then,
units/assets counted at tn < t < tl. We characterize the we have
process 1(n) as a time-homogeneous semi-Markov
reinforcement-attrition C3 process by noting that four R( in, n+l )
types of transitions may occur between any two
successive jumps n and n+ 1, as induced by the events = _F( , )uF(k), for in+F i -i k,nk in l
depicted In Figure 2 and described below:

= 6A I, )u(k), for iJrf = 1,nFI +,G = InG k
a) Attrition in the force F. The magnitude of the attrition
is given by the random variable uF(I) C3 units with i- ,F( )uF(k)) for int- nF + k, iSl -
probability u.F(k) - P( uF(j) = k i. The time delay since the
last event Is given by the random variable T.F( =6+G( )u(k) for nIf = iF, = 1R+ k
distributed according to T.F( I ,t) = P( T. F() < t ).

corresponding to each type of event a)-d) above. Note that
b) Attrition in the force G. The magnitude of the the probability that the next event is a force F event is
attrition is given by the random variable u(l) C3 units given by
with probability u.(k) = Pt u.l(1) - k ). The time delay oF(I) =_F(1) + 8+F(j)·

since the last event is given by the random variable TA.))
distributed according to TA I ,t) - P TA. ) It). Similarly, the probability that the next event Is a force G

event is given by
c) Reinforcement of force F. The magnitude of the
reinforcement is given by the random variable u+F() C3 l) = 6()+ + ).
units with probability u+F(k) - P uF() k ). The time Therefore
delay since the last event is given by the random variable R( J, + 8F(j + ) 1.
T+F(I) distributed according to T+F(I,t) = Pi T+F(J) t }.

In1
d) Reinforcement of force G. The magnitude of the Recall that the C3 process starts with the state
reinforcement Is given by the random variable u+,(j) C3 = (IF, IG) and continues until the state
units with probability u+(k) - pi u+(1) - k ). The time
delay since the last event is given by the random variable fIn=(N F>IfF,NnF=If) or hn= ( NnF=IfFNnO>If)
T+j(_) distributed according to T+,( ,t) - P( T,+(J) < t ).

is reached. If IfG is reached then force F is said to have
won the battle. If IfF is reached then force G is said to

iF~ki j B 1: iF+k, i ° have won the battle. To obtain the probability of win for
force F ,theref ore, we need to prescribe J = (IF, I) and

6 uFil)U+F(k) + sF~I>UF~J If ·(IfF, If). It is assumed that when the size of force F
reaches Its final value If, it cannot continue to operate

0( Di)u.( k)/ \ (i)u, k ) effectively and it is said to have lost the confrontation.
Let the first hitting times of any state iF by force F and of
any state 1G by force 6 be given, respectively, by

Figure 2 - Markovian Attrition-Reinforcement Model
ThF(I F) = mln{ tt > O,NtF IF},

It is assumed in this model that at each event, the and
computation of the distributions of the time to the next F ThCG(l) - mint t: t > O, NtG = iG.
or G attrition or reinforcement is reset and, therefore, the
distributions of the time delays depend only on the C3 The probability of win P( j ) is defined by the probability
process state i. It is noted that T F and TG express the that that the confrontation Is won by force F, which will
time durations that need to expire while E, = I before the happen if force G reaches its final state If0 before force F
corresponding next event occurs. However, we observe reaches its final state I F. Thus,
that only one of the four possible events will be realized.
This event is the outcome with the shortest time Interval. Pu i) - Pi Force F wins | I ) - Pt Th(1r) < ThFIfF)I ii )

Let 8_F(1) represent the probability that the next The mean-time-to-termination of the battle Db is
event is an attrition of force F and let B+F(j) denote the defined as the average time It takes for force F or G to
probability that the next event Is a reinforcement of force win. Thus,
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Db -E( minT [ThF(lfF), T.6(1 Gfr) J) The mean-time-to-termination of the battle is
ODb =E{ mln [ Thf(IfF), The(I) )] }. fcomputed by solving the following set of recurrence

relations:
Consider the much simplified but highly instructive case
under which only attrition events are possible (no Db(') - [l()rl1 F() Db(lF-1jO)+ 56 (G) Db(jf G.- )
relnforcements), 'each attrition Is of unit magnitude and
the strength process is Markov, then the time delays for fo IF> IF . 16> I" under the fnal boundaryconditions
these events are exponentially distributed, according to

P[ T_F( ) > t - exp[-iF( L )t 1, t > 0; Db(lfFIO)] O for 10> If6;
and and

P T( i ) > t } = exp[-( )t 1, t .O. Db(IF, IfO)]" 0 for F> IfF

The attrition intensities are defined by Note that the MOEs Pw and Db are totaly determined by
gF(Q) and Lie). Hence, VF(W) and IL°l) are also MOEs and

LF( ) I lim (At)'lP( NFt+t - NFt < 01t = i} any MOP which may be relevant to Pw and Db must also be
at-O imbedded in VF(i) and AIR). This point is illustrated

and using a basic C3 system model refered to herein as the
(. 1) J= im (At)tP( NGt+At -st < 01 t i) Markov Pure Attrition C3 (MPAC 3) Model I.

At-*O

THE MPAC3MODEL I
From these definitions we note that

Consider the capability of the ID subsystem of force
Pt NFt+At - NFt < 0 I Mt = .I} = IF( J )At +o(At) F to detect force G of magnitude Nt6 = tG, at a magnitude

error E!F= k for any given detection event DF. For the
P( NGt+At - NGt < O I tlt 1) - ( I )At +o(At) purpose of Illustration let the error ElF In estimating Nt6

within a characteristic sensing time interval be Polsson
where lim o(At)/At = 0 distributed. Therefore,

At.-O

Given that the C3 process is in state Mt- i, therefore, the P( DF, E F- k I Nt - 1 } - PDF(iG) P( El- k I Nt6 - I6, DF 
probability that In a small Interval of duration At an
attrition event for force F will occur is approximately where
given by IF(I)At and similarly for force G.
In observing the evolution of this process, we note that P{tEF k INti'l6, if = XF(i 6)k(kt)-lexp[-iF(i)], k = O, 1,2,...
the process stays In state I, for a period T(I) which is
exponentially distributed with probability Thus the average size of the error I.e. the deviation In

estimating the size of force G, given that there are 16
P T( i) > t = exp[-L(j.)t 1, t > 0, units and that detection of force G occured is given by

where
E[ EiF I Nt, DF] = IF( 10).g(i) - F() + gri(j). EC EF Nt, f f()

The process then experiences an attrition In the force F Analogously, consider the capability of the ID subsystem
with probability 6_F(i) = F(j)/g(j), and an attrition In of force G to detect force F of magnitude Ntf = IF at a

force G with probability -A G) - 0GWL)(I). magnitude error EI6- k, for any given detection event D6.
For the purpose of Illustration let the error EIG in

The probability of win PUjU) may therefore be estimating NtF within its characteristic sensing time
computed by solving the following set of recurrence interval be also Poisson distributed. Therefore,
relations: P{ D6, Ei- k I NtF - F PoD(i F) P( EIG k INtF - IF DG }

Pw (I) = 86F(i) Pw(iF- 1,0) + _0(l) Pw(IF,16-1 )
where

for F > IfF and 16> If6 under the final boundary conditions PEIG= k I NtF''F, D) = i(iF)k(kI)lexpp-XqG(jF) 

Pw,IfF I ) 0 for 1G > IfG ;

and Thus the average size of the error In estimating the size
PW(tF, Ifs ) = 1 for iF > IF of force F, given that there are IF units and that detection
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of force F occured Is given by and since we also assumed that PO6(F) - 1, we must have

E[ E s I NtF , DG] ' XI(iF). pF( 1) = F( DG l )I

To simplify the illustration we also assume that
As a special case, we postulate that the attrition

PDF(i G) = P0DG(F) = 1. Intensities may be approximated as

Without loss in generality let jF( D, i ,k) = acF iF fcF( G, k),
and

IF (i ) = Ffff (1G) and 1IFG (IFF) jiP( D F, ik) aciGc , k)

where for each 1F, jG, k . The factors acF iF and ac6 LG exhibits the
XfI X 0G O and f1F (jG), flF(1G) O. linear law for aimed-fire as postulated by Lanchester. The

form factors fCF(IG, k) and fcGl F, k) may account for any
As a special case, it is reasonable to asssume that degradation in aimed-fire resulting from errors such as

estimating the size of the adversary force strength. To
f1i(i) = IoG and fiG(IF) F, IG, IGO>O. illustrate the impact of the ID errors on the CO hit rate,

we assume that for a given estimation error EI = k , the
For illustrational purposes, therefore, in this model, the degradation to aimed-fire attrition decreases as the CO
error in size is directly proportional to the size being subsystem becomes less sensitive to the ID subsystem
estimated. errors. For illustration ,let

Given a detection DF and an error EIF = k when kit = , fcF(iG, k) = fCF(k) = exp[-ac[F k , k > O ,
the probability of a hit HF which causes a unit magnitude and
attrition In force G within At units of time Is given by fcel'F, k) = fCG(k) = exp[-aac k] , k >_ O.

P( HF, At JDF, Nt i, ElF- k = pG( D, i ,k) At, o(At). Note, that as desired, we have a) fCF(l, O) = 1, when no
Identification errors occur, i.e., EI - 0 and b) fcF(l, k)

Thus, the mean-time to the next unit attrition of force G decreases as k increases and thereby resulting in more
by force F is given by area-fire and less aimed-fire. The parameters ac0 , aaG

are the ID-CO sensitivity factors which couple the MOPs of
E( ThFI D, t , EiF Qk} = 1 / p(e DF, , k) the two subsystems of force F and G, respectively.

and Averaging over k, we obtain
k=oo

pg( DF,) = i pG( DF, I. k) P(EI= k DF, Nti) i PF( i) acG iGerx(p[-( ?IF(l- exp[-aCI])

-0 and
Since we assumed that PDF(lG) = 1, we must have pG( i) acF IF exp[-[IFeG(I- exp[-aaF]).

i) = pee DIr, i).

Analogously, given a detection Dr and an error EG = k when
it= 1, the probability of a hit HG which causes a unit
magnitude attrition In force F within At units of time Is
given by Note that if acF< I and acjF 1

Pf HG, AtlDG, i-= , EI,= k I = pF( AG I ,k) At + (atO. pF( 1 ) ' acl G1 exp[-7X? iFaaG]

and
and the mean-time to the next attrition of force F by force e0( in) = aCF iF exp[-;,Fi aaF].
G is given by

E( Th0 I DG, kit_ I, E1 -= ki = I / pIF( D, j ,Ik). and, furthermore, If XIG IFacaG 1 and XFl0GaC F I

pF( l,) = aCG le I-RIG iFaaG)
Averaging over all possible ID errors and

PF( DG I) = Lk F G L, too DG sj) p( L) = aCF IF( 1 _,G aaF )
pF(Dei- ) = ~ 'pF( Dr,,k) P(Eek IDG,Mt=-l),
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Thus we see how the contribution of aimed-fire is We therefore make the important observation that when
mitigated by poor Identification capability resulting In C, < I , it Is better to fight small battles and vice versa
mixed aimed-area fires. when Cr > 1 , It Is better to fight larger battles.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE MPAC3 I MODEL Figure 4 depicts results for Db versus the same
independent parameters described for P, in Figure 3 above.

To Illustrate the types of performance results which We observe that for any given initial force If = I.G, D,
may be obtained for the C3 process using the first-order This Is due to the
Markov single-unit attrition model described above, refer decrease in the counter capability of force F. Note,

decrease in the counter capability of force F. Note,to Figures 3- 10O. however, the crossover phenomenon which occurs for
Cr2 Cr= 0.5 and C,r -0.75 when IF - I? - 8 . As shown in

s -:--c7 Figure 3, as C, decreases below C, = 1, Force F has better
9 r1 .5 - o chances of winning when the battles are smaller. This,

however, results in larger Db for small battles. As the
z 6 _ size of the battle increases and C, decreases the battle is

ended in less time on the average since force G now is
more and more likely to win.

-J 4

~2 /It8

1 C~-025 r1.5 7

1 2 3 4 5 F6RCE7 TE(xS 18 11 12 13 14 6FORCE STRTE (x9 1)

Figure 3 - Pw versus If = liland Cr.

Figure 3 depicts results for P, versus the initial 3

forces which characterize the size of the battle given by X 2

IF= 1iG and IfF IfG = O. For any Initial forces, P, is greatly / 
impacted by the C3 single-unit force counter capability

2 4 6 8 le 12 14 ~Gt18 2A 22 24ratio Cr = acF/aCG assuming a perfect identification 8 Caabili ti 22 24 26 28

function (I =- 0). We assumed that Force G Is Figure 5 -P versus C,andF r.
characterized by acG= successful counter action per unit
C3 system per unit time. Note that as expected when acF = Figure 5 depicts results for Pw vs. the capability
acG Pw, 0.5, when acF> ac, . Pw > 0.5 and increases with ratio obtained as before by letting ace = I and varying acF
diminishing returns as the size of the battle is increased, from 0. I to 3.0. For a given Cr - acF/acG, Pw is greatly
and finally when acF < ac , Pw < 0.5 and decreases with Impacted by the initial force ratio Fr = iF/li This is
diminishing returns as the size of the battle is increased. Illustrated by letting IG = 16. As expected, Pw Increases

as both Fr and Cr are increased thus demonsrating the well
known force multiplier concept. Note, however, that as Cr
increases above Cr a 2 and Fr increases above Fr = 1, Pw

1Cr-. 75 Increases with diminishing returns. Moreover, P, Is much
x 14~ CrOc -0more sensitive to fighting outnumbered than to fighting
12 -i Cr.2 with comparably inferior forces.
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Figure 6 depicts results for Db versus the same In Figure 8 we see how Db varies with the battle
independent parameters described for Pw in Figure 5 above. size for various identification capability ratios. Note that
For each Fr, note the global maximum for Db(Cr). This when there are identification errors on both sides
maximum occurs at higher Cr values as Fr decreases. This regardless of who has the advantage, battles last longer
is due to the greater sensitivity of this MOE to Fr than to than when identification errors are zero (as is the case for
Cr for C. <IO. Nogte, moreovert that as Fr ncreases, n Is perfect identification). Thus Db is lower-bounded by the
CforC r <10easingly. Note,moreover, thatasFr ncreases, aimed-fire case. Significant departures from the
Increasingly sensitive to Cr,

minimum Db occur when Ir < 1 with small scale battles
ending quicker than large scale battles.

Is~ / \ I 1 16I ID ratio- A

14Fr-I 6 1 1 

In Figure 7 we see how P vaes with the battle In figures 9 and 10 we obtained P and D as
size for various identification capability ratios functions of the nitial force state while we varied the

2 4 S 8 10 12 1 4 iG 18 28 22 14 2S 28 I2 3 4 5 For7ces Sa e9 ..x...1 8 11 12 13 14

Figure 6 - 0b versus Cr and F. Figure 8 - Db versus If Iand I,..

In Figure 7 we see how Pw varies with the battle In Figures 9 and 10 we obtained Pw and Db as
size for various Identification capability ratios functions of the Initial force state while we varied the
Ir= lID/ IF Recall that XI Is the Identification ratio of the ID-CO sensitivity factors of forces F and G
subsystem parameter which provides the average error In given by Cs - aGa / aFa . Recall that as the sensitivity
estimating the opponent force state per unit opponent. factor aca increases the counter becomes more dependent
Thus a high Ir is desirable for force F. Indeed Pw increases upon the identification subsystem, I.e. , C>1l(Cs<l)
as ir increases for any battle size, as expected. Note that implies that force G is more (less) sensitive to
force F has the fire power advantage given by Cr = 2. When identification errors than force F. Therefore, as shown in
Ir> 1 , Pw is not as critically affected as when I,< 1. When Figure 9, P; is higher for force F when C, 1 than when
Ir < 1 smaller battles are more desirable for force F. Cs < 1 . Note, however, that when C, > 1 only marginal

Improvements are obtained for force F. In contrast, when
C, < 1 force F loses the counter power advantage (Cr = 2)
significantly, as the size of the battle Increases.

1ID r 5

9 9 

o 7

i i

4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 144 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
e i Forces St( 3 I Forces State(x I 

-....b Mr P et iFor____ee___ WA_= ____________e(x_ _ _ _ ) . ....

Figure 7 - Pw versus IF· ptand I, Figure 9- Pw versus IF - Ipandc,.
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The Markovian modeling of C3 processes seem to have
the potential for providing a rich and comprehensive
mathematical structure necessary to formulate,
understand and explore the impact of various MOP's and
MOE's relevant to various missions of C3 systems. This is
illustrated by simplistic first-order Markov single-unit
attrition processes whose Intensity functions are
characterized by the counter power, identification power
and their mutual counter-identification sensitivity factor
for each force F and G. This model also provides a natural
extension to the well-known Lanchester equations for
aimed-fire, area-fire and mixed-fire. In this model,
degradations similar to those occuring for area-fire result
from poor Identification capability and high sensitivity of
the counter function to the Identification function. Thus
area-fire Is Interpreted as a correction effect mitigating
aimed-fire. Our current on-going research Investigations,
modeling and evaluating the performance of C3 systems in
more detail, have led to significant extensions of the
models described In this paper.
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ARTILLERY CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Samuel C. Chamberlain & Virginia A. Kaste

US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21005-5066

Fire support control (FSC) is a key field artillery problem the TACFIRE message protocol and format to the commer-
area. While HELBAT 8 (Human Engineering Laboratory cial computers on which ACE can run. Conceptually, a par-
Battalion Artillery Test 8), a Nov '81 field exercise, was ticular ACE setup can be configured with any combination
being planned to study FSC, it was recognized that field or number of these components as is needed for the desired
exercises and computer models alone are inadequate to study application or the organization and operation to be played.
this complex problem area. Therefore, Ballistic Research Fire support control components that are not actively played
Laboratory (BRL) members of the HELBAT Working Group or inputs that are external to the organization structure
initiated a major work effort to develop a hybrid simulator being studied can be represented by scenario-based, time-
that would permit live, real-time interplay of manned FSC ordered TACFIRE messages read into ACE from predefined
devices with interactive-computer models in a computer- computer files or by a tactical equipment operator with cue
controlled, laboratory environment. A generalized simulator cards. ACE components are interconnected by a program
technology, called the Artillery Control Environment (ACE), named "Ether", which simulates radio nets, and character-
was developed and is now being transferred to other Army izes communications from perfect to a selected, degraded
agencies. ACE software has been incorporated into a joint probability level of successful data communications for each
HEL/BRL Command Post Exercise Research Facility net. A Master Control and Display Management Program
(CPXRF) and the first FSC experiment was completed in provides for computer control of a particular experiment and
July 83. In April 84, the facility was used to automatically permits experimenters to monitor real-time message flow on
collect and reduce large volumes of digital data from a major a large-screen TV or other suitable monitor or printer to
U.S. Army field exercise (the Fire Support Team Force instantly extract data such as processing time for a particu-
Development Testing and Experimentation #2, FIST lar node (see Figure 1).
FDT&E II). Activities are also underway to assist other
Army communities in determining how to use exported ACE In March 1982, it was agreed that the ACE and HEL-
technology for more cost-effective developmental testing and BAT activities should be joined to create a research or test-
soldier training. It is hoped that ACE techniques and con- bed facility with which a combination of laboratory and field
cepts will be utilized as of a new way of doing RDT&E busi- exercises could be conducted. The facility, located in the
ness in the computer age - using evermore powerful commer- newly built HEL building, uses ACE software provided by
cial computers to automate the RDT&E of tactical command BRL and computer hardware and mock-up artillery facilities
and control computer systems. provided by HEL. Through radio links, laboratory-based

exercises can include field elements such as mobile command
post vehicle, howitzer, and ammunition handling test-beds

THE CONCEPT (see Figure 2). This facility will not eliminate the need for
live field exercises, but it can be used to perform, for exam-

Through the exploitation of newly developed interactive, ple, time and motion studies of the total artillery fire support
operating systems (software), a real-time, multiplayer simula- system, and alternatively, to evaluate selected individual
tor technology, called ACE for Artillery Control Environ- components thereof in a total operations context. Flexibility
ment, was conceived and is now evolving. With the ACE is provided by the ability to mix simulated and real (live)
concept, componen .s of the fire support control ADP system players, which in the future may even include remote players
can be played a number of ways: (1) devices can be emu- in another part of the country interconnected to the facility
lated on low-cost, commercial video computer terminals; (2) via commercial telephone lines or the Defense Data Network.
devices or functions can be simulated in interactive computer The data resulting from controlled experiments can be used
programs; or (3) actual tactical equipment, fielded or experi- to derive inputs and parameters concerning human and sys-
mental, can be accommodated through the use of the ACE tem performance for command and control models. The
Bit Box, a device that interfaces any equipment employing extreme versatility of this type of evolving test-bed facility is

obvious, with a broad range of potential applications.
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The experience gained from the first experiment led to The ACE and CPXRF technology is also being imported
the application of ACE software and hardware in the role of by the Field Artillery School for training applications. Plans
tactical ADP testing. At the request of the US Army Field are being finalized to build a flexible and integrated Training
Artillery Board, the CPXRF was used to support the FIST Development Facility at Ft. Sill that can be used to support
FDT&E II, conducted at Ft. Riley, Kansas, to evaluate issues research in training developments and operational concepts,
concerning the FIST concept. Although it was originally as well as to train and evaluate soldiers on scarce, automated
hoped that a real-time facility could be moved to the test weapon control systems. The capability provided by the Bit
site, time and money constraints forced a less risky approach Boxes, that have been produced commercially in a jointly
to be used. Data was collected at the field site by recording funded buy with the National Training Center, will allow
the analog (Frequency Shift Keyed, FSK) messages directly integrated field and command post exercises to be conducted

from radios that monitored the six digital FM radio nets. over standard FM radio links. This will allow real observer
These tapes were shipped every 24 hours to the CPXRF teams and howitzer crews to fire live missions while the tac-
(located at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland) where the tical command and control aspects of the fire mission are
data was digitized, time-tagged, and stored in a computer. handled in a command post exercise environment within the
The digitized messages were then sorted into predesignated facility. Real-world problems, that might not surface in a
categories: bonafide Fire Missions, Miscellaneous (not used in totally simulated environment, can be identified while new,
fire missions), and Unknown messages. An usually successful innovative command and control approaches are wrung-out
attempt was made to identify the messages in the unknown within the facility. The expansion of the Defense Data Net-
category and place them into one of the other categories. work will eventually connect the Ft. Sill facility and the
The categorized messages were finally put on standard com- CPXRF to provide a significant communications link
puter tape and sent back to the Field Artillery Board between the user and developer communities.

(located at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma) to be used in their data
reduction process. Some data reduction work was also con- In the out-years, ACE software and the CPXRF will
ducted at BRL to produce "baseline" information about support a variety of research projects dealing with the appli-
current Army field artillery systems for use by modelers and cations of artificial intelligence techniques, man-machine
to serve as a measuring stick for future exercises (see Figures interface studies, and systems integration concepts. It is
4 & 5). In all, over 60 mega-bytes of data was collected at hoped that ACE will be one of the forerunners of a new way
the FIST FDT&E. There were approximately 171,000 mes- of doing business in the computer age, using evermore
sages transmitted over six radio nets during the 320 hours of powerful commercial computers to automate the RDT&E of
testing. To our knowledge, this is the first time such a data- tactical command and control computer systems.
base has been collected. Detailed information concerning
this project is available in the BRL reports: Field Artillery
Digital Message Collection and Reduction Software; BRL-
IMR-822; Hartwig, Kaste, Brodeen, Hansen, Walter, Cham-
berlain; June 1984; and Description of the Digital Data Col-
lected from the FIST FDTEE II; BRL-IMR-840; Kaste, Bro-
deen, Winner; February 1985.

Another CPXRF experiment is in the planning and
development stage; this experiment will have three objectives
designed to gained a better understanding of artillery fire
control. Objective #1 will be to investigate the fire control
interactions between the battery fire direction center (FDC)
and its howitzers in order to gain insight into the problems
associated with semi-autonomous howitzer operations.
Objectives #2 and #3 focus on the responsibility of the bat-
talion fire direction officer (FDO) to provide tactical fire con-
trol decisions, in this case, the selection of the amount and
type of ammunition to expend on a target. Objective #2 is
to establish production rules that can be used in a prototype
expert system. Objective #3 is to investigate automatic pro-
cedures to evaluate nodal performance based upon the qual-
ity of decisions rather than simply service times.
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APPLICATIONS

A major milestone in the evolution of the HEL/BRL sent from the FIST DMD was time-tagged, stored in a file
CPX Research Facility (CPXRF) was the completion of the for later analysis, and displayed in real-time on a computer
first true experiment, which successfully demonstrated the terminal in the control room. A total of 72 two-hour cells
feasibility of using ACE technology to conduct sound statist- were run in the experiment to collect statistical data on the
ical and automated fire support control experiments utilizing effects of message intensity and communications degradation
actual tactical ADP gear and their human operations. In on the fire support coordination performance of a FIST HQ.
this first experiment, a single fire support control element, Over 45,000 messages were collected during this experiment.
the Fire Support Team (FIST) HQ with a prototype FIST The data reduction effort has produced information on the
Digital Message Device (DMD), was isolated and tactically response time of the FIST HQ, the effect of the reception of
loaded by interactive, semi-intelligent software that simu- redundant (duplicate) messages and the retransmission of
lated the actions and reactions of subordinate and higher- failed messages, and a variety of other pertinent issues.
echelon players and their tactical ADP gear (see Figure 3). Detailed information is available from the Defense Informa-
This provided for tight, statistical control of the experiment tion Center in the BRL reports: Fire Support Team Experi-
and eliminated the need to use large numbers of personnel ment; BRL-MR-3422; Smith, et al; December 1984; and
serving as controllers. The experiment consisted of running Approach to Modelling the Distribution of the Message Ser-
cells with varying degrees of fire mission request rates and vice Times for the Fire Support Team Experiment; BRL-
communication degradation. Each message received at or MR-3461; McKaig; September 1985.

FIRST PRODUCT: A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF DATA
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Analysis of The Fire Support Team
Force Development Testing and Experimentation II

Virginia A. Kaste & Samuel C. Chamberlain

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5066

The U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) has field exercises (FEX) which involved mechanized infantry and
developed a real-time interactive multi-player simulator tech- armor elements in a series of offensive and defensive
nology known as the Artillery Control Environment (ACE). maneuvers. The first FEX lasted 120 hours and the second,
ACE evolved from the Human Engineering Laboratory Bat- 102 hours. The third FEX was a free-play force-on-force exer-
talion Artillery Test (HELBAT) series of field exercises. By cise.
combining computer programs and live players, ACE permits
realistic simulation of fire support control for any low- Test Configuration
echelon battlefield slice.

Figure 1 is a diagram of the direct support (DS) field
ACE software was incorporated into a joint BRL/HEL artillery assets of a typical Division 86 Heavy Brigade.

Command Post Exercise Research Facility (CPXRF) in a suc- There are three digital fire direction nets that link the bat-
cessful demonstration of the feasibility of using automated talion fire direction center (bn FDC), a battery FDC, a bn fire
techniques for fire support control experiments. Experience support element (FSE) and three FIST HQs. Company fire con-
gained from this experiment led to applications of ACE trol nets link the FIST HQs to their three forward observers
software and hardware in tactical ADP testing. (FO). The combat observation lasing team (COLT) is attached

to one of the FIST HQs on a fire direction net. The symbols
The CPXRF was recently used to support the U.S. Army enclosed in dashed lines in Figure 2 depict the elements

Field Artillery Board in its Force Development Testing and that were played during the FIST FDT&E II. The maneuver
Experimentation (FDT&E) of the Fire Support Team (FIST) force was a mechanized infantry battalion task force com-
concept. The test was conducted at Fort Riley, Kansas. A posed of two mechanized infantry companies and one armor
new automatic data collection and reduction technique based compLny. The three maneuver companies were task organ-
on ACE was used. Each day, frequency shift keyed messages ized into three company-teams, each with two mechanized
were tape-recorded from each of six digital FM radio nets; infantry platoons and one armor platoon. In reality, armor
IRIG-B time code (received via satellite) was also recorded on FISTs do not have FO parties; however, for the purpose of
the tape. The analog tapes were shipped to Aberdeen Prov- this test each FIST HQ controlled two FO parties (located in
ing Ground, where they were digitized and sorted into fire the mechanized infantry platoon HQ) and also received voice
mission categories. A display showing the message traffic as calls for fire from the armor platoon leader. The task force
it was digitized from the tapes provided Field Artillery com- fire support assets included a Division 86 heavy mortar pla-
munications experts the capability to detect communications toon (4.2"), two DS artillery platoons (155mm, M109A2), two
problems, which were then corrected via telephone conversa- general support (GS) artillery platoons (8 inch, M10OAl), and
tions with the testers in the field. The sorted lists of mes- on occasion, attack helicopter (AH-IS Cobras with HELLFIRE
sages resulting from the data reduction at Aberdeen were missiles) and Close Air (A-10's with Pave Penny) support. A
written onto digital tapes and sent to the Field Artillery DS artillery battalion from the 1st Infantry Division Artillery
Board for their analyses. also provided a battalion FDC and a maneuver battalion fire

This accomplishment of collection and reduction of digi- support element (FSE).
tal field test data represents the beginning of a new approach
to development, testing, and analysis of tactical ADP systems. Communication Nets
Analysis conducted at BRL produced information about
current Army field artillery systems for use by modelers and CFC Nets 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 2) were the digital
to serve as a baseline for future exercises. This paper communication links between each of the three FIST HQ using
discusses some of the analytical results. FIST Digital Message Devices (DMD) and their two forward

observers using FO DMDs. Using a FO DMD, the Mortar FDC

TEST CONCEPT communicated with the FIST HQ via the maneuver battalion
Mortar Fire Direction (MFD) Net. At the same time, the

The purpose of the FIST FDT&E II was to examine the FIST HQ communicated with the FSE via voice. Fire Direc-
24-hour operational effectiveness of the FIST Headquarters tion (FD) Net 2 linked the bn FDC (using TACFIRE) to the two
(HQ) equipped with FIST vehicles and digital communications GS artillery platoon FDCs (using BCS) and FD Net 1 linked the
equipment. The test comprised two iterations of Scenario three FIST HQ, FSE, bn FDC, and the two DS artillery platoon
Oriented Recurring Evaluation System (Europe V) based FDCs (using BCS). The FD Net 1 was fully loaded in this test;

however, since only one-third of the Field Artillery (FA)
assets of the maneuver brigade were played, there was only
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one-third the realistic loading on TACFIRE. Discussions of ble messages is larger for the CFC nets than for the FD nets.
the results of net utilization will be based primarily on FD The mortar FDC was given an FO DMD (with AN/PRC-77 1.5 -
Net 1. 2 watt transmitter) and was located a long distance from the

data collection antenna, hence the large percentage of
unintelligible messages on the MFD net.

DATA COLLECTED

Three hundred forty-four hours of tape-recorded data NET UTILIZATION
were received from Fort Riley. Table 1 shows the number
of digitized messages resulting from 322 hours of tapes Platoon forward observers communicate to their FIST HQ
played through the data collection and reduction programs. via a CFC net. In turn, each FIST HQ communicates with the
The remaining 22 hours of tapes contained communications artillery bn FDC (where TACFIRE is located) on the FD Net 1.
collected from non-controlled parts of the test. Of these, four The battery FDC also communicates via FD Net 1, but there
hours of communications were from FEX I and eighteen from is only one-way communication between it and the FIST HQ.
FEX III. In short, FD Net 1 was fully loaded with the appropriate

number of players. The discussion in this section deals with
Unintelligible messages were messages that did not con- net utilization for FD Net 1.

form to the basic TACFIRE message format as determined by
the program COLLECT. Such messages fell into three "Utilization" of a radio network is a function of the
categories: 1) not entirely received by the recording site, 2) number of messages passing through, the lengths of the mes-

*garbled in transmission, 3) artifact of the Bit Boxes receiving sages and the radio warm-up time (also known as preamble
noise. All transmitters on the CFC nets are less powerful time). Analysis of net utilization revealed that the FD net
than those on the FD nets; hence, the percent of unintelligi- was occasionally almost 50% loaded (see Figure 3). This is

TABLE 1. DIGITAL MESSAGE TRAFFIC COLLECTED

GOOD UNINTELLIGIBLE PERCENT TOTAL
NETS MESSAGES MESSAGES UNINTELLIGIBLE MESSAGES
CFC 1 10,103 746 7 10,849
CFC 2 9,268 1,341 13 10,609
CFC 3 11,839 1,398 11 13,237
FD 1 97,880 2,631 3 100,511
FD 2 24,552 1,430 6 25,982
MFD 5,780 3651 39 9,4.31
TOTAL 159.422 11.197 7 170,619
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a serious problem because as net utilization increases, the Observer" (MTO) message to the FIST HQ. This MTO, supply-
chances of net contention, detection, interception, and des- ing the FIST DMD with the essential information it needs for
truction also increase. Therefore, net usage should be kept to the ensuing events, is an essential message in fire mission
a minimum. The two major contributors to the high net processing. The FIST DMD, in turn, is responsible for passing
utilization were the lengths of variable format messages and TACFIRE's MTO along to the FO. After receiving TACFIRF.'s
preamble times. The Tactical Fire Direction System FM;FC, the battery FDC determines the additional ballistic
(TACFIRE) generates variable format (-VF) messages and much information required for each gun, and transmits that infor-
shorter fixed format (FF) messages. If VF messages could be mation via wire to the howitzer sections' gun display units
changed to encoded messages of shorter length, then net (GDUs). Thus, battery service time includes not only BCS ser-
usage would decrease. This, however, is not an immediate vice time, but also the howitzer section's processing time for
solution due to the time and cost of modifying software for loading and laying the guns. The battery FDC should notify
tactical equipment. FIST HQ with a SHOT message when the guns fire on the tar-

get, and this message is forwarded to the FOs by FIST HQ.
A message transmission always includes a preamble, However, in some instances during the FDT&E, the battery

synch characters and the message itself. The preamble time FDC incurred significant delays in sending the SHOT message,
used during the FIST FDT&E II was 2.1 seconds, the default and this affected the service time.
warm-up time for TACFIRE radio operations. The time neces-
sary to transmit a FF message without the preamble is 0.51 Service times for the FIST HQ, battalion FDC and the
seconds at 1200 bits per second, and the time necessary to battery will be presented in histograms, and for each histo-
transmit a VF message of average length without the pream- gram the mode and median will be given for each entire sam-
ble is approximately 2.2 seconds at 1200 bits per second. In ple.
general, the time required to transmit the preamble is longer
than the time necessary to transmit the information of a FIST HQ Service Time
message.

The FIST HQ to processes FO initiated fire requests with
Figure 4 and 5 compare net utilization with and the FIST DMD in two modes of operation, Auto/Auto and

without the preamble, the average number of messages per Review/Auto (further reference to Auto/Auto is Auto and to
hour on the FD net was used. When a 2.1 second preamble Review/Auto is Review). When the FIST DMD is in Auto
was used, the average net usage was 23.3%; however, with mode, all messages are transmitted directly through the FIST
no preamble the average net usage dropped to 5.9%. Pream- DMD. However, when the FIST DMD is in Review mode, all
ble time is the major contributor to high net usage; reducing messages except subsequent mission messages (such as SUBQ
it, is an important goal. ADJ, EOM&SURV) are first inspected before they are transmit-

ted to their final destination.

TIME REQUIRED TO SERVICE A MESSAGE Figures 7 and 8 present FIST HQ service times for fire

The following section presents service time information requests with the FIST DMD in the Auto mode and Review
for the FIST HQ equipped with a FIST DMD, the artillery bn mode, respectively. A few observations for each FIST DMD
FDC with TACFIRE and the battery FDC with a BCS. Service mode were greater than one hundred and fifty seconds and
time for each of these players is defined to be the time from are not shown in these figures. A detailed investigation of
the confirmed receipt of a message (i.e., the automatic the fire requests in Review mode has not yet revealed the
transmission of an acknowledgement message) until a cause of the apparent bimodal distribution of service times.
response to that message is first transmitted. Thus, service
time includes not only the time it takes a player to process a FfST HQ service times would range from zero to two seconds.
given message, but also the time the message is queued in
the digital device. If a message is deleted from the message second. Thus, a zero second service time really indicates
queue by the DMD operator, then service time for that mes- service time of less than one second. Service times in the
sage does not exist (in terms of digital computation). In range of three to six seconds indicate that the FIST DMD was
order to interpret nodal service times, one must first under- checking to see if the net was busy with either voice or digi-
stand the message traffic flow involved in initiating a fire tal traffic. If the net was busy, message transmission was
mission. tal traffic. If the net was busy, message transmission was

delayed until the net monitor indicated that the net was no

Figure 6 outlines the message traffic flow for a FO ini- longer busy.
tiated fire mission. Numbers 1-6 enclosed in parentheses on
the figure indicate the sequence. A fire mission begins when At first glance, the FIST DMD in Auto mode (see times for fire 7) seem to sug-
an FO sends a fire request (FR) to the FIST HQ for review with the FIST DMD in Auto mode (see Figure 7) seem to sug-an FO sends a fire request (FR) to the FIST HQ for review. gest these expected time ranges (0-2 secs and 3-6 secs) might
The FIST HQ's responsibilities include checking the FO's tar- gest these expeted time ran examination of data collete dbe conservative. However, an examination of data collected
get coordinates for range and possible previous mission anually at the FIST HQ during the FEXs has revealed that
assignment, and determining the need for a possible readjust-
ment of the FO's assigned priority for the target. Upon com- several DMDs were actually in a mode other than the mode
pletion of this review, the FIST HQ chooses one of following
three options: (1) deny the fire request, (2) authorize mortar Figure 8 indicate that there were FR messages pro-
fire on the target, or (3) forward the fire request to the bn cessed by the FIST HQ in two seconds or less when the FIST
FDC. If a fire request is forwarded to the bn FDC then DMD was in Review mode. This processing time is rather
TACFIRE processes the fire request by transmitting a "Fire small considering the FIST DMD operator has to call up the
Mission;Fire Command" (FM;FC) message to the battery FDC. message from the message queue, read it, process it and then
After sending the FM;FC, TACFIRE dispatches a "Message to transmit it.. Again, further investigations revealed that not
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all FIST DMDs were in the properly assigned control cell CONCLUSIONS
mode.

The collection of digital data provided a means to com-
As expected, the mode of the FIST DMD was a significant pute the amount of time a communication net was used. It

source of variability. Messages required a longer time to pro- was shown that the fully loaded FD Net 1 was used on the
cess in Review mode (24.5 sees) than in Auto mode (4.0 sees). average 20 minutes -of each hour. The consequence of such
This, however, does not indicate that Auto mode is better high net usage could be quite serious; net usage should be
than Review mode; Review service-time reflects FIST HQ fire kept to a minimum.
control intervention, absent from Auto processing.

FIST HQ service times, as expected, indicate a significant
Bn FDC Service Time time difference between FIST DMD Auto and Review modes,

since messages processed in Auto mode are not examined for
During the FDT&E, FO initiated fire missions were not as content by the FIST HQ. Doctrine writers and commanders

prevalent as FIST initiated fire missions. Since the bn FDC will have to make decisions concerning which messages
processes all fire requests approved or initiated by the FIST require this tactical supervision, and equipment should be
HQ, the sample sizes for the FIST HQs' service times for fire sufficiently flexible to accommodate changing requirements.
requests are small in comparison to the sample sizes for the
bn FDC service times. During the FIST FDT&E II, FIST DMD settings were occa-

sionally inadequately controlled. Information concerning FIST
Figures 9 and 10 present bn FDC service times com- HQ service times in this report is subject to improvement

puted for FEX II. Bn FDC service times are presented for both based on tedious compilation of both manually collected field
the call for fire (CFF, e.g., fire request subsequent adjust) to data and digital data.
the FM;FC, and for the CFF to the MTO.

At only one-third loading, the bn FDC required 40 - 45
As anticipated, the median for the CFF to the MTO ser- seconds (median values) to process a CFF and produce a

vice times (58.5 sees) is larger than the median for the CFF to FM;FC to send to the BCS. Slightly over a minute was needed
FM;FC service times (309.5 sees). Recalling that TACFIRE for the bn FDC to send an MTO to the the FIST HQ after a
dispatches the FM;FC before it dispatches the MTO, the CFF was received. However, if TACFIRE was fully loaded, the
aforementioned differences, are a direct consequence of the time to service a CFF would be at least at large as the
manner in which TACFIRE processes a fire request. findings in this report. An experiment could be conducted to

reveal how well TACFIRE functions under full communica-
Battery Service Time tions loading operations.

Figure 11 presents battery service times. Battery ser- It has been demonstrated that the ACE technology can
vice time is calculated as the time difference from the battery be used to collect and reduce digital data from a field exer-
FDC's receipt of the FM;FC until the battery FDC's first cise and can offer field testers timely feedback, data in a uni-
transmission of a SHOT message to the FIST HQ. Thus, bat- form format and economical data reduction. This effort to
tery service time includes the time required by the howitzer collect and reduce field test data has also led to a start of a
section to lay and load the guns. The median battery service unique data base of field test data for building and evaluat-
time for FEX II is 64.9 secs. ing fire support control computer models.
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ASSESSMENT OF TIMELINESS IN COMMAND AND CONTROL*
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ABSTRACT In this paper, a methodology for assessing the
effectiveness of C' systems by directly taking into

A methodology for assessing the timeliness of account the issue of timeliness is proposed. The
Command, Control and Communication (Cs) systems is methodological framework is the one first proposed
developed. The notion of the window of opportunity is Dersin and Levis (1981, 1982) and then applied to C
shown to be fundamental in the analysis; system systems by Bouthonnier and Levis (1984). The key idea
effectiveness is evaluated by considering the is to relate the performance of a system to the
management of time available within the window. The mission it has to fulfill. One of the main advantages
methodology is based on comparing the properties of of this methodology in the case of the assessment of
the system and the mission requirements, expressed as timeliness, is that it allows comparison of the
loci in a commensurate attribute space. Trade-offs effectiveness of different doctrines used with the
between uncertainty reduction and response speed, or same system. From the insights that the analysis
response speed and response quality can be yields, conclusions can be drawn not only for the
investigated quantitatively. Comparison of different design of Cs systems, but also for their integration
military doctrines, as well as different options for a in the military doctrine.
decisionmaker confronted with time constraints is also
made possible. The assessment of timeliness of an The aspects that time can take in a warfare
existing C' fire support system is presented to environment are numerous. The most important ones,
illustrate the methodology. Two basic fire doctrines whose subtleties the assessment methodology should be
are assessed and compared within this context. able to embed and to exhibit, follow.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT OF TIMELINESS System response time. It characterizes the time
delay between the moment when the Cs system receives a

Time plays a fundamental role in most Command, stimulus and the moment it can deliver a response. It
Control and Communication (C ) systems. Improvements is the sum of all the time delays at every level of
in weapon system technology, higher capacity and speed the process.
in the transmission of data, combined with an
increasing complexity of the battlefield, impose Tempo of operations. In most military
severe time constraints on both the hardware and the situations, rates are used to express the important
human decisionmakers. It is necessary then to develop quantities, e.g., rounds per minute, miles per hour.
methodologies for assessing C: systems that take into The term in common usage for the operating rate of a
account time. Time has always been of crucial Cs system is its 'tempo'. Lawson (1981) defines it as
importance in combat; furthermore, it differs from any the number of actions per unit of time which the
other attribute of a CJ system. This uniqueness, system is executing and states, further, that "the
combined with the growing concern of system designers, tempo tells us how complex an environment the system
has motivated the study of time in Cs systems can handle (i.e., its bandwidth) while the response
explicitly. time tells us when it responds in time (i.e., the

phase delay in the system)'.
As Lawson (1981) relates, 'in a typical

discussion of Command and Control, it is taken as When a C system initially receives a stimulus
axiomatic that the information presented to the (e.g., a blip on an air defense radar), there is a
commander must be 'timely' as well as accurate, great deal of uncertainty. The decisionmaker cannot
complete, etc.,... Little or nothing is said about how take any action until this uncertainty is reduced
timely is timely enough; nor is any yardstick given by below an acceptable threshold. Such a reduction takes
which to measure 'timeliness'. Rather, the clear time and effort. This presents the first trade-off:
implication is that all would be well if only the more time is spent to reduce the uncertainty, the
communications and computers were 'faster'. In longer the response time, but the more adequate the
addition, this attention to rates (e.g. information response.
processing rates, rate of fire, etc.,...) in which
time only appears in the denominator, has led to a Two types of uncertainty can be distinguished:
preoccupation with the performance characteristics of The first one, which can be called interscenario
the component parts of a Cs system. It does not refers to what the commander is confronted with when
provide any means of comparing the effect of an he tries to identify what scenario is actually taking
increase in one 'rate' with that of an increase in place (e.g., an enemy attack as opposed to a mere
some other rate'. reconnaissance mission). The second one, which can be

called intrascenario refers to the uncertainty
within the scenario itself. The issue is to estimate

*This work was carried out at the MIT Laboratory for the parameters of this scenario, such as the number of
Information and Decision Systems with partial support the enemy forces, their velocities or, the intensity
by U. S. Army Research Institute under Contract No. of the attack.
MDA903-83-C-0196 and the Naval Electronic Systems
Command under Contract No. N00039-83-C-0466. For each type of stimulus, the decisionmaker has
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to choose among a set of options which one to Timeliness is a concept that embeds all the above
implement as a response. Not to do anything notions. Timeliness appears to be closely related to
(underreaction) is also an option. These options can the notion of time interval, the so-called window of
be ranked according to two criteria: their opportunity. There are basically two types of
desirability and the time required for implementation. windows: one characterizes the system response
A given option may take a longer time to be capabilities, while the other expresses the
implemented but with a more desirable outcome. The requirements of the mission the system is expected to
decisionmaker must take into account these aspects, fulfill. Once the system has received a stimulus, no
and an enhanced methodology for assessing timeliness response can be delivered before some amount of time
should be able to express the notion of quality of has elapsed. The lower bound is defined by the
option. shortest response time possible. On the other side,

there may be a latest response time after which no
response can be implemented. The time interval

These notions depend on what is actually taking between these two boundaries constitutes tho window of
place, i.e., the scenario. The event that stimulates opportunity for the system capabilities: (t ,t ).
the Ca system is only the partial perception by the
system of a global scenario. Different scenarios Any response to the stimulus must come in time in
can be perceived through identical events and the order to be effective. There comes a moment when any
system is confronted with uncertainty. Once the response is preempted: this defines the upper boundary
scenario is identified with enough certainty, then an for the response time. A lower boundary can also be
option must be selected. Some options are quite defined: for example a carrier may have to wait until
appropriate for certain scenarios while some others a submarine enters the territorial seas before taking
are completely irrelevant. It appears that any any course of action. The time interval between these
assessment of a C' system must consider the crucial two boundaries constitutes the yin2pw of opportunity
role of the scenario: to each scenario corresponds an for the mission requirements: (0 ,e ).
evaluation of the effectiveness of the system.
Finally, these different measures can be merged into When the two windows are superimposed, different
an overall measure of effectiveness for a given range configurations can be sketched for the residual window
of possible scenarios. of opportunity (Figure 1).

residual window

i- of opportunity I

t = 0 e' t* tat e ' t

Configuration (a)

residual window

of opportunity

t=O0 8 t' t*H t

Configuration (b)

no residual window of opportunity

t=O 0 e -*' t* t#' t
Configuration (c)

t=O :detection time
t'/t ~ * :earliest/latest system response time

6e/ 9~ :earliest/latest response time for accomplishing the mission

Figure 1. Different Configurations for the Windows of Opportunity
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However, a measure based only on the window of include reliability, survivability, cost, size of the
opportunity is not satisfactory. While, it appears window of opportunity, and kill probability. The
that timeliness is intrinsically related to the notion commander's requirements may be expressed by the same
of a time interval, a time interval is not sufficient quantities as the system attributes,' e.g., minimum
to convey the concept of timeliness; one must also reliability or survivability, maximum cost, or minimum
consider the way this time is employed, which depends kill probability. The system attributes are denoted
on the actual time rather than the time interval. by the {As } and the requirements by {Ar}.
Thus timeliness refers to the quality of time
management within a given window of opportunity. In Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) are quantities
that sense, it appears that a measure of effectiveness that result from the comparison of the system
based upon this time management can be an effective attributes and commander's requirements. They reflect
measure of timeliness. Therefore, in assessing the the extent to which the system meets the requirements.
timeliness of a Cs system, one should consider not
only the Cs system, but also the doctrine that is The seven steps of the methodology and their
used, as well as the options from which the interrelationships are shown schematically in Figure
decisionmaker can choose; the time available and its 2. The diagram emphasizes that the system and the
management depend on the consideration of systems, commander's requirements must be modeled and analyzed
doctrine and options. The better the effectiveness of independently, but in a common context. The system
the combination, the more timely the Cs system. capabilities should be determined independently of the

commander's requirements and the commander's
2. SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY requirements should be derived without considering the

system to be assessed. Otherwise, the assessment is
The analytical aspects of the methodology biased. The steps of the methodology, as it applies

described in this chapter address mainly the to the assessment of timeliness, will be described
relationships between hardware characteristics, system through application to a tactical fire direction
structure, and standard operating procedures (SOP) to system.
system performance (Dersin and Levis, 1981, 1982). A
detailed description of the methodology has been 3. ASSESSMENT OF TIMELINESS
presented in Bouthonnier and Levis (1984).

The issues discussed in the introduction will be
The methodology is based on six concepts: system, illustrated by applying the methodology to a

commander's needs for the mission, context, hypothetical, but realistic, Army fire support system
primitives, attributes, and measures of effectiveness. (Cothier, 1984).
The first three describe the problem, while the last
three define the key quantities in the analytical One can isolate three main elements in the fire
formulation of the problem. support system at the battalion level: the forward

observer, the battalion fire direction center and the
The system consists of components, their field artillery cannon battery. The system can

interconnection and a set of standard operating include several forward observers and several
procedures. A communication network or a fire support batteries connected to the same central battalion
system are typical systems. computer.

The commander's needs are derived from a set of The Forward Observer (FO) is the part of the system
mission objectives and tasks that the commander would that receives the initial stimulus by detecting an
like to accomplish. Their description must be as enemy threat. The FO is equipped with vehicle
explicit and specific as possible so that they can be position determining equipment and a laser
modeled analytically. For example, a requirement such rangefinder. The FO is also equipped with the Digital
as "to protect headquarters' is too broad, while a Message Device (DMD). The FO uses the DMD to
more useful specification would be 'to prevent the communicate estimates of the position and velocity of
shelling of battalion headquarters with a satisfactory the target and requests for fire to the battalion
level of confidence". computer.

The context denotes the set of conditions and The Battalion Fire Direction Center (BN FDC) is
assumptions, i.e., the environment, within which the provided with a central computer. Digital
system operates. A fire support system operating in communication over any standard Army communication
an urban area or in the mountains or in the desert means (radio or wire) provides for input of data into
define typical C' system environments. the computer center and for the return of the results.

Forward observers and firing batteries are provided
Primitives are the variables and parameters that with remote terminal equipment to obtain data from the

describe the system and the commander's requirements. central computer.
For example, in the case of a fire support system,
system primitives may include parameters describing The Battery Display Unit (BDU) is the cannon battery's
the detection equipment, computational time delays, link with the C system. The BDU assists execution of
inaccuracy in a cannon battery, kill radius of the fire plans by receiving and printing firing data for
munition, and failure probabilities associated with each target that the battery will fire.
the components, to name but a few. Primitives of the
tasks may be the military pressure (see Lawson, 1980), While this is the basic configuration,
the tempo of operations and the size of the additional equipment is maintained in parallel to
engagement. Let the system primitives be denoted by augment the basic system.
the set {xi) and the mission primitives by the set
{yj). o Voice communication links can be added in

parallel with the digital links, for instance
Attributes are quantities that describe system between the battalion fire direction center and

properties or commander's requirements. At times, the cannon battery. Voice communication is
they are refered to as Measures of Performance (MOPs). slower, more vulnerable, but still very useful,
System attributes for a command and control system may if the digital link fails.
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Figure 2. The Methodology for System Effectiveness Analysis

o If the fire support system computer become fails In order to assess properly the effectiveness of
at the battalion level, the battery has the this system it is necessary to specify the context in
capability to do the firing computations locally. which it operates as well as the scenario.
This alternative is slower, though.

The context and scenario that will be considered

A representation of the system that will be are shown in Figure 4. Some vital point of the blue
analyzed is shown in Figure 3. Seven links are shown. forces (i.e., headquarters) is situated at the end of
Nodes are not subject to failure; only links are. A a valley, A road along this valley leads to these
voice link is in parallel with the digital link headquarters. The topography of the area is perfectly
between the battalion fire direction center and known by the blue forces, and the road is the only
battery B. access to the blue camp. A fire support battalion

including one forward observer FO, one battalion fire

If the BN FDC computer does not work, the target direction center BN FDC and two batteries B1 and B,,
estimates from the FO can be sent to battery B through have been positioned to protect this access. This
voice communication (the BN FDC acts as a simple battalion is equipped with the fire support system
relay). The battery crew can then compute the firing (Fig. 3). The batteries cannot see the road; they
data manually. shoot according to the firing directions that are

computed on the basis of the observer's estimates.

o In the case where the firing data are computed at An enemy tank (threat) appears in the area of
the BN FDC level and transmitted by voice detection of the forward observer. It is moving on
communication to battery B, neither the BDU nor the road towards the blue forces with hostile
the manual technique have to be used. The voice intentions. The mission of the fire support battalion
communication of the firing data reaches directly is to prevent the attack on the blue headquarters by
the firing platform of the battery. destroying or incapacitating the threat.

DMD d nk - diitol link N FDC 2 d diitol link voice

battery

BN FDC voice link 7
relay

Figure 3. Fire Support System Structure
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It is assumed that the threat cannot attack the Definition of Primitives
fire support battalion directly: the only
countermeasure that will be considered is the Jamming Each node and link of the system is assumed to
of the communications by the enemy. It is also have a probability of failure, independently of the
assumed that the threat will pursue its attack, even countermeasures of the enemy. Only the technical
after it is fired upon. It will try to carry out characteristics of the system are considered. This
its own offensive mission, as if it encountered no refers to the concept of reliability. The system is
reaction from the blue forces. operating in a hostile environment. The communication

links are subject to jamming from the enemy.
Definition of Attributes Therefore, each node and link has a probability of

failure due to enemy countermeasures. This refers to
The window of opportunity for the system response the concept of survivability. Although the two

capabilities i*s defined by *the ordered pair of concepts of reliability and survivability are distinct
attributes (t , At), where t is the latest time at (the two sets of probabilities of failure can be
which the target can be destroyed, and At is the width considered as independent), they are merged in the
of the window. present analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the

problem. A single probability vector p is considered
In order to characterize the ability of the for the set of nodes and links of the system: it

system to destroy or incapacitate the target, the embeds considerations both of reliability and
third attribute is the overall kill probability (OKP). survivability.
Choosing such a quantity as an attribute raises a very
interesting point in the system effectiveness analysis One of the simplest way to illustrate the
methodology. Indeed, the OKP can be considered as an influence of the event that is actually taking place
attribute (an MOP) since it is a function of the is, for instance, to choose the speed w of the threat
system characteristics (hardware and procedure), but as a system primitive. This way a whole range of
it is also a measure (MOE) in itself since it slightly different versions of the same scenario can
evaluates the destructive capabilities of the system. be investigated by varying w.
Such a duality can be used advantageously, because the
mission requirements can be expressed fairly simply in It is assumed that the only uncertainty comes
terms of such a measure/attribute. from the target estimates by the forward observer

(intrascenario uncertainty). An appropriate system
On the system side, the third attribute OKP is primitive can be, for example, the angle P that

computed on the basis of the system primitives and the separates the two sightings (distance measurements) of
first two attributes t and At. On the mission side, the observer. Intuitively, the larger the angle A the
the fire support battalion is required to prevent the more accurate the speed estimate but the longer the
attack on the headquarters with a desired level of response time.
confidence. Since the commander is only concerned
with the outcome of the fire support, the mission Perturbing the system primitives p, P and w
requirements are simply expressed as conditions on the defines the system locus in the attribute space
third attribute OKP. The first two attributes which (t ,At, OKP).
describe the window of opportunity are not taken into
account at that level. The issue of the quality of option can be
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addressed by considering two batteries instead of a r2 Ar
single one. Then coordinated fire as opposed to 3
uncoordinated can be studied. Estimation of the .transmission of the estimates Flight time

of the target by °FO |omputation and transmission of the
Geometric Analysis of the firing data projectile

Setting -up of the battery B1

The geometric relations for this scenario are tbs End of tmpct
shown in Figure 5. observation estimation firingtime

time-

y, Figure 6. Time Profile of the System Response

T ~ M J I/8lue upper constraint on the system capabilities:
target a Head-
trajectory quarters

(road) t** max {t (5)impact

t\r ncc2min <Again, from geometric considerations,

tl max YT t = K (6)
\ ti min BN FDC

SB where K is a constant depengdng on the geometry of the
situation. The quantity t characterizes the limit
of the system capabilities when considering the latest

1 mile - response time possible to the initial stimulus.

0 1mile Therefore, there are both a lower and an upper
limit on the system capabilities as far as its
response time to the stimulus is concerned. This time

Figure 5. Geometric Relations of the Situation
interval is the system window of opportunity: the
system can deliver a response to the. stimulus at*anyFigure 6 shows the chronological sequence of the (for t stimu t ).

response process. The impact time, timpact is given time timact lying between t and t (for t t ).
responseby: process. The impacttime, impact is given The windbw of opportugity is completely chtracterized

by the ordered pair (t , At), where At = t - t .

3 The single shot kill probability SSKP(timpact)

t =t + \ As1 (1) associated with the impact time is easily computed by
impact obs taking into account the uncertainty in the speed

i=4 estimate, and the kill radius of the munition. For
fixed values of w and tobs the shape of the
variations of SSPK with t is given in Fig. 7; the

As 1 is computed from the geometric properties of
Figure 5. It is a function of the speed w, the angle latter also shows an important trade-off. As i

and- the obse o te increases, the width of the window of opportunity
decreases because it takes a longer time for the FO to
make his estimation. But at the same time, a large A

A_, = Avl(w,p,tobs) (2) yields a more accurate estimate of the speed of the
target. Therefor *the kill probability is increased.
The upper limit t is unaffected by changes in A.

A sensitivity analysis shows that it is legitimate to
consider As, as a constant for this topography and Also, as time goes by, the uncertainty on the
characteristics of the weapon system. In the present exact position xT of the threat increases and
analysis, this constant is: therefore SSKP decreases with time.

As, = 36 seconds (3) SSKP1 3

Let t = min [timpact}. For a given angle A and
a given target velocity w, the earliest impact time
corresponds to the earliest possible observation time,
i.e., tob_ = 0 (detection time), and' to the
minimal time delay At: between the end of the

min
estimation and the actual firing of the battery.
Thus: ) * timpact

t = Al(w,A,0) + Ax, + Av, (4)
rin Figure 7. Single Shot Kill Probability as a Function

of Impact Time
Let Ml be the point on the trajectory where the

threat leaves the area covered by battery B, (see Fig. The seven element structure of the C' system has
5). For battery B1 to be able to destroy the threat, been presented in Fig. 3. The analysis reveals that
the impact time must not occur ater the threat has out of the ten possible paths, six paths do not lead
passed Ml, that is after time t . This creates an to the transmission of the information from FO to B,.
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Four paths lead to a successful communication between The first attribute, the upper bound t**, is
FO and B1. For each path i (i=1,...4), the following assumed to be non-probabilistic. There are several
quantities are defined: different paths with associated probabilities. The

width of the window of opportunity and the overall
kill probability depend on what path is used. The

q(i): probability that the path #i is operational relevant attributes to consider are thus the expected
relevant attributes to consider are thus the expected
values of these quantities.

u(i) = A's (i) + AT,, i.e., u(i) is the minimum
min time delay between the 4

estimates by the FO and E(At) = q(i) . At
the impact time. i

i=l

v(i): minimum time delay necessary to recompute new
firing data based on the initial estimates, 4
to transmit them and to set up the battery E(OKP) q(i) . OKP (8)
accordingly. If the system recomputes the) .O i
firing data immediately after each shot and i=l
fires in sequence, then v(i) represents the

mini mum time delay between two shots From now on, only the expected values E(At) and E(OKP)
("minimum reshooting time"v). will be considered. To simplify the notation however,

they will be denoted by At and OKP, despite their
probabilistic nature.

The management of the time available for the System Locus
system response has been shown to be a key point in
the assessment of timeliness. The notion needs now to The dependence of the system attributes on the
be applied to the example. system primitives is shown in Figure 8. It is

The earliest response time to the stimulus is t*.

The system can use the remaining time within the
window of opportunity to deliver other responses, system primitives system ttributes Doctine
e.g., to fire again, therefore increasing the overall
kill probability. This can be done in many different
ways. This analysis focuses on two of them, which are * t**
classical military doctrines, known as "LOOK-SHOOT-
SHOOT-SHOOT... and 'LOOK-SHOOT-LOOK-SHOOT... . A

The 'LOOK-SHOOT-SHOOT-SHOOT...' Doctrine: The
observer initially makes estimates of the speed p OKP
and position of the threat, and then the battery
keeps on shooting at the target, recomputing each Figure 8. Mapping of the System Primitives into the
new firing data on the basis of these initial System Attributes
estimates.

The observation time is tob s = 0 for each shot interesting to note that OKP does not only depend on
since there is no updating of the estimates. The time

the pri~mitives w, f and p,_*but is also computed from
delay between two shots in thus the reshooting time v. the two other attributes t and At (i.e., the window
The battery fires as many shots as possible within the of opportunity) on the basis of the doctrine used. In
window of opportunity since there is no feedback from other words, the primitives are mapped twice in the
the observer. third attribute OKP, at two different levels.

The "LOOK-SHOOT-LOOK-SHOOT...' Doctrine: After At each value of the primitive set (wp)
each shot, if the threat is neither destroyed nor corresponds a point in the attribute space
incapacitated, the observer makes new estimates (t ,At,OKP). Now consider all the allowable values
of its speed and position, new firing data are
computed on the basis of these updated estimates,
the battery shoots according to these new firing
data, and so on until the upper limit of the
window of opportunity is reached. min w 

Derivation of the System Attributes Amin < A < max 

The three system attributes (t* Asi, OKPi) are
derived first for each path i oft the 10 possible < 
paths. In a second step, an overall probabilistic Pmin < Pmax
description of these attributes is given. For any of
the 6 paths that fail to transmit the information from If the primitives are allowed to vary over their
the FO to B,, admissible ranges, then the variations define a locus

in the attribute space. This is the system locus Ls .

At 0 for i = $ .....10.
Ati ° 0 for i = S ...................... ,10. Mission Locus and Measure of Effectiveness

The Overall Kill Probability is equal to zero for The analysis of the mission is much simpler
any of the paths #5 to 10, but for paths #1 to 4, it since the mission requirements can be expressed
varies according to what doctrine is chosen. directly at the attribute level, although it would be
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preferable to find the mission locus in the attribute overlap. Therefore the threat moves first on a part
space by perturbing the mission primitives. More of the road that is covered by one battery (B.), then
precisely, the mission requirements reduce to a single on a part that is covered by two batteries (B, + Bz),
condition on the third attribute OKP that translates then again on a part that is covered by only one
the level of confidence that is desired by the battery (B,). Intuitively, the probability of kill
commander for achieving the fire support mission varies with time, suddenly increasing then decreasing.
objectives. If I is the level of confidence, where Assuming a 'LOOK-SHOOT-SHOOT-SHOOT...' doctrine, two
O < (< 1, then the ,nission locus is the region in the different options for the fire support commander will
attribute space (t , At, OKP) that verifies the be considered:
inequality:

Option 1: the two batteries shhot at the thret
independently, each one using the maximum of its

1 > OKP > A own window of opportunity. There is no
coordination between the two batteries.

For the present analysis, a simple measure of Option 2: Battery B1 starts firing only when the
effectiveness (MOE) has been chosen. Let (L.) be threat enters the area covered by both batteries.
the volume of the system locus. Let (L L ) be In other words the commander decides not to fire
the volume of the intersection of the system and immediately with B,, but to wait until
mission loci. Then the measure of effectiveness E is coordinated fire can be achieved, i.e., both
given by the ratio of these two volumes (Figure 9): batteries B1 and B, shooting so that their

projectiles hit the target trajectory at the same

'V/(L L ) impact time. The global window of opportunity of
Ls r (10) the system is thus reduced to that of battery B,.

E =/(Ls) (10) The time interval during which B, holds its fire
can be used to keep the observer's estimate
updated.

Figures 12 and 13 show the system locus and its
tV(Ln L,) intersection (shaded region) with the mission locus

WOKP /for both Options 1 and 2. The evaluation of the
effectiveness of the system for both options, measured
by the ratio of the shaded volume over the total
volume of the system locus yields, the following

\X ~ I 0 Jresults. Let E, be the MOE when Option 1 is used and
E4 when Option 2 is used.

Then

0 At EE, E4 - .6

Figure 9. Measure of Effectivenes Therefore, both options result in approximately the
same value for the effectiveness of the system. The
notion of the quality of option is appropriate here.

4. COMPARISON OF DOCTRINES AND OPTIONS BASED UPON THE In Option 2 fewer shots are fired than in Option 1.
ASSESSMENT OF THEIR TIMELINESS Therefore, coordination reduces costs for the same

kill probability. Besides, in Option 2, while the
The One-Battery Case: Comparison of Two Doctrines battery B1 is waiting, the threat does not know it is

tracked and will not request any increase in the
Figures 1O and 11 show the system locus and its countermeasures (e.g., enemy jamming), nor start

intersection (shaded region) with the mission locus shooting at the blue force positions. In Option 1,
for both doctrines. The ratio of the shaded volume this may happen as soon as B1 starts firing, before B,
over the total volume of the system locus is larger has the opportunity to shoot. The survivability of
for doctrine 1 than for doctrine 2: the overall system is thus higher in Option 2 than in

Option 1. Considering the closeness in the value of
the effectiveness measure, one can thus conclude that

Ex = E(1 battery, doctrine 1) .55 Option 2 (wait and coordinate) is of better quality
than Option 1 (immediate uncoordinated fire).

Es = E(1 battery, doctrine 2) .$0
It is important to note that the quality of

Option 2, coordinated fire, is better than that of

When the threat moves rapidly, the window of Option 1, although its window of opportunity is much
opportunity is small: it is better to make a good narrower. In fact, the time available is better
measurement of its speed once and then fire in managed: it is more effective to wait in order to
sequence without taking time to make new estimates, implement a better option. This example shows that
rather than to make an estimate, shoot, make a new the quality of an option and the size of the window of
measurement, and so on. Therefore, the 'LOOK-SHOOT- opportunity are two independent characteristics.
SHOOT' doctrine has an overall effectiveness which is
larger than that of the 'LOOK-SHOOT-LOOK' doctrine. 5. CONCLUSION
Its timeliness is thus better.

This paper addresses the need for a measure of
The Two Battery Case timeliness as described by Lawson (1981). Without

such a measure, any assessment of a command and

When the two batteries B1 and B, are considered, control system is incomplete because the information
it appears from Fig. 5 that their areas of coverage is axiomatically assumed to be 'timely', i.e., the
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issue of timeliness is not addressed. In this paper, Extensive use of such a methodology could lead to
the temporal characteristics of the system are treated a system design philosophy that integrates timeliness
on the same level as the other performance into system design. Moreover, the methodology is
characteristics. More precisely, time is not taken flexible enough to be adapted to many kinds of C'
into account only as a denominator in the definition systems, (Bouthonnier and Levis, (1984); Karam and
of rates, but as a fundamental factor with its own Levis (1984)) as well to other systems, e.g.,
special characteristics. The proposed methodology automotive (Levis et al, 1984) manufacturing ones
allows the evaluation of a measure of effectiveness (Washington, 1985) or guidance and control (Ponty,
embedding all the time-related notions: response 1984).
time, tempo of operations, uncertainty, quality of
options, scenario, and window of opportunity. The 6. REFERENCES
elusive concept of timeliness that rests upon these
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Assessing the Organizational Responsibility of Headquarters
Under Differing Level of Stress

Prof. Michael G. Sovereign
CDR Joseph S. Stewart

Naval Postgraduate School

Introduction staff performance. In summary:

This paper describes the second in a series of * The staff failed to identify major
full scale computer aided wargames which have applied incongruities between their plan and
a new approach in quantitative measurement of command the events actually occurring.
and control. This new approach incorporates the use
of the Headquarters Effectiveness Assessment Tool, * Major missions were not accomplished in the
which was developed by Defense Systems Incorporated planned time frame,
(DSI) of McLean, Virginia, in measuring the responses
of headquarters during full-scale exercises and * In general the staff did not provide timely
subsequent simulations here at the Naval Postgraduate or accurate information on enemy OR own force
School (NPS). units according to their own standards.

The purpose of the Headquarters Effectiveness * The planning and operations failed to
Assessment Tool (HEAT) developed under contract to establish authoritative and physical
Defense Communications Agency (DCA) is to enable a connectivity among the participants due
team of internal or external observers to objectively in part to lack of modern communications
assess and quantify headquarters performance and and display equipment.
effectiveness. HEAT combines elements from several
different approaches to measuring effectiveness, C2 Laboratory Experiment
particularly:

HEAT principles were also used in and tested in
* Headquarters or adaptive control systems a month-long command and control experiment in the

Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Wargaming Analyses
* Effectiveness at military mission and Research Laboratory (WAR LAB) during the month

accomplishment, and of November 1983. The design, conduct and analysis
of the experiment was a joint Naval Postgraduate

* Command and control processes as information School, Defense Communications Agency and Defense
management systems Systems, Inc. effort.

The underlying conceptual model of the head- The purpose for conducting the experiment was to
quarters process is shown in Figure 1. HEAT provides attempt to corroborate findings, primarily by the
a means of assigning measures of value to the ongoing Soviets [Ref. 2], which indicate the command
processes and subsequently using the aggregates to structure supporting a battlefield headquarters
assess performance. The use of HEAT requires the influences that headquarters' effectiveness and
formation of a plan of action. The HEAT measures thus impacts on the speed and correctness of
are used, thereafter, to quantify adherence to the decisions.
plan or the adequacy of revisions to the plan.

The experiment conducted in the War Lab used
FIGURE 1 the Naval Warfare Interactive Simulation System

(NWISS) hosted on a VAX 11/780 mini computer. NWISS
The original applications of the Headquarters is a large scale (250,000 lines of code) highly

Effectiveness Assessment [Ref. 1] Tool (HEAT) were interactive, naval wargame with color graphics.
described by one of these authors in a paper given A standard set of military problems were posed to
at the San Diego ONR-MIT meeting last year which military officer students who performed in distribu-
described evaluation of Exercise Bold Eagle 84 and ted roles using several headquarters command
an NPS laboratory experiment in the fall of '83. structures. The data collection plan permitted use
Exercise Bold Eagle 84 was a full-scale exercise of HEAT Measures in an attempt to corroborate the
held at Eglin Air Force Base in October 1984. Prior Soviet findings. The physical design of the
to the exercise an evaluation team helped the JOINT experiment closely resembles that reported on later
TASK FORCE 7 staff develop command standards for in this paper. Four headquarters were established
performance in certain areas of headquarters which simulated responsible headquarters under the
performance. Of the 8 stated goals of the exercise, Navy's Composite Warfare Commander (CWC) concept
three of which were concerned with essential elements at coordination of the Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW),
of information were examined by the HEAT observer Anti Air Warfare (AAW) and Anti Surface Warfare
team. They are shown in Figure 2. (ASUW) commander by the Officer in Tactical Command

(OTC) who is usually an admiral.
FIGURE 2

The command modes were restricted to communica-
Our 20 observers collected several thousand tions via three different command structures, as

data sheets. The subsequent analysis supported shown in Figure 2, depending on the individual
observations seen during the exercise regarding scenario being presented.
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The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 3. Figure 6

* Star structures are slightly faster than fully- Figure 7
connected structures but not to a statistically
significant level. Figure 8A

* (Did not contradict Soviet findings.) Figure 8B

* The fully connected structure was able to reach Figure 9
a decision more often than the star structure
but the decision error rate was about the Figure 10
same.

The purpose of the experiments was threefold as
* (Did not contradict Soviets findings.) shown in Figure 11.

* Fully connected structures were always Figure 11
slower to initiate hostilities mistakenly
than were other structures. Design of the Laboratory Experiment

* (An independent finding.) In current planning the concept of fixed head-
quarters sites violates the assumption that mobility

Figure 3 of the headquarters enhances survivability. The
desire for mobility implies that a reduction in the

In a continuation of sponsorship by the DCA, a size of the staff is warranted if it is to be mobile.
second set of experiments was conducted by DSI and A question then arises which may best be stated;
NPS. Lessons learned in the previous experiments "how small is too small".
allowed refinement of experimental design and the
application of heat measures. To avoid continuous variability in one experi-

mental parameter, however, it is necessary to hold
The war game which is the subject of this paper the size of the staff constant at a relatively small

was designed by the DSI and NPS staffs and conducted number and to increase activity until the staff
in the Wargaming Analysis and Research Center by becomes ineffective. When the point of loss of
the faculty and officer-students and staff of the effectiveness is determined the complimentary
Naval Postgraduate School. While the earlier questions "How much activity could the small staff
experiments attempted to study the effects of handle relative to a large staff" and "Is there a
connectivity on the performance of the Navy's significant difference between the two levels?", can
CWC concept, within a battle group, the current be answered to gain insight in answering the original
studies examined the performance of multiple battle query. A headquarters size of five persons was
groups as role specialization was varied from determined to be reasonable but small and the central
functional to geographic. The quantitative assess- assumption for the experiment was stated as a
ment of the performance of these headquarters was hypothesis.
accomplished using HEAT measures and statistical
analyses of times associated with message traffic Ho: Under increasing levels of activity (stress)
between headquarters as well as overall exchange a small headquarters organized geographically
ratios. will show reduced effectiveness.

In earlier work the effectiveness of distinct A second hypothesis.
command structures when faced with equal threats was
studied. In these latest experiments the question HI: Under increasing levels of activity (stress)
of effectiveness of a headquarters was studied as a small headquarters organized functionally will
both the organizational lines of responsibility and show less effectiveness at all levels than the
the level of threat varied. The basic organization geographic case, due to the burden of coordina-
the major headquarters was as shown in Figure 1 and tion, unless or until the level of activity
the physical setup for the experiment in Figure 4. surpasses the ability of a small staff regardless
The organization, resembling a basic star, prevented of organization.
fully connected communications with higher levels of
command staff headquarters but supported fully- The alternate hypothesis.
connected communications between (2) "operational
headquarters" (Figure 5). Within the fully-connected Ho: There is no appreciable difference in the
portion of the structure two conditions could exist: level of effectiveness of the small staff due
(1) Geographic organizational lines of responsibility to organization.
or (2) Functional organizational lines. On the first
-each operational headquarters controlled all friendly Figure 12 is a graphic depiction of these
forces in all major warfare areas in his geographic hypotheses.
sector (Figures 6, 7). In the second, shown in Figure 12
Figures 8A, 8B, 9, 10), the separate operational The experiment was again designed and conducted
headquarters controlled all assets subordinated to using the Naval Warfare Interactive Simulation
their warfare area regardless of the physical location System (NWISS). Military officers who were pre-
of the asset in the area of hostilities. Under each viously trained in the system comprised the teams.
scenario, reactions of these headquarters were A naval scenario was constructed which involved
recorded for later analysis using HEAT measures. three carrier battle groups (CVB6) on station

simultaneously in the Arabian Sea. A fourth forma-
Figure 4 tion, which acted as the center of attention, was

a convoy of petroleum tankers in the confined waters
Figure 5 of the Strait of Homuz being escorted by two surface

units and a submarine detached from the supporting
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CVBG's. Each CVBG consisted of a carrier with computer provided the capability to search these
embarked air wing, five surface combatants, and files for individual occurrences of interest or
a support ship. Additional supporting vehicles not combinations of occurrences. In the experimental
dedicated to a specific CVBG were two direct support design phase, once the desired measures of effective-
fast-attack nuclear submarines and land-based ness were determined, search programs were set up
maritime air support. as necessary. Immediate postgame analysis consisted

of operating on the four game files with the search
Arrayed against this task force were air and sea files to generate hard-copy results from which HEAT

forces of the USSR, IRAQ and IRAN. The levels of scores could be generated. These were provided to
stimulation ranged from intimidation to provocation DCA for further analyses by DSI.
to attack. The headquarters was challenged to decide
who the enemy was and then to make the appropriate In addition, during the work up phase a
response. To accomplish the tasks each station in communication program, COMNET, was written to
the operating units was equipped with four devices; control the transfer of messages between the
a player terminal, a status board terminal, a graphics communications terminals. In addition to routing
display terminal and a communication terminal. Figure the traffic the same piece of software;
13 shows a representative arrangement. The Commander 1) assigned key times to each message,
7th Fleet (C7F) position played by subjects and the 2) provided the capability to "jam" a particular
Commander Pacific Fleet (CPF) position, played by the terminal,
umpire team, consisted of a single communications 3) provided the ability to delay transmission
terminal located in a space where charts were availa- 4) allowed the garbling of a percentage of the
ble. The subjects could communicate with the computer letters in each message from 10 to 90
and the control team via the player (or order entry) percent, and
terminal and with other headquarters solely through 5) provided a hard copy of each message to
the communications terminal. Again the CVBG's had the each headquarters.
potential for fully-connected comms whereas all
traffic to CPR and C7F had to be passed through the Control could further induce stress in selected
OTC. sessions through intermittent jamming of one or

more stations during the last hour of the session.
Figure 13 The garble and delay were not used in this experiment.

Forty-five subjects were randomly arranged into All messages were sent to a central file which
three groups and headquarters team membership within could be post processed. After being sorted into
each section was also randomly determined. The 1 of 9 categories each message was examined by the
groups participated in a practice session and six analyses section of the software. The differences
sessions for record as shown in the experimental between the four assigned times provided three
design shown as Figure 14. statistics for each message: Throughput time, Delay

time and Preparation time. By accruing the individual
Figure 14 statistics over all messages for each run, session

average times and standard deviations were provided.
During each three-hour session the players divided Considering that the average number of messages for

responsibility between operating the terminals and a three-hour session was more than 350, the use of

being the battle group commander or an observer. mean times for subsequent analyses of the eighteen
Subjects were rotated between sessions to further sessions was justified. The results of the analysis
insure randomness in player's skill and experience. of message times were provided by a student team as

At the beginning of each run the players were a class project and they will be utilized in a forth-
presented with the politico-military situation and coming thesis. [Ref. 3]
reminded of established rules of engagement and the
functional or geographic organization for that session. In summary, the data package for each session
Thereafter the wargame was a free-play exercise. consisted of a selection of measures of effectiveness

sorts of the orders issued by the battle group
The combination of opposing forces was pre- commanders, and a packet of descriptive statistics

determined by DSI. The combination of these forces of times associated with the corresponding message
and their level of activity was randomly combined traffic.
with the organization being studied to avoid bias
in the data and the opposing forces were prescripted. Preliminary Analysis of Data
After game start the actions of the opposing forces
were automatically accomplished by the computer The experiment was completed on 30 October with
according to the script file although control could data reduction continuing til mid-November 1984.
override the prescript to adjust for actions taken
by the CVBG commanders. The prescript helped to The cursory analyses of message times shows
guarantee that all teams were exposed to identical results which support further analysis. In the

threat scenarios for the first 90 minutes of a 2.5 analysis Throughput Time = Preparation Time + Delay
hour session. Time. By examining the variability of the average

Preparation time statistics and the average Delay

The Generation of Data time statistics, it was found that the variability
in delay times accounted for the majority of the

The NWISS software provides the capacity to variability required to read and analyze messages
collect and file every player position order and the waiting in the queue. Delay time would seem to be
computers response from each headquarters for the consistent with decreasing efficiency of the staff.
entire duration of each session. This capability In the worst case long delay times would indicate
was utilized to create archival files which were the failure to respond to orders and queries from

stored for immediate post-game analysis and outside the command due to collapse of the decision-
transferred to tape for later reference. Each making function in the headquarters.
session provide four game files (CVG's A, B, C
and Control). The control software of the host
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For each of the mean statistics it is of
interest to determine whether the organizational REFERENCES
lines of responsibility effected performance in . Experiments in C2 U
message handling. The mean times were segregated
by geographic or functional organization and the Effectiveness Assessment Tool (HEAT), Porte
hypothesis selected. G. R., Sovereign, M. G., Naval Postgraduate

School, July 1984.

Ho: That the grand mean of the one distribution
2. Durzhonen, V.V., Concept, Algorithm, Decisionis not statistically different from the other. (a Soviet view), Moscow, 1972. Translated and

(a Soviet view), Moscow, 1972. Translated and

P o i.e. ug = pf published under the auspices of the United States
Air Force.

with
3. Hardee, N.E., An Assessment of the Ability of

Hl: lPg = Plf the Headquarters Effectiveness Assessment Tool
(HEAT) to Quantify the C2 System Effectiveness

Given that all data points were themselves mean the of a Simulated U.S. Navy Tactical-Level
resultant reduction is dispersion of the data points Headquarters Under Periods of Communications
caused applicable tests to support Ho. In the Stress, Master's Thesis, Naval Postgraduate
process of forming the distributions of means, School, Monterey, California, September 1985.
however, a marked kurtosis or peakedness was
discovered for each subset and it could be shown
that the mean and standard deviation for the
functional organization trials were lower than the
geographic trials. The suggested implication is that
the functional organization allows the various war-
fare commanders to concentrate on a single type of
prosecution and that the increase in effectiveness
overshadows the added burden of coordinating with
other battle groups to accomplish the warfare area
mission over a wider portion of the globe. Further
analysis using more powerful tests on these data is
being considered.

A separate analysis of game files from all head-
quarters was conducted by DSI. Heat measures were
applied where applicable and other measures of
effectiveness were assesed, i.e. exchange ratios.
The anticipated findings are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15

The results were collected and can be seen by
comparison in Figures 16 through 18. An additional
assessment of causal linkages between the head-
quarters is still ongoing as of April 1985 with a
final report to be presented to the Defense
Communications Agency.

In summary, the most recent effort carried out
in the WAR lab produced the results shown in
Figures 19 and 20.

The efforts which have been waged currently in
the analyses of headquarters effectiveness have
developed a new methodology for C2 investigations.
That methodology consists of analyses of full
scale exercises, wherein many of the key variables
are not controlled by the experimenter, coupled
with subsequent laboratory experiments wherein the
variables are more closely controlled. When the
resultant data are analyzed using the same tool,
understanding of those results should be enhanced.
Movement from the macro to the micro examination
of concepts may be a first step in providing
confirmation of the existence of and identification
of illusive principles of command and control.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20
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EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF EVOLVING SYSTEMS

Joseph G. Karam
ICF, Inc. 1850 K Street, Suite 950, Washington, D.C. 20006

Alexander H. Levis
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT Figure 1 suggests the intimate interaction
between the basic aspects of the methodology. It

A quantitative methodology for analyzing the shows the system-context and mission-context
effectiveness of evolving systems that will undergo a interactions. Also, it sketches the joint
series of demonstrations is presented. Emphasis is contribution of the system, mission, and context, to
placed on the design of the demonstration by assessing the definition of the relevant attributes.
the effectiveness of alternative system configura-
tions. The system's performance and the mission ATTRIBUTES
requirements are described in terms of a finite number
of attributes, using a probability distribution and a
utility function, respectively. The approach is
illustrated through an example based on the
development of a network of networks.

1. INTROUDCTION

Consider an organization that is developing a
large-scale system such as a large communication
network. The completion of this system will take a
number of years and require sustained funding. The SYSTEM CONTEXT MISSION
latter, however, is contingent on (a) the progress
made in developing the system, and (b) the prospects Figure 1. Evolving Systems: The Overall Picture
it has for meeting the needs for which it is being
designed. One way of checking whether these 2.1 The Context
conditions are met is to set up a timetable in which
several demonstrations are scheduled. The focus of An evolving system typically undergoes a series
these demonstrations will be to show that real of demonstrations. Such demonstrations consist, in
progress has been made in developing the system, and general, of a succession of stages or events. A stage
that the latter will be capable of performning the can be aimed at demonstrating a specific technology,
tasks for which it was designed. carrying out a given function, or both. The sequence

of events and their contents correspond to a scenario.
The methodology developed in this paper will help Depending on the scenario adopted, the demonstration

the organization understand better the basic trade- will be shaped differently. Hence, the choice of a
offs and design, with greater awareness of the scenario is a decision variable; the objective is to
consequences, demonstrations of the system. More optimize the effectiveness of the demonstration.
generally, it aims at analyzing the effectiveness of
evolving systems, that is, systems that are constantly 2.2 The System
upgraded as new technologies are made available and as
the needs or interests of the various participant Let T denote the j-th component/technology of
groups are redefined. the system 4 hat is being developed:

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION SQ = T1 T.... T,...... T (1)

The specific features of evolving systems affect
all aspects of the System Effectiveness Analysis The components T. can be physical components, i.e.,
methodology (Bouthonnier and Levis, 1982). Indeed, nodes of the network or gates between nets, or even
they appear on the system side, the mission side, and switches, or they can be software implemented on
the context, and contribute to the definition of the specific hardware.
relevant attributes.

Since this is an evolving system, at any time t,
a component Ti may not be fully operational. If Aj(t)
denotes the degree to which Tj is functional, i.e.,

0 < X.(t) < 1 (2)

*This research was conducted at the MIT Laboratory for
Information and Decision Systems with support provided and if Ij denotes a threshold of operability for
by the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command under component j, then S(t) is the subset of S that is
Contract No. N00039-83-C-0466. operational at time t:
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(c) Combine the results of (a) and (b) to

S(t =Tt) =(T(t) ; (t) > ) (3) determine set S(t2).

(d) Out of the elements in S(t,), design

As time increases, the subset S(t) should expand alternative system configurations, i.e.,
until, at the end of the project period, it is equal construct P(t,).
to S, (all component parts are completed). Out of the
set S(t), system architectures can be configured that
are suitable for demonstration. Not all any of the candidate configurations in P(t,)
configurations include all the operational components, should be dropped from further consideration

and not all configurations are equally effective for for the demonstration at to.
the demonstration. These concepts can be stated

The above procedure establishes the alternative
formally as follows: system configurations for the demonstration. But to

Let P(t) be the set of all subsets P of S(t), select the most effective one, the goals of the
demonstration must be established.

P(t) = {P, P C S(t)} (4) 2.3 The Mission

If S(t) contains #T elements, then the number of The demonstration of an evolving system has a
subsets in P(t) is 2. However, not all of them lead dual goal. First, it should show the capabilities of

to useful configurations. Let P(t) be the subset of the system that is being developed. It should also
P(t) that merits consideration. It is expected that demonstrate progress and accomplishments in developing

few non-trivial configurations would be possible at the system. This goal may be only partially shared by

any time. The procedure for determining the set the various participants in the demonstrations. The

P(t) of useful configurations is sketched out in first of the four major sets of participants consists
~~~~~~~~Figure 2. ~of the contractors, the engineers and scientists who

are developing the components, or are concerned with
or system integration. The second participant is the
agency that is the program sponsor and manager. The
system contractors, I, and the agency, A , can be

/ / \\ P(t) taken together to constitute a combined group, the

USEFUL \ developers (A). The third set of participants (B)
CONFIGURATIONS, \ consists of the system's users, the persons who are

\ 77 ! going to use it in carrying out their duties
K p(t) (ultimately as well as during the demonstration).

Finally, there is the group of decisionmakers (C), who
will observe the demonstration, and can make decisions

\CONFIGURATIONS, about the program's continuation and eventual
CONF\GURATONS, pimplementation.

All of them would like the demonstration to

S(t) T succeed. In addition to this common concern, group A
would like to see more components demonstrated.
Typically, each developer in group A would focus on

"his" technologies and see to it that they are

included in the demonstration. Conversely, group C
would like to see more functions carried out during

OPERATIONAL the demonstration. Typically, each decisionmaker in
| COMPONENTS, group C has a set of functions which he believes the

demonstration should execute. The concept of function
is used in contrast to that of end-product embodied by
the components or technologies. In command and
control, a function would be, for example, the

COMPONENTS, interaction between commanders, or between a commander
and a unit or organization. Let T and F denote the
set of technologies and functions, respectively. Note
that T is nothing but the set S(t) in developing the
system model.

Figure 2. From the Ultimate System S, to the Set P(t)
of Useful Configurations After having specified the context and developed

the system and mission models, the attributes can now

This conceptual framework is applied now to the be introduced.

determination of P(t). Let t, be the time at which
the design of selected components is fixed so that 2.4 System Attributes

prototype operational versions can be developed and
let t, be the time of the proposed demonstration. System attributes depend on variables (the system
Then the procedure can be described as follows: primitives) which describe the system's

characteristics and on the context. In a given

(a) Consult with contractors to determine the context, a system is not expected to realize a
components T that can be considered specific combination of values of its attributes
operational atjtime t in the future. x,,...,x with probability one. Instead, a set of

realizable combinations exists, each corresponding to

(b) Consult with users to determine existing a set of values taken by the system attributes. This

components and subsystems that could be made set, LS, is the locus of the system attributes. Any

available for the demonstration at time t,. point x that belongs to Ls has a non-zero probability
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of being actually achieved by the system. To model These two attributes z and zC defined by Eqs.
this concept, a probability distribution f is (6) and (7) take discrete values between zero and one.
introduced which is a complete description of the For each system configuration n, a specific subset of
system's performance in the specified context. the technologies T is used and a specific subset of
Therefore, for each useful configuration r, n 8 P(t), the functions F carried out. The values taken by zA
let fn be the probability distribution of the system and zC are hence known with certainty:
attributes x.

A = zA(T) ; ZC =ZC(n) (8)
In accordance with the dual role of the

demonstration, the attributes that are relevant to The Type 1 and 2 attributes form a vector, x = (z),
assessing the effectiveness of evolving systems belong which takes values in a subset of the (n+2)
to one of two classes: Type 1 and Type 2. dimensional attribute space.

Type I attributes are those with which the System The distribution f is a Dirac function 6 in the
Effectiveness Analysis would be concerned, if it were plane (zAzC) at the point (zA(n),zC(n)). Distribu-
applied to a non-evolving or fully developed system. tion f can thus be written as follows:
These attributes characterize the effectiveness of the
ultimate system; they form a vector Z = (Y 1, y ). f ( = g (y) h(z) (9)
In the case of communication networks, reliability, -- T 

input flow, and time delay are examples of Type 1
attributes. where

h (z) = 6(z - (z (i),zr(~))) (10)
In general, Type 1 system attributes are = - (10)

continuous random variables. Let L'sdenote the system
locus in the Type 1 attribute space, i.e., The function g,(y), the component of f,(x) in the

Type 1 attribute space, remains to be defined.

LA (W) = { gn(y) ) O} (5) 2.5 Mission Attributes

Mission attributes are used to describe the
The second stated goal of the demonstration is to mission requirements in a specific context. Hence,

show progress and accomplishments in developing the they depend on variables which describe the mission
system. The achievement of this goal is expressed in characteristics (the mission primitives) and on the
terms of Type 2 attributes, denoted by the vector z. context. The set of combinations of attribute values
In this case, the attributes are two: zA and ZC. that satisfy the requirements of the mission generates
Attribute zA is a weighted fraction of the the locus of the mission LM. Any point x that belongs
technologies used in the demonstration, while to the mission locus satisfies, to some extent, the
attribute zC is a weighted fraction of the functions mission. However, all such points are not, in

carried out: general, equally satisfactory. To model this concept,
a utility function u is introduced that translates

#T #T into a real number (between zero and one) the
v T- an(T ) AT (6) desirability, from the point of view of the mission,
ZA 'A T~i Cati" 2' WA(Ti) of each combination of attribute values. Since

i=1 i=1 utility functions should be monotonically non-
decreasing with respect to each of their arguments,

and the attributes should be defined in a way such that a
higher value of any one attribute leads an to equal or

#F #F higher utility, other things being equal.

zC = UC(Fj) P(Fj)/ I C(Fj) (7) Each group expresses its satisfaction -- or
j=l j=1 dissatisfaction - with the demonstration through some

of the attributes. While all three groups are

where concerned about the values taken by the attributes y,
group A is, in addition, interested in the attribute

Ti denotes technology i , i=l, .....,#T zA, and group C in the attribute zC (see Figure 3).
The partial utilities uA, uB, and uC of groups A, B,

F denotes function j , =1...,F and C respectively, can be written as:

UA(X) = VA(y) WA(ZA) (11)
1 if technology i is included in the

demonstration u (X) = v (12)
r(Ti) = B

otherwise
Uc(W) = Vc(Z) WC(Z C ) (13)

1 if function j is carried out in the The global utility is a function of the partial
demonstration utilities introduced previously. For example,

~(Fi) = i o theTlise
(Fj O otherwise u = a uA + b + UC (additive) (14)

wA(Ti) weighting of technology i by the or
developers (group A) a b c

u = uA uB UC (multiplicative) (15)

WC(Fj) weighting of function J by the
decisionmakers (group C) where a + b + c = 1.
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The contractors, denoted by I, provide the
Type 2 A-k=-: lute, operational components of the system S, while the

/i 2= 'a con i o \ a A sponsor approves a scenario. All four participants
/ Techmologsies 3Derons a( observe the demonstration. The contractors report

their observations and recommendations to the sponsors
(I - A ). The users and the sponsor indicate their

z Type 1 =t- -nutas, e.3. Ahfindings to the decisionmakers (group C). The
sponsors, Ag, have already indicated to the
decisionmakers the objectives of the demonstration.

S = Su --rivabs .y =7 /On the basis of their own observations and the inputs
/ :nput FIcQ: from the sponsoring agency and the users, the

decisionmakers indicate their support for the program
lm T = verse Time Delay to the agency, and instruct the users to continue in

assisting with the development and implementation of
the system S.

Therefore, it is not inappropriate to express the
Type 2 Att:biute, utility of the demonstration as being that which is

zC = Fraction of Fumcicions ultimately perceived by the decisionmakers. Indeed,
Cazr=--ed cut the partial utilities uA, UB, and uC result from the

direct observation by the participants in groups A, B,
and C, respectively, regardless of the interaction of
those participants. After groups A and B report their
observations to group C, the decisionmakers aggregate
all three partial utilities in a global one. Hence,

C the global utility of the demonstration is an
aggregation, by the decisionmakers, of the partial

Figure 3. Partition of Attributes in Utilities of utilities of the developers, the system users, and the
Participant Groups decisionmakers themselves.

Weights a, b, and c reflect the participants
influence on decisions, regardless of their u = UC(UA' uB u) (16)
interaction. In reality, the three groups of
participants in a demonstration are not independent.
They interact before, during, and after the Function uc can be a direct weighting of uA, uB,
demonstration. Thus, it is important to sketch a and uc, as in expressions (14) and (15). In this
model of the organizational interactions. One such case, the implication of the model is that weights a,
model is shown in Figure 4. b, and c are fixed by the decisionmakers.

3. THE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

A system is most effective with regard to a
mission if, operating in a given context, it is most
likely to achieve those combinations of attribute

Ag. values that are highly desirable; that is, if the
points x for which f(x) is high coincide with those
for which the utility u is high. An effectiveness
measure that expresses this notion is given by the

iCECISION- expected utility, i.e.,
0 0 CT INE- MAKI NG

PROCESS

E (u) = f() u(x) dx (17)

Expression (17) defines a functional which
assigns a value to each useful configuration v; it is
a measure of effectiveness of n with respect to the
demonstration's goals. The design objective is then
to maximize the effectiveness of the demonstration by
selecting the appropriate configuration n:

E (u) = E = max E (u) (18)
r E P(t)

CEMONSTRATION 8

OF AN The determination of n cannot be done analytically;
EVOLVING X each configuration must be evaluated and the

corresponding values of the effectiveness measure rank
TI ) ordered. The 2rocedure is impractical, if P(t)

includes all 2 configurations. However, if the
design of the alternative system configurations has(D been carried out properly, only a few configurations
need to be evaluated. The steps of the procedure for

Figure 4. Organizational Interaction of Demonstration selecting the optimal configuration for the
Participants demonstration, shown in Figure 5, can be summarized

as follows:
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(a) For a given mission utility function u, and Specification of the partial utilities reduces to
for the configuration n defining the determining the three matrices, QA,' Q and QC' and
probability distribution fn, evaluate En(u). the real numbers a and r. This will be done in the

context of an application - the effectiveness analysis
(b) Repeat step (a) for each configuration of the METANET demonstration.

nsP(t).
4. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE METANET

(c) Rank order the configurations i in P(t) DEMONSTRATION
according to the values of En(u).

METANET can be described as a network of
(d) Select the configuration that maximizes networks, where the objective is to demonstrate the

expected utility. feasibility of effective, reliable communication
between a large heterogeneous set of nodes. Assume
that a demonstration of some aspects of METANET is

MAXIMIZE E,(u) being planned. The plan is to freeze a set of
components, select a set of nodes and links, and
develop a scenario that will (a) demonstrate the
capabilities and potential of METANET, and (b)
indicate research and development needs (Mathis, 1983;
Kuaram 1985).

4.1 The System Model

Fifteen components/technologies were frozen for
use in the first demonstration of METANET; they
constitute the set S(t) of operational components.

Un I I u These are:

Operational Technologies:

T, Tactical Situtation Assessment: performs
part of the situation assessment function of

rrRIuTES CC and runs on operating system X.

T2 Briefing Aid: allows a user to present
briefings using computer graphics display
hardware: runs on operating system X.

T3 Weather Editor: allows a user to select a
geographical area of the world and an
environmental data field to be displayed;
runs on operating system X.

SYSTEM CONTEXT MISSION T4 Warfare Environment Simulator: provides a

computer derived simulated naval war
environment for both instructional and

Figure 5. Methodology for Selecting the Optimal strategy testing purposes; runs on operating
System Configuration system X.

In order to implement this procedure, it is Ts Local Area Network 1 (LAN1): generalized
necessary to specify the functions v and w which data communication network using data bus
define the partial utilities in Eqs. (11) to (13). technology.
These functions are given in the following form:

T6 Multimedia Mail: to extend text mail,
graphics, and vocoded voice; interactive

(1jy)t Q. (1 Y) interface with user connected to
i workstation, accessed from workstation

vi(y) = 1 - t i = A,B,C (19) (C
1
WS).

1 Qi 1
T7 Natural Language/Database: provides natural

language access to Database (T,,), also
includes the design and implementation of

w(z) ( a w () (z )T (20) communication links among command and
WA(ZA ) = (ZA) Wc(ZC) = (ZC) (20) control workstations and Database; runs on

workstation's computer.

where Qi is a matrix with all elements non T8 Speech: to interface speech commands and
negative, and queries to the Natural Language system, to

synthesize responses from the query system
Yt = (y, Y ... Y ow vectr of th Type 1into speech for the user; runs on

Y = (y y1 ... ,n ) row vector of the Type 1 workstation's computer.
attributes

T, METANET Gateway (GWY): to provide link
1
t
= (1 1 ... 1) between the workstations' local area network

and other networks, including: LANi, LAN2
(Txs), SANET (see Tx3), and MILNET.a and y are real numbers between 0 and 1. (T), SNET (see T
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T,, Database: software system, allows a user to The Weighted Fraction of Technologies, zA, and the
query multiple pre-existing, heterogeneous Weighted Fraction of Functions, zi, are given by
databases, using a single language and a expressions (6) and (7) where #T=-5 and #F=4 (see
simple integrated view of the available Section 2.4).
data.

4.3 The Mission Model
T,, Data Management System (DMS): provides a

graphical user interface to information, In this section, the participants in the
designed to be used directly by the demonstration of METANET are identified, and their
decisionmaker; installed on board ship. expectations specified.

T,, Local Area Network 2 (LAN2): data The Group of Developers (Group A): Six major
communication network using ring technology. developers can be identified (#A = 6): five system

contractors and the sponsoring agency. Each developer
T,, P-3C Radio Modifications: installation of a contributed to the development of some or all the

SANET (Satellite Network) node on a P-3 operational technologies (i.e., a subset of S(t)), and
aircraft. is particularly eager to see those demonstrated. This

is expresed in terms of the technology by developer
T1 4 SAT: enables linkage to SANET (see T1 s). matrix, TA:

T,, PLI: cryptographic device, enables linkage
to MILNET.

6/28 0 0 0 0 1/15
Many system configurations can be obtained from 6/28 0 0 0 0 1/15

these technologies, but not all are useful for the 3/28 0 0 0 0 1/15
demonstration (Karam and Levis, 1984). The useful 3/28 0 0 0 0 1/15
configurations are specified in conjunction with the 10/28 0 0 5/29 0 1/15
possible scenarios in Section 4.4. 0 10/30 0 0 0 1/15

0 5/30 0 0 0 1/15
4.2 The Attributes TA = 0 8/30 0 0 0 1/15 (24)

0 7/30 0 0 0 1/15
Six system attributes are considered relevant; 0 0 10/15 0 0 1/15

they are defined so as to take values between 0 and 1. 0 0 5/15 0 0 1/15
The traditional attributes are Reliability, 0 0 0 5/29 0 1/15
Survivability, Input Flow, and Inverse Time Delay, and 0 0 0 10/29 10/10 1/15
form the vector 0 0 0 8/29 0 1/15

0 0 0 1/29 0 1115
= (y,=R, ye=S, y,=F, y4= V).

The novel attributes are the weighted fraction of Element (TA) reflects the extent to which
components used and functions carried out; they form a developer j wouId like to see technology i
vector demonstrated. Matrix TA was estimated by asking each

developer J (contractors or the agency) to fill in
= (ZA' ZC). column J, by rating all the technologies on a 0 to 10

scale, for example. The input data are normalized for
each developer so that

Reliability denotes the capability of a network
(see Section 4.4) to deliver a message from origin to
destination when only the physical properties of the
components are taken into account. In contrast, the (TA) ij 1 t = 1. #A (25)
attribute Survivability does not depend on the
components' physical deterioration, but on the
components' capabilities to resist enemy actions,
e.g., Jamming. The physical characteristic of the system's components

and the context of the demonstrations dictate the
Let C be the capacity of any link in bits/sec. following technology by attribute matrix, TY:

Assume the M/M/1 model of queueing theory and let 1/p
be the mean packet size in bits/packet. If 0 is the
input flow on one link (packets/sec), then the mean 1 0 1 1
time delay 4 for that link, which includes both 1 0 1 1
queueing and transmission time, is: 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1
1 (21) 0 0 1 1

;C~lc -p1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1

Instead of time delay it is more convenient to TY 1 1 1 1 (26)
consider its inverse. The scaled attributes are then: 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1

Inverse Time Delay: = (23)
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Element (TY)i/ is equal to one if the developers #Y
believe that a gooA performance of technology i, when (BY) = 1 1. #B (32)
used, depends on the values taken by attribute J; it ( ij
is equal to zero otherwise. Developer i is concerned j=1
with the performance of attribute j insofar as
attribute j is directly affected by those technologies
which developer i would like to see demonstrated, and Matrix QB is then equal to:
that these technologies are actually demonstrated.
These ideas can be expressed by formulating the
developer by attribute matrix as follows: Q = (BY) (BY) (33)

Let the elements (AY)ij be defined by

Since the system users in this case are those
#T persons who will use the system during the

demonstration, and only those, the system user by
(AY) Ti T k ( TA)ki(T)kj (27) attribute matrix BY is then

k=1

(BY)ij = 1/4 i= ,...,#B ; =1..4 (34)
where

1 if technology k is included in the i.e., all the participants in group B are equally
demonstration interested in each of the four Type 1 attributes.

T(Tk) =
(T O otherwise The Group of Decisionmakers (Group C): The

decisionmakers are concerned that the demonstration
"perform well'; however, their concern is conditioned
by which functions are carried out. The utility of
group C is

AY = (TA)t (TY) (28)

(1-y)toc (l-Y)
where u () = ( ) (1- C ) (35)C C It QC1

(TA)ki = v(Tk) (TA)ki (29)
Parameter I is not easy to assess. In practice, a
parametric study is done where y is varied from 0 to

Thus, element (AY)ij denotes the degree to which 1. atrix Q however can be written as
developer i is concerned about the values taken by C
traditional attribute j. The developers' concern is
contigent on the demonstration using "their"
technologies. Finally, matrix QA in Eq. (19) can be QC = (CY) (CY) (36)
determined by

Q = (AY) t (AY) (30) where CY is the "decisionmaker by attribute" matrix.
QA = (AY) (AY) (30) Element (CY)i. denotes the degree to which

decisionmaker iis concerned about the values taken by
Type 1 attribute j insofar as the functions he would

Parameter a pamin Eq. (20) is not easy to assess. In like to see carried out are actually carried out, and
practice a parametric study would be done where a is the performance of these is contingent on the values
varied from 0 to 1. This completes the specification taken by attribute j. Hence, it is not unreasonable
of the utility function for Group A. to formulate (CY)iJ as follows:

The Group of System Users (Group B): The utility
of group B is a function of the Type 1 attributes only F

t (CY) ij (Fk) (FC)ki(FY)kj (37)
(1- Y ) Ct (l-Y) F--k1

u (x) B= B() = - t (31)

where

The question then reduces to determining the weighting 1 if function k is carried out in the
matrix QB. To do this, a matrix that relates system demonstration
users to attributes needs to be introduced.

O(F ) =
Let element (BY) denote the degree to which k otherwise

system user i is conce ned with the values taken by
attribute J. Matrix BY can be estimated by
interviewing the system users individually. Each FC is called the "function by decisionmaker" matrix.
system user i is asked to fill in row i of matrix BY Element (FC) expresses the extent to which
by rating all the Type 1 attributes on a scale of 0 to decisionmaker j would like to see function i carried
10. The input data are then normalized for each out. Matrix FC is determined by asking each

out. Matrix FC is determined by asking each
system user, so that: decisionmaker j to fill in column j, by rating all the

functions on a 0 to 10 scale. Then, the input
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are normalized for each decisionmaker, so that: Depending on whether three facilities (case a) or four
facilities (case b) are used, the total network

#F configuration will be slightly different (see Figures
6 and 7). It is assumed that facility 3, as well as

> (FC)ij =1 j = 1,...#C (38) the satellite (SANET) and P-3 nodes are in a hostile
i=1 environment. Survivability is an issue for any

technology using these nodes. (Hence the second
column of matrix TY).

Matrix FY is called the "function by attribute 
matrix. Element (FY)i. is equal to one if the
decisionmakers believe Jthat a good performance of
function i is dependent on the values taken by Type 1 C2WS2
attribute j. It is equal to zero otherwise. CWs S pi3

Equation (37) can be rewritten in matrix form

X GWY AN SANE

CY = (FC)t (FY) (39)

~~~~~~~~~~~~where ~MILNET \where

(FC)ki = O(Fk) (FC)ki (40) MS

In this case, there are four decisionmakers
(#C=4), while four functions can be carried out by the facility 2 facility 3
demonstration of METANET (#F=4). Decisionmakers 1 to
3 are commanders in the Armed Forces; they are the
real system users. Decisionmaker 4 represents a Figure 6. Total Network Configuration when Three
decisionmaking entity. Function 1 and 3 correspond to Facilities are Used (Case a)
the interactions between commanders 1 and 2, and
commanders 2 and 3, respectively. Function 2 facility 1
(respectively, function 4) denotes the interaction
between commander 2 (respectively, commander 3) and 2WS
his staff. 2

C2WS1 t SAT P-3
The function by Decisionmaker matrix FC is:

X NGWYP

1 1/3 O 1/4
0 1/3 0 1/4 MILNE

FC = o 1/3 1/2 1/4 (41)
/WY I)LAN2

0 0 1/2 1/4 PLI

The first three columns of the matrix result
directly from the interaction scheme described facility 2
previously. For example, consider commander 2: hefacility 4 facility 3
interacts with commanders 1 and 3, and also with his
staff. Thus, he is eager to see how METANET will Figure 7. Total Network Configuration when Four
carry out functions 1, 3, and 2: hence the second Facilities are Used (Case b)
column of matrix FC. Decisionmaker 4 is equally
interested in seeing all four functions carried out. The scenario according to which the demonstration
Hence the fourth column of matrix FC. is run consists of several stages. An origin-

destination pair, a session, is demonstrated at each
The decisionmakers unanimously believe that any stage; it performs one of the four functions described

of the four functions should be carried out with in Section 4.3. Seven sessions are identified.
maximum reliability, survivability, and input flow of Session 1 is designed to carry out function 1.
data, and with minimum time delay. The function by Sessions 2 and 3 execute function 2 each. Function 3
attribute matrix FY is then: is carried out by session 4, while sessions 5, 6, and

7 carry out function 4.

(FY)ij = 1 i = 1,...,4 ; j = 1,...,4 (42) All seven sessions do not have to be included in

the demonstration: If s sessions are actually
demonstrated (1 < s < 7), then the scenario consists

4.4 Scenario and Useful Configurations of s stages. A useful system configuration

corresponds to each such scenario; it includes the s
Four facilities are available to house the 

METANET demonstration. An important set of hardware origin-destination pairs. There are, 2 -1 = 127 (the
null element 0 is excluded) useful configurations inand software technologies can be made available at

facilities 1 and 4. Facility 2 is the generator of case a, and just as many in case b. Sessions 1 to 7
weather data (D), while facility 3 is a ship in the are drawn in Figure 8. Note that only session 1 has a

high seas. As it turns out, the use by the different topology depending on whether three or fourhigh seas. As it turns out, the use by the
demonstration of facility 4 is a decision variable.
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Figure 8. Topology of the Sessions

Each useful configuration nK is characterized by The measure of effectiveness of a demonstration

the value taken by the binary variables K(a) for a = 1 of METANET using nK is:
to 7, defined as follows:

1 if session a is included in E(K)= a(zA(K)) J gn (Y) vA(y) dy + bJ gi(y) vB () dB

er) configuration nK (43)

0 if it is not
+ C(zc(M))¥ J gn (y) vc(y) dy (44)

For example, configuration i(11000 01) is the one that K
includes sessions 1, 2, and ?.
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The probability distribution g is well defined
when configuration nK contains only one origin- L(a) (52)
destination pair. Let then AC-0

r (a) = 5 (Y) v (y) dy (45) where L(a) is the number of links in session a between
Ei(a) = a g0(x) vi(Z) dx the origin and the destination. Using the scaled

attributes Eq. (52) becomes

where i = A, B, or C and a = 1,...7. For each useful
configuration nK, let Ei(K) be the average of the v = (1-F)/L(a). (53)
Ei(a)'s for all sessions a included in configuration
nK, i.e., Finally, the utility of the demonstration is

assumed to be an additive average of the partial
7 7 utilities, as given by Eq. (14). The Q matrices can be

Ei(k) = K(v)~ Ei( )) / 2 K(os) (46) computed (for each session a) by manipulating the data
matrices given in this section. Parameters a and y

a=1 ca1 are set equal to 0.5, while coefficients a, b, and c
in Eq. (14) are set equal to 1/3. Sensitivity

Expression (46) replaces the term g vy)d analyses of the solution with respect to a, y, a, b,
Expression (46) replaces the term fg~(x)vi(x)dy and o were presented in Karam (1985) and Karam and

when configuration nK contains more than one session. L vi (1984)
The measure of effectiveness of a demonstration of Levis (1984).
METANET using nK is then: 4.5 Results

For each session a, the quantities EA(a),E(K) = a (zA(K)) EA(K) + b %g(K) + c (zC(K)1Ec(K)A A C C EB(a), and EC(a) were computed. The effectiveness of
each configuration nK was then computed according to

(47) Eq. (47). For each case (a or b), the configurations
were then rank ordered. The results are given next.

The design optimization problem becomes:
Case a: Three Facilities

Maximize E(k) over k=(k(1),...,k(7) for cases a and b.
The best (first) ten configurations are listed in

In order to solve the design problem, it is Table I in order of decreasing effectiveness. Each
necessary to specify a number of design parameters. configuration nK is identified by the values of the

binary variables K(a), a= 1 to 7. For example, the
Weights wA(TI) and w,(Fi) used in expressions for configuration that ranks first includes all sessions

the Weighted Fractions of Technologies and Functions, but sessions 5 and 6, has a measure of effectiveness
Eqs. (7) and (8) are given are by: of 0.799, and a zA and zC equal to 0.98 and 1,

respectively. Table 1 gives also the values of the
6 system attributes zA and zC. Several remarks can be

said about the results shown in this table.
WA(Ti) = (TA)ik i = 1...(48)

k=l
Table 1. The First Ten Configurations (Case a)

Rank Configuration RI Effectiveness zA zC
4 a =1234567

(C(F) = (FC)j = 1,...,4 (49) 1 1 1 1 1 0 01 0.799 0.98 1
k=1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.793 0.98 1

3 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.787 0.98 1
4 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.785 0.83 1

On the other hand, a technology i is said to be 5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.782 1 1
included in a configuration nK (i.e., 1(Ti)=1) 6 1 1 0 11 1 1 0.778 1 1
whenever it is used by at least one session in that 7 1 1 0 10 0 1 0.77 0.75 1
configuration. Similarly, a function J is said to be 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.777 0.98 0.73
carried out by the demonstration (O(F )=1) if it is 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.775 1 1
executed by at least one session in configuration nK' 10 1 0 1 00 0 1 0.771 0.83 0.73

Reliability and Survivability depend on the
probability of failure of of the components. Each
failure probability is allowed to vary in a different First, the configuration including all sessions
interval of [0,1], depending on whether Reliability or (K=(1 1 ... 1)) is not the optimal one, it ranks #9.
Survivability is computed. Hence, for each session a The interpretation is the following: some sessions had

better be ignored altogether in the first

R (a) < R R (a) (50) demonstration of METANET if they are not adequately
Rin. max developed, specially if they do not execute an

additional function. It can be noted, with this
respect, that the first seven configurations carry all

Smin(a) < S < S(max() (51) four functions (zc=l). However, configuration #8 has
a zC of 0.85: there is at least one function which is
carried out by none of the sessions included in this

For each session a, the time delay between origin configuration. Configuration #8 carries out fewer
and destination is functions than configuration #9 (smaller zC) and

includes fewer technologies (smaller ZA); neverthe-
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less, it is more effective for the first demonstration It can be inferred from these results that
of METANET. In fact, all first four configurations showing an additional technology or carrying out an
have a zA smaller than 1; i.e., none of them includes additional function at the time of the METANET
all fifteen technologies. demonstration may be at the expense of the overall

effectiveness of such a demonstration. The model
Case b: Four Facilities developed in this paper does not explicitly address

the issue of optimally designing the series of

The same type of results is obtained when four demonstrations to come. It is expected, however, that
facilities are used, and hence the same conclusions the results obtained here will be more useful, if the
can be drawn. Table 2 shows the first ten configu- next to the first demonstration were considered in the
rations, together with their effectiveness measure, model.
and the values of system attributes zA and zC.

Table 2. The First Ten Configurations (Case b) 5. CONCLUSIONS

Rank Configuration nK Effectiveness zA ZC A methodology for effectiveness analysis of an
a= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 evolving system has been presented. It requires the

...... ~ explicit specification of candidate technologies and

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.775 0.98 1 the consideration of the utilities of the various
2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.770 0.98 1 groups involved in developing the system. The context
3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.768 0.98 1 in which the methodology was formulated is that of a
4 1 1 11 0 1 1 0.762 1 1 demonstration aimed at showing the progress achieved
5 1 1 11 1 1 1 0.758 1 1 in developing the system as well as the capabilities
6 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.758 1 1 of the latter. The methodology provides the
7 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.757 0.83 1 decisionmaker with a powerful tool that can be applied
8 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.750 0.75 1 systematically to quantifying the progress made in
9 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.749 0.98 0.73 developing a system, the expectations of the various

10 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.748 0.83 1 participant groups, and finally the global
effectiveness of the system at each point in time.

Note that the configuration including all
sessions now ranks fifth, and that its effectiveness 6. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

As a part of a comprehensive effort to find a new than a goal. It is this iterative approach to model-
framework for multihuman decisionmaking problems, we building via extension that imparts a deductive science

have developed a novel experimental research paradigm to normative-descriptive modeling. However, one should
involving human teams in decisionmaking tasks. The note that model-building need not await the "optimal"
paradigm focuses on the problems of distributed resource solution. Cosntraints may be introduced and their ef-
management and task processing in an uncertain dynamic fects on performance may be systematically investigated

environment. The task environment is an abstraction of at any point, even before discrepancies between actual
a Naval Battle Group Command, Control and Communications and ideal performances are detected. Indeed, in many
(C3) system in which a number of geographically sepa- situations, solving the initial "optimization" problem

rated commanders must make coherent decisions based on with psychologically interpretable mathematical con-
decentralized information. The paradigm is flexible straints may not only result in a simpler mathematical

formulation, but also reduce the gap between what human
enough to be tested across a large range of experimental formulation, but also reduce the gap between what human
conditions in which the main independent variables are: decisionmakers "do" with what they "should do". Suchan
the team configuration, the team information and commu- approach to human decisionmaking modeling has been
nication structure, the uncertainty level in both inputs successfully developed for the Dynamic Decision Model

and consequences of action, the level of expertise and (DDM) by Pattipati and Kleinman [5]. The DDM is a modeland consequences of action, the level of expertise and
functional overlapping between the different decision- for decision problems involving task selection and se-
makers. The Distributed Dynamic Decision (D

3) paradigm quencing and has been tested with success across a large

although primarily a tool to measure team performance range of experimental conditions.
and effectiveness, will also be used to study various The type of problems for which we now seek to apply
cognitive factors that have found empirical evidence in the normative-descriptive modeling methodology are those
the literature. Attempts to construct parts of an inte- of distributed Naval Tactical Decisionmaking. Thesethe literature. Attempts to construct parts of an inte-
grated model with ideas from queueing networks, team problems involve a team of geographically separated
theory, distributed estimation and decentralized rea commanders who must make coherent decisions by managingtheory, distributed estimation and decentralized re-
source management are described. Future development of and assigning resources to process tasks in a dynamic,

uncertain environment. This complex team decision pro-
these models of human team behavior depends strongly on uncertain environment. This complex team decision pro-
the availability of data to be provided by the paradigm. blem has some features that were not incorporated in the

DDM or any other decision model. (i) The task selection
I. INTRODUCTION and sequencing problem is a distributed decisionmaking

The study of distributed information processing and problem involving multihuman interactions (ii) In view
decisionmaking is presently hampered by two factors: of the input uncertainty associated to the task environ-

(i) The inherent complexity of the mathematical formula- ment, human inference limitations in assessing probabil-
ities of events are an inherent part of the information

tion of decentralized problems (control, detection, data es of events are an inherent part of the information
fusion, etc.) has prevented the development of efficient processing problem. (iii) Due to the limitation on
and practical theoretical models that could be used to resources created in which human resource anagement pro-
predict actual performance in a distributed environment tations are a central element. Thus, the approach taken
[1], [2]. (ii) The lack of comprehensive scientific must be multidisciplinary, combining new results from
empirical data on human team decisionmaking has hindered 1) the behavioral sciences, 2) the systems sciences with
the development of significant descriptive models. Most 3) the empirical results that emerge from experimental

3) the empirical results that emerge from experimentalof the organizational behavior and applied psychology research. The normative-descriptive research that we
research in the field focuses on centralized group de-
cisionmaking rather than on team decisionmaking in which propose integrates all three areas in an iterative
the element of decentralization is essential [3], [4]. manner, wherein mathematical models are developed,

A purely normative approach to the development of tested against data, and refined through adjustment!
models of team information processing and decisionmaking

Relevant descriptive features to be included in the
would further have the disadvantage of not representing Relevant descriptive features to be included in the
actual human performance. A purely descriptive approach model are described in the next section The expert

would have the disadvantage of not providing a predic mental plan and the paradigm that has been developed towould have the disadvantage of not providing a predic-
tive capability for hypothetical situations in which support it are the subject of section III. Elements of

there exist no directly applicable data. A normative - the normative-descriptive Distributed Dynamic Decision
descriptive approach, constraining the normative solu- model are briefly described in section IV.
tion by empirically determined cognitive and perceptual II. DESCRIPTIVE ELEMENTS
characteristics, aims to provide realistic predictions
of human performance. There are two integrated facets chology, behavioral sciences, group psychology etc.,
to this approach. The main emphasis of the descriptive indicates that the human cognitive characteristics of
portion of the research methodology is placed upon

major concern fall loosely into either the categories
characterizing and interpreting the constraints imposed major concern fall loosely into either the categories

(DM). The normative portion of the of information processing (IP) or decisionmaking (DM).
resby the decisionmaker a(baseline normanyticl podeiong Virtually all of these characteristics describe differ-
research provides a baseline for analytical modeling,
with the optimal solution being a starting point rather
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human response under uncertainty. The IP limitations volves the pooling of individual biases as examined by
deal with input uncertainty (e.g., judgement mechanisms Einhorn et al., [11].
in analyzing and interpreting information), while the DMaking haracteristics
limitations deal with consequence-of-action uncertaintysionmaking Characteristics
(e.g., outcome evaluations and choice mechanisms). These The primary constraints that affect single human
categories may be further delineated as dealing with decisionmaking are due in large part to his limited
individuals or with a team of individuals. In the lat- combinatorial capabilities and inherent randomness or
ter case our concern is on how individual judgements and subjectivity in the interpretation of value and/or
choices are modified by the presence of co-acting humans. success probabilities.

MYOPIA: This involves the inability of the human DM to1. Human Information Processing Characteristics project the effects of a potential decision far into
A large number of contemporary studies in cognitive the future. Thus, options are evaluated using only a

psychology have uncovered various heuristics and biases short time horizon which generally does not go beyond
(i.e., deficiencies) that single DMs apply in inter- the next expected event. The mathematical treatment of
preting and aggregating information. (See Slovic, a myopic decision strategy can be handled by the imposi-
Fishoff, and Lichtenstein [7], Sage and White [8] for tion of a finite (M-step) horizon in a normative model
comprehensive reviews.) Of these, the judgemental.de- [5], or via the use of a discounting function.
ficiencies of misperception, representativeness and CONSTRAINED BEHAVIOR: The hypothesis is that the human
availability appear to be the most prominent for proba- is not able, due to his inherent processing limitations,
bility assessment. Conservatism/recency along with to evaluate all of the alternatives and thus selects
anchoring and adjustment are most prominent for human the (first) one that will satisfy some minimal accep-
revision of opinion. tance threshold. The observed result is generally re-
MISPERCEPTION: This generally refers to the mismatch ferred to as "satisficing" behavior [12]. In a norma-
between subjective and actual probability distributions, tive modeling context, these limitations can be treated
misrepresentations of base-rate, and the tendency to as constraints on the solution process, or as con-
place greater belief in values closer to the mean. straints on the decision set.
REPRESENTATIVENESS: This heuristic, as advanced by DECISION RANDOMNESS: Humans fluctuate in their re-
Tversky and Kahneman [9], refers to the human's incli- sponse selection to the same stimulus, even when there
nation to evaluate the probability of an event on the are no changes in their information or resources.
basis of the degree of similarity between the event and Randomness in choice can arise because the human is
the evidence they have examined to date. unable to discriminate precisely among utilities or
AVAILABILITY: This heuristic pertains to the finding values or somewhat equally attractive alternatives.
that humans evaluate the probability of an event on the BIAS IN SUCCESS PROBABILITY: Humans tend to bias their
basis of the ease with which instances or occurrences estimated chance of success or failure. The factors
involving such events can be recalled or imagined. that contribute to this are much the same as those dis-
CONSERVATISM AND RECENCY: Conservatism, as advanced cussed under information processing, and deal with the
primarily by Edwards and his associates [10], refers to strategies people use when having to assign probabili-
the nonoptimal sequential revision of subjective proba- ties to uncertain outcomes.
bilities; whereby new information is not given as much TEAM UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE AND PLANNING: [3], [4]. Team
credibility as Bayesian decision theory would predict. members will avoid planning (behave myopically) if the
That is, the posterior probabilities estimated by sub- plans depend on predictions of uncertain future events,
jects are generally (but by no means universally) nearer but will emphasize planning if the plans can be made
to the prior probabilities than those obtained via self confirming through action outcomes. From a mod-
Bayes' rule. Recency refers to the human's tendency to eling viewpoint, these limitations/characteristics seem
put more credibility on new information than is to involve a link between short-term planning (use of
estimated by theory. limited planning horizons), and the issues of probing
ANCHORING AND ADJUSTMENT: With this heuristic, an ini- (information seeking) and caution (risk avoidance).
tial value or anchor is used as a first approximation RESOURCE SHARING/TRANSFERRING: Three main characteris-
to the judgement. The initial value is then adjusted tics are displayed by humans with respect to their use
according to the information provided. Humans tend to of resources. [4]: (i) ownership: decisionmakers are
overestimate the probability of conjuctive events and more inclined to keep their assets for their own tasks
underestimate the probability of disjunctive events. rather than to distribute them to other DMs in the team.

Of the above human deficiencies, only conservatism/ (ii) recall: DMs tend to forget the resource requests
recency and misperception are amenable to quantitative of others if they are not responded to immediately
modeling at present. The modeling can generally be ac- (they exhibit 50% more recall on their own requests!)
complished by modifying the objective probability dis- and (iii) over-request: humans tend to over-request by
tributions as perceived by the subject, by use of a asking more than they need or by overusing communica-
modified Bayes' rule or Kalman filter, etc. tions in asking several team members simultaneously.
TEAM ASSESSMENT OF PROBABILITIES: The information pro- III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
cessing characteristics of groups describe how indivi-
dual judgements become modified by information trans- The major goals of the experimental program car-
mitted to (or received from) other numbers of the group. ried by the Distributed Dynamic Decision paradigm in-
Studies [3] have shown a few interesting phenomena: clude the generation of data for the following purposes.
"group think" or overconfidence in the group opinion, Model Development. The process of building any model
"conformity" or decrease in initial confidence is indi- for describing human/team performance requires data to
vidual judgement, group polarization, etc. substantiate assumptions, suggest probable cause-and-
MUTUAL ASSESSMENT OF OPINION: The way in which a DM effect relations, and test hypotheses. This is the
interprets and utilizes the stated judgements of another major impetus that drives our experimental plan.
team member is discussed in Roby [4]. The evidence Quantifying Descriptive Features. A rich set of meas-
shows that the relative weight on the information de- ured dependent variables (DVs) will provide data not
pends upon the partner's expertise in the area that the only on performance, but on how this performance was
data is associated with, the intrateam trust, the spe- attained. The parameters in submodels for various
cific judgemental process of the partner in a similar human/team limitations, such as those discussed in the
task, and the partner's expressed confidence in his previous subsection, can be identified, in principle,
judgement. How well groups can identify and weight from this information.
their "best" members is a fundamental question that in- Model Validation. The normative-descriptive models that
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are developed should be validated to the extent possible way that responsibility for task prosecution can be
given the experimental data. Generally, this will mean distributed among the team members. The major effects
comparing model predictions versus experimental results of this variable will be manifested in the coordination
using data that is different from that which was used and bargaining that are required by the organization
to develop the model. to resolve conflicts. Responsibility can be assigned
The research paradigm has been described in detail in in many ways.
[13]. Briefly, the paradigm is an abstraction of the The most interesting cases occur when different
Naval Battle Force/Battle Group Tactical decisionmaking decisionmakers have overlapping responsibility on cer-
environment in which team members (commanders) may be tain tasks while being able to process then with dif-
geographically distributed but must coordinate their ferent levels of expertise or efficiency.
management of limited resources for situation assess- INPUT UNCERTAINTY/DIFFICULTY: Input uncertainty is ma-
ment and threat prosecution under uncertainty. The task nipulated in our experimental design via the choice of
environment on enemy actions is presented to each deci- input scenario, and the selection of parameters in the
sion maker through graphical and alphanumerical displays various probability distributions for generating task
providing data on task status, task attributes, re- information, etc. The input scenarios represents our
sources, opportunity windows and processing time for simulation of the "enemy", and is the driving stimulus
each task. Decision aids as well as mailbox-type com- to the team. The input scenarios provide the means
munication capabilities are also available to the deci- with which to compare and evaluate different combina-
sionmakers. The DMs can use their resource for task tions of the above structural independent variables.
prosecution or for information gathering (uncertainty As such, we desire a set of stimuli that represent a
reduction) and under certain experimental conditions range of input uncertainty (as well as task distribu-
may request or send resources to other team members. tion, tempo, etc.). The set would be applied across

There are a large number of independent variables all experimental conditions in order to maintain a
associated with the paradigm that can be categorized as common reference when discussing measured performance.
either structural or parametric variables. The struc- The selection of a set of 10 to 15 scenarios is done
tural variables deal with team organizational structure empirically by varying, among other things: the mix of
and are the ones that relate most closely to the funda- task type, the proportion of neutral task, the proba-
mental issues in distributed C3 system design. The bility distribution of the task attributes and their
parametric variables are all of those that enter into overlapping, the proportion of unknown task types and
the various sub-models within the paradigm (communica- unknown attributes, the measurement errors on attri-
tion delay, task variables, numbers and types of re- butes and processing times, the tempo of the task ar-
sources, etc.). Clearly, an experimental program that rivals and the distribution of the tasks information
was to examine the effects of all IVs upon system per- among the decisionmakers.
formance would be infeasible. Therefore, we have greatly A brief list of the set of dependent variables that
narrowed the set of experimental.IVs to those that we will be collected in the various experiments is given
believe are most critical to advance our understanding in Table 1. These measures will be further aggregated
of distributed decisionmaking in a Naval BG/BF context. into global measures of performance (MOP) for the team.
They are primarily of the structural variety. TABLE 1. DEPENDENT VARIABLES
TEAM STRUCTURE: This relates to the number of team mem-
bers and their organizational/authority arrangement. A Task Volume Measures
review of the literature in group dynamics (for example
see [3]), has shown that organization within a group, Number of tasks performed
or team structures, is a major factor influencing intra- Number of tasks left unperformed
team communication patterns. Three levels are sug- Number of tasks successfully performed
gested - Dyadic: two-person teams where both members Number of tasks unsuccessfully performed
are equal in status or authority; - Hierarchical: three- Number of tasks acted on with partial information
person teams where there is one designated leader (or
commander) and two team members having equal authorithy;
- Parallel: three-person teams where all members have Team Score
equal authority. The ordering of these levels is by Subject score
increasing complexity in terms of the communication Number of assists
patterns that are likely to occur, and the decision- Rate at which points are lost
making procedures that the team might adopt. The hier- Reaction Time MeasuresReaction Time Measuresarchical case has an inherent mechanism for conflict
resolution that is not present in the dyadic case. The Initial reaction time
parallel structure permits self-organizing and adaptive Attack reaction time
responses more so than do the others, but with a Information-attack onset
potential for greater conflict. Safety margin
INFORMATION STRUCTURE: The information that team mem- Average time taken to do a task
bers obtain, either through their data-gathering net- Time to resolve unknown tasks
work, or via communication with other team members, is Resource Measures
the most single important factor that influences team
performance. Data about the environment can range from Over/under assignment of resources
decentralized (local data) to centralized (shared, com- Amount of resources requested/transferred
mon data). Levels between these two extremes are pos- Resource utilization rate
sible, e.g., local data augmented with an aggregation Frequency of conflicts
or partial set (i.e., overlap) of other team member's Frequence of conflict resolution
data. At the same time, direct communication among Communication Measures
team members can be possible or impossible.

Five levels of information structure are suggested. Number of communications per subject
- Decentralized data, no communication; - Centralized Rate of communications
data, no communication; - Partially overlapping data, Communication cost (usage)
no communication; - centralized data, limited communi- Resource/message
cation; - Partially overlapping data, limited communi-
cation.
DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY: This variable refers to the
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IV. SOME MODELING ASPECTS Volume AC-30, 1985, pp. 440-446.

The empirical research discussed in the previous 3. Shaw, M.E., Group Dynamics: The Psychology of Small

section will provide the data for model building and Group Behavior, McGraw-Hill eds., 1976.

validation. The modeling process proceeds in an itera-
tive manner, wherein mathematical models are developed, 4. Roby, T.B., Small Group Performance, Rand McNally

tested against data, and then refined through adjust- and Co., 1968.

ment of their descriptive elements. The mathematical 5. Pattipati, K.R., D.L. Kleinman, and A.E. Ephrath,

research issues associated with modeling the class of "A Dynamic Decision Model of Human Task Selection

problems captured in the Distributed Dynamic Decision Performance", IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man,

paradigm are highly nontrivial. Each organizational and Cybernetics, Volume SMC-13, 1983, pp. 145-166.

structure (i.e., combination of team structure, infor-
mation structure and division of responsibility) re- 6. Serfaty, D. and D.L. Kleinman, "Multi Human Deci-

sults in a different normative decision problem, and sion Making: A Control Theoretic Approach", Pro-

hence, with the addition of human cognitive character- ceedings of the IEEE Conference on Decision and

istics, a different normative-descriptive decision Control, December 1982, pp. 561-566.

model. 7. Slovic, P., B. Fishoff, and S. Lichtenstein,
The first simplification of model building for the "Behavioral Decision Theory", Annual Review of

Distributed Dynamic Decision problem is to decompose Psychology, Volume 28, 1977, pp. 1-39.

it into two processes: (i) information processing (hyp-

othesis generation and evaluation) and (ii) decision- 8. Sage, A.P. and E.P. White, "Methodology for Risk

making (options evaluation and selection). This di- and Hazard Assessment", IEEE Transactions on Sys-

chotomy is a natural approach to interface results from tens, Man, and Cybernetics, Volume 10, No. 8,

behavioral decision theory and normative decision models August 1980, pp. 425-446.

and has been successfully used in the DDM. Since model 9. Tversky, A. and D. Kahneman, "Judgement Under Un-

development is still in its on-going stages and will be certainty: Heuristics and Biases", in Utility, Pro-

the subject of subsequent papers, we will not describe bability, and Human Decisionmaking, Wendt and Vlek

here the detailed aspect of the model. Subsequent eds., Boston, Massachusetts: Reidel, 1975, pp. 141-
research will show how various submodels should merge 162.
into an integrated Distributed Dynamic Decision model
for prediction of Human Team Performance. 10. Edwards, W., "Conservatism in Human Information

Processing", in Formal Representations of Human
V. CONCLUSION Judgement, B. Klunmuntz eds., Wiley, New York,

Problems associated with distributed decision- 1968, pp. 17-52.

making and information processing are inherently com- 11. Einhorn, H.J., R.M. Hogarth, and E. Klempner,

plex. The analytical instruments used in model building "Quality of Group Judgement", Psychological Bulle-

come from a large array of disciplines and a major tin, Volume 84, No. 1, 1977, pp. 158-172.

effort is required to integrate them into a comprehen-
sive Distributed Dynamic Decision model. Moreover 12. Simon, H.A., "A Behavioral Model of Rational
s up erimposing the human team aspects is itself an Choice", in Models of Man, Wiley, 1957, pp. 241-260.
superimposing the human team aspects is itself an

ambitious task, since few results are available on the 13. Kleinman, D.L., D. Serfaty and P.B. Luh, "A Research

behavior and performance of human decisionmakers in a Paradigm for Multi Human Decision Making", Pro-

decentralized uncertain environment. Nevertheless, it ceedings of the American Control Conference,

is believed that the normative-descriptive approach San Diego 1984, pp. 6-11.
outlined here is the key to gain insight into this
complex issue. The Distributed Dynamic Decision (D

3) 14. Athans, M., "The Expert Team of Experts Approach

paradigm we have developed is a novel multifaceted ex- to Commanded Control (C
2) Organization", IEEE Con-

perimental and analytical tool designed to investigate trol Systems Magazine, Volume 2, No. 3, September

team behavior and evaluate team performance across a 1982, pp. 30-38.

large range of experimental conditions. It clearly
focuses on Naval Tactical C

3
- motivated problems of StST(Ml SCICcS BEMAL SCIECES

distributed task processing and resource management | *tEIARCHICAL AND ·G RUP PSYCHOLOGI

under uncertainty. By appropriately manipulating vari- CONTRo

ables such as team topology, information structures, L.RC 0SCALLE SSIE , I.EH.IN
communications, expertise and environmental uncertainty. CAf oACTORS

we can hope to gain more insight into team behavioral I
aspects such as planning, risk taking, information re- .E THEORYNCTo

source sharing, communication use, and the synergistic I* S.IA.S.L .OECISIO0 

mechanisms by which a team of experts merge into an I . i. . .

expert team of experts [14]. The paradigm is a re-
search tool that helps to focus mathematical efforts,
provides an experimental media for examining the des-

criptive and performance aspects of team response and
generate data for model building and validation. It
is flexible, generalizable, manageable and meets the

normative - descriptive requirement of analytic .RC

tractability.
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ABSTRACT
|I. Normative' Decision II. 'Descriptive'

The design of human organizations where members · Design Goals - Implement
perform routine tasks under the pressure of time is con- Org. Structure Rules Decision Rules
sidered. A three-phase approach is outlined. In the
first phase, normative decision rules that specify ideal
h'uman behavior are obtained. In the second phase, · Analytic · I/O Model
implementations of these decision rules are devised, and Org. Structure \ · Workload
descriptions of actual human behavior and workload are Model
developed. Finally a third phase integrates design ele- III. 'Integrative"
ments by placing parameters of the implementations for · Place Parameters
best organization performance, subject to individual · Evaluate
member workload limitations. To illustrate the
approach, a specific design problem is considered.

Satisfactory Nominal Design

I. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 Organization Design Approach

To accomplish tasks that are too complex for
individuals, humans have devised and evolved a variety is desired, the first phase in the process establishes a
of organizational structures. Despite their prolifera- basic organization structure, which is expressed in
tion, however, organizations have not readily yielded to analytic terms. The initial step in doing this includes
the development of rigorous methods of analysis and the specification of the number of members, their
design. This is due in part to the inherent complexity interconnection, and their protocols for communication.
of situations where individuals are required to coordi- It also includes the expression of design goals in terms
nate their efforts so that some overall objective is of an objective function, as well as the delineation of
achieved. Another factor is the necessity to assess the possible inputs and outputs to each organization
whether individuals within the organization are capable member. In other words, everything about the
of doing their assigned jobs; that is, whether their organization structure is specified in analytical terms,
induced workload is within their limits. This paper except the mapping from inputs to outputs to be made by
presents an approach to organization analysis and design each member. Phase I is completed by solving an
that is appropriate for a particular class of organiza- optimization problem that determines what these mappings
tions. Specifically, consideration is focused on those should be. The resulting decision rules represent the
organizations that (a) involve routine human information desired behavior of organization members. As such they
processing tasks, (b) incorporate a well-defined organi- are job descriptions that are to be realized as closely
zational goal that is held by all members (i.e. the as possible by actual human behavior in the
organization is a team), and (c) have a short amount of organization. (Execution of Phase I is thus normative in
time available for individual information processing nature. In this context, and also in view of the class
tasks (e.g. a few seconds or minutes). Organizations of organizations under consideration, models and results
that are of this class can be found in tactical command from the mathematical investigation of teams [1] are
and control situations. complementary to the issues that are addressed in Phase

I of the organization design process.
While the approach is believed to be generally

applicable to members of above class, it is limited to Having determined, in the form of a decision rule,
those organizations for which (1) tractable analytic the information processing that each member is to
models exist and (2) related descriptive data exists. perform, a second phase of the design begins in which
These two conditions are currently very restrictive. decision rules are implemented. "Implementation' in-

cludes the specification of a collection of physical
The paper is organized as follows. The next sec- equipment, such as displays and response mechanisms,

tion discusses a three-phase approach to the design of that the human is to use in order to accomplish the
organizations. In the third section, a specific task is processing required by the decision rule. Also included
presented -for which an organization is desired. The is the specification of how the human is to use this
design approach is then used to develop an organization equipment to perform his assigned task. Given the
to accomplish the task. Section four presents results physical set-up and the directions for using it, a model
of tests of the design, and a fifth section summarizes is then developed that describes the organization
and concludes the paper. member's behavior as the task is executed. This model

has two components. The first is a description of the
actual input/output behavior realized. The second is a

II. DESIGN METHOD measure of the workload induced by task execution. Both
descriptions will in general depend on settings of

The approach to organization design used in this parameters that are part of the physical task set-up,
paper focuses on where and how in the design process to and also on variables that relate to how the
include consideration of human characteristics and organization member chooses to perform his task. Fur-
limitations. With this in mind, an approach with three thermore, since human information processing is subject
distinct parts, or phases, is pursued. Figure 1 shows to limitations, there will in general exist a maximum
the relationship of these phases. Given a (possibly value of workload against which to compare the workload
general) statement of the task for which an organization induced by the task. Thus Phase II of the design pro-

cess is one that involves human modeling, but is such
tThis research was supported by the Office of Naval that a focus exists, in the form of a job description,
Research under grants ONR/N00014-77-C-0532 (NR 041-519) for the tasks that are to be implemented. Techniques
and ONR/N00014-84-K-0519 (NR 649-003). and models from human factors analysis, man-machine
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systems investigations, and cognitive psychology can be Phase I
brought to bear to accomplish Phase II of the design.

To begin the design process, a basic organization
The first two phases of design result in related, structure must be specified. In the present situation,

but distifict, design elements. On the one hand is an it is natural to assume a two-member organization.
analytic organization structure that has been developed Moreover, the task itself is one that falls within the
assuming ideal human behavior. On the other is a set of class of distributed detection networks [2]. Thus a
decision rule implementations that have been constructed tandem structure is assumed for the organization, as
so that actual human behavior can match, as closely as shown in Figure 3. The presence or absence of a target
possible, that which is desired. The match is not
necessarily perfect, however, particularly given human V
errors and workload limitations. Thus a third phase is
necessary to integrate design elements in order to 7
complete the organization design. In this phase the 2
descriptions of actual input/output behavior are sub-
stituted for the decision rules in the analytic organ- L H a bsent vvp po
ization structure and the structure itself is augmented
with the workload models. Then a constrained optimi- H present wp 
zation problem is formulated to place parameters of task p r r
set-ups and parameters that relate to information pro- 
cessing choices available to members. The problem seeks A
to optimize organization performance, but does so in
view of workload-related limitations of individual mem-
bers. The solution to this problem is a nominal organi- Figure 3 Organization Structure
zation design that can be evaluated with respect to
design goals. it modeled as two hypotheses H, where H e [H 0 ,H1}. H =

with a priori likelihood Pk. Observations by each
Operation of the organization as designed requires platform are assumed to be conditionally gaussian, with

that parameters of the physical task set-ups be set to p(yilH=Hk) - N(mik,42) (i = 1,2; k = 0,1). Further-
the values obtained from solution of the constrained more, observations are presumed to be related to incom-
optimization problem. In addition, values obtained for ing signal energy, which implies that mi, < mil. For
information processing parameters can be interpreted the particular situation under consideration, p0 = 0.4
either as prescriptions for how a member should be and (mill - mlo)/a, = 2 and (mi1 - m20)/a, = 2.6, arbi-
trained to exercise his information processing options, trarily. Based on the observation received by the
or as predictions for how he will. Successful submerged platform (yl),'a value of u is selected and
completion of Phase III terminates the design process, communicated to the surface platform. To incorporate
although it may require several iterations on previous the limited communication condition into the organiza-
design steps before a satisfactory nominal design is tion structure, u is restricted to two values:
obtained. The next section illustrates the design u 8 [0,1). Thus the first member provides only an indi-
approach by applying it to a specific problem. cation regarding the target's presence or absence. The

surface platform uses this indication together with the
observation Y2 to decide a value of v, where v e (0,11.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLE The latter is the overall detection decision of the
organization. This process is to be repeated over and

Problem Statement over as each new set of observations {y1 ,y2) arrives
every vo time units.

Suppose that the situation illustrated in Figure 2
In the structure described above, everything has

been specified in analytic terms except how values of u
should be determined from observations y, and how values
v should be determined from Y2 and u. These unspecified
elements are the decision rules for each organization
member. To determine what they should be, an optimi-
zation problem is formulated to find the set of decision
rules [)] that minimizes organization detection error.
y* and y2 are known be threshold tests:

t*: if Y1 > t* u =1

else u =0
Figure 2 Illustration of Design Problem

y *: if u = j and Y, > t*j v =
2 j = 0,1is presented as a design problem. Two platforms, one t v= 

surface and one submerged, are to perform, in a Y < tj v = 0
coordinated manner, a detection task regarding the
presence or absence of another submerged target. 2, 
Observations distinct to each platform are available quality of each member's observations and on the apriori likelihood of H. Basically, the first member
each so time units, and it is required that repeated priori likelihood of . Basically, the first membereach~ tm uis adi ireie ta read selects the second member's threshold and in so doing
detection decisions be made at this rate, with a maximum
delay of d time units between a pair of observations it happens that t, t so that the direction of the
and the detection decision associated with that pair. it happens that t t*, so that the direction of the
Furthermore, there is to be limited icot nication be- basis is consistent with the first member's indication.Furthermore, there is to be limited communication be-
tween platforms. It is desired to minimize the proba-
bility of error in detection, but in any case to make it Phase I of the design process is now complete. Anbility of error in detection, but in any case to make it analytic organization structure exists that reflects the
less than the fraction . For this set of conditions, conditions of the problem. Decision rules for eachan organization is to be designed. To do this, the ap-

member have been determined that represent the idealproach discussed in the previous section will be used. behavior of organization members. Attention is now
behavior of organization members. Attention is now
focused on implementing these decision rules so that the
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human organization members can attempt to realize their
desired behavior. -L-

Phase II

Implementation of the decision rules y¥ requires
the specification of how each member's observations are
to be presented so that the proper threshold comparison
test can be made. It is also necessary to provide a
mechanism for recording each member's response to a
particular observation. Furthermore, for each of the P(pl 
two physical task set-ups, a description of human
behavior at that task is needed. This includes a model
of the member's performance at making threshold compar- m r,. Ye
ison tests. It also includes a model for the workload0 
of the task. In this design situation, processing time Figure 4 First Member's Task
will be used to derive a measure of workload.

'stimulus-controlled response (SCR)', varies with the
Given the overall limits on processing time for the position of the threshold tl, however. Figure 5 shows

organization (To and Td ) , implementation of the decision
rules will begin by allocating this time between organ- S R( 350
ization members. The first member will be required to
process observations at the same rate that they arrive.
That is, on the average, he must make a threshold
comparison test every To time units, where

= To (1) 250

This leaves 'd-to time units for passing the message u +m1g- m ,, r,
between members and for the second member to respond. ThresholW Position
Communication between members is assumed to take
negligible time. Thus the second member is allocated T2 Figure 5 Average Response Time For First Member
time units, where

experimentally observed variation of average SCR time

2 = Td - To (2) with respect to the threshold position for one subject;
the results are representative of those obtained from

By contrast with the first member, however, Tr will be other subjects as well.
regarded as a deadline. The notion is that each
decision by the second member will be constrained to Given enough time, i.e. if tSCR < z,o the subject
take no more than Ts time units. In practice, T2 will is able to decide left or right of the threshold with
be interpreted as the maximum average response time, near perfect accuracy. For example, at t1 = t*, tScR is
assuming a narrow distribution of response time values. approximately 330 ms. If Tl > 330, then the member will

virtually realize the ideal behavior determined by yI.
This allocation of time is a design choice, and However, as T, decreases below tSCR, the member is

other choices are made later. In practical applica- observed to make errors as he tries to maintain the
tions, good engineering practices will dominate these required rate.
choices. In this research context, choices have been
made to illuminate interesting aspects of organization Rather than incur SCR errors, an alternative
behavior, often at the expense of pragmatic considera- processing option will be provided to the member: the
tions. option to 'fast guess (FG)". Fast guessing means that

the member ignores the pattern presented and responds
Consider now the task of the first member. He is arbitrarily. This takes about tFG = 180 ms, which is

to compare an observation y, with a threshold t1 and considerably less time than a stimulus-controlled
then decide a value of u. One way for him to do this is response. Thus the member can presumably fast guess
shown in the upper part of Figure 4. Observations y, enough times to meet the rate constraint, and can

are presented visually in the form of a horizontal carefully process patterns the remainder of the time.
'crossbar pattern', where the midpoint of the pattern is It is assumed that a 50/50 bias is used by the member
the value of y, observed. The member then decides when fast guessing. This is enforced experimentally by
whether the pattern midpoint is left or right of the having the subject depress both buttons when choosing to
vertical threshold and responds by depressing one of two fast guess. These responses are then assigned a 0 or 1
mechanical buttons. The vertical threshold is value with equal likelihood before being passed to the
positioned according to the value of t1. In the lower second member. The investigation of how bias in gues-
part of Figure 4, the distribution on observations y , , sing affects the organization's operation is of inter-
i.e. pattern midpoints, is shown (solid) as the weighted est. A companion paper in this volume [3] discusses
sum of two conditional distributions p(yllHk). such effects.

The first member is constrained to process patterns Thus the model of the first member's behavior at
at a rate of c1 time units per pattern. The dial at the his task is as follows. Let k designate a conditional
top of the display indicates to the member how many distribution on outputs, given a particular input. The
patterns are waiting to be processed. It advances overall input/output conditional distribution for the
clockwise as patterns join the queue. Since the first member, kl, is determined as a combination of the
patterns are to be processed at the same rate they conditional distributions corresponding to the indi-
arrive, the member must maintain the dial position at or vidual options:
near vertical in order to meet his processing rate
constraint. Whether or not this is possible depends on kl = (1-ql) kSCR + q1'kFG
the average time required to process patterns. The time
to view and respond to a pattern, i.e. to make a In eq.(3), q1 is the fraction of fast guessing.
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Similarly, the overall average response time T is a forced to trade accuracy for speed. One representation
pIcombination of the individual option response times: of this tradeoff is due to Pew [5], who suggests a log-

linear relationship between the odds ratio (# right
Tp, = (l-ql) tSCR + q1 tFG (4) divided by # wrong) and response time. Using this

representation, Figure 8 gives the speed/accuracy
The model given by eq.(3)-(4) is essentially the Fast OR
Guess model of Yellot [4], which is one of the OR
mechanisms by which humans can trade speed for accuracy. 0.0 lo
Note that this model has two parameters: the threshold I

position t1, and the fraction of fast guessing q. 
Determination of values of these parameters is made at a
later stage in the design process and is done with 0fi0
respect to overall organization performance. I4 

4.'
For the second organization member, an 

implementation for the decision rule y2 is chosen as 2
shown in Figure 6. Depending on the signal from the

· 1 1 /40 160 /80 200 220 aj0 ZG0

tOR Speed (as)
Figure 8 Second Member Speed/Accuracy Characteristic

characteristics for the second member's task as
evidenced by one individual.

hA-I <, t To obtain the results shown in the figure, several
hundred responses were recorded at each qo condition
using various deadlines. The data at each q, level were

Figure 6 Second Member's Task then rank-ordered by response time and partitioned into
groups of a few hundred responses each. For each group,

first member, threshold t,, or t 2 1 is selected to be the average time and the odds ratio were computed.
used by the second member. If it is the former, to,, is These values are the coordinates plotted in Figure 8 as
displayed as a horizontal line and the observation y, is representative speed/accuracy operating points.
displayed as a vertical displacement. If t 2 1 is select-
ed, the threshold is displayed vertically and y, is a The deadlines used were chosen such that
horizontal displacement. Two horizontally arranged me- insufficient time was available to do the task with
chanical buttons are used to record responses. The left highest accuracy. For operation in this region, it is
button is used if y, is left (t, 2 ) or down (t,,) and the evident that as td decreases there is a general decline
right button is used in the complementary situations. in accuracy. Moreover, for given td, it is apparent
Recall that the second member is viewed as subject to that as qo increases from 0 up to near 0.8, accuracy
deadline on each response. An auditory mechanism has decreases. This a direct result of the processing time
been used to indicate that the deadline has passed, requirements of the task as given in Figure 7. As q,
which is represented by the headphones in Figure 6. increases still further toward 1.0, Tp2 decreases and

accuracy improves.
As with the first member's implementation, if the

second member has enough time, he can perform his task A model for the second member is abstracted from
flawlessly. The (average) processing time required for the data in Figure 8 as follows. Denote by f the loga-
the task, denoted T , depends on the amount of rithm of the odds ratio. Then a linear approximation for
threshold switching. Benote by qo the quantity p(u=O). each speed/accuracy locus can be written in terms of f:
Figure 7 shows one subject's observed processing time

A Tpt f = fs(q,) (td-t,(q,)) (5)

350 where fs and tc are quantities that are chosen to best
represent observed behavior. Table 1 gives the values

300 / Table 1 Second Member Model Parameters

qo fs tc

2.50_, , > 0.0 0.0217 117
0.0 0.57 1.0 $0 0.2 0.0190 130

0.5 0.0152 132
Figure 7 Second Member Processing Time 0.8 0.0142 137

0.9 0.0143 119
versus qo, which is the fraction of threshold t,,'s use. 1.0 0.0209 136
A considerable overhead for switching is evident, as
well as a difference in processing time for horizontally
and vertically displayed thresholds. So long as sz is estimated from the data in Figure 8. To express the
greater than the time required, however, actual input- behavior represented by f in a form consistent with ¥f,
/output behavior can be expected to match desired define q, to be the input/output error rate. Then
behavior.

q2 = (1 + ef)- 1 (6)
If the time required (T ) is less than the timepa

allowed (td), errors will be made as the member is and the input/output behavior of the second member can
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summarized by the conditional distribution kH: {scR ) 50

y, > t;jjv = 1 vp l-qa

kh: if u = j and v = 0 wp q. j = 0,1 300

Ys < tjI v = I wP q 

v=0 wp l-q. (7) 250
m,,0', moo i 'M, M" + 

Eq.(7) implicitly assumes that the member exhibits
no bias in his errors and also that changes in tzi do05 9.s
not affect q.- For the range of operating regions
considered here, both of these assumptions are valid to :oR 
first order. Note that even though t3 i values do not 2 0.0
enter directly into accuracy considerations, it is not /
necessarily desirable to leave them at their respective 1.0
decision rule values, since the effects of switching may 10 O. a
make it advantageous to adjust to and tzx to relieve 7 0.9
both members' workload, to the benefit of the overall O.S
organization. I 0.8

4
Phase III - Integration

td
The elements of the organization design, which are .

its basic structure and the decision rule implementa- /80 200 220 240 260
tions, have now been established. To integrate the
elements, the models of actual input/output behavior
realized by organization members are substituted into that the operating point of the second member will be
the analytic organization structure for the decision

somewhere on the vertical se 
= 240 ms line in therules and the structure itself is augmented with

speed/accuracy model. In completing the solution, a
constraints derived from workload considerations. In speed/accracy model. In completing the solution, a

basic tradeoff must be made. At one extreme is thethe structure that results, there are five variables
the structure that results, there are five variables option to retain the first member's ideal threshold t*that have not been specified: the thresholds t x , tzo,1

t the guessing fraction q1 and the actual deadline which gives 'high quality' indications, but cannot be
assigned to the second member t To complete the used all the time. If this is done, the second member

assigned to the second member t To complete the
poeso itgai an theyoti an n uses his thresholds with nearly equal frequency. This

process of integration and thereby obtain a nominal places operation at a reduced level of input/output
organization design, these variables are to be placed in p o
rder to optimize organization n, these variables are to bt alsaced in accuracy. At the other extreme is the option to place

order to optimize organization performance, but also in
view of workload limitations of individual members. tr at its minimum value so that no fast guessing is

required, but also so that all SCR responses are of
Specifically, the problem to be solved is stated as

lower quality. This in turn places the second member at

Nominal Design - Constrained Organization (CNO) a higher input/output accuracy operating level. Of
course, there exist many other solution possibilities
that are compromises between the two extremes.iin (organization detection error)

The solution to Problem CNO for the values assumed
over: thresholds t, t t

ovr: th uess t1r 20' 1 t in this situation, places tI at its minimum value in
fase cond member deadline t order to improve the input/output accuracy of the second

d member. Though not indicated explicitly in Figure 9,

-sbject to: Tn, I placing tz away from t* also means that t . # t* in the
spu - I solution to Problem CNO, since overall organization

t < 2 performance can benefit by adjusting the second member'sd thresholds to compensate in part for the loss of
processing quality by the first member. One

= 260 ms and d 500. Theninterpretation for the solution outcome is based on the
Suppose that zO = 260 Ts and sd t 500- Then in fact that the second member has the "last word' on the

260 ms and '2 = 240 ms. These constraints are shown in
Figure 9 on the respective models of organization detection decision. For the benefit of the
members. In addition, a key linkage of the members is

associated to the second member's observation as much as
shown, which is the amount of switching that the first

member's operation imposes on the second member. For possible rather than be directly opposed to it. It is
worth compromising the quality of the first member's

the first member, the rate constraint is such that some
fast guessing will be required, except where t is indication to do this. Such a tradeoff is not always

fast guessing will be required, except where tt isthe outcome of Problem CNO. [3] investigates the
placed at its smallest possible value. The value of q tplaced at its smallest possible vale. The vale of q solution characteristics of an idealized version of the
is proportional to the distance between the average SCR problem considered erre and documents that a number of

problem considered here, and documents that a number of
time and the l = 260 constraint. As an example, if t 

t*, q, 0.45. Placement of t, not only establishes qualitatively different solutions are possible.= tf, qi r 0.45. Placement of t 1 not only establishes
q,, but it also determines the distribution on u and A final consideration in Phase III is whether the

consequently the frequency of threshold switching by the nominal design obtained satisfies original design goals.
second member. At its minimm and maximm vales, t, For the current design problem, one criterion for

induces 5% and 95% use, respectively, of thehorinduces 5% and 95% use, respectively, of the on evaluation is whether the detection error probability
horizontall disple realized, Jo is less than that which was specified, Jo.

a particular speed/accuracy locus by the second member was 
Another criterion might be whether the performance level
would be maintained if the a priori likelihood of H were
to change during organization operation. It is not

situtIn solving Problem CNO forw tshe present design apparent to either member what the underlying likelihood
situation, it is straightforward to sho w that td = = of H is. Thus little adjustment can be expected from
240 ms, i.e. the second member should always use the
entire amount of time allowed to him [3]. This means organization members should p(H) change. It may
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therefore be desirable to take this into account when was about 0.06. For Condition B q2 was near 0.16.
specifying the organization design. Assuming that the
present design is satisfactory with respect to such These results suggest two conclusions. First,
evaluation criteria, the design process terminates. failure to take human limitations into account can

result in performance that is substantially different
from that which assumes ideal human behavior. Second,

IV. TEST OF ORGANIZATION OPERATION there is considerable advantage to adjusting
organization parameters in the situation where members

There are several characteristics of the design are subject to workoad limitations. Finally, the
obtained in the previous section that suggest hypotheses experimental results and conlcusions presented here do
about organization operation. First, if t 1 is set to not represent isolated behavior. 16] contains similar
its minimum value as per the design, there should be results using different individuals as organization
little fast guessing observed as the first member members within the same basic organization structure.
executes his task. Furthermore, there is a predicted
percentage of switching that is part of the design and
consequently a predicted level of input/output V. SUMMARY
processing accuracy by the second member. Both of these
hypotheses represent operation of organization members This paper has suggested an approach for the design
in regions that were previously examined when the of human information processing organizations for the
descriptive models of their behavior were developed. situation where organization members perform routine
Thus the predictions made are really tests of the tasks under the pressure of time. A main focus has been
validity of individual models. how and at what point in the design process to include

consideration of human characteristics and limitations.
A more interesting hypothesis about organization A three-phase approach has been given for structuring

operation is the level of performance that will be the problem so that a balance is obtained between the
realized. This is because the overall detection error complexities of considering how human behavior impacts
of the organization cannot be inferred by individual every aspect of the organization and the hazards of
members, but rather is a quantity that characterizes the neglecting consideration of human limitations in order
organization. Furthermore, the design approach uses to simplify the problem.
organization performance as the criterion for placing
individual member parameters, and in effect One of the advantages of the approach is that
discriminates in favor of one design solution over separation into normative and descriptive phases
another based on predicted performance levels. Thus the simplifies the design problem without greatly limiting
extent to which actual performance of the organization design options. By. deriving job descriptions for
matches that predicted represents a key test for the individual members in Phase I, a focus is provided for
viablity of the design approach. the execution of Phase II. A second advantage of the

approach is that tradeoffs between member workload and
For the organization under consideration, ideal organization performance are made apparent in the

behavior, which is determined in Phase I, yields a integration phase.
detection error probability of 0.06. Suppose now that
the normative thresholds are left in place and that the The design approach has been illustrated concretely
organization is operated as it has been implemented. by executing it on a specific design problem. The
That is, t z = t* and t = t*.. However, because indi- resulting organization design has been tested and found
vidual members are constrained fast guessing is required to operate as predicted. This demonstration is
by the first member and a lower accuracy is induced in particularly supportive of the integrative design phase,
the second member. The predicted organization since this phase represents a novel feature of the
performance for this operating condition, designated as design approach. That there is agreement between
condition 'B", is 0.21. The solution to Problem CNO, observed and predicted operating characteristics is
however, predicts a performance level of 0.15. This evidence that the approach is a valid one for
condition is designated as 'A". organization design.
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DISTRIBUTED DECISIONMAKING WITH CONSTRAINED DECISION MAKERS - A CASE STUDYt

Kevin L. Boettcher and Robert R. Tenney
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A specific distributed decisionmaking problem is A. Team Structure
formulated that includes processing load constraints on
team members. Solutions are possible that place team Consider the two member, tandem, distributed detec-
members in regions where random behavior is required tion network shown in Figure 1. Each team member re-
and/or where individual errors are likely. 0pQ41H=Hk) - n

I. INTRODUCTION H Po 1 e
wI ·,V 0,1}

A main goal in most distributed decisionmaking for- , 
mulations, particularly team theoretic ones, is to ob- u v m¥
tain normative decision rules that represent the desired 
behavior of each decision agent or team member [1].
This paper considers a modified team theoretic problem Figure 1 Team Structure
that incorporates decision rules that are descriptive of
actual human behavior, and furthermore takes into ac- ceives a conditionally independent, gaussian observation
count the processing load incurred to execute these de- on the presence or absence of a given phenomenon H.
cision rules. The problem formulated is motivated by Based on his observation, the first member selects one
considerations in the design of human information pro- of two symbols to send to the second member. The latter
cessing organizations of the type where organization then incorporates his own measurement with the received
members perform routine processing tasks under the symbol to make a detection decision for the network.
pressure of time. Examples of such organizations are The optimal decision rules yt for each team member that
found in air traffic control and command and control minimize the probability of error in detection are known
situations. In this context, the usual team problem can (2]. They are threshold tests as given in (1).
be taken as a model of organization structure, and -y : t
decision rules as idealized behavior for organization
members. When models for actual human behavior are sub-
stituted for the normative decision rules in the team if y1 t u = 1 if > t. = 1
structure, team behavior in general changes. Further- 2 
more, the workload of team members may be such that if y1< t 1 u = 0 if Y2< t2i v = (1)
desired team operation exceeds human processing limita-
tions. Thus, given the basic team structure, a problem Basically, the first member biases the second member's
can be formulated to choose decision rules, to be real- choice by selecting the latter's threshold.
ized by actual human behavior for best team performance,
subject to their feasibility with respect to team member B. Information Processing Models
processing load.

Now consider that the threshold comparison tests in
The specific team structure considered is that of a (1) are to be accomplished by humans. For example, the

two-member, tandem distributed detection network. Sec- observation could be displayed visually as a horizon-
tion II describes this structure and reviews the charac- tally displaced dot, with the threshold also displayed
teristics of theoretical team member behavior. A key as a vertical line displaced according to its value.
feature of the decision rules is the presence of thresh- Viewing such a display and selecting a response takes
olds, which each member uses to make comparison tests. time. Furthermore, threshold position with respect to
A model for the information processing required to the likely position of observations will have an effect
execute such a test is then described, with processing on the time required to select a response. In par-
time used as the measure of workload. The complete ticular, assume that a comparison with threshold t re-
model for each member's actual behavior includes a sec- quires, on the average, tp seconds to make, where
ond element, however, which accounts for behavior when - 0 (2)
processing time for threshold tests exceeds the time tp = tp(t) = - bt a > 0, b 0 (2)
allowed. This element derives from human ability to Given that observations are predominantly near zero, the
trade accuracy for speed. Two different mechanisms for model in (2) reflects the observed behavior that
doing this are incorporated, one for each member. The response time decreases as the uncertainty decreases in
overall actual behavior and processing load realized is the response required. In eq.(2), as t becomes large in
parameterized by the thresholds used and other param- absolute value (b # 0), the likelihood that observations
eters that figure in the speed/accuracy tradeoff capa- will fall only on one side of t is high.
bility. The modified team theoretic problem is then to
place these parameters for minimum team error, subject First Team Member
to processing time used being less than processing time
available for each member. Section III discusses the The first team member performs his task using a
characteristics of the problem solution. A particular single threshold. The processing time required to do
consideration of interest is whether, and if so under this test is given by eq.(2); specifically, it is
what conditions, it remains desirable to retain the t ll(t ) = a, - b -(t,) 2 . In addition, it is assumed
thresholds obtained in the original (unconstrained) team that the input/output behavior realized is such that a
problem. Section IV investigates a special case of the flawless comparison can be made. Denote by k,, the
problem, from which principles of general interest are conditional distribution p(uly l ) realized using the
apparent. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper. threshold test. The model is then that of

tThis research was supported by the Office of Naval 1 if 1 t u = 1; else u = 0 (3)
Research under grants ONR/N00014-77-C-0532 (NR 041-519)
Research under grants ONR/N60014-77-C-0532 (N) 041-519) Suppose now that the operation of the team is such that

and ONR/N001484 019 (NR 649003). the member must complete comparison tests at the rate of
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one every s, seconds. If it happens that t1 is set such tween the "odds-ratio" (l-qs)/q 2 and processing time is
that tp,,(ti) > s,, the member will be overloaded. derived from Pew [4]. Note that values of f and fm are
Therefore, an alternative processing mode is provided: not selected; they represent fixed human behavior.
an option to 'guess', i.e. to essentially ignore the
observation y, and to arbitrarily respond u = 1 with C. Problem Statement
some guessing bias g,. Input/output behavior when
guessing is modeled by the conditional distribution k,,12: Five independent variables have been specified

within the models of team members. They include the
1k2 : u = 0 wp I - g I and u = I wp gl (4) three comparison thresholds (t1 ,t5o,t1x), the amount of

To make this a viable option, assume that the time guessing by the first member (q,), and the processing
required to exercise this option, denoted by - is time deadline for the second member (td). Substituting

tlessc than Pl( tl) for some range of tpi values. i K. for y¥ and adding the processing time constraints for
less than tp11(t1) for some range of t1 values. J g

each member, a constrained optimization problem can be
formulated to minimize the detection error probability
for the organization, subject to meeting the processing

there will be an additional amount of processing time
required to switch between them. Switching overhead de- time limitations of each member. Denote by O the

detection error probability. Then formally stated, thepends on switching frequency, as given by the expression problem is as follows.
problem is as follows.

dl (1 - ql)-ql (5)
Problem A1 (Constrained Optimization Problem)where ql is the fraction of guessing and d, is a scale

factor. If one option is used exclusively, (5) is zero.
Thus, the first team member has an input/output behavior min Jo(ql tl t2Ott2ltd)
modeled by K1 that requires a processing time of Tpa: tl',t 2 0't2 1,qlt d

K = (1 - ql)', 1 1+ ql'd12 (6) .t. T < t
Tp = (1 - ql)-tpll(tl) + ql'tpl~ + dl (l-ql)'ql (7) p 1 d 2

The model given in eq.(6) and eq.(7) is basically the III. SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS
so-called Fast-Guess model [3], which reflects one
mechanism whereby humans can trade speed for accuracy. There are several issues of interest with respect

to the solution of Problem Al. One is whether it is
Second Team Member ever to any advantage to set the deadline td for the

second member to be strictly less than r,. This is
The second team member switches between two shown not to be the case, due to the monotonicity of q,

thresholds. Assuming an overhead for switching similar in td. A second issue is whether a possible solution is
to (5), the average time required to accomplish this to leave the thresholds at their unconstrained optimal
task depends on the threshold values, and the relative values, i.e. t*,t*o,tt*, and to tolerate any consequent
frequency of using them: input/output errors (q2) or guessing (q,). At the other

1 extreme is the possible solution of adjusting thresholds

T - [ (U - -i)(a - b *(t2) 12 + such that q, and q, are minimized. The basic
p2 Z p 2i- a 2i 2i J consideration is one of whether it is better to absorb

i=o guesses and input/output errors some of the time in
+ d2'p(u = 0) p(u = 1) (8) order to use quality thresholds most of the time, or to

use an "inferior' set of thresholds all of the time. In
As with the first team member, it assumed that the Problem Al, so long as the thresholds t,,,t,, affect
second member is subject to a processing time limit; in processing time of the second member, it is better to
this case it is assumed to be a like a deadline adjust them. However, solutions to Problem Al do not
constraint as. So long as Tp2 < r2, the team member can necessarily minimize q2 and ql.
accomplish this processing without error. Errors will
be made, if however, if p(u), t0o, and t21 are such that Examination of Problem Al is greatly facilitated by
T. > c,. The likelihood of errors depends on the taking advantage of the fact that the joint distribution
difference between the deadline imposed, denoted td, and p(u ,H) completely characterizes the analytical link
the processing time required T p. Thus the input/output between team members [2]. Thus the minimization in
behavior of the second member, K., is as follows: Problem Al can proceed in two stages. First toI, t1i

K : if u = i (i = 0,1) and (9) and t d can be placed as a function of p(u,H). Since
)2 *there is a 1-1 relationship between (ql,tl) pairs and

> t2i then v = 1 p l-q2 ; v = 0 wp q2 p(u,H) distributions, a second minimization can be
performed over these distributions to place q, and tl,

Y2 < t2i ' then v = 0 wp l-q2 ; v = 1 wp q2 and thereby solve Problem Al. Denote by Pik the
quantity p(u=i,H=Hk). Then it is convenient to

where represent the distribution p(u,H) as a vector T, where

q2 2 (Tp2'td) = (1 + ef(Tptd)(10) -1 = [Poo, Po, Po Pll (12)

and Furthermore, possible T values depend on t, and q,
fs-(td -T ) +f T td according to
ff = s (td rp2 m P2 d > t (11) T = (1-ql)- [Poot(tl) , Po-Poot(tl), Pl-Pllt(ti), Pll]'

fm Tp2 < t dtliin~~ 
1p2 <td ~~~+ q,'[(1-g,)'Po, g,1 Po' (l-g 1)'p, gl'Pl ]'

In words, the second member performs the threshold A
comparison test correctly a fraction (1 - q2) of the = T(tl,q,) (13)
time, and makes an error on the fraction q. of the ob-
servations processed. For analytical convenience it is
assumed that fm < A, which effectively means that the (14a)
minimum value of q, is non-zero. Eqs.(8)-(11) form the (tl) = 
model of the second team member. It reflects a second \ 
mechanism of trading speed for accuracy exhibited by
humans. In particular, the log-linear relationship be-
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tation of J as the detection error probability of the

Pl1 t(t1) = I 1- I j P1 (14b) team when q, = 0. A value of J ) 0.5 implies that the
t I. '. / thresholds are being used to give observations an

opposite interpretation, one which results in worse than
and I(*) is the unit normal cumulative distribution
function. From eq.(13) it is evident that T is deter- chance behaviors Assuming that the minimization in

mined as a combination of two T vectors one corre- eq.(16) assures that at least chance performance willmined as a combination of two T vectors, one corre- o 0.5, then eq.(17) implies
sponding to exclusive use of the threshold and one obtain i.e. J < in(p,p) ., then eq.(7) implies

sponding to exclusive use ofth tesh that td = r,. That is, always place the deadline at thecorresponding to exclusive use of guessing. dmaximum allowable. This result is valid independent of

Define Tps and T values.

J(T,t 2 0 tt 21) = Using Unconstrained Optimal Thresholds

- p +tso~msoA 1 [ I (t50 -m f 1\ IContinuing with examination of the inner minimi-
Po00 /1 l i CF zation, consider the question of whether the

osL unconstrained optimal thresholds can be a solution to

[ /t2l'1-m2[t [ ms\ Problem A2. Because of the reformulation in terms of T
Plo - I + pl1 1 (15) and the stagewise minimization structure, this question

% a s[ must be answered in a more general way. Whereas the
Eq.(15) represents the detection error probability of minimization in eq (16) resulted in the construction of
the team as a function of T, t,,, and t,,, assuming q2 = two functions ti(Tps,1), performing the minimization of
0. Rewriting Jo using I and showing the decomposition I without the constraint in eq.(16) results in two
by stages, Problem Al becomes different functions that represent the unconstrained

optimal values of ti for a given T value. Included in
min min [1 - 2.J(T't20't21 )] q2(T 2 ,td) this set is the pair of thresholds that define of y*.
tl,ql tso,thl,td Indeed, if the functions defined by the unconstrained

s.t. s.t. + l(T,t20,t21) minimization are denoted t* i(lD, then

Tpl < td t* i = t*i(T(t,O0))

T = T(tl,q l) The investigation below proceeds in terms of T and
determines whether t i(1D represent a possible solution

Finally, before proceeding to an analysis of to the inner stage minimization. Denote by T*2(C) the
solution characteristics, it is convenient to formulate processing time required by the second member when
a modified version of Problem Al. It is true that unconstrained optimal thresholds are used. Setting td =
explicit dependence on thresholds t,, and t,, occurs in r, in Problem A2, the inner stage minimization becomes
Problem Al only in the function I and in the determina- that of finding a value of Tp that solves
tion of processing time Tp. Therefore it is possible aOq a
to aggregate these thresholds into the single variable 1 + [ - 0 (19)l 
T and to substitute a new function J for J, where -
7(T2 - ZIT, TsaT =
Y(Ti ) = mmin (T,t 1 o,t 1 1) (16)I(TTp2 = min 1(T't20't2d (16) The issue at hand is whether T* (1) satisfies eq.(19).

t2'otsl - Because TD*s(T) represents a global minimum of J, the
s.t. pTP

2 Tp_ first term in eq.(19) is zero. Now, if T*s(I _< s the
In other words, given a T and T n value, the relation- second term is also zero, since q2 does not depend on
ship of to and tsl is defined (fn fact they describe an T , in this region. Thus unconstrained optimal thresh-
ellipse). The minimization in eq.(16) generates o~ds are solutions when the processing time they require
threshold values 1ti that are the solutions to eq.(16) does not exceed the deadline. This is reasonable, since
as a function of Tog. Using this aggregation, Problem any adjustment of thresholds would have no effect on
Al an be stated in terms of q,,t,,T p and td as: input/output errors; hence the thresholds can be left

at their unconstrained optimal values.
Problem A2

~mip in ) -2-J(T However, for T*p(I) > x, a different resultmin min 1 21(TT > ifret rsl
qt1 t 2 , 2 p2' d obtains. In this situation, qz is monotonically

td pa + increasing with Tp2. Furthermore, since I < 0.5, as

s.t. T p s.t. T ( Tp2 discussed earlier, it is true that the second term is
td < non-zero and hence T_*(1) does not solve eq.(19). This

T T(tl,ql) result means that ifPthe processing time required by use
of the unconstrained optimal threshold values is greater
than that allowed, it is always desirable to adjust t,,

Assigning Deadline and t2l to reduce Tp2 and thereby reduce the
input/output error q2.

Consider now the inner minimization in Problem A2.
For given T p, necessary conditions for a solution value Minimizing Second Member Input/Output Errors
of td [5] are given by

The discussion above has concluded that, when it is
a7 aq2 an issue, it is more advantageous to reduce the second

-* [1- 2-q.] + * [1 - 2 ]J + = O (17a) member's input/output errors than to retain the best
atd atd thresholds for processing observations. The question

-(t ) = (17b) arises as to whether input/output errors should be
-(td- ) = 0 minimized as much as possible, at the expense of the

0 (17c) threshold settings. In terms of Problem A2, this issue
is one of whether T 2 = 2 is a solution to the inner

The first term in eq.(17a) is zero since J does not minimization, given that T*2(1) > v, orwhether T >
depend on td. The first factor in the second term is v, is a solution instead. PIts resolution depends on how
negative, since qs is monotonically decreasing with drastically the trade of speed for accuracy is made by
respect to increasing td. Furthermore, J is bounded the team member, which is modeled by the parameter f5
above by 0.5. The latter derives from the interpre-
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To properly investigate this issue, it is necessary
to add another constraint to Problem A2 in the inner
stage that restricts values of T according to the 
region of interest. The result is the problem Po h X t,=O

min I(Y, T ) + [1 2-J(TT 2)].q2 (T , 2 ) (20) 

TP2
s.t. *:, ( li O0

where it is assumed that T*2 (T) > -z. The necessary 0 0 o
conditions for a solution value of Tp2 are

aq 2aq, Figure 2 Typical Region of T Values in (p,o,p,,) Plane
[1 - 2- +1 - = 0 (21a)aT 2 aTJ lower boundary represents a non-zero guessing frequency

pa p
a

by the team member. Note that the unconstrained optimal
p (r2 - Tp2) = 0 (21b) value of t,=t* is therefore on the upper boundary as

> 0 (21c) illustrated. Finally, the geometric representation in
Figure 2 has many properties in common with the Receiver

and the issue is whether Tp_ = z2 is a solution to (21). Operating Characteristic in signal detection theory [6].
If so, g > 0. Furthermore, it must be true that the Besides the association of the lower 'diagonal" to
first two terms in (21a) are positive in sum. The guessing, it is also the case that better team perfor-
second of the two is always positive, as discussed pre- mance results when the operating point in the (Poo0 ,pi)
viously. However, the first is always negative for the plane moves nearer to (p,,p,), where perfect discrimina-
region of Tp, of interest. This assumes that q2 < 0.5, tion between hypotheses is made (by the first member).
which is again the assumption that the second member's
processing behavior is better than chance level. Fur- Consider now the outer minimization of Problem A2.
thermore, in the interval where r, < T. < T*2 (1), J While Figure 2 represents possible T values, not all of
monotonically decreases with increasing 1j. - at is, them will be feasible dwie to the constraint on T
as Tp2 forces the thresholds t2 0 and t2. to move away Figure 3a shows typically how this constraint restricts
from t2*i(l), increases.

Thus it is unclear whether T. = a-2 satisfies P oP, A
(21a). A more specific test to resolve the ambiguity / G6
can be derived as follows. _At Tp2 = ,, q, is at its / S a
minimum: q, = (1 + exp(fm))= qsm Furthermore

qa (~. , 2 ) O -2 lPo Coo0o0. 
_ q= f · (efm)'(q2m)-2 (22) o 0 P 0aT~s () [, 0 (b) d, 4pa

Substituting (22) into (21a) and rearranging gives Figure 3 Constraint on Tp1 in (p,,,p11) Plane; g,=0.5

f >( 2 . m. 1 q 8l(TrZ) A (23) T values for d1 = 0, i.e. when the first member has no
's 22 Em-(T s switching overhead. A guessing bias of 0.5 has been

d 2 a2 pa2 assumed. The arc ACB represents the locus where Tp =
which must be satisfied if T_2 = -2 is a solution. Fs sl, and the shaded area designates the region of
is a non-negative quantity. he parameter fs models the feasible T values. A similar depiction is given in
rate at which input/output errors increase as the Figure 3b, except for the case where di has increased
processing time required increases beyond the deadline. from zero to a relatively significant value. Again, the
If fs > Fs, then the marginal increase in qa is great arc ADB represents the locus where T =
enough such that it is optimal to minimize input/output
errors and to adjust thresholds accordingly. If fs < The solution to Problem A2 is found by searching
Fs , then there exists a compromise between the two over regions such as those in Figure 3. It can be
extremes - minimum q at T 2 or minimum I at T = T* - shown, however, that a solution to A2 is such that
that gives better overall team performance. either q. = 0 or T = t . This means that the upper

boundary of the feasible region contains the solution of
Guessing by First Member Problem A2. In Figures 3a and 3b, therefore, the

solution must be on the arcs YACBZ or YADBZ, respective-
Discussion tius far has considered solution ly. In particular, it is possible that solutions will

characteristics in terms of T, and the conclusions be obtained on the arcs ACB or ADB, i.e. it may be
reached pertain to the second member. Turning now to optimal to guess. This can be explained qualitatively
the outer minimization in Problem Al, the question as follows. All other things being equal (i.e.
arises as to if and qnder what circumstances the problem neglecting the second member), it is desired to operate
solution involves gaessing by the first member. This in the (Po,,,pl) plane as close as possible to the point
issue can be resolved by considering, in geometric where q1 = 0 and t1 = t*. In Figure 3, neither region
terms, how feasible (tl,ql) values map to T values. admits the unconstrained optimal solution as feasible.

In Figure 3a, however, point E is closer than point B,
For fixed a priori probabilities on H (i.e. p,,pl), where the former is such that q, # 0 and the latter is

it is possible to characterize all T values in the the nearest feasible point where q1 = 0. In Figure 3b,
(Po,,,Pl) plane as t, and ql range over their values. A point B is closer to the unconstrained optimal point.
region is determined typically as shown in Figure 2. Thus the situation in (a) is likely to have a solution
The upper boundary of the region is the locus where q, = where q, # 0, while in (b) the solution will likely be
0. Points Y and Z correspond to where tx -- -a and +=, at point B. Though shown for cases where dx = 0 or dx t
respectively. The lower boundary is the locus of points 0, this behavior does not represent a special case, tied
determined when q1 = 1 and the guessing bias ranges from to the presence of switching overhead, nor is it
0 to 1. Point S corresponds to g, = 0.5. When viewed dependent on having the bias in guessing at 0.5. Figure
as part of the lower boundary, points Y and Z correspond 4 shows the same constraints for a bias of g, = 0.75.
to g1=l and 0, respectively. In terms of the underlying
(t,,q x) values, any point in the interior or on the
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suppose that after the team has been set into operation
t piA IPit A the constraint on the first member becomes binding, say

P* ,... -.- Py due to external factors that reduce the value of s,. As
per design, the team member can resort to guessing to

E I\7 3 O meet the constraint. Figure 6 shows a trajectory in the

0 ~-<dZ. 0 ,
> no P0 %Po Po poe 0 oo

(a) d o= O (b) J, d 

Figure 4 Constraint on Tpl in (poo,pi1 ) Plane; g=0.75 s

0
V. SPECIAL CASE 0 Po 

To highlight particular mechanisms of how one Figure 6 Illustration of Special Case Operation
member can affect the other and also team performance,
consider the following special case. Suppose that the (P,P,,ll) plane corresponding to increasing ql for two
second member's processing time is independent of ,the biases in guessing. Point H corresponds to the solution
threshold positions, but that it takes longer to use operating point (with t 1 = tc). Points S and P
threshold tao than t,1. Also, assume that the switching correspond to completely random operation with guessing
overhead for the second member is significant and that biases of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. The locus of where
the deadline '2 affects the use of t2 0 but not that of qo = 0.5 has also been shown. As ql increases the
t,,. That is, mathematically assume that operating point moves away from H to either S or P.

bi = 0; a., ) -Ca > aO (24) Because the movement is toward the diagonal 'guessing"
line, team performance will generally be worse. How-

Also, assume that the first member is unconstrained. ever, a significant qualitative difference is apparent.
For this special case, Problem Al can be summarized in Along the trajectory HS, Ta is increasing and in fact
terms of Figure 5. Since Tp, is independent of t its comes rest where swihing frequency is at its

maximum. Performance thus not only degrades because of
Ti-t -td changes in J but also because of an increase in q2.

Along the trajectory HP, however, Tp, first rises due to
-L - -£ the increase in switching, but decreases as switching

overhead goes to zero. In this case the contribution to
azo1/ 1 I Z- - _ \ performance degradation due to input/output errors is

-/ less. Within these cases are examples of increasing
-l__- 1- < x l \ processing load and degrading performance, as well as

decreasing processing load and degrading performance.

{ I iW < \ \ \\\ V. SUMMARY0.5 .' f0 0

to f The addition of processing time constraints to a
team theoretic problem modifies team operation. In

Figure 5 Illustration of Special Case Solution particular, partially random behavior by team members
can be optimal, either by a member's choice, through the

variation is due entirely to variation in p(u), which is selection of an option to guess; or by design, through
determined by the first team member through placement of selection of thresholds such that processing time
t,. The dependence of Tp. on p(u=O) (denoted = q0) is exceeds a deadline, which in turn makes processing
shown in the left part of Figure 5. The relationship errors more likely. Furthermore, the special case con-
between Tp2 and input/output errors q2 (through f) is sidered has demonstrated that a variety of relationships
shown in the right part of the figure. Recall from can exist between team performance and member workload.
eq.(11) that a given value of T

2 determines a locus of Because of this variability, a general guideline is sug-
f values as a function of td. *ith td = T2 a specific gested, whereby a first step toward understanding a par-
operating point on this locus is selected. As qo moves ticular structure might be to identify which of the pos-
from 0 to 1, the resulting T 2 values trace out feasible sible relationships actually exists. The effects of
operating points in the right part of the figure, moving switching, as seen in the special case, also suggest a
from a to b and back to c. Each point on this locus has principle of general interest. Given that changing
a minimum detection error probability obtained by tasks or procedures may require processing resources,
solution of the first stage of the minimization. The and that the necessity to switch may be governed by
overall solution thus becomes a matter of searching over another team member, the recognition of the potential
t, (and thereby q%) values. The interesting feature of for switching within a team structure may lead to a
the minimization in this special case is that the trade- better understanding of team behavior.
off between speed and accuracy required for the second
member is governed entirely by the first member. Fur- References
thermore, a reduction in Tp. depends mostly on reducing [1] Y.C. Ho, 'Team Decision Theory and Information
the switching frequency. If to is somewhere near 0, Structures," Proc IEEE, Vol. 68, June 1980, pp.
then qo, 0.5 and the optimization problem is essen- 644-654.
tially one that must weigh two alternatives: either [2] L.K. Ekchian and R.R. Tenney, 'Detection Networks,"
degrade the first member's quality of processing by Proc 21st IEEE Conf Dec and Cont, 1982, pp.686-691.
adjusting t 1 to reduce switching load of the second [3] J.I. Yellot, 'Correction for Fast Guessing and the
member and thereby reduce q2; or accept the higher Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff in Choice Reaction Time,"
input/output error rate of the second member in favor of J. Math Psych, Vol. 8, 1971, pp. 159-199.
retaining a higher quality of processing by the first. [4] R.W. Pew, 'The Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff," Acta

Psych, Vol. 30, 1969, pp. 16-26.
Once the solution is obtained, the thresholds will [5] D.G. Luenberger, Intro to Linear and Nonlinear

be set at the solution values and the team will Programming, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1973.
presumably operate as modeled. By way of illustrating [6] H.L. Van Trees, Detection, Estimation, and Modula-
how processing load and performance can interrelate, tion Theory, Vol. I, New York: John Wiley, 1968.
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CALCULATING TIME-RELATED PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OF A DISTRIBUTED TACTICAL DECISIONMAKING ORGANIZATION

USING STOCHASTIC TIMED PETRI NETS1

R.Paul Wiley and Robert R. Tenney

Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA 02139

I. INTRODUCTION the captain of each battle group will request the use
of the helicopter. 2 We assume that the probability

One of the key categories in which a distributed distribution for the time between requests for each.
tactical decision making organization must be evaluated battle group captain is known, as well as the
to assess its effectiveness is time-related performance probability distribution for the time that the
measures. Examples of these measures include: the helicopters will spend in each sector. In addition, we
rates at which different tasks are completed, the assume that the protocol or decision rule that decides
probability that shared resources are available when which among the three captains will get use of the
requested, the average number of tasks waiting to be helicopter, in case of a conflict, is assumed (or
performed, the percentage of tasks successfully hypothesized). Given the required information, this
completed, etc. These performance measures depend shared resource problem can be modeled with a STPN and
strongly on the delays in decisionmaking due to such questions as the percentage of time the
organizational architecture and associated helicopter (the shared resource) is being used and by
coordination protocols. If we are able to understand whom, the average amount of time that each captain must
the effects of these architectures and protocols on wait after he has requested use of the helicopter, the
the performance measures, we will be one step closer to rates at which each captain will get use of the fleet,
being able to design effective distributed, real-time etc., can be answered.
decisionmaking organizations. An overview of this paper goes as follows. We

A realistic model of distributed real-time start by defining STPNs and presenting the relevant
decisionmaking organizations must incorporate at least concepts. We then show how the operation of a STPN can
three features: asynchronous protocols, concurrent be viewed in terms of the operation of an infinite
operations, and random task-completion times. The collection of Unfolded STPNs. This decomposition is
asynchronous protocols are necessary since the groups then used to write state equations for the system,
or agents which compose the organization cannot be which in turn can be used to analyze the STPN (and the
tightly synchronized; i.e. they do not communicate with organization it models) with respect to time-related
each other at prespecified times. The concurrent performance measures.
operations are necessary since different parts of the
organization work independently, coordinating their
activities regularly to make sure the overall objective II. STOCHASTIC TIMED PETRI NETS
is being achieved. Finally, random task-completion
times are necessary since most agents or groups perform Stochastic Timed Petri Nets are graphs with two
a wide variety of tasks under many different types of nodes: places (drawn as a circle and labeled
conditions. Pi) and transitions (drawn as a line segment and

Stochastic Timed Petri Nets (STPNs) naturally labelled ti), along with directed arcs going from one
incorporate all of these features. The basic objective type of node to the other (see Figure 1). Besides
of this paper is to introduce a methdology that can be
used to analyze the dynamic and steady state behavior
of these nets and, consequently, enhance our
understanding of the time-related issues of the r - - - - t
organizations they model.

The methodology presented in this paper can be
used to analyze live and save STPNs (terms defined
later). This class of STPNs can model organizations
with finite queues and interesting protocols such as 1 Tt IP v 0
priorities and/or probabilistic choices. For
organizations that can be modeled with this class of
STPNs, the time-related performance measures listed in o tl P
the first paragraph, among others, can be calculated.

So as not to lose sight of applications in the
abstraction of mathematics, all steps of the it tt
methodology will be illustrated by an example. This 
example models the use of a shared resource by three
groups. The groups could correspond to three naval
battle groups, each responsible for a geographical
sector, collectively in charge of defending a naval Battle Battle I Battle
task force against submarine attacks. The shared IGroup Group I [ Group
resource in this situation could correspond to a No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
special purpose helicopter, based on the main carrier I _o. 2 -

of the task force, equipped with bouys and sonar
equipment (i.e., a LAMPS helicopter). Periodically, Figure 1. STPN Model of Naval Defense

Shared Resource Example
1This research was supported by the Office of Naval
Research under grant ONR/N00014-77-C-0532 (NR 041-519) nodes and arcs, a STPN assigns to every place a non-
and ONR/N00014-84-K-0519 (NR 649-003).
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negative number of tokens, called the marking of the the future behavior of the system. That is, we need to
net, and a nonnegative random processing time . When a determine the "state" of a STPN. One fact we need to
token arrives at a place, it is defined to be know, certainly, is the position of every token (the
unavailable (following Sifakis [3]). The token remains marking of the net) since this specifies what
in this state until the instant when the processing has transitions will potentially be enabled. In addition,
finished. At this time, the token becomes available. we need to know the amount of time that each token has
We assume that the processing time probability been in each place to determine whether it is available
distributions for every place are given, and that they or not. One way of determining the amount of time a
are stationary and independent from place to place. particular token has been processed is to remember the

In the STPN shown in Figure 1, the shared-resource time at which the transition that created that token
example, a token arriving at P1 represents the fired, and subtracting that time from real time. In
helicopter being sent to geographical sector No. 1. the next section, we will take this last approach.
The token being processed in that place represents the Thus, a state for a STPN consists of the marking of the
helicopter performing its tasks in that sector. And net plus the time that each token has been in each
finally, the token becoming available again represents place. We can further argue that if any of this
the helicopter completing its tasks, a time after which information is missing, then we do not have enough
it is available to be sent elsewhere. information to predict the future behavior of the

Tokens move around by transition firings. A system. Thus, the mentioned state is also minimal.
transition is enabled, that is, it may fire, only when There is one last item that we must specify in
all of its input places have available tokens. When a order to follow the evolution of a STPN, and that is
transition does fire, it removes a token from all of the initial conditions. Given the previous discussion
its input places and adds a token to all of its output on the state of a STPN, we assume that the initial
places. If transition t1 in Fig. 1 fires, for example, marking and the time that each token has been in each
we remove a token from places p0 and p1 and add a token place at time zero are given. With the given initial
to place p2. conditions, the known decision rules, and the

The firing of the mentioned transition tl, in processing times determined by their respective
terms of the naval example, represents the act of probability distributions, the STPN evolves
sending the LAMPS to the first geographical sector. autonomously in time. It is this autonomous evolution
Before the LAMPS will be dispatched, however, two facts what we wish to study, understand, and compute
must be true. The LAMPS (represented by a token in po) performance measures for.
must be available, and the captain of the first One can think of the operation of a STPN as a
geographical sector must request its use (request succession of markings, with the changes from one
represented by a token in p7). Thus, transition tl marking to another specified by the transition firings
coordinates the requests from the captain of Battle and the rules for moving tokens. If the number of
Group No. 1 with the availability of the shared tokens in any particular place can never exceed one,
resource. Moreover, while the LAMPS is performing its regardless of what processing time probability
tasks in the first geographical sector, the captains of distributions and decision rules are assigned, the STPN
the other geographical sectors cannot use it. In the is said to be safe. If the probability that any
STPN, this restriction is enforced by the fact that, particular transition firing gets arbitrarily close to
during this time, no token is available in po to fire one if we wait long enough, regardless of what state
transitions t3 or t5. the STPN has reached, the STPN is defined to be live.

Two or more transitions are said to be in conflict And finally, if there exists a directed path from any
if firing one will disable the others. In Fig. 1, node (place or transition) to any other node, the STPN
transitions t1, t3 and t5 are in conflict. If an is strongly connected.
enabled transition is not in conflict, it fires Throughout this paper, we will assume that the
instantly. If several enabled transitions are in STPNs we are studying are strongly connected, live,
conflict, then a decision rule, specified a priori, safe, and with a finite number of nodes. The first
selects one and that transition fires instantly. These assumption is a necessary condition for the STPN to be
decision rules can depend on the relative firing times safe (Ramchandani [2]) and also ensures that we are not
of the transitions that feed tokens into the input solving a problem that could be split into two or more
places of the transitions which are in conflict. independent problems. The second assumption, liveness,

In the naval defense example, this conflict says that all parts of the system will operate
represents the situation where two or more captains regularly. If there exists a transition that is not
request the use of the LAMPS, while it is in service in live, then the part of the system associated with that
the area. A decision rule must be provided to settle transition should be deleted since it is not performing
this conflict. This decision rule can be a function of any activities. Liveness is also a necessary condition
the relative firing times of t7, t8, tg and either t , for convergence. The third condition, safeness, is
t 4 or t6 (whichever transition fed the token into p0o. necessary to impose ordering. If we allowed multiple
Possible decision rules include priorities, and the tokens in a place, then they would be free to cross
fleet assigned accordingly, or probabilistic choices, each other depending on their variable processing
whereby the fleet is assigned according to some times. In order not to keep track of all possible
probabilistic rule (which might account for varying orderings of tokens, we require safeness. Notice that
battle conditions), or some combination of the above. this still allows us to model (bounded) finite first-in

In the preceding paragraphs, we have formulated first-out queues by concatenating a series of safe
the rules of operation for a STPN. In order to places, as shown in Figure 2.
implement these rules, it is important to determine Now that all the necessary concepts have been
what information must be recorded in order to predict defined, we can specify the performance measures that

we are interested in obtaining. These performance
For simplicity, we assume that there is only one measures are the average transition firing rates, the
helicopter. Generalization to many is easy. average number of tokens in each place, the average

amount of time a token spends in each place, and
3Many authors, Ramchandani [2], Zuberek [5] and Molloy finally, the probability that a token will enable one
[1], associate processing times with transitions of several transitions which may be in conflict. The
instead of places. The distribution makes no basic methodology actually obtains much more since we
difference for the class of problems studied in this also obtain the probability distribution (and not just
paper. the mean value) for the time a token spends in each
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Figure 2. STPN Model of a Finite First-In First-Out t
Queue

place. From the list of performance measures, most, if
not all, of the time-related performance measures of
the original organization can be answered.

III. STATE EQUATIONS

III.a Introduction tX K 'K t
In the previous section, we established that the t 

state of a STPN consists of the marking of the net and
the time each token has spent in each place. We also
mentioned that one could deduce the time a token spends
in each place by recording the firing time of the
transition that fed the token into that place. In this
section, we will derive equations which keep track of K K K K K
the transition firing times and from which the marking t/ ts 9b t
can be deduced. Thus, in light of the previous
discussion, these equations can be used to follow the
state of the STPN as it evolves.

The derivation is performed in two steps. In the
first step, we show that the evolution of a STPN can be
visualized in terms of the evolution of an infinite Figure 3. Unfolded STPN Corresponding to
collection of Unfolded STPNs. This visualization Shared Resource STPN of Fig. 1
provides an ordered index that can be used to decribe
the system mathematically. In the second step, the an infinite collection of Unfolded STPNs. Since the
mentioned index is used to write firing time state latter form a disjoint collection, we must specify what
equations. we mean by the operation of the collection Unfolded

STPNs. We do this now.
III.b Unfolded STPNs Imagine having an infinite collection of Unfolded

One of the main difficulties of analyzing STPNs, STPNs numbered k=1,2,3,... The kth copy of this
or any other mathematical model of asynchronous collection is referred to as th stage. Now
concurrent systems, is obtaining an ordered index which suppose we place a token in every place of stage 1 for
can be used to describe the system mathematically. The which the corresponding place in the regular STPN
usual index, time, is not appropriate since different contains a token in the initial marking. Also suppose
parts of the system work independently. But STPNs are that the time each of these tokens has been processed
causal systems, that is, certain transitions must fire at time 0 is initialized to be the same as the initial
and certain tokens must be processed before other times specified for the regular STPN. Then we can
transitions can fire. The Unfolded STPNs, which we implement the rules of operation that we describe in
discuss in this subsection, capture this causality and the previous section for stage 1. Since the Unfolded
provide the ordered index that we seek. STPN contains no directed circuits, two things can

An Unfolded STPN is constructed by taking the happen to the tokens. The first possibility is that
original STPN, cutting every directed circuit at an they will leave the stage by having some of the
appropriate transition, and 'unfolding" the net. For transitions labelled with the superscript 2 fire. The
example, Figure 3 shows the Unfolded STPN corresponding other possibility is that the tokens will be
to the STPN of Fig. 1. deadlocked.

As can be seen from this example, every place and As an illustration, consider the STPN of Fig. 1
transition is labeled by the superscript k. This along with its corresponding Unfolded STPN in Fit. 3.
variable indicates to which copy of the Unfolded STPN Initially, stage 1 contains a token in p0' p 7, P 8 and
the places and transitions belong. This labelling is pg. Also initialized are the firing times for
important since, as we already mentioned, the operation transitions 1 t2 (this is equivalent to
of the regular STPN can be viewed in terms of the initializing the times each token has been processed at
operation of an infinite collection of Unfolded STPNs. time 0). Now, suppose the given decision rule picks t1
Also observe that the Unfolded STPN begins and ends as the transition to fire (since t4, t and t3 are
with the same set of transitions, each transition in in conflict). This firing takes a token from p0 and p1
the first set labeled with the variable k and each and places a token into P2, where it is processed.
transition in the second set labeled with the variable After that token is processed, transition t 2 fires, and
k+l. This fact does not mean that subsequent copies of that token leaves stage 1. Meanwhile, the tokens in p3
the Unfolded STPN are connected. Rather, it means that and p5 are deadlocked since the output of those
there are two copies of each of these transitions. The transitions will never fire.
reason we need duplicate copies of these transitions So far we have explained how stage 1 of an
will become obvious later. Unfolded STPN will operate. To initialize stage 2, we

As mentioned previously, the operation of the must remember which transitions fired at the end of
regular STPN can be viewed in terms of the operation of stage 1. A token is placed in the output place of
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every transition that fired. Thus, for the example max[x 2 (k), x3 (k)]. We can deduce this last fact since
that we have been considering, a token is placed of p2 we know only t2 or t3 fired, and the latest firing is
and Pi' We also place a token in every place of stage the one which fed the token into P2. After each token
2 whose corresponding place in stage 1 contains a enters their respective places, they are processed.
deadlocked token. In the example, this corresponds to When both tokens have finished being processed,

placing a token in p2 and po. The transition firing transition t4 fires. We conclude that
times that originally fed these tokens are also
recorded in stage 2. In the example, the firing time x(k) = maxz(k) + xl(),
of t2(t2) is set to be the same as the firing time of
t4(t6). Now, stage 2 has all the necessary state
variables initialized and we can implement the rules of ) 2(k) x3 (k)]
operation for it.

Thus, the collection of Unfolded STPNs operates If transition t4 had contained more than two input
one stage at a time. Each stage evolves according to places, then the main maximization operator in this
the rules of operation until every token has left the last equation would have contained more terms
stage or is deadlocked. Then the following stage is Similarly, more input transitions to places p2 or p3
initialized according to the discussion given above, could also be easily handled.
and the collection of Unfolded STPNs keeps operating in Firing time equations can be written in the manner
this manner forever. prescribed above for all transitions that fire in the

It is not hard to see that the operation of the kt stage. Which transitions fire in each stage depend
Unfolded STPNs reflects the operation of the original on the initial marking of that stage and the decision
STPN. In mathematical terms, there exists a one to one rules. As specified previously, the evolution of the
correspondence between the sample paths of the Unfolded kth stage of the Unfolded STPN will terminate when
STPNs and the sample paths of the regular STPN (see [4] transitions corresponding to the next stage fire or
for proof). This correspondence allows us to study the when the tokens become deadlocked. To initialize the
evolution of the regular STPN by studying the evolution calculations in the next stage, the deadlocked tokens
of the corresponding Unfolded STPNs. This approach is must be "transported" to the corresponding places in
exactly the one we shall take. the next stage and the firing times of the transitions

that fed these tokens must also be initialized.
III.c Transition Firing Times Let us illustrate this discussion with the shared

The evolution of the Unfolded STPNs can be divided resource example. Suppose the initial marking of stage
into two separate processes. The first process keeps k places a token in p0, P1, PR and p , and that the
track of the evolution from one marking to the next known firing times are x2(k), x (i), and xo(k).
which results from transition firings. The second Further assume that t is the transition that fed the
process keeps track of the transition firing times and token into po. The only transition that can fire from
the processing of tokens. The two processes are this state is t7, and
connected since the first process, through its
markings, determines which transitions will potentially x7(k) = zl(k) + x2(k).
be enabled while the second process actually picks the
transition which fires next. The rules for keeping Now let the token in be processed. Once is h
track of markings have already been given in Section Now let the toke n in p b e pro cssed Once this ha

been accomplished, the decision rule picks t,, tq or tqII. Therefore, in this section, we will derive k A
of e to fire. Suppose it picks t. As a result of thatequations which will enable us to keep track of the t . S+ pi. 3-
decision t +I will also fire. The equations aretransition firing times. 4

In order to perform this derivation, consider the
STPN shown in Figure 4, which we assume is part of a x3(k ) = max{z(k ) + x8(k), z0(k) + x2(k)]
larger Unfolded STPN. Let xi(k) be the firing time for

and

x4 (k+l) = z4(k) + x3(k).

K As a result of all these firings, a token is
place in k+l and Po+l Meanwhile, the tokens in p7
and p9 are deadlocked. Therefore, these tokens must be
moved to I+1 and ,

+1 , respectively, and the firing

times of t7 and t9 initialized as follows:

x7(k+l) = x7(k)

K 2 and

and xg(k+l) = x9(k)

Thus, we started with a state in stage k and ended up
with a state in stage k+1. The state equations can be

Figure 4: STPN for Derivation of State Equations used in this manner to follow the evolution of the
Unfolded STPNs, and of the regular STPN that it is

transition t i and zi(k) be the processing time for derived from.
place Pi. Our objective is to obtain an equation which
will give us the numerical value of x4(k) given xl(k), III.d Basic Methodology
x2(k), x3(k), zi(k) and z2(k). In order to do this, we Similar state equations to the ones just discussed
must know at what times the tokens entered p and P2. can be derived for any live and safe STPN. Once these
The time the token entered p£ is given by xl(k), and equations are obtained, they can be used to analyze the
the time the token entered p2 is given by STPN with respect to the time related performance
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measures cited previously. The basic methodology uses been waiting the longest. (In case of a tie, the
the state equations to recursively calculate the helicopter is sent to the Battle Group No. 1.) Battle
probability distributions of the states as a function Group No. 3 is given lowest priority. The LAMPS will
of k, the ordered index that tells us what stage the be sent there only if the captains of the other battle
evolution of the Unfolded STPNs is going through, groups have not requested it. The decision rule just
starting from the initial state. The details, described might be reasonable if the submarine attack
algorithms, and conditions necessary for convergence is most likely to come from the geographical regions
and uniqueness are given in [4]. protected by Battle Groups Nos. 1 and 2, and is less

The state equations that we derive for a STPN likely to come from the geographical region protected
could also be used to simulate the system by using by Battle Group No. 3.
random draws to determine the processing times and the The results of the program are listed in the
probabilistic decisions. The shared resource example following table. From these results, we can deduce
that we discuss in the next section was solved by using
both methods: analysis and simulation. As they
should, the values of performance measures obtained by
both programs agree.

IV. COMPUTER EXAMPLE Place Expected Expected Number
Number Delay of Tokens

Throughout this paper, we have used the naval 0 4.7874e+00 3.7438e-01
defense shared resource example to motivate the study 1 2.5500e+01 7.2613e-01
of STPNs and explain the steps of the methodology. In 2 7.9999e+00 2.2780e-01
this section, we present the results of a computer 3 2.5500e+01 7.2354e-01
program that implements this methodology and interpret 4 7.9999e+00 2.2699e-01
some of the results in terms of the naval defense 5 3.5500e+01 7.5795e-01
example. 6 7.9999e+00 1.7080e-01

As noted in Section I, inputs to the methodology 7 1.6173e+00 4.6055e-02
are the probability distributions for the processing 8 1.7429e+00 4.9454e-02
times of every place, and the decision rule which 9 3.3363e+00 7.1233e-02
determines which battle group will get use of the LAMPS
helicopter in case of conflicting demands. The
processing time probability distributions are shown in
Fig. 5.

Transition Expected Probability
Number Rate of Decision

1 2.8475e-02 3.6424e-01
PzC~~~~~~= ~~,~~~ ~2 2.8475e-02 l.0000e+00

P If) = pier} 3 2.8374e-02 3.6272e-01
4 2.8374e-02 1.0000e+00
5 2.1350e-02 2.7302e-01

-05 6 2.1350e-02 1.0000e+00
1 a~ 7 2.8475e-02 1.0000e+00

8 2.8374e-02 1.0000e+00

LI I I I I I I I I 9 2.1350e-02 l.OOOOe+00
a > a 2 a; s 30

Table. Output of Computer Programs

p( l1 that the LAMPS is idle 37% of the time (average number
25 of tokens in p0), that the probability of the LAMPS

being sent to Battle Group No. 2, once it is available
TP~?'I is .36 (probability of decision t3), that the captain
W2X of Battle Group No. 3 must wait, on the average, 3.3

units of time after a request for the LAMPS (average

I]~t { | | [ I [ [ I 1.'T time token spends in p ), that the LAMPS is sent out at

so 
0 1 3 L 3) V 31 38 37 S 3j 4o an average rate of .078 (sum of t1, t3 and t5 firingrates), etc. These and similar measures give a

CT) Pf ' ,t) complete picture of the situation with 
respect to time-

P O Pt 0 (T) h N(T1 p~tr) - JOT) related performance measures.

)3 sj V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

onQ3~~~~~ r2~~~~~~ g We have shown, how STPNs can be used to model
distributed tactical decisionmaking organizations. We

_( A_ > b>then outlined the methodology by which STPNs can be
O q 80 9 ° ! ? analyzed with respect to time-related performance

measures. Finally, the modeling and methodology were
applied to a simple, yet interesting, naval defense
shared resource example. The results clearly indicate

Figure 5. Processing time Probability Distributions. that the study of STPNs will help us understand the
dynamic and steady state behavior of the organizations

The decision rule that the program uses is they are capable of modeling.
assigning equal priorities to Battle Groups Nos. 1 and Future research directions are many. One of these
2 and sending the LAMPS helicopter to whichever has is modeling of more complex organizations using STPNs.
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In the naval defense example, for instance, we could
have modeled the asynchronous protocols and delays of
each battle group's own operations. These models could
then be substituted for places P1, p3 , and p5 , and the
resulting analytical program would provide a more
accurate assessment of the situation. Another area of
research is performing a sensitivity analysis to small
changes in processing times. This analysis could help
an organization designer understand what changes could
be made to improve the organization. And finally, a
third area of research is finding alternate, faster
ways of using the state equations to find the steady
state probability distributions. The methodology
outlined in this paper calculates these distributions
recursively, which can converge rather slowly.
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COMPUTATION OF DELAYS IN ACYCLICAL DISTRIBUTED DECISIONMAKING ORGANIZATIONS*

Victoria Yu-yu Jin
Alexander H. Levis

Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT The algorithm is developed by using the Petri Net
representation of decisionmaking organizations [Tabak

An algorithm for computing time delays in a and Levis, 1985] which shows explicitly the
distributed decisionmaking system is developed. interactions between DMs and the sequence of
Starting with a matrix representation of the operations in the system. Figure 1 shows the Petri Net
organizational structure all possible information representation of a two decisionmaker system; details
processing paths are scanned and the time delay of the procedure for constructing the Petri Net can be
associated with each one is computed. When the found in Tabak and Levis (1985).
decision strategies are known, the expected delay of
the overall system can be obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION Z'
Decisionmakers in a distributed system have

access to specified information and control specified
resources. Usually, even in a simple organization,
there is more than one path through which information X 
can be processed. Decisionmakers can choose the path.
There is no general rule for predicting which path
will be chosen, because each individual decisionmaker/ V
has a different personality, different skills and
reacts differently to different circumstances./ yZ

There are many measurements of performance of
distributed decisionmaking systems (DDMs). One of the Z
most important is the time interval from the moment a DM ZZ 
stimulus is received by a system to the moment a
response is made. This time delay is one indicator of
a system's ability to respond to events in a timely (a) A block diagram representation
manner (see Cothier and Levis, 1985).

To evaluate the time delay in DDM systems, all i terol DM'
possible information-processing paths must be mory
identified and then the time delay associated with X' f,
each path computed. A DDM system is often a large- i' tF ' h
scale system which contains many decisionmakers and I 
decision support systems with complicated -fmotion
interconnections. For these systems, scanning allusion (IF
possible paths and computing time delays can become, / 
difficult or even impossible. An algorithm is x _
required to solve the problem. Then, protocols that
reduce the time delay in the operation can be I OM2
designed, so that the effectiveness of the system canan 
be improved [Jin, 19851. / nd h

t f / pretotio, 
In this paper, such an algorithm for computing

time delay of DDM systems is developed, which scans Z
all paths and computes conditional probabilities and
time delays associated with these paths. From these
results, a tree can be established to show all
possible paths explicitly, the probability that each (b) An equivalent Petri Net representation
possible path occurs is easily calculated, and the
expected delay of the overall system can be obtained. Figure 1. An Example of a Two Decisionmaker System

2. COMPUTATION OF TIME DELAYS

*This work was carried out at the MIT Laboratory for 2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERCONNECTION MATRIX
Information and Decision Systems with support provided
by the Office of Naval Research under Contracts The information contained in a Petri Net can be
N00014-83-K-0185 (NR 247-349) and N00014-84-K-0519 (NR summarized in the system matrix As, which is
649-003). relatively complicated because of its compact form.
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Therefore, it is not convenient for scanning for all The elements of each column indicate the origins
possible paths. An interconnection matrix, Cs, is of the inputs to that transition and the destination
needed that indicates the inter-connections between of its outputs. For example, column 1 in AIN (Table
DMs in an explicit way so that all possible paths can 1) indicates that the delay of this transition is one
be found using a simple algorithm. The unit; the second element shows that there are no
interconnection matrix is obtained by scanning the inputs and hence the third, which would otherwise
system matrix and storing the relevant interconnection indicate the source, is also zero. The fourth entry,
information in a new format. The interconnection 1111, is a code indicating multiple outputs. There
matrix indicates whether the components are connected are 2 outputs (fifth entry); the first output is
(+1, -1) or not connected (0); and, if connected, how routed to decisionmaker #1 (1 in position 6), to his
they are connected. first transition which is a two-way switch (the

seventh entry, 1.12). The other output goes to
The elements of the interconnection matrix, Cs, decisionmaker #2 and, specifically, to his first

are defined as follows: transition (eight and ninth entries). For details see
Tabak and Levis (1985). The corresponding

1. Cs has a dimension of m x n, where m is the total interconnection matrix is given in Table 2.
number of arcs (or links) in a Petri Net and n is
the total number of transitions. Table 2. The Interconnection Matrix for the Two DM

System
2. An element of Cs, (cij), gives the connection

status of the j-th transition to the i-th arc:
-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3. The element cij can take the values of -1, 0, +1: -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

-1, when there is an output from the j-th 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
transition to the i-th link; 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
ciij O, when there is no connection between the Cs = 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0

j-th transition and the i-th link; o O 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0
O O O -1 0 0 1 0 0 0

+1, when there is an input from the i-th link 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0
to the j-th transition. O O O O O O -1 0 1 0

O O 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1
As an example, Table 1 shows the system matrix As0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1

for the two-decisionmaker organization of Figure 1.
In the system matrix, each decisionmaker (DM) is
considered as a subsystem. The information source After Cs is established, it is necessary to check
(AIN) and the response link (AOU) are also subystems. whether the sum in each row is zero. If it is not,
Therefore, the total number of subsystems in a DDM there must be an error because each row of Cs stands
system with n DMs is n+2. Each transition of a Petri for only one link which connects two vertices in a
Net is modeled as a column in a submatrix, which certain direction. Therefore, there must be a -1 to
contains the input and output information for the indicate that link is an output of one of the vertices
transition. and a +1 to indicate that it is an input of the other

vertex.

Table 1. The System Matrix of the Two DM System
2.2 SCANNING ALL POSSIBLE PATHS

AIN 1 0 0 0 The scanning problem is formulated as finding all
O O O O possible paths from the vertex that represents the
O 0 O 0 input source to the vertex that is the output sink.

1111 0 0 0 The paths form a tree with the input source as the
2 0 0 0 main root of the tree. Every path is a branch of the
1 0 0 0 tree.

1.12 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 The Algorithm
1 0 0 0

Let P(m,z) be the z-th subpath ending at the
Al 1 1 1 1 m-th vertex and D _ be the time delay associated

3333 3333 2 0 with this subpath. The elements of Cs are
1 1 1 0 partitioned into four subsets: S, and S =Cs - S,,
O 0 0 2 S, and S, = Cs - S, with S, = {1} and S = -1}.

As = 0 0 0 2
The elements of Cs have the following properties:

A2 1 1 1
3333 1 0 0 (1) If ci. = 1 and Cik = -1, vertices j and k are

1 4 0 0 connected and Vj precedes Vk.
1 0 4444 4444
3 0.12 1 1 (2) If there are more than one (-1) in column j

of Cs, vertex Vj is a root or a subroot.
AOU 1 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 (3) If there are n (+1) in column J, then n paths
3.12 0 0 0 converge into the same path after they reach

O O O0 vertex Vj.
0 0 0 0

Scanning is done backwards, that is, it starts
from the last vertex of the output sink, Vi, in which
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there are usually more than one input. The first Table 3. All Subpaths and Intermediate Paths of
positive one (+1) in the i-th column of Cs is the System A
first input to Vi, and it is processed first. The
processing stops when a multi-input vertex, Vi, is
found, i.e., there are several paths converging into Subpaths Index of Vertex
transition V To avoid iterative computation, V is
stored as a lubroot and is marked as the end of lome P(10,1) 10, 9, 7
subpaths. Then scanning goes back to the second input
of Vi. The previous procedure is repeated until a new
convergent vertex, say, Vk, is found. After all P(7,1) 7, 4, 1
inputs of Vi are processed, the same procedure is
repeated for all the subroots. When the subpaths of
the last subroot end with Vx, which is the first P(5,1) 5, 4, 1
transition of the source, scanning is completed. P(,2 5, 3,1

After all subpaths are found, they are assembled P(5,3) 5, 2, 1
into paths by matching the last vertex Vk in the
subpath P(i,j) to the first vertex Vk in P(k,z). When
the last vertex of a subpath is 1, a path is
completed.

The algorithm depends on the following rule.
Intermediate Paths Index of Vertex

Let Cik e S1 and chj 8 S2, i.e., cik = +1 and chj =-1. P 10, 9, 7, 4, 1

P(2) 10, 8, 7, 4, 1
If i = h P(3) 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 4, 1

P(4) 10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4, 1
then there is a path from V; to Vk, i.e., P(5) 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1

P(6) 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 3, 1
P(k,z) = Vj -_Vk P(7) 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 3, 1

P(8) 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1
and the delay associated with this path, Djz, is

Dkz = 1D; + Dk, 2.3 COMPUTATION OF TIME DELAY FOR ALL PATHS

To compute the delay for each path, the only
the sum of the delays of the two vertices in the path. calculation needed is to add the delays associated

with the vertices which constitute a path. The
One important rule of the algorithm is that no algorithm for the computation of delays is:

loop is allowed in any path. If a vertex appears in
one path more than once, scanning stops. An error (a) Let n be the number of transitions in the j-th
message is given. subpath ending at vertex i, P(i,j). Assume that

a transition has a delay of tk. Then the delay
Consider System A (Fig. 1); its system matrix AS of P(i,j) is

and interconection matrix Cs were given in Tables I
and 2. There are 10 vertices and 13 edges. All paths
are scanned using the algorithm. Related subpaths n
are then joined together to complete possible paths. D t (1)
The subpaths ending with the n-th vertex are connected D = tk (1)
to the subpaths starting on the n-th vertex to form k-1
intermediate paths. Table 3 lists all subpaths and
intermediate paths for this example.

(b) Let Dit, Di2, Dis be time delays associated with
Often some possible paths are active three subpaths P(i,1), P(i,2), P(i,3). Then the

simultaneously, i.e., in parallel. Therefore, to delay of all subpaths with the end vertex Vi is
avoid confusion, intermediate paths are defined as
follows:

D(i) = max(Di, Di, Di,) (2)
An intermediate path is a single path which
starts from the source vertex and ends at the
sink vertex. For instance, consider the example in Table 3. There

are four distinct subpaths ending at V,:
Then, a possible path can be represented by a
'sequence' of intermediate paths. Figure 2 shows a
tree which displays all possible paths as sequences of P(7,1) = 7,6,5,2,1
intermediate paths. Notice that even though
intermediate paths are shown in sequence, this does
not mean that they occur one after another, but P7 7,6,5,31
instead, they may be simultaneous. The tree
representation shows all possible paths explicitly. = 7,6,5,4,1
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P(3) (4) P(3 P(4)

P(5) (8) P(5) P(8)P( (8) P(5) P(8)

P6) PP7 P (6) P(6) P(6) P(7

Figure 2. A Tree Showing All Possible Paths of System

The associated delays are D ,, = 5, D72 = 3, D73 = 5, where X is the path number; Z is a transition which is
D74 = 5. Then the delay from V1 to V7 is on the path and V is the transition preceding Z.

Table 4 shows the conditional probability matrix Ps
for the example of section 2.1. Table 5 shows the

D(7) = max(D.7 ,D?7,D73,D 74) = 5 (3) probabilities associated with intermediate paths of
System A.

For an intermediate path containing n subpaths,
the delay is the sum of delays associated with the n Table 4. Probability Matrix Ps of 2 DM System
subpaths. For example, in Table 3, intermediate path
P(1) contains subpaths P(10,1) and P(7,1). Then, the
delay of P(1) is D(1)= 3 + 5 - 1 = 7 where 3 is the 0.0 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
delay in subpath P(10,1); 5 is the delay in subpath 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P(7,1) which is calculated above; and 1 is subtracted 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
because V7 is counted twice. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
For a possible path, because all the intermediate Ps = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

paths are simultaneous, the time delay is the maximal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.0
delay of the intermediate paths. For example, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
possible path 1 in Fig. 2 consists of intermediate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
path P(1), P(3), P(5). The maximal delay is 7, so the 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
delay associated with path 1 is 7.

After all delays are computed, a shortest path The expected delay can be calculated by the
with the minimal time delay and a longest path with following equation:
maximal delay can be found. For analyzing overall
system performance, it may be desired to compute the
expected delay of the system.

Er = piD(i) (6)

i=l2.4 EXPECTED DELAY OF A SYSTEM

To calculate expected delay, probabilities where p and D(i) are the probability and time delay
associated with each path need to be calculted first. associated to the i-th possible path; r is the total
Then the expected delay of a system can be computed. number of possible paths in a system.

Usually, for a system model, probabilities are
given as conditional probabilities associated with Table 5. Conditional Probabilities Associated with
each transition. If transition Vi has only one input Each Intermediate Path of 2 DM System
from the previous transition, Vj, then the conditional
probability p(Vi/V ) is 1. If {i is a transition of a
decision switch, a conditional probability p(Vi/Vj) <1 Intermediate Path Conditional Probability
will be assigned. For a n-way switch, the sum of n
conditional probabilities should be equal to 1, that P(1) 1 * 1 * 0.7 * 1 = 0.7
is P(2) 1 * 1 * 0.3 * 1 = 0.3

P(3) 1 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.7 * 1 = 0.7
n

P(4) 1 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.3 * 1 = 0.32 p(Vi/V ) = 1 (4)
.1 P(5) 0.6 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.7 * 1 = 0.42

i=1
P(6) 0.4 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.7 * 1 = 0.28

The probability that information processing will P(7) 0.4 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.3 * 1 = 0.12
follow a certain intermediate path X with n P(8) 0.6 * 1 * 1 * 1 * 0.3 * 1 = 0.18
transitions is given by

m-1

p(X) = p(V1) H pi(Z/V) (S) For example, in system A, there are 16 possible

paths (Figure 2). Path 1 has delay of 7 (Section 2.4)
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and probability of 0.206. Then the first term of En
is 0.206 ' 7. In this particular example, because
the delay, D, of all possible paths is 7, DMI

16

E1 6 D= Pi = 7. (7) u-
i=1 OM

3. APPLICATION

The delays in two organizations, each one y'
consisting of three decisionmakers, will be determined
using the algorithm described in Section 2. The DM 2
application is an abstracted and very simplified
version of an air defense problem. In the parallel U2
organization (Fig. 3), the airspace has been divided i
into three sectors, with each decisionmaker assigned r
to one sector. Each DM can observe and engage threats
in his sector. However, threats may move between
sectors; therefore, there is need for communication -
- information sharing - between decisionmakers ,2 y23
with adjacent sectors. In the hierarchical
organization (Fig. 4), the airspace is divided into
two sectors, with each one assigned to a single DM. DM3

S3

U. DM/ e

Figure 4. A Hierarchical Organization
U2 M2

In the results, Table 7, intermediate paths are
k~0': _ l _ indicated by the sequence of indices of the vertices

which represent transitions. The symbol WSW" denotes
Z13 2 t .that the following vertex (transition) belongs to a

decision switch. The symbol "/ /" indicates that the
following subpath is parallel to other subpath(s).

| ODM3 Table 7, shows that there are sixteen
-~ ,hi intermediate paths. Some of these paths are in

_' parallel. For example, P(1) is parallel to both P(2)
f". AX 5<--- and P(3): they have the same subpath after V7. Only

decision switches create different paths. Because
some intermediate paths occur simultaneously, that
is, are parallel, consequently, the resulting tree has
128 possible paths.

Figure 3. A Parallel Organization
A delay of unity in each transition is assumed

during the computation. The expected delay of this
Since, the workload will be high for each DM, a system is 6 units.
central region is defined that stradles the two
sectors. A supervisor is introduced who does not
observe the airspace directly, but receives Hierarchical Organization
information about threats in the central region from
the two DMs. He then processes the data and allocates The interconnection matrix and the transition
threats in the central region (command inputs) to labels for the hierarchical organization are shown
either one of the DMs depending on the trajectory of in Table 8. All intermediate paths, their conditional
the threat. probabilities and their delays are shown in Table

9. There are twenty intermediate paths. Each path
has a delay of eight units, because for a set of

Parallel Organization parallel paths the delay of the set is the maximum
path delay.

Using the algorithm interconnection matrix,
allintermediate paths, the conditional probability
andtime delay associated with each intermediate path, The resulting tree has 64 different possible
and the expected delay of overall system are computed. paths, and the expected delay is 8 units.
The interconnection matrix and labels of transitions
or vertices are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Interconnection Matrix for Parallel Organization

ilNTERCOt-NECTION MATRIX : COLJNN= FRA)NS i,- ON ROW=LINf;

-1 1 0 : CC 0 0C) C( O C0
- 1 C ) 1 0 ) O O O ( 0 0 0 O C C) 0 0

-1 0 0 1 C 0 O (0 C) O C) C O C0 C)
-1 0 O (0 1 ( ) 0 O C0 O 0 O O 0 C) 

0 -1 O0 (00 1 0( ) C0 O C) 0 00 O 0
O -1 0 0 0 O 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O

C) 0C 0 0 00-1 1 00 0C 0) ) 000
O 0 0 0 0 0 0- 1 0 0 O O O O O
C) 0 C) O C O O -1 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 
(D O O (- O 0 -1 1 I C 0 0 1 0 u O

C) (- O C0) C (: (-1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
O O O O O O O C) I -C C) 0 C) C) (C

C 0 -1 0 0 C) 1 C)0 0 0 O O O 0 C 
C O )- 1 C 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 ) 0 ) 0 C0 0 0 0 0
0C 0C C0 0- 1 O O O C ) 0 1O 0 0
CO 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0) O 1 O O C)
C) O C C) 0 C C ) O O O O O 1 C) O

0 0 0 0- Q-1 1 ) 0 0 O C) 0 0 0 C 0
C0 C O 0 -1 0 1 0 0 C) O 1 O 0 0 O

0 0 O 0 0 OC 0 0 0 0- 01 10 C
C C O O C)) CO O -1 1 C)

C0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 1 .0 -1 0cO O C O O O O O -1 0 0- I 1

O 0 O 0 O O O 0 O 1 C) O O 0, 0-1

Table 7. Paths for Parallel Organization

CONDITIONAL

INTERMEDIATE PATH PROBABILITY DELAY

P( 1)
=

10<- SW-O 9<-0 8<-0 7<-//<-0 2<-0 1 0.300 6

P( 2)
=

10<- SW-O 9<-0 8<-0 7<- SW-O 3<-0 1 0.120 6

P( 3)= 10<- SW-O 9<-0 8<-0 7<- SW-O 4<-0 1 0.180 6

P( 4)= 10<- SW- 11<-0 9<-o 7<-//<-0 2<-c 1 0.700 6

P( 5)= 10<- SW- 11<-0 8<-0 7<- SW-O 3<-0 1 0.280 6

P( 6)= 10<- SW- 11<-0 8<-0 7<- SW-O 4<-0 1 0.420 6

P( 7)= 10<-//<- 13<-0 6<-//<-0 2<-0 1 1.000 5

P( 8)= 10<-//<- 13<-0 6<- SW-O 4<-0 1 0.600 5

P( 9)= 10<-//<- 13<-0 6<- SW-O 3<-0 1 0.400 5

P(10)= 10<-//<- 13<-0 6<-//<-0 5<-0 1 1.000 5

P(11)- 10<- SW- 15<- 14<- 12<- SW-O 3<-O 1 0.200 6

Pf12)= 10<- SW- 15<- 14<- 12<- SW-O 4<-0 1 0.300 6

P(1S)= 10<- SW- 15<- 14<- 12<-//<-0 5<-0 1 0.500 6

P(14)= 10<- SW- 16<- 14<- 12<- SW-O 3<-0 1 0.200 6

P(15)= 10<- SW- 16<- 14<- 12<- SW-O 4<-0 1 0.300 6

P(16)= 10<- SW- 16<- 14<- 12<-//<-0 5<-0 1 0.500 6

EXPECTED DELAY OF THE SYSTEM IS 6
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Table 8. Interconnection Matrix for Hierarchical Organization

INTERCONNECTION MATRIX : COLUMN-TRANSITION ROW=LINK

-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0O 0 O O O
0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 O -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O 0 0 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -10 0 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0
° O O O O 0 1 -1 c0 0 0 C c c0

O 0 0 00 1 0 0 0-1 I 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0C 00-1 0 C C 
0 0 0 0 C i O 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0
O O O 0 1 0 C O O O OC -1 Ci Oi

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0
0 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 O O 
0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 t) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0O O O O O 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 C-1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 C c 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1

Table 9. Paths for Hierarchical Organization

COND I T IONAL
INTERMED I ATE PATH PROBABILITY DELAY

P( 1)=0 7<- SW-0 6<-0 5<-//<-0 2<-0 1 0.400 8

P( 2)-O 7<- SW-0 6<-0 5<- SW- 10<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-O 1 0.280 8

P( 3)=0 7<- SW-0 6<-O 5<- SW- 10<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-O 1 0.280 8

P( 4)-0 7<- SW-O 6<-O 5<- SW- 12<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-O 1 0.120 8

P( 5)-0 7<- SW-a 6<-O 5<- SW- 12<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-0 1 0. 120 8

P( 6)-0 7<- SW-0 8<-O 5<-//<-0 2<-O 1 0.600 8

P( 7)=0 7<- SW-0 9<-0 5<- SW- 10<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-0 1 0.420 8

P( 8)=0 7<- SW-0 8<-o 5<- SW- 10<-0 9<-0 4c.-//<-0 3<-0 1 0.420 8

P( 9)=0 7<- SW-O 8<-0 5<- SW- 12<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-O 1 0. 180 8

P(10)-=) 7<- SW-0 8<-O 5<- SW- 12<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-0 i 0.180 8

P(11)=O 7<- SW- 13<- 11<- SW- 10<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-0 1 0.350 8

P(12)-O 7<- SW- 13<- 11<- SW- 10<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-0 1 0.o50 8

P(13)-0 7<- SW- 13<- 11<- SW- 12<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-0 1 0.150 8

P(14)-O 7<- SW- 13<- 1l<- SW- 12-<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-0 I 0.150 8

P(15)-0 7<- SW- 15<- ll<-//<-0 5<-0 I 0.500 8

P(16)-O 7<- SW- 14<- 11<- SW- 10<-0 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-0 i 0.550 8

P(17)-0 7<- SW- 14<- 11<- SW- 10<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 3<-0 1 0.350 8

P(18)-O 7<- SW- 14<- 11<- SW- 12<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-0 2<-0 I 0.150 8

P(19)=O 7<- SW- 14<- 11<- SW- 12<-O 9<-0 4<-//<-O 3<-0 1 0.150 8

P(20)-0 7<- SW- 14<- 11¥-//<-O 3<-0 1 0.500 8

EXPECTED DELAY OF THE SYSTEMN IS 8
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4. CONCLUSIONS of the system. The algorithm has been applied to
compute the delays in parallel and hierarchical

An algorithm has been developed for computing organizations.
time delays in DDM systems. From the system matrix,
an interconnection matrix is created, which
consolidates all the information about connections 5. REFERENCES
between the system's components. Scanning of the
interconnection matrix results in a set of
intermediate paths. Then, all possible paths can be Tabak, D., and A. H. Levis, 'Petri Net Representation
constructed by concatenating intermediate paths. The of Decision Models," to appear IEEE Trans. on Systems
time delay associated which each intermediate path is Man and Cybernetics, November 1985.
calculated by summing the delays of the transitions
contained in that path. A possible path is composed Cothier, P. H., and A. H. Levis, *Assessment of
of several intermediate paths which are active Timeliness in Command and Control," LIDS-P-1454,
simultaneously. Then, the time delay associated with Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems, MIT,
a possible path is the maximal delay of the Cambridge, MA, April 1985.
intermediate paths contained in this possible path.
After all possible paths and associated delays are Jin, V. Y-Y, "Delays for Distributed Decisionmaking
found, the expected delay for the overall Organizations," MS Thesis, LIDS-TH-1459, Laboratory
decisionmaking system can be calculated. The expected for Information and Decision Systems, MIT, Cambridge,
delay provides an indication of the speed of response MA, May 1985.
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ABSTRACT In the man-machine study literature, there

have been a few articles using queueing
Motivated by decision making problems in models to explore the priority assignment

scenarios such as Naval Battle Force/Battle problems, e.g., (ROU8), (WAL78), (CAR66).
Group operations and alike, we study task Their emphases were on the modeling and

selection/allocation for a team of two analysis of factors in human decision making.
decision makers. The two decision makers are Since analytical solutions were not available

modeled as two service stations with for the systems considered, most of the
overlapping processing responsibilities, results were obtained through simulation.
different processing rates, and common
information. By using stochastic dynamic On the other hand, optimal queueing
programming, a functional equation for the control approach has been used by some
optimal, state-dependent priority assignment researchers to tackle generic problems in
policy is derived. Properties of the optimal simpler setups. (HAR75) and (PAT81) worked on
cost-to-go fuctions and the optimal policy cases involving single decision maker and
are established through a set of inductive
proofs. It is shown that the optimal policy and (HAJ84) dealt with various cases on two
is governed by two switching surfaces in the service stations and single class of tasks.

service stations and single class of tasks.
tthree dimensional stateh s pace. For the Markov or semi-Markov model were established

infinite time horizon case, the optimal and stochastic dynamic programming was
policy turns out to be stationary, andpolicy turns out to be stationary, and commonly used to find closed-loop optimal
numerical studies are done by using the over- policy
relaxed Gauss-Seidal method. The switching
surfaces are obtained for several sets of The paper (PAT81) started with a general
system parameters. These numerical results formulation and tried to incorporate balking
support analytical findings and also provide and reneging into the model for handling the
further insights to the problem. random deadline issue. Difficulty in solving

it was disscussed. The authors then reduced
1. INTRODUCTION their scope to a problem with Markovian

assumptions, and developed a solution
Computer monitoring and decision aiding methodology including a recursive algorithm

with human supervision has been the trend for and approximations under heavy traffic
systems automation. An important class of environment. (HAJ84) presented a Markov
decision making problems encountered involves network problem with two service stations and
the assignment of priorities among tasks that linear costs. The two service stations have
arrive dynamically, with random processing quite general interacting structure in
time requirements, random deadlines and between. Decisions in the problem are task
different rewards. There can be heterogeneous routing and service priorities. The author
decision makers (computers and/or human considered both finite horizon and long run
operators) in the system, each having average cost cases, and showed the existence
different capability, expertise, imformation, of switching curves for the optimal control
responsibility, and/or objectives. As an policy in the two-dimensional state space.
example, consider the Naval Battle
Force/Battle Group (BF/BG) operations which Motivated by decision making problems in
are directed by a team of commanders located scenarios such as Naval BF/BG operations
at geographically separated platforms. The (KLE84) and alike, we in this paper extend
commanders could have different areas and (HAJ84)'s queueing network model to study
levels of expertise. Each may have access to multi-class tasks selection /allocation among
a portion of the information because of a team of two decision makers. The two
limited surveilance and communications. For decision makers are modeled as two service
potential threats such as air, surface or stations with different processing
subsurface targets, imformation has to be capabilities (responsibility), different
collected and prosecution must be done before processing rates (expertise), and common
those targets penetrate the defense. The information. Our purpose is not to model and
problem is then how these commanders as a solve a realistic military command, control
team should divide and sequence the randomly and communication ( C3 ) problem. Rather, the
arriving tasks to achieve the team objective study is an exploration into multi-person
(survivability, rewards, etc.). Problems of decision making issues in a dynamic, discrete
this nature also arise in production event environment. It serves as part of the
scheduling of manufacturing systems, air effort in developing a normative-descriptive
traffic control, etc. model for the Distributed Dynamic Decision
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Making experimental paradiagm as described in the next task to be processed from queue A.
(KLES4). (1-e) is therefore the probability of

selecting a class C task. The mapping f : Z3
The network considered is Markovian with -> EC, 1! is similarly defined for DM2.

three classes of tasks and linear cost. By Following the modeling procedure of (HAJ84),
using stochastic dynammic programming and we shall in the sequal set up a semi-Markov
inductive proofs, we show that the optimal decision model for this problem.
policy is governed by two switching surfaces
in the three dimensional state space. Both In the formulation, state transitions
finite horizon and infinite horizon cases are include arrivals, potential departures and
considerd. For the infinite horizon case, the potential trasfers between queues. For i= a,
optimal policy is shown to be stationary, and b or c, let A. and D. denote, respectively,
numerical studies are made by using the over- an arrival an~ a potential departure of a
relaxed Gauss-Seidel method. Optimal cost-to- class i task, and R (R b) Dotential
go functions and switching surfaces are transfer of a class Cctaskcb to class A (to
obtained numerically and shown pictorially. class P). For example,
Variations of the optimal policy as a
function of a few system parameters also Aax=(xa+1, Xb xC)
provide us with insights to the problem.

Dax=((xa-1)+ , xb, Xc),The organization of this paper is as
follows. The two-server queueing problem is Rcax=(xa+l, Xb, (Xc-l)+),
formulated in section 2, and from it a semi- +
Markov decision model is developed. By where (x.-1) = i-1 if xi > 1, and 0
applying stochastic dynamic programming, otherwise.
optimality conditions for the control policy
are obtained. In section 3, we use The actual total event rate is
mathematical induction procedure to establish
properties of the optimal policy. The core of ' Sa+ )b+ c+ e "a+ (1-e) a1c
the proofs are on proving properties of the
optimal cost-to-go functions. We also
consider the effects of having Poisson + f /1U2b+ (1-f) '(2c'
reneging of tasks, which models sudden (2.1)
leaving or penetration of tasks. Section 4
discusses numerical testings and results. which is state-dependent since e and f are
Finally, concluding remarks are given in functons of the state. To bypass the
section 5. difficulty of state dependence, we utilize

the "pseudo epoch" concept of (LIP75) and
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION define a constant total event rate r as

follows:
Consider the queueing network model shown r= Aa+ Xb+ Xc+ Aic+ P2c > r

in Fig. 2.1. Three classes of tasks A, B,
and C arrive in Poisson streams with rates For a given u= (e, f), the transition

\ aI A and AX respectively. The two probability function P(./.,u) is defined on Z~
servers ~DM1 and DM2) have exponentially x Z3 by
distributed service rates. DM1 is capable of
processing A and C classes of tasks with mean P(y/x,u)= r { I(y=A
rates Pio and Pi , and DM2 is capable of
processing classes B and C at mean rates Nab + tcI(y=Acx)+ e xR I(y=Dax)
and j/.c. Classes A and B tasks leave the
system after being processed. Class C tasks + f AzbI(y=Dbx)+ E(1-e)(1-P1laPlbb)I'C
are the so called "unknown tasks". A class C
task requires "identification" by either DM1 + (1-f)(1-P -P2b)P2 I(y=D X)
or DM2 to find out whether it belongs to
class A or class B, or it is a task that + (1-e)PlaMc + (l-f)P2aHZc I(y=RcaX)
needs no futher processing. If it turns out
to be a class A (B) task, it is sent to queue +[(1-e)Plbjc+ (1-f)P2bI12c3 I(Y=RCb X )
A (B) for further processing. If it needs no
further processing, it is sent out of the + (1- r'/r) I(y=x)
system. Let P1 ((P ) be the probability (2.2)
that a class C task Is identified to be of
class A (B) by DM1. p2a and P are similarly Since controls are state dependent and are
defined for DM2. We assume tat . made at instants of event epochs, we denote U

the sequence (U,U,...) where u, is the
~lc> 81a and /P2c> /2 b' control at the k-th transition. Given U and

an initial state i in Z3 a semi-Markov
i.e., identification is faster than decision process (x t), t > O) with jump rate
processing. r and imbedded transition probability P is

defined as
Denote x= (xa,xb,xc) c Z as the state of

the system, where x , xb, and x are, x(t)= xn(t),
respectively, the number of class A, E and C
tasks in the system. Both DMs have complete where X= (x ,x1 ,) is a sequence of random
information about the current state x and variables wthP= 1 and
have state-dependent controls over the
system. The controls are u= (e, f), where e: P(x j/ 
Z7->0O, U is the probability that DM1 selects
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P(j/ ik, uk(i0,...ik)),
= P(j/ 'k' uk(iO, ik)), (2.3) 1 if F1(x)( F,(x),

and (n(t): t> 0) is a rate r Poisson process 0 if F1(x)> F2(x), (27)
independent of x.

The instantaneous cost of the system is a This is a bang-bang type of control.
linear function of the number of customers in
the system, i.e., C'x= caxa+ cbxb+ c x, 3. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL
where c., i= a, b and c are nonnegative CONTROL POLICY
constants. Let n be the random time at
which nth event happens. Then the cost for a In this section, the inductive approach of
control policy U over CO, -Ct) is (HAJ84) is extended to show that the optimalEUi n at' ,control policy is of switching type. The

ExUf e C'x(t)dt derivation, however, are more complicated
than that of (HAJ84) because of the existence

where c( is a nonegative discount constant, of multiple classes of tasks and the specific
and Eu denotes the expectation with respect routing pattern considered. We also show
to (x(!)). Following (ROS82), this cost can that for the infinite horizon case with i,<

be shown to be equal to 1, the policy is stationary.

(c/ + H) EU C'XkE The core of the proof is to establish by
K-O (2.4) induction the following properties for VP(-).

where P =r/(r+u)<l. In view of (2.3), (2.4) (P1): V8 (x) is increasing in xa, Xb, and xc.
can be interpreted as the cost over n time
steps for a discrete time decision process (P2): VB(x+y)- V6(x) is increasing in x, in
with discount factor 3 . Ignoring the xb and in xe for each fixed y in Z3.
constant factor (c + r)- let us define the
n-stage optimal cost-to-go for a given (P?): VF(x)-Gin(x) is increasing in xa, in
initial state x as Xb, and in xc, where

(x) min x 2 C'xk, n, and Gin(x) (1- Pia- Pib)Vn(Dc x) +

Vg(x) O0 by convention. PiaV (RcaX)+ PibVn(RcbX), i=1, 2.

Following (HAJ84) and (SCH75) it can be shown
that (p4): E1(x)- E2(x) and Fl(X)-F 2(x) are

increasing in xc, and decreasing in x and in
lim Vp(x)= V(x). xb, where E (x), E2(x), Fl(x), and F2 x) are

defined by (2.5).
Then the dynamic programming equation leads
to the following optimality conditions: For n= 1, V (x)= C'x= c xa+ cx + cx

It can be easily checked that (P1y-tPl ) care
V 1(x)= C'x+ ( r' minm 1 AoV(Aax) satisfied.

+ ? bVn(Abx) + ? V n(Acx) Assume that VA satisfies (P1)-(P4) for xf
Z+. After lengthy derivation, it can be

+ eE 1 (x)+ (1-e)E 2(x) shown that VP also satisfies (P1)-(P4) (the
proofs are pPD ided in a detailed version of

+ fF1 (x)+ (1-f)F 2 (x)= TVn(x) the paper under preparation). Thus by
(2.5) mathematical induction we conclude that

where T denotes the dynamic programming Theorem 1:
operator, and

oVX(x) satisfies (P1)-(P4)for V neNX, x
r. zind 2 < 1.E1 (x)2- ct Vn(DaX)+( 1~,c -p , )V(x), Z and e < 1.

E2(x)'I f,4(1-P a-Plb)V (Dcx)+ P aVn(Rc x) After exploring the properties of theE2(x) la-Plb n c la n(caX)
?I I (R optimal cost-to-go function V4(X), we now

+ bV n (Rcbx)i , show the existence of switching surfaces for
F1(x )Y! /8IV'(Dbx)+( ]t!2C -I I2b)Vt(x), and e and f.

Fl( X)- F' +( M2c~ - , n)
x) n b nDefine two switching functions

F2(X)Y 4"( 12-P2a-P2b)V n(DcX)+ P2aV n (Rca x )

~+ P bV~n(R ~x) .s sln(xb' Xc)= mim~xa: El(x) - E2(X)4 O and+ P Vbn(R x)I
.2b n cb - ' (2.6) s2n(xa, Xc)= min'xb: Fl(x ) - F2(x) ,

The optimal control u=( e, f ) G 0o, 11] for and their associated rerions
the current state x with n steps to go is
therefore determined by xZ: x> sln(xb Xc)

r1 if E1 (x) E 2 (x), n Z_: xb> s2n(xaZ xc)

o0 if El(x)> E2(x), and
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Theorem 2: on the over-relaxed Gauss-Seidel method
(PIZ75) is developed to solve the optimal

The switching functions s1n and s cost-to-go equation. With the optimal cost-
define two switching surfaces in the stae to-go determined for each state, analytic
space x. When there are n steps to go, the results such as (P1)-(P4) are checked and
optimal decision is given by switching surfaces are obtained. We also

performed studies on the optimal control
e =1 <=> x G S1n, and policy as a function of a few systemn

parameters such as cost coefficients,
fn=l <=> x ' S2n arrival/service rates, class C task feedback

probabilities, discount factor, etc.
Proof:

For an infinite horizon problem, the
This assertion is a consequence of (2.6) dynamic programming equation (2.-5) can be

and (P4). written as

For the infinite horizon case (n=+~o), by V£(i,j,k)= C(i,j,k)+ k r' PV (i,j,k),
following Theorem 1 of (LIP73), we have

0<i,j,k < N, (4.1)
Theorem 3:

where i= x, j= k= x C(i,j,k) is the
V0(x)=lim min 'C'xk, ~ < 1, instantaneous cost at state (i,j,k), PV is

31-t00 U CI-° the expected optimal cost-to-go after one
is achieved by a stationary policy. state transition from (i,j,k), and N is the

queue size for each class. An over-relaxed
For a system with reneging tasks, the Gauss-Seidel method is adopted to solve

analysis is similar. Suppose the reneging is (4.1). The solution procedure is to iterate
a poisson process with mean reneging coordinate by coordinate and find the fixed
rates o(., i= a, b, and c. With state x, the point V0iof (4.1).
system eneging rate is+ a x bxb +
orx . Suppose that under normsa operation, In the numerical study, N is set to be 15,
the system reneging rate is bounded above by a which implies that the dimension of (4.1) is
constant M. Then the total event rate can be 16 = 4096. The over-relaxed Gauss-Seidel
redefined as algorithm is implemented in FORTRAN on IBM

3081. For all the cases we tested, the
r= Xa+ Xb+ Ac+ '1c+ 1 2c+ N. algorithm converged, and the number of

iterations varies from 6 to 90. Except for
The transition probability function (2.2) can those states in the neighborhood of queue
be modified accordingly. Let the linear capacity, numerical results obtained do
instantaneous reneging cost be verify the properties established in section

3.

cra 0axa+ Crb bXb + Crc cXc'
The switching surfaces of DM1 and DM2 are

Then the dynamic programming equation becomes depicted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2,

a -V respectively, for a case with the following
Vn+(x)= C'x+ p r minXAVn(A x) parameters:

+ .XVn(Abx) + _ V (Acx) + caXaV (Da) Ca= b= c= 08, a= b = = 1

+ bx bVn(DbX) + XcV(Dcx V(Dcx) 1la ' r 1c , =2b=5' 'c=79b n = 21a= i = 2c=

+ (M- ( '4 xa+ 4xb+ a'Xc))VP(x) Pla = Plb = 2a P 2 0.1 and 94 .

+ eE 1 (x)+ (1-e)E 2(x) It is of our interest to investigate the

* f (1-f)F(x) TV( sensitivity of the optimal policy with
+ fF(x)+ (1-f)F2(X = TV2(x), recpect to system parameters. In doing this,

where A'xx (ca+ c o( )x + the previous example is used as a basis to
(cec a a)x + (cb+ c br b a + carry out the comparisons. A few

(ct+ cy (c)xd, an E1, En t, F 2 and ihe observations from the study are as follows.
optimaiity Ccoditions remain the same as in
(2.6) and (2.7). Consequently all the (1). If a class C task is identified to be
previous results apply. class A or B, it is to be routed to the

proper queue for processing. The increases in
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS class C task feedback probabilities P.., i=1,

2, j= a, b, indirectly result in incrleses of
In this section, infinite horizon problems arrivals of classes A and B tasks. The

are considered for numerical study. Though control policy of DM1 (DM2) therefore shifts
the previous results are developed under the in favor of processing classes A and B tasks.
assumption of infinite queue size, finite Figure 4.3 shows this observation. It
queue size for each class of tasks is assumed illustrates the variations of the optimal
for this numerical study. Let N be the size control e with respect to feedback
of each queue. If N is large, the finite probabilities. The curves are obtained with
queue size model provides a good xb= 3.
approximation to the original infinite queue
size problem, except for regions close to the (2). The discount factor P implies an
queue capacity. An iterative algorithm based effective look ahead time of (1-s )-' stages.
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When P is small, V1(X) is dominated by the priority policy. The issues of information
linear stage-wise cost, thus it is pattern at each decision-maker, information
approximately linear in x. In this case, the flow among decision-makers, dynamic resource
constants ca P and c A reflect the allocation, the installment of a coordinator,
average gainaof B1 for $rocagsing classes A etc. are critical and pose various levels of
and C tasks. DM1 would therefore process the complexity to the problem.
class of tasks with the larger gain until
that queue is depleted. This in turn implies reported here was supported in part by
that switching surface for DM1 is either the Alphatech Inc. under contract SC-000192-01.
xa=O plane or Xc= 1 plane. Similar statement The authors appreciate valuable inputs from
holds for DM2. When p is large, V (x) Professor D. L. Kleinmar and Mr. D. Serfaty
becomes strictly convex. The switching in formulating the problem and many many
surfaces are no long degenerate. Figure 4.4 stimulating discussions
demonstrates the variations of e for several
valuesof B . REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT that represent the decisionmaker's workload and (b)
consideration of time and delays in the normal

Information storage and access in decisionmaking functioning of an organization. The two directions
organizations is modeled using a Petri Net represen- are developed separately but are brought together in
tation. A centralized and a decentralized database the illustrative example of the last section.
configuration are analyzed and their impacts on the
decisionmakers' workload assessed. Organizational Figure 1 shows the Petri Net representation
protocols are defined and their criteria of (Tabak and Levis, 1984) of the two-stage model of the
acceptability presented. Minimum allowable input n member of an organization. His input xn is a
interarrival time and response time are determined for component of a single vector source distributed by a
two organizational structures: parallel and hierar- set of partitioning matrices among all the
chical. A numerical example suggests the use of decisionmakers (Stabile and Levis, 1984). The
timeliness as a third organizational attribute - the decisionmaker processes this input in the situation
first two being workload and peformance. It also assessment (SAn) stage to determine or select a
demonstrates the importance of updating coordination particular value of the variable zn that denotes the
in evaluating the organization's performance. situation. He may communicate his assessment of the

situation to other members (zn°) and he may receive
1. INTRODUCTION their assessments in return (zon). This supplementary

information may be used to modify his assessment,
During the past decade, information theory has i.e., ,it may lead to a different value of zn denoted

been applied to the analysis and evaluation of by zn . Possible alternatives of action are evaluated
organizations. First developed by Shannon (Shannon in the response selection (RSn) stage. The outcome of
and Weaver, 1949), information theory matured into a this process is the selection of a local action or
mathematical theory in its own right, and was applied decision yn that may be communicated to other team
to the study of various communications systems members or may form all or part of the organization's
(Gallager, 1968). It was then used as a basic tool response. A command input from other decisionmakers,
for modeling human decisionmaking (see Sheridan and von, may affect the selection process.
Ferrel, 1974, and Drenick, 1975). The Partition Law
of Information (Conant, 1976) provided a physical
interpretation of the mathematical expressions derived DM"
by using the n-dimensional version of the theory. u. M 

A two-stage information theoretic model of the hn
decisionmaker was introduced by Boettcher and Levis A 
(1982). Quantitative means for measuring the human A
decisionmakers' workload and the organization's _ n_ 
performance were designed under a set of restrictive
assumptions. Subsequent research effort (Hall and
Levis, 1984; Chyen and Levis, 1985; Tomovic and Levis,
1984) was oriented towards relaxing some of those
assumptions and resolving more complex issues related
to a realistic use of the decisionmaking model. on yno

This paper addresses the issue that decision-
makers are not memoryless (an assumption in the
original model) and that information storage and X
acccess devices are actually put to service in most
modern organizations. The study of databases in
acyclical organizations is approched along two I v
directions: (a) computation of modified activity terms

Figure 1. Petri Net Representation of the nth
Decisionmaker of the Organization

*This work was carried out at the MIT Laboratory for
Information and Decision Systems with support provided
in part by the Office of Naval Research under The situation assessment stage consists of U
Contracts N00014-83-K-0185 (NR 274-349) and N00014-84- algorithms (fni, i=1....U). The value taken by the
K-0519 (NR 649-003) and in part by the US Army variable un determines the algorithm to be used, and
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social is chosen according to the probability distribution
Sciences under Contract No. MDA903-83-C-0196. p(un). Similarly, the choice of an algorithm in the
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RS stage is determined by thp variable vn, with decentralized case briefly (for a comprehensive
probability distribution p(vnlzn ). comparison of the two configurations, the reader is

referred to Bejjani, 1985).
As a response to the need for memory and

information handling in today's organizations, the 2.1 Centralized Databases
concept of Decision Aids first appeared a litle more
than a decade ago. These devices are evolving into A centralized database is a database shared by
well-integrated Decision Support Systems (DSS) (Keen, all members of the organization. It is physically
1981). The database is one of the three main parts of located in one place, and individual terminals allow
a Decision Support System. The other two are an the decisionmakers to access it independently. In the
information management program, and a machine-user Petri Net representation, a centralized database is
interface (computer terminal) (Sprague, 1980; Sprague modeled as one unit, comprising several transition
and Carlson, 1982). This paper will address the C/transition D sequences. There are two such
database and decisionmaker/machine interface issues databases, one for the SA stage, called DBSA, and one
from an information theoretic point of view. The for the RS stage, DBRS. The inuts to transition Cn
database's storage and access procedures, and their in DBSA are the inputs to the n decisionmaker, xn,
impact on the decisionmaker's workload and performance and the variable un indicating the SA algorithm he is
levels, will be described. about to use (see Fig. 3). Transition Cn emits then a

message towards transition Dn that carried a query for
the information needed for DMn to process x" through

2. THE GENERAL DATABASE MODEL the selected SA algorithm. Dn in turn delivers the
requested data, dnA, to the decisionmaker, who

The database model developed in this paper receives it as an input to the algorithm he is using.
conforms to the traditional definition of an The usage of DBRS follows a similar rationale applied
information storage device: it can receive to the RS stage.
information from an external source, it stores it
adequately, and it delivers this information, or part
of it, whenever accessed by its users. The Petri Net
model adopted here consists of two stages (see Fig. DM"
2). The first stage, transition C, receives an input M 
from *the decisionmaker who requests access to the
data. This input represents the situation in which f h
the user is. Transition C determines then the nature
of the information needed to cope with that situation, Y_
and sends a query to the next stage, D. Transition D :-
performs the actual search, and delivers the data to
the decisionmaker at a predetermined stage of his
internal decisionmaking process.

08 C D
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:

.. RRS

Ir · · ·

Figure 2. Petri Net Representation of the General
Database Model cm Dm d dmRS

Databases can be used in either a centralized or
a decentralized configuration. Decentralized
databases are defined here as individual storage
units, accessed exclusively by one decisionmaker, and
holding and delivering information relevant to this
decisionmaker's task only. It was proved (Beijani, Figure 3. Petri Net Representation of DMn Using
1985) that the increase in activity due to a Centralized Databases
centralized or decentralized configuration were
similar. However, there are important differences.
First, the time associated with the query process is The use of databases has a significant impact on
much shorter when the database is an individual one the decisionmaker's workload, as can be seen in the
than when it is centralized. In effect, in the former following development. Activity rate terms are
case, no irrelevant information is to be scanned and derived by applying the Partition Law of Information
then discarded, which happens in the latter case, and Rates (Conant, 1976) to the decisionmaking model used
the system's answer to its stimuli is more timely. here. For a more complete description of the
However, an advantage of a centralized database calculations, the reader is referred to Bejjani
structure is that it allows for more convenient (1985). The modifications to the basic model are due
updating. It can be updated in one operation, to the presence of two supplementary variables, dn
providing all the decisionmakers with equally recent and dRS, and to their relationship with the existing
information, whereas decentralized databases require a structure. For simplicity, the superscript n will be
much greater updating effort to obtain the same omitted in the following equations whenever confusion
result. This paper will develop information theoretic may not arise.
aspects of the centralized databases and discuss the
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Throughput Rate: between subsystems, through the fact that one
subsystem's output is another's input. However,
indirect coordination between the subsystems is

Ft = T(xds ZoA v~ d RS:uz zv.y ,y) (1) accounted for by the transmission rate terms.
T (x,dsA:z°n) represents the coordination rate that is
due to the relationship between x and dSA, and zon.
Indeed, if the inputs to DMn and those to the rest of

Blockage Rate: the organization (RO) are related, or if dnA and d~A,
m A n, are not totally independent, due to the

Fb= B l- ( d on on (2) structure of the storage or the updating process i
Fb =H x,d SALz V DdB RS t the centralized database, then zon can bring to S

information about the inputs to the system that is not
contained in z. Similar interpretations hold for the

Noise Rate: other two transmission rate terms. The term
T=,V(x,zon,dSB,von:dRs) raises the question of the

F = H(u) + L(v) (3) relationship between dsA and dsB, i.e., whether the
n z situation assessment database (DBSA) and the response

selection one (DBRS) are related.

Coordination Rate:
2.2 Decentralized Databases

U A decentralized database structure is shown in
rF = +g d + i(z) Figure 4. The only difference with respect to Figure

c L (g0 (P(xodSA)) H()) () 3 is the presence of only one transition Cn/transition
i=1 Dn sequence per database, which models the exclusive

use of each database by a single decisionmaker. Apart
from that, decentralized databases are assumed to
function in exactly the same manner as centralized

+ gc (p(zon)) + g (p(Zv)) ones.

OM"
~~~~~V B~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"

r (=U+J (p(H,dRS)) + U+ja H(pj)) + H(y)

+ H(z) + H(i) + H(2-,V) + T (x,dn :zon )

on on onvon RB
T'( dsA, z :v ) + T ,v(x, d sA znvO)Z n dno

(4)
x Y

where -- O

Pi = p(u=i) pj = p(v=J) (5) Z

H(p) = plogp + (1-p)log1 (l-p) (6) Figure 4. Petri Net Representation of DMn Using
Decentralized Databases

and ai is the number of variables of the algorithm i
that are reinitialized at each iteration. The symbol 2.3 Fixed Databases and the Memoryless Model

zSA designates the mean interarrival time of the input
to the SA stage. 'RS has an equivalent meaning with The results in section 2.1 were derived assuming
respect to the RS stage. The mean input interarrival the data dSA and dRS to be variable quantities.
time can be used in the equations, if the interarrival However, it might very well be the case that dSA and
time is not constant, by regulating the source (Hall, dRS are fixed, either because the databases are never
1982). The functions gi, gcU+, cA and g are the updated or because the values taken by dSA and dRS
individual coordination rate functions of the SA, A, remain valid during a very long time, compared to the
B, and RS algorithms, and are of the following form: mean input interarrival time. In this simple case,

the database's direct contribution to the
decisionmaker's activity rate is null, and the

ai expressions developed above become similar to those

gi = Hu (wi) - H(W i ) (7) derived in the basic memoryless decisionmaker case.
They are derived by simply eliminating the variables

j=1 dSA and dRS and the input variables to the databases

from the equations, which shows that the reduction
The terms H(z), H(Z), H(Z,V) in (4) can be from the database-equipped model to the memoryless one

interpreted to represent the direct coordination rate is consistent.
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3. PROTOCOLS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO ORGANIZATIONAL - every transition in the system must have a
STRUCTURES processing time smaller than or equal to the mean

input interarrival time.

3.1 Definition of Protocols and Determination of
Their Key Variables - the total amount of time spent by a token in one

place cannot exceed the mean input interarrival

A protocol is the description of the time.
chronological order in which elementary tasks have to
be performed within one decisionmaker as well as Both necessary conditions provide a symmetric

between two or more of them. Determination of analytical tool. Indeed, if the processing times of

procotols is a fundamental design problem for the transitions in the system are fixed, then the

organizations in general, and of updatable database- minimum admissible input interarrival time for the

equipped ones in particular. Indeed, if the sequences organization can be determined: it is equal to the

of operations for each decisionmaker are not clearly greater of two quantities: the maximum processing
defined, and if the updating tempo of the database time present on the Petri net diagram of that

does not take these sequences into account, chaos can organization, and the maximum time any token spends in

result. In brief, the situation could arise where any place. Determining this minimum interarrival time

different decisionmakers would be accessing different is a very useful way of comparing the effectiveness of

databases at different times, with different levels of different organizational structures in a given
accuracy and relevance of the data, in order to context.
process the same input.

The second necessary condition applies in cases

Since the Petri Net representation (Tabak and of organizational interactions where one decisionmaker

Levis, 1984) clearly illustrates the organization's sends some information to another and cannot proceed
protocol as defined above and since a key notion in before receiving a message back. Thus, the

the definition of a protocol is the amount of time proposition provides a way of determining the upper

involved at each step of the decisionmaking process, limit of the response time of this other
an acceptable protocol for a given organization will decisionmaker, everything else being fixed. This will

consist of its Petri Net representation supplemented be made clearer in the next section.
with the allocation of a processing time to each
transition. The processing time in fact represents As a last comment, one should realize that the
the maximum allowable duration of a transition for the use of the proposition is not restricted to
organization to function in an orderly fashion, decisionmaking organizations. In fact, its arguments

following its operating protocol. are relevant to any acyclical information processing
structure where Assumptions (1) to (5) are satisfied.

Assumptions: In devising an acceptable protocol
for the kind of organizations dealt with here, the 3.2 Construction of Protocols for the Centralized
following assumptions are made: Case

(1) - the source emits the input X with a constant In this section, the proposition will be used to
interarrival time develop protocols for two particular organizations

using a centralized database configuration. The basic

(2) - the various transitions have constant quantity for each organization is I, the processing
processing times. time of any SA or RS transition. It is assumed to be

identical for all such transitions in both

(3) - communication between transitions is organizations, and it will be the unit used for all
instantaneous. quantities computed here. Furthermore, = is assumed

to be greater than the processing time of other types

(4) - any transition can process an incoming input of transitions, on the grounds that more
as soon as it has finished processing the decisionmaking takes place in SA and RS transitions
previous one, and no sooner. than in the others. The database's response time is

assumed to be T as well.
(5) - no queueing is allowed at any stage of the

process. Parallel Organizational Structure

Assumptions (1) and (2) are a corollary of the In a parallel organizational structure,
broader assumptions that the whole system operates in decisionmakers are linked by somewhat symmetrical

steady state. Assumption (3) states in fact that all relationships: they do not formally issue commands to
the decisionmaking occurs within the transitions, and each other, and they can share information at all
that no processing time is allocated to places. stages according to pre-established operating
Assumption (4) is putting the "pipe-line effect' into procedures. The parallel structure considered in this

words; this assures that the information flow through work is a three-person organization, (Fig. 5) called
the system is continuous. Assumption (5) is a 'Organization PI from here on. DM -and DM use only
prerequisite to the application of Petri Net theory to one SA algorithm and two RS algorithms each, and DM
the study of information theoretic decisionmaking has the choice between two SA algorithms, whose output

models: in effect, when queueing takes place, two or can be processed by only one RS algorithm. The
more different tokens can coexist in the same place. command input von is absent from the model, due to the
Since transitions do not have any means of recognizing non-hierarchical structure; the decisionmakers do
priorities in choosing one token as an input out of however share information about their situation
the same place, the queue cannot be managed, and the assessments.
organization's protocol is transgressed. (For a
relaxation of this assumption, see Jin, 1985). Organization P uses two centralized databases,

DBSA and DBRS; An acceptable protocol for this

Proposition: Under assumptions (1) to (5), two organization has been derived and is given in Figure

necessary conditions for an organization's 5. Its main characteristics are the minimum inter-
protocol to be acceptable are: arrival time (IT) it allows, v, and the organization's
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the3 a or ti

Figure l. Protocol of Orgppization P Usio Centralized Databees

t otal response time (RT), the time interval bereen arival time, 11r/3, is much greater than for
re This nf n e reinput r nd the generation of a orgaszation P. ~l s is due to the re lationship
c orrespondin resp onse, w hich is equal to s9r/n. t his ca s, byadn all processin

analyzed ot ffhas to be p rocessed by all DMi's
oergachicn O ization Structhre transitions before t rans ition B can b e fired and the

last token lea ves th e p lace zf.coplication of the
A hierarchical organizationa structure allows symmetric Hgnent of the proposition's necessaryVIdecisionmakers to have an inaluezce on each o ther's conditios determined the mean interarrival time as

response selec tion. This influence ca n be represent ed in=/3. Te orgadzation's response time is calculated
by a command input, v° n. The h ierchisca structure quite siply in this case, by adding 2 l processin
aalyzed here is a three-person organ iza tion, hown u times alont the path fllowed by the orali nal input
organization HD inuipped with centralized databases a ad is 8d. For mre complex orgoizations, te Sstem
shown in F teroe 6. d tray approach i s preferable for computi time de lays8SA 

(Tabhe ddd Levis , 1984; Jin, 1985t Jin and Levis
Orgtan t ion H consists of h o decisionmakers whoich8i

one oor dina tin decisione r, DMc who nalyzes 3.3 Construction of Protocols for Decentralize d Ccae
DMX's and DM2's situation assessments in order to

about the a cceptabe protocol bo salient differences between a centralized and a
constructed. DM is not in contact with the decentralized structure as defined here pertain to
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Figure 6. Protocol of Organization H Using Centralized Databases

Acceptable protocols for organizations P and H The second observation is that, whatever thewith decentralized databases are given in Figures 7 organization, a decentralized database structure leadsand 8, respectively. The minimun inter-arrival time to improved performance with respect to time. InIT and the response time RT for each organization are organization P, the decentralized structure leads tov and 12v/3 for the parallel one and 10/13 and 7v for an 11% improvement in the response time over the
the hierarchical one. corresponding centralized one, while in organization H

its leads to improvements in both IT and RT of 9% andThe reduction. in the IT and RT, when compared to 13% respectively. These results are due to the basic
the centralized cases, is due entirely to the shorter premise that decentralized databases takes less time
response time of the database. to perform the data query process than centralized

ones do. (The numerical results of the above two3.4 Remarks paragraphs are summarized in Table 1).

Each protocol in the previous sections has been TABLE 1. TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF ORGANIZATIONS P AND Hderived under some very specific conditions, in order
to make different organizations and different database
structures comparable along the same criteria. These Centralized DB Decentralized DB
results are contingent upon using similar transition
processing times for both organizational structures. IT() 

The minimum allowable input interarrival time IT(H) 11W/3 10V/3
(IT) is much greater for a hierarchical organization
than for a parallel one. This follows from the more RT(P) 19?/3 17v/3
complex sequences of tasks that have to be performed RT(H) 87
in a hierarchical organization before a new input can
be handled. The total response time is also greater IT = Minimum Allowable Interarrival Time;for organization H than for organization P, and the
difference is due again to the increased complexity. RT = Response Time
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4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE pure strategies present in the organization (Levis and
Boettcher, 1983). In the cases at hand, each DM has

4.1 Description of the Organizations Used two pure strategies, each obtained by the exclusive
use of one algorithm (no decisionmaker here has, in

In this section, the two tactical organizations any stage, more than two algorithms from which to
of section 3 are used to address the problems raised choose). The workloads G' determined by each pure
by a lack of coordination between several individual strategy and the corresponding performance level J are
databases, and the trade-off between performance and plotted in the (J, G, G, G ) space. Then, the
timeliness. The approach is quantitative and relies performance-workload (P-W) locus for each DM is
on the construction and comparison of the performance- constructed where all -possible mixed strategies are
workload loci. (The example is developed in its considered as linear combinations of the pure ones.
entirety in Bejjani, 1985). The graphs thus obtained are projections of the

overall (P-W) locus of the organization on each of
The first organization is the parallel one three planes: (G ,J), (G ,J), (G',J). Because the

(Organization P) in Figure 5. It consists of three ingut is perfectly symmentric; as well as DMl,s and
naval battle groups defending a maritime front. The DM ,s roles in each organization, only the projections
first group, DM', holds one extremity of the front, for DM1 and DM2 are shown.
DM2 holds the center, and DM" the other end. The
inputs received by the organization are signals The use of activity rates illustrates the
emitted by unidentified platforms (submarines, surface tradeoff between timeliness and workload (Figs. 9 and
ships, planes). The different decisionmakers' tasks 10). The performance of organization P is better than
are to attempt to identify the source of these signals that of H; the performance index J for P takes values
(enemy or friends) in the SA stage, and to select the between 0 and 0.9 but between 1.2 and 4.5 for H.
appropriate response (fire, request identification, or However, the workload of the members of P is much
take all measures required to face an attack) in the higher than that of H, namely, it varies between 8.1
RS stage. bits/sec and 11.6 for P, while it is only 1.2 and 2.7

for H. Thus, the parallel organization leads -to
The organization has two centralized databases. better performance but this is achieved at a much

The SA database provides information, obtained from higher workload. If the workload constraint is high,
intelligence sources, that describes the codes the then P is the preferred organizational form. But if
enemy could use when emitting the kind of signals the bounded rationality constraint is active, then the
received by organization P. This information will be hierarchical form may be preferred even though it
compared to the actual input to determine the latter's leads to lower, but predictable performance.
identity. The RS database, DBRS, informs the
decisionmakers about the level of alert present in However, another tradeoff appears here that
their area at each iteration. involves the notion of timeliness. In effect, since

in this example workload is a decreasing function of
The second organization is the hierarchical one the mean interarrival time, Eq. (8), low workload

(Organization H) shown in Figure 6. The context is levels are obtained by allowing a high IT, which
the same as for organization P, but here only DM' and penalizes the organization in terms of its timeliness.
DM3 actually receive any external signals or select an Thus, workload is reduced in H, but timeliness is
active response. DM is a coordinator who, based upon sacrificed.
the situation assessments received from DM1 and DM",
gives instructions about what RS algorithm should be Another consideration of interest is the effect
selected by either of them. The organization's of poor updating coordination on the organization's
overall mission is the same one defined for performance when decentralized databases are used
organization P. The two databases are again (e.g. Figures 7 and 8) the impact of the two different
centralized and provide the same information as in updating sequences on performance can be reflected on
Organization P except that dRS in DBRS 2 is different the )P-W) loci. In the first scheme, DM2 's and DM3's
to conform to the different role played by DM2. RS databases are assumed to be updated, at v + O, in

coordination with the input arrival. DM1 's DBRS,
A primary feature of the example is its numerical however, is updated at v + a, with a delay of x over

simplicity: all the variables of the system are the input to which the data correspond. New
determined using binary logic based on the comparison performance levels for each pure organization
of quantities: there are no actual computations. strategy were derived and a performance-workload locus
Detailed definition of the variables and the was drawn; the projection on the (J,G1 ) plane is shown
algorithms for the case of a single decisionmaker has in Fig. 11(a). The main effects are the upward
already been presented (Boettcher, 1981). The movement of the original locus and a degradation in
performance measure J is the expected value of the performance: the range of J is from 0.35 to 1.0 for
cost the organization incurs when it does not produce the decentralized case as opposed to 0 to 0.9 for the
the correct response for a given input. Instead of perfectly coordinated (or the centralized) database
activity G, the activity rate G is used in case; this represents a drop of 29% in the average
constructing the performance workload locus. Activity performance of the organization.
rates are a better measure of the decisionmakers'
workload than absolute activity, because of the time A second scheme exhibits a less coordinated
constraints present in real-world situations. The updating sequence: DBRS' is updated at v + O. DBRS1
activity rate for this example is defined as: at v + x, and DBRSB at x + 2?. DM' and DM both now

have a greater propensity to make the wrong decision,

Fi= Oi= Gi and the resulting projection of the (P-W) locus on the
Fi= G = i = 1,2,3 ( = i) (8) (J,G5) plane is presented in Fig. 11(b). The best

performance (lowest J) is now 0.8, which is very close
to what the worst performance was in the coordinated

for either organization. case, and the worst performance level is 1.2. The
range of possible performance levels has shrunk

The basic step in the computation of the further, and the drop in average performance with
performance-workload pair (J,G) is determining the respect to the original case is 68%.;
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5. CONCLUSION Hall, S. A., "Information Theoretic Models of Storage
and Memory," MS Thesis, LIDS-TH-1232, Laboratory for

In this paper, the use of database networks was Information and Decision Systems, MIT, Cambridge, MA,
introduced into the organization, in two alternative June 1982.
configurations: centralized, and decentralized.
Information theoretic aspects of data storage devices Hall, S. A., and A. H. Levis, "Information Theoretic
were analyzed. Time-related considerations were Models of Memory in Human Decisionmaking Models,"
presented and used to create new criteria for the Proc. 9th World Congress of IFAC, Vol. VI, Budapest,
evaluation of the organization. An example Hungary, July 2-6, 1984.
illustrated the theoretical results.
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Abstract

In previous work (1), we have discussed the general concept of- -
automating naval combat system operation through the specification I HUMAN DECISION-MAKER
of rules of system response, called doctrine statements. This paper I
describes a mechanism for supporting the operation of such a system I /S RES. SEL.
through the provision of a decision aid that models the system's response
as it applies a specified set of rules to a given tactical situation. The F A SR _
role such a device plays in an overall decision structure made up of a
human decision-maker and an automated system operating on the basis
of specified response rules is described. An example of the operation 
of this decision aid, indicating how it serves to reduce the complex, L_
multi-dimensional nature of a system response rule-set to an easily com- AUTO
prehended, two-dimensional picture is shown. SA MANUAL RULES

INFO SA RESPONSE +
INFO RULES

The Decision Structure of Doctrinal Control

In previous work (1), we have discussed the general concept of
automating combat system operation through the specification of rules RA:SA
of system response, called doctrine statements. Under this concept, the
system user (typically a ship's Commanding Officer or Tactical Action
Officer) orders the system's response to specific tactical situations by R- / 
entering and activating a set of rules that define what action the system A
is to take when the rules' preconditions are met. AUTOMATED SYSTEM

In the format of Reference (2), Figure 1 shows the decision struc-
ture of an automated naval combat system operating under such rule-
based direction of a human decision-maker. Each partner undertakes Figure 1 Overall Decision Structure
the two-step process of situation assessment and response selection, bas-
ed on that portion of the overall situation information accessible to
him/it (,rh for the human, 7rm for the machine). Their responses, taken
together, form the output of the overall system.together, form the output of the overall system. The machine's strategies are specified by the human through rule

activation (RA), for both situation assessment and response selection,
The partners interact with each other in two ways. First, they in-The partners interact with eachoosing from a set of assessment rule sets (AR) and response ruleteract through the exchange of situation assessment (SA) information:

sets (RRi). Note that in each case the option exists for no rule-set tothe human can make direct inputs into the machine's data-base, and
be selected; the system might be operated manually. Note also that the

ed by the machine. Second, the human decision-maker directs the rule selection is entirely under the control of the human decision-maker,
automated responses of the machine (RS = response selection) through the information available to the machine itself has no effect on the rule-
the specification and activation of rules, some having to do with the set selected.
situation assessment process (e.g., identification), and others having
to do with the response (e.g., engagement).

example, by making his own identification decisions. This is represented
The human decision-maker takes in information through an in- by the information fusion (IF) block following the machine's situation

formation fusion (IF) stage in which his overall picture is fused with assessment.
the machine's assessment of the situation. This stage represents both
the machine's control, through display rules, of the tactical display that The diagram of Figure 1 does not explicitly include the temporal
the human observes, and, for example, the human observation of the sequence of doctrine statement selection, activation, and application.
machine's automated identification features. The rules active at any given time are those selected based on the assess-

ment of the situation at some previous (perhaps just previous) time.
The human then, through a particular assessment strategy (ASi), Some of the apparent loops in the figure would disappear if the diagram

develops his own idea of the overall situation, and formulates a system were modified to reflect this, perhaps as a Petri net. Other loops are
response strategy (SRSi) to deal with it. This could include providing real, and reflect, for example, that the human decision-maker can in-
rules to the machine for situation assessment or response selection, or struct the machine what to include in its display. Current assessments
manual action by the human. can therefore be affected by past rule selections.
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In order to select the appropriate overall system response, however, limit imposed by one rule may actually turn out to be a limitation im-
the human decision-maker must be able to predict the effect of the posed by a second rule whose action modulates the action of the first
chosen rule-set in the assessed or in a postulated tactical situation. This rule. Given that some means has been developed to display the system
means that he must play that situation through a model of the system's response, as described in the above paragraph, an additional capabili-
behavior as controlled by the rule-set in question. This might be a mental ty to expand this information is needed so that response limitations can
model, consisting only of the various rules' (If a track is in such a posi- be associated with particular rules or even individual parameters in these
tion and with such velocity...then...). Such an unaided decision pro- rules. In other words, the operator needs a systematic means of deter-
cess would be slow and cumbersome at best. mining what changes he would need to make the rule-base to achieve

a given change in system response. In addition, interest in the response
In fact, it would be much better to supply the human with a com- is as much directed toward why things don't happen as toward why

puter model of his system's automated responses so that he can ex- they do. An internal mechanism that simply identified when specific
peditiously determine the efficacy of a particular rule-set in a particular rules are triggered, therefore, would not be sufficient.
situation.

The above features have been accomodated by a decision aid
The following section describes the characteristics and operation developed to aid control of the automated rule-based system described

of such a model that we have built as a decision aid to support this earlier. The decision aid models the action of the rule-based system
response selection process. against a worst-case threat situation described by specific target types

taken to be radially inbound from any azimuth toward a defended point.
(See Figure 2.) The action of the collection of all active rules is com-
pressed into a depiction of the "response footprint. " This shows the
locus of points along potential inbound threat trajectories at which a
particular response would be taken by the system. This format is the

The need for a decision aid to model rule-based system response key to the compression of the rule-base's many dimensions into two.
comes from the nature of useful rule-sets. They will generally consist
of many rules interacting in a complex pattern. In particular, the rule- CONSIDER ALL
writer can select from many different kinds of conditional parameters; AZIMUTHS POTENTIAL
a complete description of a rule-set requires a multi-dimensional space. TARGET
In a naval combat system, the rules are generally based on vehicular POINT OF TRAJECTORY
track characteristics; the conditional parameters can include those that INITIAL ACTION
describe track position, kinematics, or identity.

The ideal system response decision aid would be able to model the
outcome of any potential threat situation and indicate what ways, if
any, the system might be modified to achieve an improved response. A
In practice the number of potential threat situations combined with the . ......t
number of possible system configurations is too large to consider all SYSTMi

.......... .. ii ijSYSTEMpossibilities. This is particularly true for rule-based systems where the REPONSE
response is not only sensitive to a multitude of threat characteristics FOOTPRINT
but is also subject to a large number of user-defined parameters. Com-
puter processing constraints and the need for timely information
ultimately restrict the decision aid to a limited set of nominal threat
situations.

Another consideration for decision aid design is that information Figure 2 The Response Footprint
be presented in a clear and concise format that is limited to the two-
dimensional face of a CRT screen. While this goal may be an obvious
one, its realization is not straightforward. For a complex rule-based Figure 3 shows such a system response display as it was generated
system the problem lies in trying simultaneously to depict the effects by the decision aid running in an HP-9020 desktop computer. The ac-
of many multidimensional rules. Generally, some compromise might tion taken here refers to the points for which surface-to-air missile (SAM)
be made by using separate displays to present the effects contributed intercepts would be ordered by the system through doctrine statement
by individual elements in the rule-based system. This, however, places action. It therefore includes the additional specification of firing unit
the burden on the human operator, who would be forced to mentally location, thus setting the framework for modeling the area defense ac-
integrate the results of each element into the overall system response. tions that would be initiated by the rule-based system against the selected
A better solution would be to provide some means of compressing the target type. This decision aid would be used prior to action, for
effects and interactions of the many rules into a single, cogent depic- evaluating doctrine statement effectiveness against postulated threats.
tion of system response. After all, the response of the system is what
needs to be controlled; the conditional clauses of the various rules are This emphasizes the objective of the automated combat system,
just the means to that end. which is to provide antiair warfare area defense. At the same time, it

can incorporate the effects of the many multidimensional rules into a
A final consideration for decision aids which involve rule-based single depiction of system response and thus effectively depicts the

systems is the degree to which changes in operator specified rules are essence of the system response capability with a single display. For
related to changes in system performance. For a system which uses many simplicity, this display was generated for a single doctrine statement.
multidimensional rules that can interact with one another this can be The outer line boundary represents the two-dimensional geometric
a particularly difficult problem. There are two reasons for this: First, parameter limits for the doctrine statement. The filled region represents
just one among the many operator-specified conditional parameters the actual area of system intercept response using this doctrine state-
may actually affect the system response under any particular set of threat ment against a specified target. Besides being specified as radially in-
and environmental circumstances. Being able to determine which bound toward the defended point, the target's profile, which includes
parameter this is can be virtually impossible if only the parameter values altitude, velocity, and typical maneuvers, is also used to compute the
themselves are available and the overall system response itself is doctrine response. This example illustrates the fact that plotting only
unknown. Second, the fact that the rules interact may make it difficult the two-dimensional geometric parameters of the doctrine statement
to isolate the rule which is actually responsible for a particular is not enough to indicate the region of its reponse. In this case another
characteristic of system response. What might first appear as a response parameter, altitude, restricts intercepts -ordered by the doctrine state-
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ment to a region somewhat smaller than the specified range and bear- The proposed method for relating the remaining doctrine state-
ing boundary. ment parameters to the effects they produce in the response uses ver-

tical cross sections of the response plot. These cross sections indicate
Unfortunately, the identity of the crucial parameter cannot be ascer- the response for one selected azimuth by displaying range on the x axis

tained from the response display alone. A solution to this problem might and the selected doctrine statement parameter on the y axis. The defend-
be to display a three-dimensional projection of the doctrine statement ed point is located at the origin. The doctrine zone boundaries and the
geometry and the response which includes the altitude parameter. Even target profile are shown according to the selected parameter dimensions.
this solution would fall short, however, when kinematic parameters like An example of such a plot is given in Figure 4 which is an altitude cross
target course or speed turn out to limit the response. Thus, to obtain section of the Figure 3 response plot along the 0000 bearing line.
a complete understanding of the automated system a display of at least
five dimensions would be required. This display clearly indicates that the limiting effect on the range of

the doctrine response is the altitude parameter. Because the target cruises
at a higher altitude than the maximum altitude limit of the doctrine

LEGEND statement, no response is possible until the target begins its turn down
DOCTRINE VOLUME BOUNDARY maneuver. The decision maker now has the necessary information to

change doctrine statement parameters such that predictable changes in
..... .ORDERED INTERCEPT REGION the way in which the system responds will result. In this case, if the

object were to increase the response range, raising the altitude limit above
0° TARGET UNIT (DEFENDED POINT) the cruising altitude of the target would accomplish this goal. Further
O FIRING UNIT control of the response range would then be possible by simple adjust-

ment of the maximum range parameter of the doctrine statement.

POSTULATED
TARGET
TRAJECTORY

2 DOCTRINE VOLUME
270 ° 90, < BOUNDARY

1 80 RANGE
TARGET UNIT
(DEFENDED POINT)

Figure 3 Doctrine Response Depiction
Figure 4 Altitude Cross Section; Bearing = 0°

Before discarding this approach of depicting doctrine response, These examples describe only SAM engagement doctrine. Clear-
however, consider again what is represented. The region of system ly, there is more to combat system response than just those actions.
response by itself represents the effects of many doctrine statement Our system can also show an estimate of system capability to successfully
parameters. This meets the original objective of compressing the ef- engage targets following specific trajectories and includes the capabili-
fects of the multidimensional rules into a two-dimensional display of ty to model identification doctrine statements as well as engagement
system performance. Although the example uses only one doctrine state- ones.
ment, the technique can clearly be extended by generating a composite
response region associated with the action of multiple doctrine Future work will include the addition to the model of detection
statements. Thus, the real shortcoming of the Figure 3 display is not capability, given specified sensor doctrine and environmental condi-
in the depiction of system response, but in the depiction of the doc- tions; and the effect of engagement scheduling constraints.
trine statement parameters themselves, of which only two (range, bear-
ing) of many can be shown. In conclusion, the doctrine response displays fill an important need

of the decision maker in understanding the response of his automated
The motivation that exists for displaying all of the doctrine state- system. Not only do they show the composite effects of many,

ment parameters has to do with the last decision aid objective, which multidimensional rules in a single depiction of system response, but even
was to provide a means to relate how changes in individual doctrine more importantly provide information necessary for the positive con-

statement parameters will effect the overall doctrine response. What trol of system capability against changing threat and environmental
Figure 3 successfully shows is that the doctrine statement range conditions.
parameter limit does not actually limit the intercept range in the system's
response to this particular target. This is evident because the doctrine (This work has been supported by the Naval Sea Systems Com-
statement limit and the response limit do not coincide. By the same mand, AEGIS Shipbuilding Program, under Contract No.
reasoning it shows that the doctrine statement bearing limits do restrict N00024-85-C-5301.)
the response limit since these limits do coincide. This tells the decision
maker that changes he might make to the bearing limits of the doctrine References:
statement are likely to result in corresponding changes to the bearing
limits of the response, whereas changes made to the range limit of the (1) J. R. Gersh, "Rule-Based Automation of Command Action in Naval
doctrine statement is unlikely to result in a corresponding change to Combat Systems," Proceedings of the Seventh MIT/ONR Workshop
the range limit of the response. All that is needed to complete the pic- on C3 Systems, December, 1984, pp. 85-87.
ture is a way to compare other doctrine statement parameters like
altitude, course, and speed with the boundaries of the response region. (2) K. L. Boettcher and A. H. Levis, "Modeling the Interacting Deci-
This would permit the decision maker in this example to determine ex- sionmaker with Bounded Rationality," IEEE Transactions on Systems,
actly which parameter will effect a change in the doctrine response range. Man, and Cybernetics, SMC-12, No. 3 (May/June 1982), pp. 334-344.
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A THEORY TO GUIDE THE DESIGN OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT AIDS FOR DECISION MAKING

DAVID NOBLE

ENGINEERING RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.

ABSTRACT

Schemata are theoretical cognitive structures Unfortunately, it is often very difficult for
which model how people understand and organize people to accurately assess situations. The ability
information. Schemata have been used by psycholo- to assess a situation accurately can be limited by
gists interested in cognition, learning, linguistics, poor data quality, by the use of faulty judgemental
and social psychology. This paper discusses how heuristics, by limited experience, and by limitations
schemata can be used to guide the design of on the amount of data that people can retain and eva-
situation assessments aids. These guidelines are luate at one time. Frequently, data quality is poor
based on the premise that schemata are the cogni- because the observables are incomplete, ambiguous,
tive structures used for understanding situations and unreliable. People often interpret the data
and that data presented to correspond to the way that using faulty judgemental heuristics which weight too
people structure information for situation under- heavily redundant or unreliable data, which focus
standing will be more easily understood, can be only on certain preferred aspects of the situation,
more easily combined with other data available to and which preclude proper consideration of undesired
the decision maker, and can be more deliberately interpretations of the data. Human information pro-
designed to support a sound decision process. This cessing limitations restrict the number of alter-
article briefly summarizes the principal features of native interpretations of the data that may
schema theory applicable to situation assessment aid be considered, and limit the ability to forecast the
design, and illustrates the properties of situation impact of possible actions. Inexperience prevents
aids whose structure and organization parallels the people from associating observed behaviors with the
structure and organization of schemata. reasons for these behaviors and from predicting

possible future events.
SITUATION ASSESSMENT AIDS

Because of the difficulties that people can
A situation assessment is an interpretation of have making accurate situation assessments, there

the meaning of a situation. This assessment includes have been attempts to use computers to help people
what events are occurring at present, what people and make better situation assessments. These computer-
equipment are participating in these events, why based situation assessment aids help by performing
these events are occuring, what changes to these part of the information processing required for
events may occur in the future, what actions may be situation assessment. They may filter and correlate
taken to influence these future events, and how data, may infer unobserved features of the situation
future events are likely to respond to such actions. from these data, and may relate patterns of observed
Determining these issues and forming an accurate and inferred situation features to the most likely
situation assessment is a critical requirement for causes of these patterns.
tactical decision making.

Frequently, for complex situation assessments
A situation assessment as defined above is such as those encountered in military contexts, the

clearly much more than just a chart of the situation operator and computer aid must interact continually.
players and events. It also includes a model of the The machine performs operations on limited pieces of
relationships between the players and their environ- the problem and then hands over the product of its
ment, beliefs about the objectives of the players, processing to the operator. The operator in turn
predictions of how the different players are likely uses his experience and judgement to combine this
to act in order to achieve these events, and a product with other information, and may then task the
framework for predicting possible changes in this computer to perform further processing.
behavior that may result from when different kinds
of obstacles are encountered. If this interactive man-machine system is to

be effective, then the operator must understand how
Situation assessments are developed by com- the system's computations relate to his judgements,

bining observations about the physical nature of the and the computer system should discourage faulty
situation with background knowledge about the events judgemental heuristics. Designing situation assess-
that usually occur in these situations. The obser- ment systems for which this is true has proven
vables include the appearance of the players and difficult to do. It is possible, however, that these
objects. In military settings the background design goals may be more easily met in situation
knowledge includes the capabilities of hostile plat- assessment aids whose structure parallels the schema
forms, the way that these different platforms need to structure proposed to underly human information pro-
support one another, and the tactics and doctrine cessing and understanding. Because in such aids the
which an adversary is expected to use to attain his organization of presented information parallels the
objectives. proposed organization of information in the mind,
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information so presented may be more easily under- The text to be understood with schema theory
stood, may be more easily combined with other data is the following: "Mary heard the ice cream truck
available to the operator, and may be more easily coming down the street. She remembered her birthday
formatted to support a sound decision process. money and rushed into the house."(1) Most people can

interpret this text very easily. Mary is probably a
SCHEMA THEORY little girl who knows what ice cream trucks sound

like, knows that ice cream is available from these
There are three aspects of schema theory most trucks, knows that money is required to attain the

important to the design of situation assessment aids. ice cream, and realizes that her birthday money can
These are the use of a large number of template-like be used to purchase ice cream. This interpretation
schemata to encode knowledge, the way that a schema cannot be derived solely from the information in the
constrains the values of the entities within the text. It requires in addition that the person
schema, and the way that a particular schema is reading the text have a structure in memory that
selected to represent a situation. models purchasing ice cream from ice cream trucks.

Schema provides the needed structure.
According to schema theory, a person's

knowledge may be modeled as a large set of general Each of the key aspects of a schema can be
time-event and part-whole models. Generally, the explained in terms of this example (Figure 1). The
time-event models have been called scripts, and are first aspect is that knowledge can be modeled as a
considered a specialized kind of schemata. This large set of time-event or part-whole rela-
paper will use the term schemata to include scripts. tionships. In this case, there are several time-
Each of these general schemata represents a class of event models that could be used to understand this
situations with similar properties. Every situation text. Figure 1 indicates three of these. There
that a person can understand must be understood in is one for buying ice cream from ice cream trucks,
terms of these schemata. there is another for taking a bus, and there is

another for robbery. Although in the present
Each of these schemata is characterized by a case the text suggests that the first one is the

set of features. These features are the components relevant schema, the other two schema could be made
of the schema -- its events, participants, and equip- relevant by minor changes in the story. For
ment. Each feature can take on a value. When a example, if the text were taken from a story about
schema is used to represent a class of situations, bandits who pose as ice cream venders that take
its feature values are specified only to within a children's money without providing any ice cream in
permissible range. This range may be interpreted as exchange, then the bandit schema would provide the
a constraint on the values which each feature may proper interpretation of the text.
assume when the schema is used to represent a speci-
fic situation. In that case, those schema features The second aspect is the nature of features
that are observed in any particular situation assume which characterize the schema. For the ice cream
the values of the feature in the situation. Those truck schema there are three different kinds of
schema features that are not directly observed will features: the people, the objects, and the events.
take on a default value for that feature. The people are the ice cream vendor and the purchaser.

The objects are the truck, the money, and the ice
Schemata function within a network of related cream, and the events include the purchaser becoming

schemata. One of the most important of these rela- aware of the ice cream truck and the vendor providing
tionships is the hierarchial relationship between the ice cream.
features and schema. Under this relationship
features will sometimes be schema themselves, with The values that each of the features in the
their own events, participants, and equipment. Thus schema may take are constrained by the schema. The
schema may be embedded within other schema. purchaser, for example, must be a person. In our

example, Mary meets the constraints on the purchaser,
A situation is understood when it is and is assigned that role. The schema also

recognized that one of the schemata in memory is a constrains the relationships between events. The ice
good model for the situation. This recognition occurs cream truck must arrive before the ice cream is pro-
when the values of enough of the features in the vided. There are many features whose values are not
observed situation meet the constraints on feature provided by the text. The reader assigns default
values imposed by the schema. If the values of the values to these features. The amount of money
features in a situation are consistent with several required to buy the ice cream is assigned a default
schema, then it may be uncertain which of these schema value of less than a dollar, small enough to be
should serve as the model for the situation. purchased with birthday money.

These concepts can be explained further with The features in this schema may be schemata
the aid of a simple example previously discussed by themselves. For example, the feature "gets money"
David Rummelhart, a cognitive psychologist who has has a schema whose events include entering the house,
used schema theory to model the comprehension of entering her room, locating her birthday money,
stories. This example is repeated here because it picking up the money and leaving the house. This
illustrates particularly well the nature of schemata schema is considered to be embedded within the larger
as explained by cognitive psychologists, because it ice cream schema. Its events represent a greater
references a widely shared and commonplace level of detail than the event "gets money" and will
experience, and because it has appeared several times be accessed only if needed for understanding the
in review articles about schemata. It is not text. This embedding of details keeps the reader
intended, of course, to suggest that a situation from being distracted by details that are not needed,
assessment aid be developed for this particular yet allows him to readily access those details that
situation. are needed.
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FIGURE 1 - EXAMPLE OF SCHEMA USED FOR UNDERSTANDING

"MARY HEARD THE ICE CREAM TRUCK COMING DOWN THE STREET. SHE REMEMBERED HER
BIRTHDAY MONEY AND RUSHED INTO THE HOUSE." (1)

POSSIBLY
RELEVANT
SCHEMATA

\ SCHEMATA|~ SROBBERY/BURGLARY SCHEMA

BUS SCHEMA

ICE CREAM TRUCK SCHEMA (A KIND OF BUYING/SELLING SCHEMA)

ICE ARRIVES STOPS AND GIVES ICE
CREAM WAITS CREAM
VENDOR LEAVES

RINGS BELL TAKES MONEY

PURCHASER AWARE OF GETS MAKES RECEIVES DISPOSES
ICE CREAM MONEY CHOICE AND PAYS OF ICE
TRUCK CREAM

EMBEDDED
SCHEMA

GETS MONEY

ENTER ENTER LOCATE PICK UP LEAVE
HOUSE ROOM MONEY MONEY HOUSE

The third aspect of schema theory concerns how APPLICATION OF SCHEMA THEORY TO DESIGN OF SITUATION
a person recognizes that a particular schema can pro- ASSESSMENT AIDS
vide a good model of the situation. Schema theory
assumes that such recognition occurs when enough of Because schemata include all the elements
the people, objects, and events observed in a required for a situation understanding, situation
situation meet the constraints imposed on feature assessment aids modeled after schema will also
values by the schema. In this case the ice cream include these elements. The translation from schema
truck schema was selected to explain the text because theory to situation assessment aid is straightfor-
several of the text references are consistent with ward. Schemata themselves are structures in memory;
this schema. Mary has the properties of a potential their counterpart in situation assessment aids are
buyer because Mary is a person's name, and Mary can time-event and part-whole structures in a computer
hear, can remember, and has birthday money. The ice data base. Table 1 summarizes the parallels between
cream truck is explicitly mentioned both in the text schemata and situation assessment aids.
and also the schema. Birthday money meets the
constraints on the means to attain ice cream. Mary's The following example illustrates a situation
rushing into the house is consistent with the fact assessment aid that is designed after the schema
that ice cream trucks pass through quickly. model. In this example, there has been a satellite

observation that reports that an unknown number of
Once the ice cream truck schema is selected as large aircraft have taken off from a northern area

representing the situation, the schema can be used to airfield. Intelligence indicates that the large
make inferences about other unobserved features and aircraft at this airfield are bombers, transport, and
can be used to make predictions about future events. command and control aircraft.
The schema also provides a context to explain why
these events are occuring. These properties of The situation assessment aid must help the
schema are important components of a situation operator understand what this report means in the
assessment. context of other activities that are occurring, must
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TABLE 1 - APPLICATION OF SCHEMA (SCRIPT) THEORY TO DESIGN OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT AIDS

SCHEMA PROPERTY COUNTERPART IN SITUATION ASSESSMENT AID DESIGN

1. KNOWLEDGE IS REPRESENTED AS A LARGE 1. POSSIBLE SITUATIONS OF INTEREST ARE PRESENTED AS A
NUMBER OF SCHEMATA. SET OF SCHEMA-LIKE TEMPLATES.

2. EACH SCHEMA IS CHARACTERIZED BY A 2. DISPLAYS RELATE COMPONENT FEATURES TO TEMPLATES.
SET OF EVENTS OR FEATURES.

SCHEMATA CONSTRAIN VALUES THAT DISPLAYS INDICATE POSSIBLE (REFERENCE) VALUES OF
FEATURES MAY ASSUME. FEATURES CONSISTENT WITH TEMPLATE.

VALUES NOT DEFINED BY SITUATION FEATURES NOT OBSERVED ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE VALUES
ASSUME DEFAULT VALUES. WITHIN A DEFAULT RANGE. THESE MAY CHANGE AS

OTHER FEATURES ON TEMPLATE ARE GIVEN VALUES.
REVISED DEFAULT VALUES ARE "INFERENCES".

FEATURES MAY BE SCHEMATA THEMSELVES. EMBEDDED TEMPLATES ARE ORGANIZED ACCORDING TO
THEIR EMBEDDING TEMPLATES. EMBEDDED TEMPLATES
PROVIDE DETAILS OF COMPONENT FEATURES.

3. A SITUATION IS UNDERSTOOD WHEN A 3. A SELECTED TEMPLATE PROVIDES A SITUATION
SCHEMA IS SELECTED. UNDERSTANDING.

SELECTION OCCURS WHEN FEATURES OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT AID SHOWS THE PATTERN
A SITUATION ADEQUATELY MATCH OF FEATURES PRESENT IN A SITUATION,
FEATURES OF SCHEMA. EMPHASIZING THE CLOSENESS OF MATCH

BETWEEN TEMPLATE REFERENCE AND FEATURE.

FIGURE 2 - EXAMPLE OF SITUATION AID DISPLAYS

POSSIBLE SITUATIONS REPRESENTED AS ALTERNATE TIME-EVENT TEMPLATES

I CARGO TRANSPORT TEMPLATE

TROOP TRANSPORT TEMPLATE

LIMITED BOMBING ATTACK TEMPLATE

MASSIVE BOMBING ATTACK TEMPLATE

COMMAND TAK FLY TO SEND COMMAND SEND SEND ATTAC SEND FINAL
AIRCRAF OFF COMMAN TO PROCEED T TARGETING COMMAND TARGETING

STATION LAUNCH POINT INFORMATION INFORMATION

BOMBERS TAKE FLY TO FLY TO REPORT RELEASE REPORT
OFF CHECK MISSILE READINESS MISSILES MISSILE

POINT LAUNCH RELEASE
POINT

JAMMING TAKE FLY TO FLY TO REPORT TURN ON
AIRCRAF OFF CHECK JAMMING READINESS JAMMERS

POINT STATIONS
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help him predict the different events that may unfold template that has two players, the command aircraft
in the future, and must help him understand what and, the bombers, and a sequence of events such as
actions should be taken in anticipation of these "receipt for information from HQ", "send data to
events. In keeping with the schema structure, the bombers", and "receipt for targeting data".
situation assessment aid is organized around a set of
time-event templates, each containing the take-off of Schema-like situation aids do not have to pre-
large aircraft from an airfield at a distance like sent information as time-event models. They may also
that of the airfield in the report. Figure 2 present information to emphasize the spatial rela-
suggests several templates consistent with this tionships among players and events. Figure 3
report. These include templates for a massive illustrates how information about the event "send and
bombing attack, for a limited bombing attack, for receipt targeting information" may be represented
troop transport, and for cargo transport. Given only spatially. Because this display is modeled after
the reported intelligence, it is not possible to schemata, it has two components, a set of reference
determine which of these templates represents what is values and a set of observables. The reference
actually occuring. This determination requires addi- values indicate the locations at which a receipt is
tional information. Once this determination is made, expected and permitted. They correspond to the
the template becomes the basis of the situation schema contraints. The observables indicate the
assessment. positions at which receipts have been observed.

They correspond to the situation observables.
The template for the massive bombing attack Figure 3 indicates that the observables easily meet

specifies a time sequence of events associated with a the schema constraints. In this case the operator
set of "players". These players are command would probably decide that the observed receipts
aircraft, bombers, jamming aircraft, fighters and substantiate that a large scale bomber attack is
missiles. The events as indicated on the template underway.
include take off, flying to a check point, sending
targeting information, and launching missiles. One In practice, the schema-like situation aid
of the ways that the schema-like situation assessment works as follows. After the initial intelligence
aids helps with situation assessments is by making report, the aid would inform the operator of the
these templates available to the operator. general situations which are compatible with the

report. The operator establishes a goal to determine
The situation assessment aid specifies which of these possible general situations is

constraints on the nature of the players and events. actually ongoing. The aid analyzes the different
For example, the template may require that at least events on the templates for these situations, and
twenty bombers of particular types be involved. If informs the operator of the past or future events
later reports should indicate that fewer bombers that can best confirm or eliminate each of the
took off, then the massive bombing attack would be possible situations. The operator will examine the
eliminated as a possible interpretation of the system data base or query other systems to display
situation. The template also constrains the nature information for determining which of these past
of the events that may occur. It would specify, for events have occurred. This information will be
example, that targeting information would be sent by displayed so that the characteristics of actual
certain types of platforms in certain prescribed events may be compared to the characterists of the
formats at certain allowable times. These reference events. The operator may also task
constraints serve two important purposes: they pro- information collection assets capable of collecting
vide guidance on what observables are consistent with the data most useful for resolving the remaining
the template (e.g., with an all-out attack), and situation ambiguities.
they also limit the range of what may occur in the
future given that a particular template represents When the operator has recognized which templa-
the ongoing situation. tes relate to the actual situation, he has a good

start at assessing the situation. With these templa-
Like the schema structure, the situation tes he can interpret the meaning of the situation.

assessment aid provides more detailed information as He knows the events which are occurring at present,
embedded templates. For example, the event "send he knows what people and equipment are participating
targeting information" can be represented as a in these events, and he knows why the events are

occurring.

(1) Rumelhart, David "Understanding Understanding" by David Rumerhart. In J. Flood (Ed.)
Understanding, Reading, Comprehension. Newark, Delaware. International Reading

(2) Noble, David and Truelove, Joseph "Schema-based Theory of Information Presentation for Distributed
Decision Making". Engineering Research Associates, Report R-028-85, 1985.
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FIGURE 3 - SITUATION AND EVENT ANALYSIS FOR "SEND AND RECEIPT TARGETING INFORMATION"
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Abstract called the utility function was defined.
This function was designed to provide a

As part of an ongoing effort to develop a measure of the superiority of one system
methodology for analyzing C3 systems, some over another and to be consistent with
simple command problems were investigated. Lanchester's theory of combat. The utility
Utilizing the average cost of a mission as function is expressed in terms of ano-
'he criterion for the effectiveness of a ther function called the capability
command decision, some problems in positio- function which is a measure of iffective-
ning a weapon were analyzed. Utilizing a ness of a single element of a C system.
previously derived result for an artillery- In t1], the capability function of an iden-
observer system, an optimum position could tification plant-counter plant system con-
be found which minimized the average mis- sisting of an artillery piece and a forward
sion cost. Curves are presented showing observer was worked out in detail. In this
average mission cost as a function of the case the capability function was the proba-
decision variable. bility of a kill, and the expression ob-

tained, which will be used in this paper is
Introduction

An analytical theory of C3 systems P(K) = (1)
would be an extremely useful tool to desig- 02+02+62
ners and evaluators of C3 systems. A C3

system reference model was proposed 1]3 In the above Cr is the kill radius of the
which decomposed C3 systems into a set of shell, d, is the standard deviation of the
basic building blocks called primitives. the observer and rC is the standard devia-
The set of primitives is shown in figure 1. tion of the counter. In the present paper
The term 'counter' is used in the broad we will deal with the more difficult prob-
sense to include all means available to lem of evaluating the performance of the
inflict damage and minimize being damaged. command block.

C2 Compartments Command Capability

Cd~_. _F7- Some of the functions of the command
Command C~ F block in a C3 system are the positioning of

Command Control units and the allocation of resources for a
Communications Compartments particular mission. A measure of the per-

formance of the command block in carrying
_1 R3 _ _ \ out these functions is the cost associated
Lx XRTq -.\-Fwith the carrying out of a mission. As

Transmission Reception many of the parameters involved in a mis-
Communications Channel sion are random variables, it seems ap-

propriate to use the average cost of a
mission as a figure of merit for evaluating
the performance of the command block.

Resource Plants To obtain some insight into the prob-
lem of allocating resources in order to
minimize the cost of a mission -that the
command block is faced with, we will consi-

VIdentification Counter der a series of command problems of increa-
sing complexity.

Figure 1 - C3 system primitives.
Counter Positioning Problem

For the purpose of evaluating the
performance of a friendly C3 system in Assume we have a counter (which is in
combat with an enemy C1 system, a function this case depicted as a gun) at an initial

position ro from the target. The counter
*This work was supported by the U. S. Army, has a supply of n shells with an associated
CECOM Center for Systems Engineering and cost of I unit/shell. The counter can move
Integration at Ft. Monmouth, N. J., under to a new position a distance r from the
contract number DAA807-83-K-K549. target before starting to fire as shown in
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figure 2. n-i

e ^ ro we--i i~~~~l Ex +(n-l)xn-nxn-l

I' - wr1' = -I i~ (1-x)
2

i=1

ji rbi dtial new e n ~ e~my . Using (6) in (5), we obtain the follo-
posi t i on posi t i on coun ter wing expression for the average cost of the

of omf shells
coun ter coun ter

l+(n-l)Pn-nP(-i
Figure 2 - Geometry of the problem. Cs = Pk +npn - (7)

PkI(-P m)2 m

The cost of moving the counter is b
units/mile. The mission of the counter is As new all the terms involving Pm and pn-i
to destroy the target, and the command go to zero and
problem is to choose the value of r to
minimize the total cost of the mission. Pk 1
The cost of the mission is the sum of the lim Cs = _ = - (8)
cost of the shells and the cost of moving na (1-Pm)2 Pk
the counter.

In the subsequent analysis we will
The probability of a kill on each shot assume that n>>1 and use

is Pk, which is a function of r. We will
assume cylindrical symmetry so that (1) 1
will apply in this case. Furthermore it Cs = - (9)
will be assumed that the counter error C Pk
and the intelligence error dI are both
proportional to the distance from th tar- to simplify the calculations. In terms of
get. Accordingly we will replace dC+Of in the distance r, we have upon using (2) in
(1) by a r so that we will now use a (9)
simplified form of the kill probability

f2+a~r2

P (r) k (2) Cs = (10)
Pk(r) = (2) 

k d+a2r2
It will be assumed that the cost of

where Ok is the kill radius of the shell moving is proportional to the distance
and a is the standard deviation of the moved
counter at a range of one unit.

Cm = blro-rl (11)
It will be assumed that the counter

fires at the target, until the target is where b is the cost per unit distance
destroyed or the counter's ammunition is moved.
depleted. To find the average cost of comp-
leting the mission, we take the cost of The average total cost of a mission,
completing the mission using i shells which (where a mission is defined as the moving
is i units, and multiply by the probability of the counter from r 0 to r and firing
of completing the mission with i shells. until the target is destroyed) is given by
This probability is the probability of i-i
misses, 1 imes the probability of a kill. dk+a2r2

This has to be summed for all possible i Ct = blro-rl + (12)
from I to n. dh
Cs = 1Pk+2(1-Pk)Pk+31C-Pk)2 Pk+ To minimize C we have to consider two

regions in (12). If r>ro then both terms on
.+(n-I1)(1-Pk)n-2Pk+n(P-P k)n-1 (3) the right side of the equation increase as

r increases from r, so there is no minimum
The term on the extreme right of (3) is not in that region. For r<r0 as r decreases
multiplied by Pk, as the cost is inde- from ro the first term on the right of (11)
pendent of a hit or a miss when the last increases whereas the second term decrea-
shell has to be fired. ses. We can therefore expect to find a

minimum of Ct in the region r<rO. The equa-
Using tion for Ct In that region is

Pm = l-Pk = probability of a miss (4) C- +a2r2
Ct = b(ro-r) + -13)

in (3), we obtain de

Cs = Pk 1+2Pm+3P+ ...+(n-1)Pn-2 +nPn-1 (5) To minimize the total average cost
with respect to r, we differentiate Ct with

and it becomes clear that we have been dea- respect to r and set the derivative to
ling with a finite-length modified geomet- zero, which yields
ric series. The general form for the sum
of this series is
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2a2 For case 1 a maximum of N+1 shells
-b + -- r - 0 will be used, while for case 2 a maximum of

k2 N+2 shells will be used. The cost of the
mission of exactly i shots depends on the

with the result that the optimum r for value of i.
minimizing the cost of the encounter is

range constont enemy position
fk2b 1

topt 2a 2 14)

If the counter is moved to rop then
the cost of the encounter will be tCt) (N-1
which is obtained by substituting (1 4) in round of friendly
(13)

(N-2)A
CCtimin = b' r [ b'1 IN /

Ctmn b - + 1+(15)
(Ctmi 1 a 2a2 2A-

As an example let a2=l, b=0.5, ¢1--1
and r0=10. We find tha-t rot=0.25 and
(Ct) -n=1.938. When these parameters are
subs'ituted into (13), the expression for
Ct becomes 0 1 2 N-2 N-1 N N+1 time

1 2 3 N-1 N N+1 N+2 shot#-
Ct = r2-0.5r+2 1 2+bA 3+b2& N-1+(N-2bA N+(N-1a I N+2+br. cost-C i

Figure 3 shows a plot of Ct as a function Figure 4 - Schematic representation of
of d for this example. the move, shoot, move,...problem.

5 5 1 I There are two cases

rO=10; a=l; b=.5; aK=1 Ci = i+b(i-l)d 1Si<N+l (16a)

Ci = N+2+bro i=N+2 (16b)

The probability that a mission will
0) _ end with the i'th shot is

3! L \ _Pi = PM(r)P(ro) rO-) .. PM[ro-(i- 2)A]
O.

· PKtro-(i-l)A] l<i<N+l (17a)

} P ti = PM(ro)PM(ro-d) ... PM[ro - ( i- 2 ) A] i=N+22- 1(17b)
2 r (CtJmrin - --C < 1.938

LD L iThe average cost of the mission is given by

A t N+ 1
U> 1- l Cav = CiPi ro/J = integer (1&a)

<$ i=l

N+2

Cay = E CiPi ro/d integer (18b)

~~~O I I I I I I Ii-l
8 8,5 9 9.5 10

A program was written to evaluate Ca
SIZE OF SINGLE STEP-A for various cases so that the variation oy

Figure 3 - Total cost as a function of step average cost with the choice of step size
size A for the illustrative example. could be studied. The results obtained

from this program for a particular set of
13. Counter Moves. Shoots. Moves. Shoots.. parameters are shown in figure 5. These

results indicate that both a local and

This is the analysis for the case global minimum may exist, depending on the
where only friendly forces fire and move a cost of moving. The choice of step size is
distance a between rounds. This procedure not very critical as long as it is chosen
is illustrated schematically in figure 4. reasonably.

To calculate the average cost of this 14. Counter Positioning Problem - Enemy
mission we have to consider two cases. Returns Fire

Case 1: ro/A = N where N is an integer. This is the analysis of the case where
the counter moves a distance A to range r9 -

Case 2: r/Ad = N+9 where N is an integer A and trades shots with the opponent until
and O(< 1. one is hit. In a battle of this kind it
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I// expression for the average cost if the
t It m I J i I I Ifriendly forces fire first

40 PKI40 b=4 CSF = -2 Friendly forces fire
(I-PMIPM2)2 first

(21)
35\ We assume that the cost associated

with being hit is D. The average cost of
being hit for the case where the enemy
fires first is derived as folows:

30 
CHE = DEPK2+PM2PMPK2+PM2PM1PM2PMPK2+--...]

= DPK2[I1+PMlPM2 +(PMiPM 2 )
2+...] (22)

~~~U hi . _ ~~~which can be written in the closed form

0 20 \ DPK2CHE - Enemy fires first (23)
1 -PM1PM2

We note that the expression multiplying D
is the probability of losing the engage-

W b21- -~--b-l ment.
>1

In a similar manner we can derive the
expression for the cost of being hit for

r,=10 a=1 ae=l the case where the friendly forces fire
5 __first.

DPK2PM1
< CHE = Friendly forces fire first

2 ~4 6 10 '-PM1PM2
STEP SIZE -A (24)

Figure 5 - Average mission cost as a func- The cost of moving is given by
tion of step size for the move, shoot,
move,...problem. = bi (25)

makes a considerable difference who fires where b is the cost per unit distance
the first shot. Therefore all costs were moved. We note in passing that this costevaluated for both cases and the results
shown for the average cost were obtained by moving as well as actual costs, such as
equally weighting the two cases. In this fuel
problem there are three cost terms. The
average cost of the shells is CS, the aye- It could be argued that the cost ofrage cost of moving is CM and the average moving should not be considered in cases
cost of being hit is CH. The cost of the where you are hit, as all fuel would be
shells is one unit. destroyed, however time lost may be impor-

tant. The analysis could easily be modi-The expression for the average cost of fied to include this, if desired.
the shells in the case where the enemy
fires first is given by The total average cost of the mission

when the enemy fires first is given byC$ E = 1PM2PKl+2PM2PM1PM2PKl+

... +j(P"M2)j(PMl)j(1P 1l~jCE = CsE+CHE+Cm (26)
Similarly if the friendly forces fire first

= P. P.2Cj. W',,(DD I 1 9)=PKiP M2(P'Pm) -
(19) CF = CsF+CHF+Cm (27)

which can be written in the closed form The average cost of the mission is given by

~PKlrM2 C = pCE+(I-p)CF (28)
CSE = Enemy fires first (20)CSE 2 Enemy fires first (20) where p is the probability that the enemy

(1-PM1PM2)
2

forces fire first.

(Note that the cost of the shells is only A computer program was written to eva-
calculated for the case where the friendly luate the average cost of a mission as a
forces win, the reasoning being, that the function of all the parameters involved.
cost of shells used before you are hit is The results for one set of parameters are
of no consequence and is included in the shown in figure 6 for p=0.5. These results
cost of being hit.) confirm our intuitive feeling. In the case

In a similar manner, we get the (a 2 /al)-5, where the friendly counter has 5
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times the accuracy of the enemy counter, Conclusion
the average cost of the mission is mini-
mized by duelling at a range of 2 units.
In the case where (<aal1)=0.2, where the figure of merit called the capability func-
enemy counter has 5 times the accuracy of tion for the various blocks in a C3 system,
the friendly counter, the average cost is an analysis of some simple command problems
minimized by duelling at point blank range. was undertaken. The average mission cost

was used as a criterion of command decision
effectiveness, and it exhibited a minimum

1200 I I i in most cases, when plotted as a function
r 0=10; D=1000; CK:= a=-l ;a1=1 of the decision variable. This indicates

b=.5 that for these simple command decision

1000 problems and a minimum average cost deci-
sion criterion, an optimum solution exists.

2=0.2 It also suggests that in evaluating a com-
O mand decision, the ratio
U800
Z minimum average cost
O
X0 \average cost associated with the decision
0 600

(1'2=1 could be used as a figure of merit. It
L would be normalized to the range 0 to 1,
LI) 40 -with unity representing the optimum deci-
0: sion. Additional work must be done to see
L> if these ideas can be generalized to more
< complex command problems.
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Basically, military dynamics may be con-
ABSTRACT sidered in terms of a hierarchy of dynamic

systems, each representing some discrete
With the aim of gaining an understanding level of command. The dynamics of the system

of dynamic behavior in a class of C
3 systems, below a given command level are usually ex-

a primitive model is considered, which con- pressed in terms of a model representing the
tains two important modules involving identi- average behavior of some relevant variables.
fication (ID) and counter (CO) dynamics res- For example, the attrition processes in cer-
pectively. Each module includes decision ma- tain battle situations may be modeled by
king and initiation of actions. The relative- Lanchester equations EDolanski 1964], [Taylor
ly simple model involves two opposing forces 1981], [Schutzer 1982], [Wozencraft, Moose
in terms of their (average) locations along 1983], [Mayk, Rosenstark, Frank 1984], which
one dimension. The model is discrete in describe the dynamics of the sizes (or
the sense that observations, identification, strengths) of two opposing forces.
decisions and initiation of actions are per-
formed at fixed intervals. Though such overall models of given

military situations constitute elements in
Possible ID - initiated actions include higher-level control systems, they, in turn,

re-maneuvering, remaining stationary and/or may be broken down into more elementary (pri-
transfer to the counter (module). Possible mitive) components [Mayk, Rosenstark, Frank
CO -initiated actions also include remaneuve- 1984]. Obviously, the more is known about the
ring and/or remaining stationary, as well as structure and basic elements of a system or
weapon engagement. Decisions on ID and CO ini- subsystem, the more information can be gained
tiated actions are made separately in each about its various possible modes of dynamic
respective module. They are based on minimi- behavior. On the other hand, a "complete
zation of expected action cost and maximiza- model", if such could ever be found, could
tion of expected damage inflicted upon the easily obscure any understanding of system
opponent in the case of weapon engagement. behavior and its underlying factors. Thus it
Costs and damage, in turn, are affected by is the philosophy governing this work to con-
the observed values of both absolute and re- sider a "primitive" system model that con-
lative position and motion of the two parties tains only those of the features deemed rele-
and the probabilities of the identification vant to military system dynamics and to study
(being true). the basic modes of behavior that such a sys-

tem may exhibit.
A simulation of the model has been con-

structed which produces responses in both The most significant aspect of the com-
tabular and graphical form. The model, in its mand element in a C3 system, at any hierar-
basic configuration, is of the form of a 4 th chical level, constitutes decision making. It
order difference equation. Such equations are is the objective of this work, to investigate
known to exhibit interesting behavior inclu- the dynamics of a relatively simple system
ding chaotic motion under certain conditions. involving two opposing forces in terms of
It is hoped that the establishment of the their (average) locations. In the interest of
model and its simulation has provided the simplicity, for the initial model developed
groundwork for the study of possible modes of in this project, the locations are assumed to
dynamic behavior in this class of systems. lie along one dimension. The extention to two

dimensions will be undertaken in the future.

INTRODUCTION
THE MODEL

The understanding of the dynamics of mi-
litary combat situations is usually obscured A basic flow diagram of the (one-dimen-

by their complexity. Thus, C
3 researchers are sional identification/counter) model is pre-

seeking ways to describe some of the funda- sented in Figure 1. It consists of two parts,
mental aspects of military system behavior 'Friend" (F) and "Enemy" (E), both of which
d[Lawson 1979], [Alberts 1979], [Mayk, have the same basic structure but, in gene-
Rosenstark, Frank 1984]. ral, different parameter sets.
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t(unit-delay (next n)
"F R I E N D" fi ed

(3) Change of position is limited to a fixed
~~~~~~~~~....................................................... nrmn,±M r±M o red()o'R MODULE '~'''''' ''"""''" " increment, ±XXMF or ±XME for friend (F) or
ID MODULE . COUNTE ROMOULE

-weapon enemy (E) respectively. [For example,

cone -- -.. with given time-interval and average ve-: ~cner~/
-- decision -engage locity, XMF = (average velocity of

-cmand ?
omndD ?- .: ~friend)*(time-interval)]

I D -e iinI~ .~~ . 3~N ID- to Ncision nr
c ont

2proe & corns hS · N (4) In keeping with the philosophy of this

d : project, namely to express C systems in
I7/ I- j· , \7terms of "building blocks", attrition is

IY " -otion assumed to be replenished, both in the IDz4otirnzzn tand CO modules of the basic model. The CO
module incorporates computation of damage
inflicted on the opponent, from which at-

x(n) trition can be obtained. This, in turn,
!'"f'l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ...................... .....!.... i I....~~~~~~~~~~~~''i...1..... will modify the cost and damage factors

Y1 ; I :~ Y ~in the opponent's decision and command
modules. Thus, consideration of attriti-

Non-replenishment unbalance requires addi-
~~~~~ID ~~de- ttional "coupling" modules between friend

i~ cisin -----' '" -- N~ ~ ioand enemy. The design of such modules is
pro- 6 O.- N ~~~~~~ces~~~s mand Isubject to future activity. Without addi-

dcisioun egetional attrition modules, the basic ID/CO: ~~~~~~~~decision 'net-e
& co-and model presented here (Figure 1) is "net-

attrition-free" in the sense that all
ID NMODULE COUNTER MODULE welosses are beeing re-plenished. Of cour-

rD MO.'"" COUNTER MODULE Y
....................................................... se, the losses are computed (see Fig.6).

"E N E M Y"
unit-delay (next n) Since the model structures (though not

necessarily the parameter values) are the
same for both "Friend" (F) and "Enemy" (E),Figure 1. Basic flow diagram of the one-di- e d u o to follow is presented in the
the discussion to follow is presented in themensional Identification/Counter model.

lines more general terms "Self" (S) and "Opponent"
Action flow is represented by solid lines.ATioh isverage reprse d v abys (0). The locations at instant n then are re-

The (average) position variables, xF(n) ferred to as xs(n) for "Self" and xo(n) for
and xE(n), for Friend and Enemy respecti "Opponent".
vely, are represented by dashed lines.

Actions:

Each party (F or E) has two basic mo-Each party (F or E) has two basic mo- Actions can be initiated by either the ID or
dules, namely the identification (ID) moduledules, namely the identification (ID) module the CO module or by both. They are limited to
and the counter (CO) module. Each of these the following:the following:
modules, in turn, involves decision and com-
mand on the basis of the information obtained Identification (ID) - Initiated Actions:
during the identification process in the ID
module. ~~~~~~~~module. ~IA(1) = accept identification; go to

counter (no motion involved)
The ID module and the CO module each can

initiate action, the choice of which is li- IA(2) remain stationaryIA(2) = remain stationary
mited to weapon engagement or remaneuvering (do nothing at this time)
of one's own position. The actions are chosen
on the basis of observations from a strategy IA(3) =move toward opponent
which, in turn, is selected on the basis of (in anticipation of obtaining(in anticipation of obtaining
minimum net loss. Net loss consists of anti- a better identification later)
cipated cost of both identification and coun-
ter actions minus the benefit received from IA(4) = move away from opponentIA(4) = move away from opponent
any weapon engagement, each of which is com- (too costly to do otherwise)
puted on the basis of the observed positions
of both parties. Following is a list of the Counter (CO) - Initiated Actions:Counter (CO) - Initiated Actions:
basic assumptions made.

CA(1) = engage weapon
(no motion involved)

Basic Assumptions:
CA(2) = remain stationary

(1) The model is "discrete" in that observa- (do nothing at this time)
tions (identification), computations,
decisions and initiation of actions are
performed at fixed time intervals (see CA(3) move toward opponent

(in order to increase theFigure 1).
chance for inflicting greater

(2) The model is "one-dimensional" in space. damage on the opponent.next time)
Each party, Friend "F" or Enemy "E", is
characterized along a line x by its ave- CA(4) move away from opponent
rage position, xF or xE respectively (too close for weapon engagement)
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Note that the actions involving remaneu- Example P
vering of position C(2), (3) and (4)] are the P
same for both ID and CO. The actions are
determined on the basis of minimum estimated
net cost which, in turn, is computed on the PA 1 = 0.68 -
basis of the observations.

' -0,5

Observations: Opponent moves 
toward self 

The observations, incorporated in the ID
module, are broken down into two basic sets
of observation categories, namely, -xo(n)

(1) Opponent's absolute motion state
observation [el,e2,e33 PA 2

1.0
(2) Relative motion state observation

E z, z2, z3, z4]

Each of these categories is further 0.5
broken down into classes, three for the oppo-
nent's absolute motion state observation and PA2=0,30 Opponent i
four for the relative motion state observa- stationer
tion. The classes are defined in terms of
ranges of the (average) positions and their AbXL o +X-L Axo(n)
changes. The purpose of the classification is
to facilitate the decision process. This,
however, is not to say that decisions are
made solely on the basis of occurance of ob-
servation classes. They are made on the basis PA 3 .
of estimated net losses computed from the ob- 1.0 -------------------
served position and motion variables.

Opponent's Absolute Motion State
Observation eii=l. 2.3):

1 0,5 vlc

i=l: el = opponent moves toward self Opponent movesi ~ I Opponent moves
i=2: 2 = opponent is "stationary' (with- PA30.02 away from self

in a specified range; see Fig.2) )ZZ

i=3: e3 = opponent moves away from self +X L Axo(n)

Relative Motion State Observti zFigure 2. Probabilities of opponent's absolu-
(I = ~1, 2, 3.4):to 3- te motion state observation 01 being true

(i=1,2,3), as functions of the opponent's
j=l: z1 = no target identified motion 6xo(n) = xo(n)-xo(n-l). For motion

within ±~,xL, the opponent is consideredJ=2: z2 = target identified when relative the opponent is considered
distance between opponent and "stationary", where 6xL is defined such
self decreased that PAl(-oxL)=PA 3(6xL)=O.5.

j=3: z3 = target identified when relative
distance between opponent and
self is stationary (within a PAi = Prob{ei}
cified range; see Fig.4) = probability of opponent's absolute

motion state observation e. being
J=4: z4 = target identified when relative true (i=i,2,3)

distance between opponent and
self increased PRij = Prob{zj.ei)

Observation Set: Yij = eizj =(conditional) probability of relative
motion state observation zj being
true (j=1,2,3,4), given the oppopo-Example: Y3 1 = e3 zl = opponent moved away nent's absolute motion state 01 (i=l,

from self and no target is identified. 2,3)

At each time-interval n, the probability These two probabilities depend on the
of each of the above observation states (to opponent's motion and the relative distance
be true) is computed from the present and (range) between opponent and self respective-
previous positions of both parties. Gaussian ly. This is shown in Figures 2 and 3 whose
type distributions are assumed, together with captions give further descriptions. The com-
relevant parameters such as variances and putation of PRij requires consideration of
threshold values. The following probabilities another probability function, shown in Figure
are computed: 4, namely
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PR il t PDELi2

Example

0.5 0,5- _ J______ / \- 0.5

~~~~~~~PRil~~~~~o~ange is 0P~i1=o~L\, / . decreased ' \° 0 rLi jr(n)J -A0rLi o r(n)state obsePR vations zj= being true =2PDELPDE3,4), as functions of the range (relative PDEL

ij = o,gPDEL 0j

~PDEL ............. .. / 0.5

nent, xo(n) and Self, xs(n), at intant n,

FiThure 3. Probabilities of relative motion

state observation states j being true ( j=1,2,-2 4 also
3,e4), as fuon s of the range (relative biliPDEL4

distance) between theional) posbabilitions of re-Oppo- 10-
nent, xo(n) and Self, xs(n), at intint n,
Ir(n)l=lxorn r()-xs(n)l. A "range limit rLrei,

depending on the absolute motion state i, are conside-
is defined such that the probability of noi4

target being identified (j=l) is PRgiv=0.5.
The probabilities of the other relative
motion states being true (j=2,3,4) alontinuing to increased
depend on the (conditional) probabilitymore effort (and therefore

in turPDE, however, doesd in Figure 4.In ment can be made with respect to relative mo-

Fiqure 4. (Conditional) probabilities of re-

lact, tion state motion state observations will being
true (=2,3,4n the interest observation the

is definedt true, as functions of the range-

change ost(n)=lr(n)l-lr(n-1)l. Ranges mat(re-
For both ID-initiated and CO-initiated Idenlative di stances) within Li(depending

actions it will be assumed that the action (ive,2,3; m=1,2,3,4)(cost depends on tal)e opronbability of relative on absolute motion state mo- ) are conside-
motion stateb observation Zj being red stationary", where C rLi is defined
t rue (j= i12,33,4) given that observation=234
z1 is not true (i.e., given that a
target is identified and also given
the opponent's absolute motion state

ei(=1,2,3)). Note that PDELII is not For example, ID action IA(2) [remain

stationary, while continuing to detect] ap-

Note that the (conditional) pears to require more effort (and therefore
Notettthe (conditional) probability re cost) when the opponent is moving toward

fthe relative motion observation state Zj seif (i=1) than if the opponent is stationary
being true depends on the probability of the
opponent's absolute motion state e i which, 8 similar, but perhaps not as strong, argu-

in turn, however, does not depend on zj In ment can be made with respect to relative mo-

tion state zj, its effect (on cost) will be
neglected in the interest of keeping the

Prob{yij
}

= Prob{eizj
}

= PAiPRiJ problem within reasonable bounds. Thus, cost

is defined in terms of the following two
Cost of Actions matrices:

For both ID-initiated and CO-initiated Identification Cost: IC CIC(i,m)]
actions it will be assumed that the action (i=1,2,3; m=1,2,3,4)
cost depends on the opponent's absolute mo-

tion state 0i but not on the relative motion Counter Cost: C C = [CC(i,m)]
state zj. (i=1,2,3; m=1,2,3,4)
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where IC(i,m) and CC(i,m) represent the cost . Uc(i)
of identification-initiated action tA(m)
(m=1,2,3,4) and counter-initiated action D
CA(m) (m=1,2,3,4) respectively, given an op-
ponent's absolute motion state ei (i=1,2,3).

Strategies (Assignment of Actions): D 

Both identification and counter ac-
tions are assigned upon occurance of certain
observations. Recall that the definition of
observation set Yij implies the combination 6 Ir(n)
of two observations, namely of (a) the oppo-
nent's absolute motiion observation state ei Figure 5. Probable damage done to Opponent
(i=1,2,3) and (b) the relative motion state upon counter action m=l, as a function of
zj (j=1,2,3,4). However, in the interest of range (relative distance) between Opponent
less model complexity, actions will be assig- and Self, Ir(n)l=lxo(n)-xs(n)l. Damage is
ned on the basis of relative motion state zj measured in terms of cost (loss) to Oppo-
only (recall, however, that action costs are nent. A "damage factor" D and a "half-
assumed to depend only.on absolute motion damage range' rci(depending on ei ) are de-
state ei). fined such that UC(i)=O.SD at Ir(n)l =rci.

For each ID- or CO- action, a number of
strategies will be stored in the system, from
which one will be chosen on the basis of
minimum net average loss. Strategies are
given in terms of matrices

ID - Strategy: I S = [IS(k,j)]

(k=1,2,...,IK; j = 1,2,3,4)

CO - Strategy: CQS3 = CCS(k,j)j Average Losses and Optimum Strategies:
(k=l,2,...,CK; j=1,2,3,4)

For each possible ID- or CO- initiated
where elements IS(k,j) or CS(k,J) represent strategy k, the average 1088 IL(i,k) or
the action assignment on the basis of relati- CL(i,k) respectively, represents the estima-
ve motion state observation zj under strate- ted average cost considering all possible
gy k of IK or CK possible strategies stored relative motion state observations (j=1,2,
in the system for ID- or CO- actions respec- 3,4), with their probabilities of occurance
tively. PR(i,j), as well as their consequent actions

under strategies IS(k,j) or CS(k,J) respecti-
Compensation (Win) Score and Counter Net Cost: vely. Moreover, for counter strategies, the

average counter net loss CNL(i,k) represents
If counter-action CA(1) is initiated, the estimated average net counter cost, i.e.,

which calls for weapon engagement, then the counter cost minus counter benefit.
probability of damage inflicted on the oppo-
nent depends mainly on the relative distance For each opponent's absolute motion
between opponent and self. Again, a Gaussian state ei (i=1,2,3), one wants to select a
type distribution is assumed, with appropri- strategy for which the average net loss is
ate reference values and standard deviations minimum. However, the selection of strategy
which, in turn, depend on the opponent's ab- is to be based on the observation of the op-
solute motion state ei. This probability is ponent's absolute motion state ii. Thus, the
multiplied by a wdamage factor' D which de- average losses must further be weighted by
pends on the weapon effectiveness. Thus, the the probabilities PA(i) of the observations
Compensation (Win) Score (see Figure 5) is of the absolute motion states si being true.
defined by This, then results in the total average ID-

loss TIL(k) and the total average net CO-loss
UC(i) = probable damage done to opponent TCNL(k) for the k th ID or CO strategy re-

in terms of loss spectively.
spectively.

The strategy k chosen will be that for
The compensation (win) score is deduc- which TIL(k) or TCNL(k) is minimum for ID or

ted from the cost of counter action m=1 (wea- CO respectively. This is done during each
pon engagement). The net counter cost then time interval n.
is defined as

The procedure described above follows
CC(i,1)-UC(i) , ml the principles of decision theory =Chernoff

CCN(im) = {CC(i,m) m=2,3, 43 and Moses, 19593]. In that sense, the oppo-
nent's absolute motion state ei (i=1,2,3) may

The compensation (win score will be used be considered the 'state of nature" and the
in the computation of optimum strategies and, relative motion state zj (j=1,2,3,4) the
upon issuance of appropriate action, be added "observation', on which decision on action is
up to form the cumulative (win) score. based.
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Fiqure 6. Example of a response printout. For each time interval N, the first
row re-fers to the friend and the second row to the enemy. Graphs of the
positions and cumulative net scores for this case are shown in Figure 3.

(a) SIMULATION POSITIONING
The Cummulative Net-Score: ± -

The cummulative net score for the Friend
at instant n, UUNF(n), represents the addi- " -' J
tion of all compensation (win) scores achie-. 'e.

ved so far, UUF(n), minus all total losses :

incurred so far, LLF(n), minus the cumulative X '
compensation (win) score of the enemy, UUE(n) -
[the latter representing loss to the friend],
i.e, 0. 5 5

UUNF(n) = UUF(n)-LLF(n)-UUE(n) for Friend
and e. 5. re. 15. 2e. 25. 30.

UUNE(n) = UUE(n)-LLE(n)-UUF(n) for Enemy TIME INTERVALS

SIMULATION (b) NET SCORE

A simulation of the entire system has lee.
been designed and implemented on a VAX-780
computer. It provides both tabular and grap-
hical output. For given past and initial po- .
sitions, it computes the system dynamics in z a
terms of position, losses, compensation (win) e
score, net score (compensation minus losses N - 0e

and other relevant variables. Figure 6 shows
an example of a tabular printout which allows 3-zoe.
monitoring of the various variables involved
in the system, each of which can also be dis- 
played graphically. For the same case, Figure e 5 0. 5. 20. 25. 30.
7 presents two graphical displays, namely TIME INTERVALS

friend and enemy positions and cummulative
net-score, each versus (time) intervals n.

Figure 7. Graphical display of (a) positions

In the example illustrated, friend and and (b) cumulative net score, each for the
enemy are getting closer to each other. Wea- same case as shown in the printout of
pon engagement commences at n=l. At n=24, the Figure 2.
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two parties are "on top of each other' which,
of course, calls for interpretation of the Blackmore, D.L. (1985). The Mathematical The-
situation and most likely for parameter modi- ory of Chaos. J. Computers and Math. App-
fication. lications, to appear.

It should be be emphasized that this mo- Chernoff, H. and L.E. Moses (1959). Elementa-
del was designed to represent only some of ry Decision Theory. John Wiley and Sons,
the essential aspects of military c3 systems New York, 1959, pp.1-16.
in order to study their contributions to the
system dynamics. The simulation will aid notDolansky, L. (1964). Present State of thesystem dynamics. The simulation will aid not Lanchester Theory of Combat. Operationsonly in these tasks but also in the design of
modules to be added to the basic model to re-
present a variety of situations.

Lawson, J.S., Sr. (1979). The State Variables

THE BASIC SYSTEM STRUCTURE of a Command Control System. Proceedings
of Conference/Workshop on Qualitative As-
sessment of Command and Control Systems,It can be shown that the system, in its Oc tober 1979 at the National De-fense Uni-

basic form, has the structure of a forth-
order nonlinear (vector) diffversity, Washington, DC. Published by The
of the form MITRE Corporation, McLean, VA, January

1980, pp.93-99.

Mayk, I., S. Rosenstark and J. Frank (1984).
Toward a Canonical Reference Model for C3

which may be represented by state variables Systems. Proceedings of 7 th ONR/MIT Work-
xF(n), xE(n), xF(n+l)and xE(n+i). Systems of shop on C Systems, San Diego, CA, June
this type can exhibit rather interesting be- 11-15, 1984. Published by Laboratory for
havior including bifurications of operational Inormation and Decision Systems, MIT,
modes and "chaotic motion" [Meyer 1978], Cambridge, MA, December 1984.
[Blackmore 1985]. Recognizing that this model

Meyer, A.U. (1978).. Some Fundamental Princi-represents certain elements involved in mili- Meyer, AU (78). Some Fundamental Princi-
tary combat situations, it becomes evident ples of Nonlinear Systems. Chapter 1 of
that basic research is required to obtain a Nonlinear System Analysis and Synthesis,
better understanding of the dynamics of such vol.1: Fundamental Principles, edited by
systems. It is hoped that such research will
lead toward the development of criteria on
parameters for desired system performance and Shutzer, D. (1982). Concepts and Thoughts
that the model presented in this paper, and Concerning Control Strategy for Conducting
its future extentions, will aid in these Information Warfare. Proceeding of 5 th
tasks. MIT/ONR Workshop on C3 Systems, Monterey,

CA, August 23-27, 1982. Published by Labo-
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A Stochastic Model of Lanchester's Equations

J.Tavantzis, S.Rosenstark and J.Frank

New Jersey Institute of Technology
Newark, N. J. 07102

Abstract

Lanchester's deterministic equations desc- is given by the constant b.
ribing attrition between opposing forces
are generalized to a stochastic model. The Model
model is developed and it is shown that
averages derived from it represent the We construct a Markov process which
original Lanchester equations except for a models (1). Let X(t) and Y(t) be the random
factor which is due to boundary conditions. variables representing the sizes of the
A simple example is solved to illustrate opposing forces at time t, we define the
the application of the model. The analysis joint probability function, the probability
is then carried out using the Laplace that the sizes of the opposing forces are x
transform, which is done in order to simp- and y respectively at time t, as
lify the algebra. The results of this
latter analysis are also illustrated. P (t) = P[X(t)=x,Y(t)=y3 (2)

Introduction Making the usual assumptions for a
death process [6], we define for a small

Ever since the original work of Lan- interval of time at:
chester [1], many contributions have been
made [2-4], extending the model describing X(x,y)dt: the probability of a death oc-
attrition between two opposing forces to curing in force x when the sizes are x and
the case of a non-deterministic(stochastic y respectively, and
one). These contributions are interesting
but not in the mainstream of current work I(x,y)dt: the probability of a death oc-
t5] where a measure of performance a uti- curing in force y when the sizes are simi-
lity function related to attrition is de- larly x and y.
fined. With this in mind we develop a sto-
chastic model generalizing Lanchester's It follows that 1-(X(x,y)+P(x,y))dt is the
deterministic law of conflict between two probability that there are no deaths. In
opposing forces. the model x and i correspond to the right

hand side of (1) for x and y positive, i.e.
Letting x(t) and y(t) be the size of

the opposing forces with initial size X(x,y) - ax+by (3a)
x(O),y(O). Lanchester's equations covering
self attrition and aimed fire are iL(x,y) = cx+dy (3b)

dx Now, to a small order of it, the pro-
- = -ax-by (la) bability that the sizes are x and y at time
dt t+lt is equal to the probability that there

were no deaths given that the sizes were

dy the same at time t plus the probability
- = -cx-dy (lb) there was a death in force x or y in that
dt time interval. Expressing this algebraical-

ly we have
To get an understandig of the meaning

of the equation we examine (la). The nega- Px (t+et) = X(x+ly)itPx+ly(t)
tive rate of change of the x force due to
self attrition, (such as diseases and acci- + P(x,y+l)dtPx,y+l(t)
dents) is dependent on the size of the x
force, and the constant a reflects the +i-x(x,y)At-I(x,y)At]PX yt)+o(it 2 ) (4)
state of safety and health maintenance. The
negative rate of change of the x force due The possible state transitions which
to aimed enemy fire is dependent on the are involved are summarized in figure 1.
enemy force y and on their capability, and

*This work was supported by the U. S. Army,
CECOM Center for Systems Engineering and
Integration at Ft. Monmouth, N. J., under
contract number DAAB07-83-K-K549.
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(xY) dtZPxy(t) = 0 (11)

x y
.(x,y+I)atP xy+l(t)

if x'y+1 and (8) then follows directly from (11).

X(x+ly)4tPx+ly(t) We next show that (5) is the probabi-
(x,yx ' o(x+1,y) listic model of (1). Defining the expected

value of the random variable X and Y at
time t as

[l-x(x'Y)'t-( xY)t]Px 'YMt)
E(X) = XPxy(t) (1a)

Figure 1 - Discrete transitions which v i
lead to (4). E(Y) t) (12b)

x y
After subtracting Px .(t) from both

sides, dividing by At and taking the limit respectively, we show that
as At approaches zero, we obtain

dE(X)
d dE(X) = -E[X(X,Y)] (13a)

TP x,y(t) = (x+l,)Px+l(t) dt

+P(x,y+l)Px,y+l (t) dE(Y)
-E[9(X,Y)] (13b)

-[(xx,y)+(x,ry)]Px y(t) (5)

We assume we have an initial force distri- We shall only derive (13a). Equation (13b)
bution Px y(0) with the usual property that can be obtained in a similar manner. We

differentiate E(X) in (12a) with respect to

Z Z Pxy(0) = 1 (6) t
x y

dE(X) dPy (t)
Noting the natural boundary x=O and dEX) dPx(14)

y=0, this process cannot leave the first dt dt
quadrant xO, y.O. We impose the condition

and substitute (5)
X(0,y) = 0 (7a)

P(xO) = 0 (7b) dE(X) =- .x O(x(+l,Y)Px+ly(t)
dt

We now prove that (6) also holds at any
time t +A(x,y+l)Px,y+l(t)

T Z Pxyt t) = 1 (8) -[K(x,y)+A(x,y)]Px y(t)) (15)
x y

In order to simplify (15) we make use of
This is done by showing that the derivative condition (7) to obtain
of the left side of (8) is zero and since
it is initially one, it is one for all ,x(x+ly)Px+lct) = xXxy)Px
time. After differentiating the left side x x
of (8) and substituting (5) we have

- (xy)Px y(t)

d yxt)
(16)ZZ Tt~Pxsy~t) =ZZ( X{(x+1,y)Px+l y(t)

x x y and

+i(x,y+l)Px y+1(t) E l(x,Y+l)Pxy+l(t) = E l(xY)Px~y(t)

-[x(x,y)+P(x,y)]Px My(t)} (917)

By observing that Using (16) and (17), (15) reduces to

X(x+1l,Y)Px+iy(t) =.ZX(x,Y)Pxy(t) dE(X) 
x x (lca) dtE X(X+X~y~pX+1sy~ = E X(XsY)Px~t(10a) dt - E

.X( x ' y ) P x ' y ( t ) = -E[X(XY)]

(18)

P(x,y+1)Px+ l,y (t) = (XY)Px y(t)
y y We therefore have (13a). Since X(x,y) and

(10b) P(x,y) are given by (3) and (7), we have
upon substitution in (13) (recalling that

and by making use of condition (7), it the expected value E is a linear functio-
follows from (9) that nal)
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2 Applying the transform to (5) we have
Pon2 =3 P1,2 = 0 (31a)

sFy(x,ys)- 0) --X(x,y)+i(x,y)]Fxy (S)

1 +X(x+i,Y)Fx+ 1 ,(s)
Po, P1,1 = 0 (31b) +(x,y )F y S)

(36)

P0,O = 0 P1,0 I= 6(31c) and solving for the transform

Fx y() =
From the above results it follows that the xY
expected sizes of the forces y and x are X(x+ly)Fx+ly(s)+C(x,Y+l)Fx y+l(s)+Pxy(O)

3 1 s+X(x,y)+P(x,y)
E(Y) =- E(X) =- (32) (37)

2 6

We can then obtain Px ,(t) by taking the
Based on this simple example, we make inverse Laplace transform using residue

the following observations which will theory recursively. A numerical program
shortly be justified: could perhaps be used to obtain these.

However the steady states probabilities can
1. At the interior states (all points not be found directly with the use of the final
located on the x or y axis), the probabi- value theorem [73 which expresses the
lities tend to zero as t goes to infinity. steady state value of a function in terms

of its transform evaluated at zero, i.e.
2. At the boundary (points located on the
x or y axes ), the probabilities go to P = lim sF (s) (38)
nonzero values unless there is self attri- P x,Y s40 
tion i.e. constant a or d is not equal to
zero. In this case all states other than We can see this relationship holds in
the (0,0) state are transient, that is our case since Fx y(s), given recursively

by (37), has poles on the negative x-axis
if x=O and Y=0 including possibly one at the origin. When

Px ,y(-) = (33) Fx y(s) is transformed back to the time
o0 otherwise domain, all the poles with the exception of

the one at the origin, will produce expo-
which means that eventually complete anni- nential functions in time with negative
hilation occurs. exponents. As t goes to infinity these

terms will go to zero. Therefore, the only
3. In the non self-attrition case when nonzero term remaining will be the one ob-
constants a and d are zero, the steady tained from the pole at the origin. We thus
state solutions of (19), (when all time have expression (38).
derivatives vanish,) reduces to

E()=c I~g~y[- ) We next show that interior points (x
E(Y) =~ 2yPO y(e) (34a) and y greater than zero) are transient

y states, i.e.

E(X) = E xPx,(0() (34b) Px,y(<) = 0 (39)

This is seen by first substituting (37)
which is exactly equation (23) when t into (38) giving
tends to infinity.

Analysis P ys) - X(xl y) lim sFx+i y(5)
xy X(x,y)+9(x,y) s-0

If the initial forces are large, then
it is most difficult to find the various (xy+)
probabilities as functions of time. Howe- + lim sF y+() (40)
ver, it turns out that the marginal steady X(x,y)+P(x,y) s40 x,y+
states probabilities PL0 -() or Px,O0() can
be easily calculated numerically. We can Equation (40) is well defined since at
then find for the various forces the proba- interior points the sum x(x,y)+P(x,y) can-
bilities of eventually winning. The method not be zero. Following one of the strings
is based on the use of Laplace transform in the recursive formula, we reach an ini-
and we define the Laplace transform which tial state (xO,yo) where (37) reduces to
is defined by

F (S) = (0)

Fx y(S) = x ye-tdt (35) XOsyO s+X(XOYO)+9(xO,yO) XOyOX'y ' ly (41)

And in particular,we have

Px 0,Y0() = lim sF (s) (42)
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dE(X) d
dt = -aE(X)-bE(Y)+b yPo0y(t) (19a) d,1(t) = P1 ,1(t) (25d)

ydE(Y) d

dEY) = -cE(Y)-dE(X)+c Px,o(t) (19b) dP 1 ,0 (t) = P1 l (t) (25e)
dt dt

This is the equivalent of Lanchester's d
linear deterministic model (1). The extra P0 t) = 0 (25f)
terms on the right of (19) are due to the dt (
boundary conditions and more will be said
about them later. The initial conditions Upon integration using the initial condi-
for this system are given by tion we have

E(X) 0 =ZxxP xy() (20a) P1,2 (t) = e3t (26a)

EMY)O =Z YPx'y(0)P (20b) PO,2 ( t ) = (1-e-3 t ) (26b)

x y

We can now ask the following questions: Pl,(t) = e-2t(1-e2t) (26c)

1. What is the probability that force x 1
or y wins the conflict at time t ? In P0,1 (t) = -((-e2t)__(1_3t) (26d)
other words what is the value of 2 3

1 1
P(X wins at time t) = Px,o(t) (21a) P1 ,(t) = e1 3t (26e)

x

P(Y wins at time t) = P0 (t) (21b) P0 o(t) = 0 (26f)

We note in passing that (8) is satisfied by
2. What is the probability that force x or the above expressions. For force y to win
y eventually wins? That is at time t, force x must not have any survi-

~,-~~ y vors. Hence
P(X eventually wins) = lim PX,O(t) (22a) 2

x P(y wins at time t) = P0 yMt)

P(Y eventually wins) = limP 0Oy(t) (22b) Y

= --1-e 2 t )+1l-3t) (27)
3. What are the expected sizes of the 2 3
remaining forces ?

Similarly
E(X/X wins) = Z XPxO(t) (23a) Similarly 

P(x wins at time t) = Pxot)

x--'~
E(Y/Y wins) = YPoy(t) (23b)

y i 1
Y= -(1-e-2t)---(l-e - 3t ) (28)

We illustrate the above questions by 2 3
looking at a simple example. Suppose the
initial sizes of the opposing forces are To evaluate the event that force y or x
x(0)=1 and y(O)=2. We simply have eventually win, we let t go to infinity in

the above expression. Therefore
1 if x=1 and y=2

P xy) 10 otherwise 24) Py eventually wins) = - + =- (29)
2 3 6

We also assume the aimed fire constants b
and c are unity and the self attrition 1 1 1
constants a and d are zero. Equations (5) P(x eventually wins) = - - - (- 30)
become 2 3 6

d The probability distribution as t goes to
dtP,2(t) = -3P 1 ,2 (t) (25a) infinity is

d
tP 0,2(t) = 2P 1,2 (t) (25b)

d
d P1 1(t) = -2Pll(t)+P1,2(t) (25c)
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ombining () and 42), we obtain Since initially force y is 2 and x is 1, weCombining (40), (41) and (42), we obtain ask: How much more aimed fire capability
ask: How much more aimed fire capability(39) that is the interior states are tran- should x have over y in order for x to win?
That is, we want

In the case of self attrition the same P(X eventually wins) > 1/2 (52)
argument as above also shows that the boun-
dary states are transient. The only excep- or substituting (SOb), we require that the
tions being the origin, where Lanchester coefficients for aimed fire

P 0(-) = 1 (43) satisfy0g,0(") ' i <43)

In the case of non self-attrition, c2

)(x,y)+P(x,y)=O holds at the boundary. (b+c)(2b+c) 1/2 53)
From (38) it follows

Px~r("y X (x+syr)Fx+,y(0) Upon solving the inequality we get

+V(x,Y+I)Fxy+l(O)+Pxy(O) 44) C> 4 3.5b (54)

Fx+i y(O) and Fx y+1( 0) are given recur-
sivety by (37) and corresponding to (41) we We see that x should have roughly at least
have four times the fire power of y.

F (0) 0) Conclusion
xO ,YO )x 0,Y0 )+IL(xO,y 0 ) XOyO xYo X(X )+( ) The theory derived in this paper is

(45) not only applicable to the small forces

used in the examples but can be implemented
The above thus shows that the boundaries numerically to analyze conflicts between

large opposing numbers. The next step
P. ( ) 4 0 (46) would be to calculate the probabilities ofx,y 0 (46) winning for large initial forces using

various values for the aimed fire and self
We return to the previous example with attrition constants. These results wouldthe following changes: then be tabulated and inferences drawn.

X(x,y) = by A(~x,y) = cx (47) This task is now being carried out.

Using (37) and the same initial condition References
(24) as before, we find immediately that . Lanchester, F. W., The principle of

Military Concentration. The n-square Law,"
1 c 48) in Oliveira-Pinto, F., Connolly and B. W.F1,0) = F (48)

21 2 b = b 1 =1 (b+c)(2b+c) 'Applicable Mathematics of Non-Physical
Phenomena." Ellis Horwood Ltd., Chiches-

and from (39) ter; Halstead Press (John Wiley and Sons
Inc), 1982, pp. 253-264.

= 2b (49a) 2. Shultz, G. W. and Tsokos, C. P., 'Sto-
P 0,2< = 2b+c C49chastic Modelling-Lanchester's First Law,"

in Tsokos, C. P. and Thrall, R. M., "Deci-
sion Information, Academic Press, New

= bc (49b) York, 1979, pp. 185-211.
P0,1 1 ( (b+c)(2b+c)

3. Taylor, J. G. 'Recent Developments in
the Lanchester Theory of Combat," in K. B.

c2 (49c) Haley, Operational Research 1978. North
P ) (b+c)(2b+c) Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1979,

pp. 773-806.

Using (22) we now find that 4. Dolansky, L. 'Present State of the Lan-

chester Theory of Combat,' Operational Re-
2b2+3bc search, No. 12, 1964, pp. 355-358.PCY eventually wins) = (50a)

(b+c)(2b+c)
5. Mayk, I., Rosenstark, S., Frank, J.,

2 'Analysis of C3 Systems Based on a Proposed
P(X eventually wins) = Canonical Reference Model,' Proceedings 7th

(b+c)(2b)+ c MIT/ONR Workshop on C3 Systems, December
1984, pp. 45-53.

If b and c are equal to one, then we have 6. Bharucha-Reid, A. T., 'Elements of the
the prevous result Theory of Markov Processes and their Appli-

P(Y eventually wins) = 5/6 (51a) cations," McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960.

7. Churchill, R. V., "Operational Mathema-
tics," McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958.
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AN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY PARADIGM TO
SOLVE C3I PROBLEMS

Harold Szu, Sheldon Gardner, Leonard Sweet

Code 5709, Tactical EW Division,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

Abstract Athans et. al.3'6 at MIT proposed the following mathematical
model of the real world decision making of which we add two explicit

One-dimensional conventional data arrangements (attributes, attributes Eq. (1) "stochastic" for the ability of hill-climbing out of the
objects, values, ...) used in AI semantic networks can be usefully local minimum and Eq. (2) "associative" for the fault-tolerance in recal-
extended to higher dimensional matrix/tensor storage by means of outer ling experiences
products. Since outer products generate a global communications distri-
buted matrix memory, an inner product of the matrix memory with a
partial input data vector can yield a fault-tolerant associative recall. Long-Term Memory (Pattern Filter)
Such a write-by-outer-product and read-by-inner-product memory is the Experiences
mathematical basis of fault-tolerant associative memory. Geometrically
speaking, more degrees of freedom exist in volume storage where many
more nearest-neighbor states are involved for alike grouping (intraclass)
and unlike separation (interclass) than in one dimensional sequential (Stochastic) (1)
storage. Such a distributed storage can be essential to solution of C3 Real I Constrained _I Expert Decisions 
problems provided a proper knowledge representation in higher dimen- World Optimization, i.e.
sions, such as associative memory, is implemented.. (Associative Memory) (2)

1. INTRODUCTION Short-Term Memory (Activity Pattern)

Code 5709 at the Naval Research Laboratory conducts research Constraints
and development in Counter Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence (Counter C3I). In other words, how might our Naval forces Besides (1) (2), NI interpretations of the model are that constraints and
best induce errors and delays in hostile tactical decisions. In order to short term memory act like activity pattern of which experiences and long
accomplish this goal effectively, our forces need accurate and timely tac- term memory becomes a pattern filter. This 2D-picture language will
tical intelligence so that our Counter C3 actions against hostile C3I can become clear in Sect. 3 in the light of Sect. 2.
be optimally selected and orchestrated. Quite often, the processing and
application of this tactical information requires rapid search and correla- An associative memory4 is nonlocally distributed among redundant
tion of large and diverse sources of data. The associative memory interconnections (vector outer products to form rank 1 matrices). It is
search technique discussed in this paper could significantly enhance our thus fault tolerant. Furthermore, associative memory recall is based on
ability to perform these functions. neighborhood arrangements in higher dimensions and a nonlinear

(thresholding) operation upon the similarity measure (inner product as a
A simple (1-D) storage of ordered sets (attribute, object, value, distance measure in the higher dimension). Although the logic

etc.) is used to illustrate search techniques based on Boolean algebra (Boolean algebra) is identically based on set theory and thus is indepen-
(i.e. union, intersection, etc.). For example: "the color of an apple is dent of the set arrangement (i.e. 2-D can be represented as scanned 1-
red," we have (color, apple, red) and for example "The harvest of apples D), the neighborhood information will be totally different in N-D as
in October" we have (harvest, apple, October). Then we ask the ques- opposed to 1-D. In fact, the number of nearest neighbor (n-n) states is
tion: What is the color of apples when harvested in October? The proportional to the correlation length AI to the power of N-
answer by the intersection of apple and the union of the rest of the dimensionality.
entries gives, "The color of apples when harvested in October is red." (L)N

n.-n. correlated states (A ) (3)

Such an elementary technique is quite useful and has been
developed into AI deduction (closed set) and induction (open set). In Sect. 2, natural intelligence and associative memory are intro-
Recently, neural-network models of associative memory have been duced and compared with conventional computer memory. In Sect. 3,
advanced with applications related to natural intelligence (NI) in contrast applications to data fusion in search problems that are useful for deci-
to AI-based software approaches. 4 As an illustration, we compare a sim- sion aids are addressed. An ad hoc example of alias removal is used to
ple 1-D storage and search technique with a search based on a 2-D indicate the advantage of 2D knowledge representation. In Sect. 4,
storage and associative memory matrix recall technique. A pathological dynamic resource allocation is discussed in terms of adaptive associative
example in such an AI search is constructed to bring out the advantages memory. The limitations of associative memory are discussed, and an
of a higher dimensional storage and search method. The tradeoff attentive associative memory paradigm is introduced for C3 systems.
between storage space and resolution of ambiguity is addressed.

2. NI ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY
Matrix models of associative memory may have applications in the

field of system identification, multi-sensor data fusion and target track- A simple operational definition of natural intelligence (NI) based
ing. Several of these applications are discussed in the framework of on neural network computing will allow us to represent (biological)
machine implementation of NI. associative memory. Then, it follows the crucial knowledge representa-

tion of NI is in a higher dimension, as opposed to a 1-D tuple storage in
present day computer architecture for AI.

Qualitatively, the operational difference between AI and NI is
The authors would like to acknowledge the sponsorship of SPAWAR Codes 624 and 615. mainly in so-called "experience." The former uses 1-D heuristic rules in
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an expert system while the latter can be based on the equivalence model Assume an input which may have a one bit mistake say, inT = (0,1,1).
of 2-D mental pictures. For example, a spatiotemporal succession of One can easily verify the associative recall given, by the inner product,
events which may be imprecise or deliberately vague can lead to a vivid, produces the correct result y.
sharp mental picture as an equivalence model in the context C of the
union of those A,B events (by combination/contrast syntheses) (Fig. 1). out = [AM] = , (7a)

since

0101 |1 = Il. (7b)
3teff.,.~~d·~~~ , , , > ~~~~000 1 0o

A The geometrical meaning of the simple example is depicted in Fig. 2.
14-,9Cci~ ~ By inspection, the input vector is closer to the memory vector y than to

the other vector x. Also, the simple example shows the near saturation
of the memory capacity in 3 degrees of freedom. If the vector z' had
also been a training vector in the [AM], then the identical input can no
longer produce the fault tolerant y, but rather an ambiguous output

\ Frrut / result y + Y. Researchers have extended uni-polar entry to bipolar, to
N bits and to real numbers to investigate the tradeoffs between memory
capacity and fault tolerance in such a distributed system. This brings us
to the second point of nonlinear operation by means of thresholding.

Figure 1. Equivalence model for an apple (0,0,)

If A=Green, B=Granny Smith, C=Fruit, then (green) apples fol- input vector
low as well. Consequently, both green and red, seemingly ambiguous, (0,1, ) with error
are bona fide attributes of apples. The natural ability of abstraction and
of generalization beyond a red-delicious are essential to NI and the abil-
ity of learning. The main point is that N-D mental pictures rather than training vector y
1-D rules are often used in our thinking in terms of "neighborhood." A
relative arrangement in N-D indicates a relative relationship, which, (0, 1,0)
however, could become remotely disjointed in a 1-D lexicographical (1
rearrangement. A"

training vector x
A neural network model can be used to model NI which can be

therefore thought of as network intelligence (NI). Neurological process- Figure 2. Fault tolerance and memory capacity
ing in the human brain has long been emulated by many researchers, in 3 degrees of freedom
notably the neuron model of McCulloch and Pitts, von Neumann in
electronic digital computers, Widrow, Rosenblatt in the perceptron era, (2) Nonlinear Operation
as well as Simon, Feingenbaum, Winston in the era of AI. It is our
belief 8 that NI is ready to be simulated now and optically implemented Any final decision requires a sharp nonlinear operation, yes or no.
in the coming decade, because the mathematical models of neural net- A thresholding operation is the simplest of such an operation and an
works are ready. adaptive level of the threshold is the next simplest. Apart from hys-

teresis oscillation loops (in the growing of magnetic domain walls, or
Historically, Aristotle (370 B.C.), Lashley (fifties), Steinbuch and optical bistable devices), a nonlinear operation in time can be approxi-

Caianiello (sixties); Morishita, Kohonen, Grossberg and Anderson mated by a set of thresholding step operations at different levels and dif-
(seventies); and Hopfield et. al. (eighties) have contributed to distri- ferent times in the following sense.
buted associative memory networks. Basically, a neural network model
implementing NI must possess three important attributes f(t) - f1 step (t - to) (8a)

Nonlocal -='=' Outer product matrices (4a) step (0 = 0 or 1, when t < 0 or t > 0 (8b)

Nonlinear 2== Thresholding operations (4b) This fact allows us to successively implement the interwoven complex

Nonstationary ==> Iterative feedback (4c) operation of (4a) and (4b) in terms of the third aspect (4c).

The interwoven complexity of these three organizational principles is (3) Nonstationary Process
furthermore reducible by means of simplifying mathematical tools indi-
cated by three implication arrows and the respective approximations When the correlation function depends on two time points,
which will be discussed separately.

< xF (t + to) xT (to) > = [AM(tIto)l (8c)
(1) Nonlocal Communication we speak of a nonstationary process. Since a nonstationary process may

be approximated by the Kolmogorov stationary increments of N-th
The distributedness occurs through the vector outerproduct order, one can approximate the N-th order finite difference scheme by a

X, HiiFT= X, -[AM] (5) stationary approximation [AM(t)]. Then successive iterative feedback
I l .J may be used piecewise to handle the necessary adaptation in a neural

where an event vector e is represented by a column matrix and a small network.
size feature vector f. After transposition ¥T becomes a row vector such
that each element of e broadcasts to and multiplies every element of f In summary, the three "non"-principles of the natural (neural net-
to produce the rectangular associative memory matrix [AM]. Such a work) intelligence (NI) yield, among others, a model of the (biological)
global communication models the interconnects of neural networks associative memory (AM). One shall differentiate AM from the con-
which can produce fault tolerance. A simple example is the following ventional Location-Addressed Memory (LAM) and the Content-
auto-associative memory, which reveals the tradeoff between the Addressable Memory (CAM) in that only AM is a distributed pattern of
memory capacity and the fault tolerance. Let us consider two training activities which describes a matrix of feedback connections. Both LAM
vectors XT = (1,0,0) and yT = (0,1,0). We construct 2-D knowledge and CAM are localized operations based on either the address-decoder
representation by means of the [AM] formula (5). key-to-lock concept or the directory circuit key-word comparison tech-

nique (shown in Fig. 3a). Introducing a hetero-associative formalism,
[ 0 100 000 one can generalize all three in the corresponding mathematical formula

[AM] = 100 + 010 = 000 + 010 (6) using the self-explanatory notations (Fig. 3b). The thresholding opera-
01 0 000 000 tion upon all shows that the third scheme auto-associative memory i.e.
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semantic network are straightforward but inadequate because the com-
Addresst-+ z Data d puter does not store the 2-D semantic network picture but ratherthe

sequential 1-D tuple listed in Fig. 5. However, 2-D patterns of activity
are coded in Fig. 5 for each tuple in the NI [AM] approach. Then, the
[AM] recall becomes like a game of charade. That is, all patterns that

la | gare consistent with two key patterns in Fig. 3 will be added up in parallel
in two subliminal matrix sums, which upon addition and thresholding
yield the unique geolocation "Atlantic" and then alias "John" follows, as

Data d) AM shown in Fig. 6.

0 STORAGE
I-D (ATTRIBUTE, OBJECT, VALUE) VS. 2-D PATTERN OF ACTIVITY

Figure 3a. Local and non-local memory o oI -,

(CLASS, KENNEDY, CARRIER)

LAM .[1d aT}la = lal2 d (9) 

(LOCATION, KENNEDY, ATLANTIC )m Arx

CAM l)la dT])k =(d,k) a (10) (TRANSMIT. KENNEDY, FX) UPS)U

AMT 11) ld d ])do~~~~~li~2d (1 1)(LOCATION, JOHN, ATLANTIC) -

AM I-[d dT)dl=11doll12d (11)

Figure 3b. Matrix memory representations

data-to-data association may have the strongest discriminating norm (CLASS N, SIP)

lldo112. Currently, researchers are investigating the combined effect of
dynamic range thresholding and spatial domain distributed outer product Figure 5. AI linear order set storage vs associative memory matrix storage
with regard to the net effect of fault-tolerance.

o RECOLLECTION - ABOVE THRESHOLD RESPONSE
3. APPLICATION TO DATA FUSION IN SEARCH PROBLEMS

A fundamental problem in AI is knowledge representation. Con- KENNEDY I IllH
ventional storage is a linear ordered set, e.g. the tuple (attribute, object,
values) used in a semantic network. We wish to show that conventional
AI knowledge representation cannot handle the aliasing problem (e.g. CHARADE TRANSMIT SUBLIMINAL - .

both John and Kennedy are identical) while 2-D [AM] storage can dis- ATLANTIC
cover the alias by thresholding additions of those subliminal querry
responses in terms of 2-D AM matrices. This occurs because the 2-D JOHN
neighborhood relationship and fault tolerance endowed within the rank-
one outer product formalism of AM help the data fusion.

LOCATION
In Fig. 4 we illustrate a semantic network where the node defines

either the object or its value and the arrow indicates the attribute of the Figure 6. Associative memory searching by subliminal query
object. I response addition and thresholding

Object Attribute 12)

Both NI and Al machines do not know that John is Kennedy. We note incidently that the danger of natural language when
represented in 1-D tuple is well known. G. Pullum of UC showed that

O SEARCH the missile off position (position, missile, silos) is dangerously mixed
with the missile firing position (silos, missile, position). Obviously, pic-

1-D SET BOOLEAN ALGEBRA VS 2-D KEY PATTERN tures of off and on position are distinct. An ad hoc remedy based on

human nature: "jumping to conclusion" and "sweeping generalization" is
the adduction logic, namely "A = B and B is true, therefore A is true,"
that has been incorporated into AI expert systems to overcome the alias

CARRIER QUERY 1 problem.
CS

TRN EDT .KENNEDY 4. DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR DISTRIBUTED

TRANSMIT
ATLANTIC QUERY.2 When the total information is distributed in a partially shared and

LOCATION partially partitioned manner for each decision maker, we encounter the
JOHN problem of dynamic resource allocation. Such a mixed

CLASS TRASMI JOHN (distributed/centralized) system has been considered by Kleinman
2

et al.

( SHIP IL o7t HF A I~ilililililililimilu at the University of Connecticut. They propose a local expertise matrix
LOCATIONS [LI which maps a task attribute vector a(t), whose digital components

represent damage reduction, strength, evasiveness, etc., into a resource
requirement vector 7(t) at time t.

Figure 4. AI semantic network vs associative memory searching

The [AM] matrix is composed of three parallel submatrices which 7(t) = [L] a(t) (13)
have respectively been coded by the attribute, the object and the value The norm of the resource vector 7(t) is constant. Since they also con-
in some distributed fashion, and two queries have been asked-namely sidered an integrated model of such a distributed dynamic decision (D3)
"Kennedy transmits?" and "John locates?" Answers based on the AI for arbitrarily distributed information (dyad, heirarchical, parallel), we
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would like to extend their approach using NI associative memory. If exist in the human visual system along the neural pathway which could
both sets of input and output vectors of a global expert system are con- serve as a model of the complexity reduction problem vital to the C3

catenated as rectangular matrices community. We shall not go into details of this issue. Rather, we
[R (t)] = f[-T1(t), 720(t) ......7.... W (] (14) would like to point out the need of attentive associative memory (A2M)

[R (t)] = [7 1(t), 72 (t), ... ; (0] (14) of which an optical implementation has been introduced recently. 9 The
[A (t)] = [al(t), ia2(t), ... ', (t)] (15) attention amounts to introduce a nonuniformly weighted XI outer

then the global expert matrix [AM(t)] can be defined in terms of the product in the "write mode."
generalized inverse of the attribute matrix [A (t)-'. A f T= [A2M] (20)

[AM(t)] = [R (t)] [A (t)-l-' [7 (t)r(t)] (16a) and a nonuniformly weighted ,in inner product in the "read mode"
j=1

which can be simplified to a sum of outer-product cross-correlation Recall = in [A 2MI] , (21)
matrices for a nearly orthonormal set of input attributes. Such a global which takes into account a priori knowledge in the data domain. There
definition takes both the advantage of the neighborhood relationship in remains to translate command and control into those nonuniform
n-D and the fault tolerance of associative recall similar to example Eq. weights X1 , in, which serve as the measure of priority.
(7) which in this case becomes fault-tolerant resource-allocation!

7(t)= [AM(t)]a(t) (16b) REFERENCES
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1. Introduction decentralized stochastic control problems. In decen-
tralized problems, there are multiple control stations,

This technical paper describes some of the research or decisionmakers (DMs), each with different informa-
results of the ONR-Navelex special focus program on tion. Consequently, the information structure, that
distributed decisionmaking. This basic research pro- is, "who knows what," must be specified. The informa-
gram has two components: mathematics and engineering tion structure in the Hsu-Marcus formulation (HMF) is
psychology. The former involves the development of the one-step-delay-sharing (OSDS) information pattern.
mathematical models and optimization algorithms, while In this case, all DMs share past data but retain as
the latter involves the development and analysis of an private their curremt measurements. Since the OSDS
experimental paradigm. This memo focuses on the mathe- information pattern satisfies the separation principle
matics component. [8], the optimal strategies are functions of condi-

tional probability distributions, but with "past infor-
The objectives of the mathematics component of the mation" replaced by "shared information." In addition,

research program described here is to develop optimal the number of possible strategies grows exponentially
decision algorithms for a certain class of problems, with the number of DMs, greatly increasing the computa-
namely, those involving finite-state, discrete-time, tional burden.
partially-observable Markov decision processes. The
term "partially-observable" refers to uncertainty in This paper describes two results in the mathematics
the state due to noisy measurements. Furthermore, the component of the research program. The first result is
processes are restricted to those whose sets of possi- an algorithm designed for large-scale problems, which
ble outputs at each observation and possible decisions approximates the SSA by reducing the dimensionality of
at each time step are finite. The basic algorithm for the problem. A description of the SSA and the details
the solution of dynamic decision problems is stochastic of its approximation are found in Section 2. The sec-
dynamic programming, which involves the temporal decom- ond result is an algorithm extending the HMF for de-
position of a dynamic problem into a sequence of static centralized stochastic control problems with an OSDS
problems and the characterization of the optimal per- information pattern to problems with a more general
formance and optimal strategies in terms of an optimal information structure, called sequential partitions,
value function (i.e., "cost-to-go"). The most success- as defined by Yoshikawa and Kobayashi [9]. Section 3
ful attempts to solve these problems have focused on summarizes the HMF for the OSDS information pattern
the separation of estimation and control; that is, and states the separation result in [9] for a class of
the design of the optimal control law can be separated problems with sequential partitions. Section 4 con-
from the design of the optimal estimate of the state. tains the details of the new algorithm extending the
In particular, some problems satisfy the separation HMF. The conclusions are in Section 5.
principle in that optimal decisions depend on past
information only through the conditional probability
distribution of the current state, given the past in- 2. Algorithms for the Solution of a Class of
formation [1]. Consequently, the optimal strategies, Markov Decision Problems
and, hence, the objective functions in the stochastic
programming algorithm, have probability distributions 2.1 Problem Statement
as arguments. This poses no problem conceptually, but,
since it leads to many possible strategies, may pose a The specific problem under consideration in this
major problem computationally. section is the single-person control of a system that

can be modeled as a Markov process with the following
The solution techniques for the optimal control of features:

partially-observable Markov processes are surveyed in
[2]. The state-of-the-art techniques for the class of 1. state x(t) at each time t belongs to a finite
Markov processes described above for the finite-horizon set X of possible states, X = {nl, --., nN}
case is the Smallwood-Sondik Algorithm (SSA).* In [3],
Smallwood and Sondik show that their formulation of 2. decision problem has a finite horizon T
the control problem satisfies the separation principle,
so that optimal strategies are functions of the con- 3. decision time intervals are discrete;
ditional probability of the state given past informa- t = 1,...,T
tion. Hsu and Marcus [6],[7] have extended the results
of [3] and [4] to a particular class of finite-state, 4. measurement y(t) at each time t belongs to

a finite set Y of possible observations,
Y = {Pi, '-,PM}

*Algorithms for the infinite-horizon case can be found 5. observations are noisy measurements of the
in [4]-[5]. This memo will discuss only the finite- state and are described by a conditional
horizon case. probability distribution:
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qi£(t) = Pr{y(t) = pQlx(t) 
=

nil (2-1) let Jt*(I(t-l)) be the optimal cost-to-go at time t,
parameterized by E(t-l), the conditional probability
distribution of the state. The sole parameter is

6. decision (control, alternative) u(t) at each E(t-l), because (1) the separation principle is satis-
time t belongs to a finite set U of possible fied fied, and (2) the optimal cost Jt* is averaged
values, U = {Pi, --', PK} over all possible values of y(t), requiring brute-force

enumeration of strategies with E(t-l) fixed. It is
7. changes in the state are characterized by a shown in [3] that

state transition conditional probability:

Jt*(E(t-l)) 
=

min Bk(t) E(t-l) (2-7)
Pik(u(t)) = Pr{x(t+l) = nklX(t) = ni, u(t)} . (2-2) k

where {Bl(t), B2 (t),...} are some N-dimensional vec-
Figure 2-1 illustrates the sequence of events. tors, computed by the SSA. The SSA also finds the op-

timal decision strategy associated with each minimizing

I-vector. Figure 2-2 illustrates Eq. 2-7 using the
two-dimensional simplex for E. In this case,

STATE IS OBSERVE I CHOOSE
x(t) I y(t) u(t)

li _ I ) TIME 1S , iSR 1
t t+l

R-3003 Jt
* = 82C , SeR2 (2-8)

Figure 2-1. The Sequence of Events 63C , ESR3

It is shown in [3] that the current information where Ri is the i-region where Bi is optimal. These
about the state can be summarized by the information regions are outlined for the three-dimensional simplex
vector E, which is the conditional probability distri- in Fig. 2-3.
bution of the state given the past measurements and
decisions. More precisely,

i(t) = [1l(t) ... N(t)]' (2-3) HEAVY LINE = J

where

Ei(t) = Pr{x(t+l) = nile(t)l (2-4)

and E(t) = information available at time t. In this
formulation, e(t) = {y(t), u(t), e(t-1)}. Since the 3I
calculation of i(t) depends on past data only through

E(t-l), E(t-l) is a sufficient statistic for the past a b 
history of e(t-1) [3]. Consequently, the decision 1,
problem satisfies a separation principle, so that the
optimal control strategies belong to the set of strat- R1 R2 R3 R-3004

egies of the following form [3],[6]:

Figure 2-2. Two-Dimensional Example of
u(t) = y(t, y(t), v(t-1)) · (2-5) Optimal-B Regions

The problem is to find w = [y(1) ... y(T)]' in the set 5=(1,0,0)
r of admissible strategies so as to minimize expected
total cost [6]:

min J(r) = E gt(x(t), u(t) (2-6)

where gt (x(t), u(t)) is the cost at time t if the R5
state is x(t) and the decision taken is u(t). R2

2.2 Smallwood-Sondik Algorithm R4

The problem just formulated is essentially the same
as the one solved by the SSA in [3]. The crucial part F=(0,1,0) 5=(0,0,1)
of Smallwood and Sondik's result was their proof that, R-3010
at each time step t, the dynamic programming expres-
sion for the optimal cost-to-go can be written as a Figure 2-3. Three-Dimensional Example of
piecewise-linear, concave function. More precisely, Optimal-B Regions
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The implementation of the SSA proceeds as follows 5=(1,0,0)
(refer to Fig. 2-3). At each time t, an initial point
5O in the simplex is chosen, and its corresponding
optimal strategy y* and 8-vector, say 81 in Fig. 2-3,
are computed via the dynamic programming expression for
Jt* and knowledge of the 8-vectors at time t-l. The
SSA then uses a linear-programming (LP) procedure to
calculate the boundaries of the region in the simplex
for which 81 is optimal. The values of the neighboring
optimal B's can be computed so that the LP procedure
can be used for each of them until the entire simplex R5
is divided into optimal-8 regions. Along the way, the R2
SSA computes and stores in memory an associated y
for each 8-region. Consequently, the optimal decision
u* at time t for some 5(t-l) and Y(t)=Pm can be found R
by solving Eq. 2-7 for the optimal B and letting u* = t 3 
y (pm,(t-l)) for the y* associated with the optimal B.

= (0,1,0) = (0,0,1)
2.3 Approximation to the SSA R-3005

As the state space, observation space, decision Figure 2-4. New Optimal-8 Regions When
space, and time horizon increase in size, the number 85 is Eliminated
of linear pieces and the computational burden increase
rapidly, especially since several LP problems are
solved at each stage of the dynamic programming algo- The complete algorithm to find j in Eq. 2-10 proceeds
rithm. To reduce the problem complexity to a fixed as follows:
size, an approximation is presented in which the number
of B-vectors at each time t does not exceed a specified Step 1: Solve the LP problem above for all k such
maximum. If there are n B's, but a maximum of k is that Ok is adjacent to 8i. Once a corner point i' is
allowed, then (n-k) B's will be eliminated according to determined for some k, it is not necessary to solve the
the criterion of minimizing the maximum "error," where LP problem for those adjacent t such that 8kt' = BQ~'.
"error" will be described below. The 8's will be con-
sidered one-at-a-time in order to avoid the combina- Step 2: Let
torial problem of choosing k out of n.

ei = max Eik (2-13)
Figure 2-2 illustrates the "error" ei for the two- k

dimensional example, namely, the maximum difference be-
tween Jt* with Si eliminated and Jt* with 8i included, be the error associated with Bi.
in the region where Si is optimal. That is, the error
ei is defined as Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for all i. Then solve

for j via Eq. 2-10.

ei = max rmin(Bkt:Bk adjacent to 8i) - BiT ·(2-9) Step 4: Go back to Step 1 and continue until n-k
cRi Lk*i j O's have been eliminated.

Then choose to eliminate the 8 with the minimum error*; The resulting value of the optimal cost-to-go after
that is, eliminate 8j if the appropriate 8's have been eliminated will be de-

noted Jt*, which is a lower bound on Jt* For example,
j = arg min ei . (2-10) e2 is the minimum error in Fig. 2-2, so that

i

Figure 2-4 illustrates a possible new solution if 85 ^ R1 and ~a < X 
were eliminated for the three-dimensional example. The Jt* = (2-14)
eliminated region would be broken up into subregions, B3E , 5R 3 and i' E < b
as shown by the dotted lines, where the adjacent B's
would become optimal. Since Jt* is the maximum of lin-
ear expressions, the errors ei will occur at the inter- Then the approximation error Jt* - Jt* can be easily
sections of these expressions, that is, at the corners calculated.
of the new subregions. Consequently, the determination
of ei in Eq. 2-9. can be converted into an equivalent LP
problem, as follows: 3. Decentralized Stochastic Control Problems

Satisfying A Separation Principle
Eik = max (B ki - BiO) (2-11)

3.1 One-Step-Delay-Sharing Information Pattern

As mentioned in Section 1, Hsu and Marcus extended
s.t. Bk ( BO X, for all 9 * k or i, the SSA to decentralized stochastic control problems

BQ adjacent to 8i with the OSDS information pattern [6]. Assuming there
and (2-12) are J DMs, the problem formulation differs from that in

subsection 2.1 as follows:
the linear constraints defining
the Ri region For all j = 1, ..., J,

1. measurement yj(t) of DMj at time t belongs to
*The arguments t and t-l from B and i, respectively, the finite set Yj = {Pjl, ' '' , PjM }
will be omitted here for simplicity.
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2. the conditional probability distribution for y(t) = [Y1(t, yl(t), S(t-1)) ... yJ(t, yj(t), e(t-1))]'
the measurements becomes:

(3-12)

qiX(t) = Pr {yj(t) = pjQlx(t) = ui} (3-1) and the expectations are taken with respect to the ob-
servations y(t). The term y*(t) is the vector of opti-
mal strategies, determined by brute-force enumeration

3. decision uj (t) of DMj at time t belongs to of all possible strategies with S(t-1) fixed. It was
the finite set Uj = {ujl, *-- , ujK } proved in [7] that, as in the single-DM case, Jt is

~~J ~ piecewise-linear and concave and so can be found via
4. the state transition probability becomes: the SSA.

Pik(u(t)) = Pr{x(t+l) = lklx(t) = i, u(t)}, (3-2) INCREMENTAL COST
gt(x(t), u0t))

where y(t) u(t)

u(t) = [u1(t) ... uJ(t)]' . (3-3)
TIME

Let

I(t-1) = all data up to time t-l

= {yj(T), uj(T) l<T<t-1, 1<j4J} (3-4) x(t) x(t+l)

* I

Ij(t) = information available to DMj Jt({(t-1)) Jt+ l((t))

at time t, so that

uj(t) = yj (t, Ij (t)) . (3-5) Figure 3-1. Temporal Representation of Dynamic
Programming Algorithm

Then the OSDS information pattern is defined as:
3.2 Sequential Partitions

Ij(t) = {yj(t), I(t-1)} . (3-6) Since the extension of the SSA to decentralized sto-
chastic control problems requires a separation princi-
ple, one must look to information structures other than

That is, at time t, I(t-1) is the shared information the n-step delay sharing for other applications of the
among all DMs, and yj(t) is the private information for SSA. One such information structure, described in [9]
DMj. Varaiya and Walrand [8] and Yoshikawa [10] showed and [10], involves the decomposition of time into se-
that this information structure satisfies a separation quential periods, corresponding to a decomposition of
principle in that it is sufficient to search for opti- the objective function. The problem defined in [9] is
mal strategies among the strategies of the form as follows:

x(t+l) = f(t, x(t), u(t), vs(t)), t=l,...,T (3-13)
uj*(t) = yj*(t, yj(t), S(t-l)) , (3-7)

where yj(t) = gj(t, x(t), vo(t)), j=l,...,J . (3-14)

Si(t-1) = Pr{x(t) = niI(t-1)} . (3-8)
The vectors x(1), vs(t), and vo(t) are finite-valued
and random with a given a priori probability distribu-

They also showed that for n-step-delay-sharing pat- tion. The objective function is
terns, defined as

w = w(x(t), x(T+1), uj(t) ; t=1,...,T ; j=1,...,J)
Ij(t) = {I(t-n)>,(yj(T),Uj(T) | t--n+l~T~t-l),yj(t) } ,

(3-15)
(3-9) It is assumed that

the separation principle does not necessarily hold
for n>l. {yj(t)} Ij(t) {yj(t), I(t-1)J} (3-16)

In the HMF, the optimal cost-to-go at time t, illu-
strated in Fig. 3-1, is In other words, the jth DM knows his current measure-

ment but not the current measurements of the other
DMs. The problem is to find y* = {yj(t); t=l,...,T;

Jt*(t(t-1)) = E[gt(x(t), y*(t))] + E[Jt+l*(E(t))] , j=l,...,J} such that

(3-10)
W(y*) < W(y) (3-17)

where

y(t) = [Yl(t) ... yJ(t)]' (3-11) for all admissible y, where W(y) = E(wly).
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Definition 1: I(k) for some time k · t is nested DML DM2 TIME

in Ij(t) if I(k) can be recovered from Ij(t) for any

given y. That is, knowing Ij(t) implies knowing 1

I(k). /

Definition 2: The problem is said to have a sequen-

tial partition (s-partition) {tl, t2 , ..., tM} such 2

that

i) 1 4 t1 < t2 < ... tM < T 3

ii) I(tm) is nested in Ij(t), where

tm = max{ti is in the partitionlti < t}
i R-3008

for all t=l,...,T and j=l,...,J. Figure 3-3. S-Partition for One-Step-Delay-Sharing
Information Pattern

In other words, an s-partition totally orders the time

periods so that the information of each DM at each time

in a period is available to all DMs at all times in The separation result requires the following two

subsequent periods. The example* in Fig. 3-2 illu- conditions:

strates the following information structure, where a

dotted line from point (t,j) to point (t',j') means Condition A: The groups of random vectors {x(l),

Ij(t ) is nested in Ij,(t'). V(t); t=l..,tl, {v(t); t=tl+l,..t,t2},...,{V (t);
t=tM + 1,...,T} are mutually independent.

Example:
Condition B: The cost function has the form

Ij(1) = {yj(1)}, j = 1, 2
M

I1(2) = {I(1), yl(2)} w = I wm(x(tm+l),...,x(tm+1 + 1),
m=O (3-18)

I2(2) = {Y2(2)} u(tm + i),...,u(tm+l))

Ij(3) = {I1(2), I2(2), uj(
2
), yj(3)}, j = 1, 2

where to = O and tM+1 = T.

Ij(
4
) = {Ij(3), uj(

3
), yj(4)}, j = 1, 2

Ij(
5
) = I1(4), I2(4), uj(4), yj(5)}, j = 1, 2 In other words, the s-partition is characterized by a

total decomposition of the problem; not only the infor-

mation sets, but also the random variables and cost
DM1 DM2 TIME function are partitioned. Define the control strate-

gies as

uj(t) = yj(t, AIj(t), t(tm)) (3-19)

I , where
2

<.AIj(t) = II(t) - I(tm) (3-20)

l/3 = information of DMj from time

tm + 1 to t, where tm is as
defined in Definition 2.

Note that AIj(t) = {yj(t)} when t = tm+l. The separa-
tion result can now be stated:

5
Theorem: If a problem has an s-partition satisfying

R-3007 conditions A and B, then it is sufficient to search

for optimal strategies among strategies of the form in

Figure 3-2. Example of an S-Partition Eq. 3-19.

Proof: See [9].

The s-partition is {2,4}. Figure 3-3 shows that the

s-partition for the OSDS pattern is just the set of all The s-partition appears to be a generalization of

time steps {1,...,T-1}, since information is nested at the OSDS information pattern. For OSDS, each time per-

each stage. iod is a single time step. Since a problem satisfying

conditions A and B also satisfies a separation princi-

ple, its dynamic programming formulation should be sim-

ilar to the HMF. The next section gives a detailed

description of an algorithm extending the HMF and the

approximate SSA to decentralized stochastic control

problems that admit sequential partitions satisfying

*This example is a reordered version of one in [9]. Conditions A and B.
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4. Algorithm for a Class of Decentralized Stochastic AIj(3) = {yj(3)} (4-2)
Control Problems with Sequential Partitions

AIj(4) = {yj(3), yj(4), 6Ij(4)} (4-3)
4.1 Problem Statement

where
Presently, the only algorithm for computing the op-

timal control of Markov processes in a decentralized 6Ij(t) A AIj(t) - AIj(t-1) - {yj(t)}
stochastic control problem is the SSA applied to the
HMF for the OSDS information pattern. This section = Ij(t) - Ij(t-1) - {yj(t)} · (4-4)
extends the algorithm to a class of problems with s-

partitions. The precise problem under consideration is
the one in [9], defined by Eqs. 3-13 through 3-17 with In other words, 6Ij(t) is DMj's information gathered at
s-partitions satisfying Conditions A and B, thereby time t, excluding the measurement at time t. That is,
satisfying the separation theorem. In order to extend SIj(t) contains data only from time tm+l to time t-l.
the HMF to this problem, the state and observation dy- In the example, 6Ij(4) contains data only for t=3.
namics in Eqs. 3-13 and 3-14 must be rewritten in terms In the brute-force enumeration solution technique for
of Eqs. 3-2 and 3-1, respectively. Thus, it is assumed finding J3*, the strategies Y1(

3) and Y2(3) are speci-
that f and gj are "invertible" functions in that: fied inside the expectation, so that c61(4) is speci-

fied. Thus, the expectation over AIj(3 and AIj(4) is

Pik(u(t)) = Pr{vs(t) = the appropriate value just the expectation over yj(3) and yj(4), j = i,2.
to make x(t+l) = nk when In general, for a time period {tm+l,...,tm+l, the ex-
x(t) = ni and u(t) is given} pectation over AIj(tm+l),...,AIj(tm+l) reduces to the

expectation over yj(tm+l),...,yj(tm+l) for fixed strat-
qigJ(t) = Pr{vo(t) = the appropriate value to egies yj(tm+l),...,yj(tm+l), j = 1,...,J.

make yj(t) = pj when
x(t) = ni · The optimal cost-to-go at time tm+l can be written

as
As an illustration of the algorithm, Fig. 4-1 shows

a temporal representation of the example in subsection Jt *+j((tm)) = E[incremental cost wm]
3.2. As mentioned earlier, the s-partition is {2,41. m (4-5)
In order to use the decomposition technique associated + E[Jt +l((tm+l))]
with the separation result, the optimal cost-to-go Jt* m+l
is calculated at the start of each time period, as op-
posed to each time step, as defined by the s-partition. except for the final time T, in which case the last

term is omitted. Using straightforward dynamic pro-
wl W2 W3 gramming techniques the expected incremental cost for

the time period {tm+l,. ..,tm+l can be written as a
y(l) u(l)s y(2) u(2) 'y(3) u(3) y(4), u(4) y(5) u(5) recursive expression (with J=2 for simplicity and

!/_ < ~ < 1/ < < | < ~ / M = number of time steps in the period):

x(l) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) E[wm = [ +1 + G2] qi k 1(tm + 1)

t _t +t il=l kl=l jl=1 m 11
J1(p(1)) J3(t(2)) J5 (&(4)) R-3009 qil 1 2(tm + 1) il(tm)

Figure 4-1. Temporal Representation of Example (4-6)
in Fig. 3-2.

where

In the example, this means that JI*{p(1)}, J3*{C(2)}, M
and J5 *{(4)} are calculated, where p(l) is the a Gn = i i ((tm+n-l) + Gn+l]
priori probability distribution of x(l). Thus, the in=l n-l n kn=l n-1 m
strategies are written as:

qi k l(tm+n)qi % 2(tm+n) ·
nn n n

uj(1) = y(1, Ij(l), p(1))
= Yj(1, yj(l), p(1) (4-la) n = 2,...,M (4-7)

uj(2 ) = yj(2, Ij(2), p(l)) (4-lb)
Gm+l = 0 (4-8)

uj(3) = yj 3, AIj(3), C(2))
= yj 3, yj(3), M(2)) (4-1c)

tm+M = tm4l (4-9)
uj(4) = yj(4, AIj(4), 5(2)) (4-1d)

and
uj(5) = yjI(5, AI(5), J(42)

Yt+t= gt +n*[ni , l*(tm+n, Yl(tm+l) = Plkl,...,

4.2 Solution Technique Yl(tm+n) = Plk , 6Il(tm+n) = D1, E(2)),n

In the previous example, the expectation of J5*(t(4)) Y2*(tm+n, Y2(tm+1) = P2 ,...,y2(tm+n) = P2 
is taken over all possible values of Y1(5) and Y2(5). 1 n
For J3 *('(2)), the expectation is over all possible 6I2(tm+n) = D2, E(2))] 
values of AIj(3) and AIj(4), j=i, 2. However, (4-10)
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The letters D1 and D2 represent the values of the vari- with C(o) - p(l). This formula is independent of in-
ables in 6 Il(tm+n) and 6I2(tm+n), respectively. These formation structure. Consequently, C(tm+l) is computed
values have been specified at an earlier time. For ex- from S(tm) by replacing E(t-l) with t(tm) in Eq. 4-17
ample, 611(4) in the expression for g4* in the example and applying Eq. 4-17 M times to get the sequence
above might contain ul(3), which must match the value {~(tm+l),...,F(tm+1)}.

of Y1*(3, Y1(3) = Plk , i(2)) in the expression for
g3* For large state spaces, observation spaces, decision

spaces, and time horizons, the brute-force enumeration
In the second term of Jt +1* in Eq. 4-5, namely the of strategies can become an enormous computational bur-

m den. Large problems could be reduced to a more manage-
expected cost-to-go at the next member of the s- able size by employing the approximate SSA described in
partition, the expectation is taken as follows: subsection 2.3.

M1 M1 M2

E[Jt * + l(*(tm+l))1 = ... I I Pr{yl(tm+l) 5. Conclusion
m+l kl=l kM=1 l1=1

The class of decentralized stochastic control prob-
= PLkl,... yly(tm+l) = PlkM, Y2(tm+l) lems for which an algorithm exists has been enlarged.

It has been shown that the Smallwood-Sondik algorithm
can be applied to problems decomposed into sequential

= P2Q , ...Y2(tm+1) = P22 II(tm)} partitions satisfying a separation result. Since these
1 M problems tend to be "large" computationally, an approx-

imation of the SSA, designed to simplify such problems,

Jt * + 1(S(tm+l)) * (4-11) has been presented.
m+l
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ABSTRACT this case is the limited number of damage control
parties available to be allocated to various areas
of the ship. The state of the system can be repre-

Problems of resource allocation and scheduling are sented. by a vector with components indicating which
emerging as important components of C31 systems. rooms or areas currently contain damage. These may
However, some of the application areas of interest be binary variables. State changes occur every time
do not conform to the standard queuing and a fire is extinguished or whenever a room or area
scheduling models, but require new approaches to first contains a fire (as in the spread of a fire
system definition and new solution techniques. Such from an adjacent room). However, the time required
a situation occurs primarily in systems represented for the damage control parties to move from their
initially by hybrid state vectors. This paper current position to the position of the fire, as
presents an approach to reducing these problems to well as the time required for the damage control
Markov decision processes. The resulting decision party to contain the fire, must also be repre-
problem is solved by generating a decision tree. sented. A good scheduling algorithm would have to
Computational complexity then emerges as a major account for such factors as the tactical value of
issue, since the size of the decision tree will grow the rooms or areas affected, as well as the pre-
exponentially with the size of the system. An dicted rate of spread of fires from one area to
approach to pruning the search space is presented another.
which is based on generating upper and lower bounds
on the expected costs associated with available In scheduling the interception of threats by surface
decisions at each node in the tree. These bounds to air missiles, the critical resources include the
are generated by solving closely related problems, illuminators, use of the launch rails, and the
or "relaxations", for which relatively efficient number of surface to air missiles (SAM) remaining on
algorithms exist. The techniques proposed in this board. The problem is to prioritize or schedule the
paper can be applied to a wide range of problems in engagements so as to, for example, minimize the
areas such as sensor or surveillance resource expected number of threats entering the close-in
scheduling, support for ordnance delivery systems, zone. The representation of the state of the system
and shipboard operations, such as damage control. must in some manner contain an "activity vector",
The example chosen to illustrate basic concepts is with binary components for each threat currently
the allocation of illuminators for terminal homing active (i.e. not yet defeated). Whether or not a
of surface to air missiles. threat is in the engagement envelope may also be

represented as a discrete state component. This is
1. INTRODUCTION a "partial" jump state process, which changes state

whenever a threat enters or exits the engagement
In a stochastic resource allocation problem, a envelope or when it is defeated. However, in es-
decision maker must allocate scarce resources among tablishing a schedule to minimize conflict in the
tasks in order to carry out a global strategy in an use of resources, such as illuminators, other
optimal manner. Such problems are cast in a dynamic characteristics of the threat, such as range and
probabilistic environment, so that the evolution of speed, as well as the fly out times of intercepting
the system cannot be fully controlled by the actions SAMs, must also be represented.
of the controller. Problems of this nature are an
important component of many C3I systems. For In committing combat air patrol (CAP) to missions in
Naval C3I this includes areas such as optimal end- an outer air battle, the critical resource is the
game strategies for surface to surface warfare, number of CAP units available. The state contains
tasking of combat air patrol (CAP) in outer air components to represent each available mission
battle, launch scheduling for area defense, allo- (complete/not complete). However, the distance of
cation of damage control parties in shipboard each CAP from its current location, to the point
operations, and the allocation of sensors for when it can first carry out a given mission, must
surveillance. However, in some instances, the also be accounted for. Critical times (due dates)
application areas have characteristics which do not of the tasks are defined according to the character-
allow them to be readily treated within the context istics of each mission. For example, it may be a
of standard queuing and scheduling models. For goal to defeat a long range bomber before it has the
example, the time required to process tasks may not opportunity to release air to surface missiles.
be easily modeled as exponentially distributed
random variables, and the system may not be easily Although some of these problems do not fit well into
modeled as a continuous time discrete state (jump the models which support most of the current theory
state) process. This is illustrated by several in stochastic scheduling and resource allocation,
examples given as follows: they do have several important characteristics. In

the first place, they consist of a certain number of
In fighting shipboard fires, the objective is to distinct tasks or subproblems. Secondly, each task
minimize the effect of battle damage on the battle has a specific release date and due date, which may
readiness of the ship. The critical resource in be random. Third, we suppose that we are given a
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set of scarce resources, or "processors", which must 2. ILLUMINATOR SCHEDULING
be allocated among the tasks, and are required to
solve each individual task. Each attempt to solve a The launch scheduling problem is one of specifying a
problem requires a resource for a period of time schedule for the interception of a number of threats
specified either deterministically or probabilisti- approaching a ship. We may consider these to be
cally. Finally, the state of each task can be cruise missiles in the manner we are modeling them

here. The critical resource being considered hererepresented, or approximated, by a hybrid state here. The critical resource being considered here
vector (i.e. the components of the stated variable is a single illuminator which must be allocated to
are a mixture of continuous and discrete variables). each threat just prior to its interception by a

SAM. It is assumed that a shoot-look-shoot doctrine
This paper addresses the problem of modeling and is in effect. That is, the outcome of the engage-

solving the types of problems characterized above. ment of a given threat must be known before a second
We present a procedure for reducing the hybrid state round is launched against that threat.
process, describing the types of resource scheduling 2.1. The Single Threat Case
problems being addressed, into a discrete time,
discrete state Markov decision process. This
mapping is achieved by enumerating the "critical" The approach to finding an optimal scheduling policy
times (due dates) of the individual tasks involved, will be based on a means for transforming a system
explicitly generating intervals of time that a given involving a ship defending against airborne threats
resource will be required to solve a given problem to a Markov decision process. To develop this
before the system changes state, and "back- approach, consider first a scenario involving a
projecting" from the critical times to determine single threat targeted at a ship, which is defending

when a given set of resources must be committed to a itself with surface to air missiles. The threat is
problem if it is in fact to be solved before the launched at a distance and follows a trajectory
system changes state. Examples of critical times which takes it through the engagement envelope at
are the time when a threat exits the engagement specific points in time (figure 1). It is assumed
envelope and enters the close-in zone, the time when that the trajectory, including the launch times
a fire spreads into a high value area, or the time entering times,and exiting times are known
when a bomber gets close enough to release its air deterministically.
to surface missiles. Thus, the entire mapping
process is driven by a "latest time to action" Assume the engagement envelope is such that the SAM
analysis. can defeat the threat only when it is in the region

between points A and C (figure 2). Assume further-

The latest time to action analysis yields a set of more that in order to intercept the threat before it
timing diagrams. The relationships and interactions traverses point A (that is, before it exits the
among the intervals of time during which specific engagement envelope), the engaging SAM must be
resources are required (referred to as "resource launched before the threat gets to point B (this is
intervals" below) are represented in the form of a to account for its fly out time); in order to inter-
graph (the resource constraint graph), which is cept the threat before it gets to point B, the
constructed from these timing diagrams. The engaging SAM must be launched before the threat gets
resource constraint graph implicitly contains the to point D; and that in order to intercept the
entire set of legal sequences involving the committ- threat after it gets to point C, the engaging SAM
ment of resources to problems over time. The must be auniched after the threat gets to point E.
resulting decision problem is approached by These "decision points" divide the distance between
searching a decision tree. The use of a decision the ship and the maximum detection range into six
tree allows for the use of pruning techniques. This intervals, as shown.
is important because the size of the decision tree,
and in fact the size of the state space, grows There is a state in a resulting state space
rapidly with the size of the problem: that is, the associated with each of these intervals. The system
number of resources, the time span for the scenario, is in a given state if the threat is in the corre-
and the number of subtasks involved. The procedures sponding interval. This mapping can be achieved,
fo4 generating the decision tree and applying the since, from the point of view of the number of
pruning techniques make express use of the resource remaining available intercepts against that threat,
constraint graph. Pruning is based on "relaxations" it does not matter where in the particular interval
of the original problem, which make explicit use of the threat is at any p-oint in time. If no action is
the fact that the systems involved are naturally taken against the threat when it is in a given
represented as interacting subsystems corresponding interval, the next state will always be the one
to individual missions or tasks. representing the next interval through which the

threat will pass (figure 3). The corresponding
In the following, the launch scheduling problem
provides a context in which the basic approach to
these types of scheduling problems can be dis-
cussed. We note that in the description given below .....
we assume that we know deterministically when the
jump times of the system are, as well as what the ENGAGEMENT ENVELOPE
various problems will be and when they will arise.GAGEMENT ENVELOPE

Extension to the more general case (i.e. jump times
modeled as random variables, and the nature of all
problems not known in advance) can be achieved
provided a sufficient model exists. However, this I N- l
extension introduces complexities which will not be ENGAGEMENT INTERVAL

discussed here. Figure 1. A Single (Cruise Missile) Threat
Approaching A Ship On A Known Inbound Trajectory.
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Figure 2. Control Intervals Generated By Backprojecting Boundary Points Of The Engagement I.nterval.

change in the system is to move along the arc marked 2.2. Multiple Threat Scenarios and Resource Conflicts
0 to the next state. If a SAM is launched, the next
interval to which the threat arrives may be the one Thus far, the possibility of resource conflict and
adjacent to the current interval; however, the next multithreat scenarios has not been considered. As
state in which a control action pertaining to that above, we will consider a single illuminator as
threat ls possiblTe is the state identifiedT wif1 that being the primary scarce resource. We outline here
intervar--in which the interception occurs. This is a method for generating a set of resource intervals
a consequence of a crucial assumption that the out- which are used to generate a decision tree, much in
come of a given engagement of a SAM with a threat the manner of the single threat case given in the
must be known before another round may be launched previous section. These resource intervals will be
against that threat. Thus the system moves along used to generate a "resource constraint graph" which
the arc marked 1/h (launch/hit) to state ix can be used to describe and search all possible
(threat defeated) if a SAM is launched with a sub- legal sequences of intercepts which guarantee that
sequent successful intercept, or moves along the arc there will be no illuminator conflicts. In the
l/m (launched/miss) if a SAM is launched and the example pursued below a two threat scenario will be
threat is not subsequently defeated. The state discussed. The extension to larger scenarios should
diagram given in figure 3 describes all possible be obvious.
ways in which the system can evolve, in consider-
ation of the set of possible control actions. Figure 4 (a, b, c, and d) shows time lines for two

threats targeted at a ship with a single SAM missile
A control problem is defined by assigning a cost and system and a single illuminator on board. The
transition probability (which in this case corre- threats are assumed to travel at the same speed.
sponds to the probability of defeating the threat) The time lines are shifted with respect to each
to each arc in the transition diagram. The problem other so that the threats are always represented in
can then be solved using any of a set of well known the same vertical position (thus, the time lines
techniques. It is important to note that a solution represent time relative to the anticipated time of
to this problem, which in this case determines those arrival of the threat at the ship). Using the same
intervals in which SAMs should be launched against a reasoning as before, we can construct intervals by
given threat, will not specify precisely at which backprojecting points from boundaries (created by
point in the interval the threat should be when the the last time action can be taken) within the
SAM is launched, only that it be somewhere in that context of the current launch sequence. Figure 4
interval. A solution to the latter problem requires (a, b, c, and d) illustrates all possible engagement
setting up and solving a system of linear equations.* sequences. In each case, the intercept is assumed

to occur at the end (left hand side) of the
The basic means for constructing the Markov model illuminator interval.
described above can be readily generalized to
account for differing threat types (including Consider figure 4a. Note that in order to engage
differing speeds, approach patterns, and alti- the later arriving threat (threat 1; upper time
tudes). Differing threat speeds will affect the line) before it arrives at point A, the illuminator
length of the control intervals created by this must be free for use before the earlier arriving
modeling technique. Arbitrary threat types and threat (threat 2; lower time line) gets to point B,
approach patterns can also be treated directly with- assuming the length of the illuminator interval is
in the context of this scheme, the idea being to as shown. Terminal illumination of the second
make note of the engagement envelopes, projecting threat for an interception at point B means that the
crossing times onto the time line, and backpro- illuminator will be in use at and before point B.
jecting those points to account for boundaries on Another interception of threat 1, which would occur
the times/threat ranges at which control actions at point C (actually, a previous interception, since
(engage/do not engage) must be made. we are working backwards in time), cannot be

achieved because the required illumination period
would extend outside the engagement interval.
Similarly, a previous interception of threat 2

ARC MEANINGS ( RX ) THREAT DEFEATED would, because of the delay imposed by the shoot-
+ - NO ACTION look-shoot doctrine, require an illuminator period

i/m - LAUNCH/HMISS A/ /h extending beyond the engagement interval.

Figure 4(b) illustrates another possible sequence
which is generated by scheduling the last inter-

,, 1 2 '3 ception of threat 2 at point A, and backprojecting
SHIP 'SAX ___-7vk 7 7resource constraints in the same way as was given inTAKES \' -m \ figure 4(a). This generates another set of resource
HIT - I intervals and another set of interception times.

Figure 3. Markov Chain Representation Of The The details of this process are not difficult,
Resulting Control Problem; Single but go beyond the purpose of the current dis-
Threat Case. cussion. A description can be found in [1].
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Figure 4 (c and d) illustrates the generation of the
ENGAGEMENT THREAT 1 two final possible engagement sequences. In theINTERVAL last two examples constraints are generated by the

A E ,bll~lUI~I~ shoot-look-shoot doctrine, since these strategies
A C involve launching twice in succession against a
..... I given threat.

In this manner, the set of all possible resource
ENGAGEMENT THREAT 2 intervals for each threat can be generated and

* i- INTERVAL - 1 projected onto a common time line (figure 5). The
resource constraint graph is generated from this set

iB of intervals by identifying each interval with a
... ---- vertex of the graph, such that there is an arc

between two nodes for intervals pertaining to
different threats if those intervals intersect on

Figure 4a. the time line. There is also an edge between two
vertices for intervals pertaining to the same
threat, if interception at the end of each interval
implies a violation of the shoot-look-shoot

ENGAGEMENT THREAT 1 doctrine. For the purposes of the following discus-
INTERVAL sion, each resource interval and its corresponding

vertex is given a two component label L=(1 1,
, .....,J I12), where 11 is the number of the threat

addressed in the interval represented by vertex L,
and 12 is an index of the resource interval within
the set pertaining to threat 11. The resource

_____-_ _INTERVAL _ _ HREAT_2 interval constraint graph associated with the
E G E E TH REAT\>I INT' ' example of figure 4 is shown in figure 6.

A

_ .~~~~~l i 4Let G = (V, E) be a graph, with vertex set V and
edge set E. A vertex packing in G is a set P C V of
vertices such that no elements of P are adjacent in

Figure 4b. V. It is clear that any vertex packing in the
resource constraint graph corresponds to a legal
sequence of interceptions, that is, a sequence of
interceptions that does not violate a resource

ENTGAGEMENT THREAT 1 constraint. Although it may not seem as obvious, it
I_________________________________ _ can nonetheless be demonstrated that the converse is

A B also true [1]. That is, any legal schedule of
~'-~-'--'--" ... adinterceptions, in an actual scenario, corresponds to

a unique vertex packing in the resource constraint
graph. Thus, implicit in the resource constraint
graph is the set of all valid launch sequences.

ENGAGEMENT THREAT 2 This fact is applied in the construction of a
;-_ / decision tree used to generate optimal decisions at

each point in time.

Figure 4c. --- 1

_ ~ ~ )~ ENGAGEMENT
INTERVAL

ENGAGEMENGAGEMENT- 

THREAT 1INTERVAtion 

Of All Resource 
Require-L

. _' ~-- -H grams Of Figure 4.F . (2,23_,3
IJ - - i ~ ' ENGAGEMENTINTERVAL

INTERVAL T Figure 5 Aggregation Of All Resource Require-
, B ment Intervals From The Timing Dia-

grams Of Figure 4.

Figure 4d.

LEGEND:

ILLUMINATOR INTERVAL Timing Diagrams and
TIMING CONSTRAINT Resource Requirement
GENERATED BY
ILLUMINATOR INTERVAL Intervals For A Two
TIMING CONSTRAINT Threat Scenario. Figure 6. Resource Constraint Graph Represen-

'"GENERATED BY SHOOT-
LOOK-SHOOT DOCTRINE tation of the Two Threat Scenario.
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Comment: There is the potential that the number of An event list is needed to determine the type
resource intervals will grow very quickly, in fact (decision/outcome) of the offspring of the node in
exponentially, with the number of threats. It has the decision tree. The list is generated by pro-
been our experience, however, that this in fact does jecting the left hand side of each resource interval
not happen, primarily because of boundary conditions onto a common time line. The (outcome) point which
imposed by (1) the shoot-look-shoot doctrine, and results from the projecting of resource interval
(2) release dates and due dates of the tasks them- (s,t) is labeled "o(s,t)". For each outcome point,
selves. In practice, further reduction in the o(s,t), a point d(s,t) is generated on the time line
number of resource intervals can be realized by which corresponds to the previous point in time at
rounding the numerical representation of the end which the decision (launch/no launch) must be made
points of the resource intervals to, for example, with respect to an interception at point o(s,t). A
integral values. Then in some cases intervals list is generated from the projected points, ordered
generated by different launch sequences tend to fall as time increases into the past. The time line and
on top of one another and thus need only be event list derived from the example of figure 5 is
represented once. given in figure 7 (a and b).

3. GENERATING THE DECISION TREE Generating the state of the offspring of a node in
the decision tree requires (1) generating a sub-

We outlined briefly the mechanics of generating the graph, G', of the graph, G, associated with the
decision tree. The focus here is to illustrate the state of the parent node, (2) updating the activity
way the state of the system is maintained as alter- vector, and (3) determining which element of the
natives are explored, with a particular emphasis on event list "pertains" to that offspring. The manner
the use of the resource constraint graph.* in which this is done depends on the type of the
Each node in the decision tree represents a parent node and the decision made (if the parent is
particular state of the system. In this case, the a decision node), or the outcome (if the parent is
current state is represented by a combination an outcome node). If the parent is a decision node,
including (1) a subgraph of the resource constraint a decision to launch against a threat, s, for an
graph, (2) an "activity vector" indicating which interception in interval t can be made only if the
threats are currently active (i.e. not yet vertex (s,t) is in graph G. In this case, the graph
defeated), and (3) an index into an ordered list of associated with the offspring, G', is a subgraph of
decision/outcome times referred to as an "event the graph associated with the parent, G, including
list". The purpose of the activity vector is vertex (s,t) but excluding all vertices adjacent to
obvious. The subgraph of the resource constraint (s,t) in G. This guarantees that no future launch
graph implicitly contains all legal launch sequences decisions willmade which iay ea-T-o an resource
which can occur from that particular point in the conflict. Thei graph G associated ii-th the off-
system evolution. This is a convenient way of main- spring of a decision node where the decision is not
taining the set of all possible future actions, to launch against threat s, for an interception in
which is what a search of the decision tree is meant resource interval t, is the graph G minus vertex
to explore. (s,t).

There will be two node "types": decision and out- The state of the offspring of an outcome node
come. A control action of either launch or no depends on whether or not the threat, s, has been
launch may be applied to a decision node, and the defeated. If the threat has not been defeated,
effect of a previous decision to launch is known as there is no change in either the graph or the
an outcome node. In the general formulation of a activity vector. If the threat is defeated, the
Markov decision process, there is only one type of corresponding entry in the activity vector is
node (decision) and the outcome must be known changed to reflect this, and all vertices corre-
immediately. In our case, the situation is sponding to threat s are removed from the graph.
complicated somewhat by the fact that a decision to
intercept a threat in a given resource interval is Updating the index into the event list for an off-
actually made at the (previous) point in time when spring node is accomplished in the following
the countering surface to air missile must be manner: let i be the index into the event list,
launched, and in fact, several decision points may which is a component of the state of a given node,
be passed before the outcome of a previous decision n, in the decision tree. Let G' be the subgraph
is known. Because of this, transition probabilities associated with the state of one of the offspring,
might be conditionally dependent on previous points n', of n. To determine the index, i', (into the
in time. In order to maintain Markov dynamics, the
state space would have to be expanded. It can be
shown, however, that this is done implicitly by the
manner in which the decision tree is generated, and A more complete discussion, including detailed
that Markov dynamics are maintained. examples, will be found in [1].

Figure 7a. Labeled Time Line
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EVENT LIST The expected cost associated with any node is
Index Label defined recursively. For a decision node, it is the

maximum of the values of the expected costs associ-
1 0(1,1) ated with its offspring nodes. For an outcome node,
2 o(2,2) it is an average of the values of the expected costs
4 d(1,1) Figure 7b. associated with the offspring, weighted by the
5 o(1,2) Associated Event probability of a successful engagement (for the
6 do(2 ) List hit" offspring) and the probability of an unsuc-7 d(2,1)
8 o(2,3) cessful engagement (for the "miss" offspring).
9 o(2,4)
10 d(2,2)10 d(2,2) Comment: It would be natural to question the
12 d(2,3) strategy described thus far which first generates
13 d(1,3) the resource constraint graph and then generates the
14 d(2,4) decision tree. After all, since we generate all

potential launch sequences in generating the
event list) of n', examine the labels on the event -esource intervals, why generate them again by
list elements i-1, i-2, ... , until an element i' explicitly enumerating the vertex packings in the
with a label o(s,t) or d(s,t) is found such that the resource constraint graphs There are several
vertex (s,t) is in G'. If the label is o(s,t) then important reasons for this. In the first place, it
the offspring is an outcome node. If the label is would be very difficult to maintain the Markov
d(s,t) then the offspring is a decision node. dynamics if one attempted to solve the decision
Figure 8 shows several levels of the decision tree problem at the same time one generated the resource
corresponding to the example of figures 4 through 7. intervals. This is because the complete "structure"

of the problem is not known at that time. In the
second place, the resource constraint graph can be
used explicitly to generate bounds for pruning the
search space as discussed in the following section.

decision (2.4) 4. BOUNDING AND FATHOMING

Enumerating the decision tree as described above
' launch (2,4) provides a finite algorithm for computing an optimum

/?\ launch policy. However, the number of nodes in the
decision tree grows exponentially with the number of
resource intervals, and the number of resource

//X/ 13 ;(1.1) /// 11: (: .) intervals grows rapidly with the number of threats.
Thus, for multiple threat scenarios, it is important
to prune some of the branches of the tree. The
approach presented here is based on implicit enumer-
ation [2]. Implicit enumeration approaches attempt

Q .¢ launch (1,2) to use various tests to disregard some options which
l:unch/ (1,) the tests show will not provide a better solution

than one already known. In our approach, the tests
are based on computing upper and lower bounds on

© ) expected costs for each node. The resource con-
/ 9 (1.1) 9:(11) straint graph is used to construct one of these

X @ o bounds, and another graph generated from the
outcome (2,4) o u t o m e (2,4) resource intervals, the "policy constraint graph"

(discussed below), provides the other. The basis
/!\ / \ for these bounds is to consider first the cost

miss hi t associated with the optimal policies if the problem
of countering each threat was treated as an inde-
pendent subsystem, much in the manner of the single

:Ad) / threat case discussed in section 2.1 above. The
bounds are then constructed by either

7 (1 .1) 4;(1.0) over-estimating or underestimating the effect of the
interaction of these subsystems.

decision(2.1 ) decision (1,1)
decision(2.1 decision (1X1 \The resource constraint graph provides a "can do no

better than" bound. For example, in a minimization
problem, it provides a lower bound on the expected

- - cost associated with a given decision at a decision
* N * 3 * *node. (A minimization problem would result if the

objective were defined to "minimize the expected
LEGEND: number of hits on ownship", "minimize the proba-
resource constraint subgraph bility that the ship will be hit by more than one

event list threat", and so forth). Assign values c(s,t) to the
index vertices of the resource constraint graph (repre-

1 2 Figure 8. senting the value of using the illuminator at each
g 13;(1 1) Section Of The Decision interval) by computing the expected cost of having

AJ i Tree For The Two Threat the first interception against threat s occur in
decisio (1 3) Scenario. interval t, assuming that subsequent launches for

all threats will not create illuminator conflicts.
nolype activity This would then guarantee at least that the first

node t ype activity interception- each threat would not create an
illuminator conflict. The assumption that further
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interceptions against a given set of threats A cost is assigned to each node in the policy con-
(provided that the first interception failed) will straint graph which corresponds to the expected cost

not create scheduling conflicts will not hold in of the policy associated with the given node. As
general, and hence this provides only a bound. above, the problem becomes one of selecting exactly

one vertex from each set in the partition such that
Deriving this bound, therefore, requires selecting a no two vertices are adjacent, and which minimizes
packing of the resource constraint graph which con- the total cost. The result is a global policy which

tains exactly one vertex from the set of vertices is suboptimal (although feasible). It is a con-

associated with each threat, such that the sum of servative policy, since it may reserve an illumin-
the vertex costs are minimized. This can be repre- ator interval for a second launch at a threat which
sented as a 0-1 integer (vertex packing) problem: in fact may be defeated by the first interception.

As such, it provides an upper bound (in a minimi-

S Ts zation problem) on the expected cost for any policy

min d = z Z c(s,t) ·x(s,t) applied to the current state as represented by the
s=1 t=1 current position in the decision tree.

Ts A node in the decision tree is fathomed if all
s.t £ L x(s,=t) , 5s 1 . ................. , S branches emanating from it can be pruned. The upper

t=1 and lower bounds described above can be used to

fathom a node in two ways. First, if the upper
x(s,t) + x(s',t') < 1 bound at that node is equal to the lower bound, then

it is fathomed, since the optimum policy from that

for all (s,t), (s',t') such that launching against point on is given by an optimum solution to either

threat s in interval t conflicts with a launch of the bounds. In practice, a node can be fathomed

against threat s' in interval t' if the difference in these bounds is within a
reasonable tolerance. Second, if the upper bound of
one of the offspring of a decision node is not as

x(s,t) e 10,1}, s=1,.. . ,S, t=1,...,T s. good as the lower bound of any other offspring of a
decision node, then it is fathomed, since no policy
containing it is as good as the policy represented
by its sibling.

Although combinatorial in nature, deterministic
programs are generally much easier to solve than As the decision tree is generated, two vertex

their stochastic counterparts. For this reason, it packing problems are solved for each node in an

is common practice to try and find good determin- effort to prune the tree to a manageable size.

istic approximations for stochastic programs [3]. Since the graphs associated with a descendant of a

In fact, 0-1 integer programs of the type given given node are all subgraphs of the graph associated

above have been extensively studied and many good with the parent node, we do not need to derive each

algorithms exist for their solution [2,4]. bound from scratch. The optimum solution to the
parent problem can be used to generate a feasible

An upper (can do at least as good as) bound is (and generally, nearly optimal) solution to the

generated by solving a problem of the form given offspring problems.
above on a slightly different graph; the "policy
constraint graph". The policy constraint graph is a Comment: Experimental results on large scale raids
multi-partite graph, with each set of the partition indicate a polynominal growth, with an exponent of
corresponding to a specific threat. Each vertex in
a given partition, s, corresponding to a specific threat. Each vertex in approximately 1.8, on the number of nodes visited as
a given partition, s, corresponds to a subset of the a function of-raid size. Run times increase faster
control intervals pertaining to threat s. A subset because of a corresponding increase in the amount of
will be represented in this set if the interceptions time required to compute the bounds. Obviously
that occur at the end of these control intervals do time required to compute the bounds. Obviouslythese results depend to a large extent on parameters
not violate the shoot-look-shoot doctrine. The defining the experiment (e.g. the distribution

defining the experiment (e.g. the distribution
policy constraint graph for the example being controlling threat arrival rates. These results are
pursued here is shown in figure 9. This graph meant only to provide a base reference.6.
consists of two disjoint subsets, one corresponding
to threat 1, and the other corresponding to threat
2. Note that each vertex in this graph corresponds 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
to a launch sequence against a specific threat,
accounting for the possibility that more than one We have presented a technique for defining and
launch against a given threat may be needed. Thus, solving Markov decision problems on large scale
each vertex corresponds to a scheduling policy to resource scheduling problems. The approach which
counter that threat considered independent of the r e source scheduling problems. The approach whichcounter that thrat t considered independent of the was presented was based on a two step procedure
problems created by tfhe other t~hrea-ts. which involved (1) generating a set of resource

intervals and defining a resource constraint graph,
As an example, vertex v15, of figure 9 contains and (2) expanding a decision tree. When the problem

intervals (1,1) and (1,I), which correspond to can naturally be decomposed into interacting sub-
planning the first interception against threat 1 at systems, then a good means for generating bounds for

the end of interval (1,3) and the second inter- pruning the state space exists. We have demon-
ception (should it be required) at the end of strated this approach in the application to the
interval (1,1). An edge exists between two vertices launch scheduling problem, although many other
in this graph if the associated policies imply an potential applications in the C3I arena exist.
illuminator conflict. For example, there is an edge
between nodes v1,5 and v2,1 because there would Several issues of interest were not addressed here.
be a conflict if intercepts were planned for the end Perhaps most important, it is not realistic to
points of intervals (1,1) and (2,1). Note that this assume that the jump times of the system will be

conflict would not arise if the first engagement of known ahead of time, as assumed above. In general
threat 1 at the end of interval (1,3) was successful.
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Figure 9. Policy Constraint Graph For The Two Threat Scenario.
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ABSTRACT issues. Foremost among the latter is Surveillance, and

This paper has a threefold thrust:(l) a brief in particular, multi-target tracking and data associa-
survey is Presented of the development of approaches to tion. To a lesser degree, Data Base Management and
modeling C/C3 system as given primarily in this forum- Communications within C systems have also been exten-
The MIT/ONR Workshop on C3 Systems;(2) an outline of a sively treated 3quantitatively. Similarly, limited por-

tions of the CW problem proper have been thoroughlytheory of C3 systems is developed which is compatible tions of the C problem proper have been thoroughly
with previous efforts and which is rich enough for analyzed- under appropriate simplifying conditions-
rigid, yet tractable, analysis;(3) as part of this the- including command decision theory, viewed as a possible
ory, a procedure is exhibited for integrating subjective multiple player statistical decision game involving
and objective/probabilistic/numerical information for typically,threat situations and system effectiveness
C3 system decisionmakers. reflected in the loss or objective functions, as e.g.

in [1], or considering players' mental images of one

1. INTRODUCTION another together with limited knowledge of rules of
play , as in [2]. In a similar vein, distributed or de-

The C3 problem is a real-world problem and thus, centralized decision theory appears to be a valuable
analogous to theories in Shemistry, Physics, or Biology, tool for analyzing C3 systems which may be spread out
a proposed theory for a C system must be based on em- geographically or otherwise have loose communications
pirical, as well as sound, logical considerations. In structures. (See, e.g., Tenney [3]-[4'] and Sandell
addition, such a theory.-following the usual pattern of [5] for basic results in this direction.) Cgmplexity of
change for scientific inquiries- will incorporate, distributed decision problems relative to C was pre-
overlap to some degree, or otherwise relate with, pre- sented in [6] in the form of NP-completeness. Other
viously established models. Finally, the author's own general results, including asymptotic forms, may be
biases and predilections will generally be reflected in found in Tsitsiklis' general work [7).
the degree of detail granted to the various components Hierarchical games and systems were used as models

of the overall model. for parts of C3 systems by Castanon [8] and others [9].
Compatible with the above philosophy, the goal of Later, Castanon [lO] applied rational aggregate theory

this paper is the development of a general C theory to linear dynamic state processes to obtain sequential
which accounts for a systematic/comprehensive treatment (relative to hierarchy level) solutions of systems
of the combination of subjective information- such as with hierarchies defined by behavior tempo having also
linguistic-based descriptions- with the usual probabil- possible uncertain models. (See also Luh et al. [11]
istic or numerical type information. in conjunction for other aspects of hierarchical systems useful in C3.)
with this effort, a literature search was conducted for Often,CJ systems have been defined as essentially in-
previous work in this area. In addition to the premier volving the management of military resources. In con-
collection of unclassified C2/C3 work- these Proceedings junction with this, a number of papers have considered
over the past eight years- other unclassified sources resource allocation techniqyes([l2],[13], e.g.) as the
were also considered, including IEEE publications, Oper- prime characterization of C3 systems. In addition, as
ations Research journals, Psychology publications, and mentioned numerous times, C3 analysis requires multi-
separately published papers and books, among others. A disciplinary usage. For example, Control Theory could
brief survey of that portion of the literature relevant be thought of as central to the problem([13'],e.g.).
to the task here is presented in the next section. In Many papers have concentrated on the human decision
section 3, general models of warfare and C systems are maker-in-the-loop aspect, as a perusal of the last two
proposed in the form of networks whose nodes represent Proceedings of this journal will show. Such papers can
decision makers/followers. These networks are also as- vary in thrust of analysis from input-output node
sumed to be time-varying. Section 4 is an abridged models [14] to various detailed ( some, qualitative,
analysis of intranodal behavior, utilizing both proba- others, quantitative in scope) internally analyzed
bilistic and possibilistic processes, analogous to the systems as in [15] or Wohl's and others' extended
previous established PACT (Possibilistic Approach to SHOR(Sense, Hypothesize,Option,Response) paradigms
Correlation and Tracking) program in Ocean Surveillance [16]-[18], related to Lawson's proposals [19],[20].

[55)] Although- as mentioned abope- few papers have at-

.2. BRIEF SURVEY OF RELEVANT C3 WORK tempted to analyze the overall C problem quantitatively
· BRIEF SURVEY OF RELEVANT C3WO RK or qualitatively, those that have, have engendered much

A now extensive C3 and related discipline litera- controversy. Consider first those qualitatively oriented
ture exists solely within the first seven annual Pro- papers attempting to define or analyze general C sys-
ceedings of this journal ( 283 articles). Perhaps be- tems. Lawson [19],[20] was among the first to propose a
cause of the great complexity of the overall C3 problem, general theory of C3, based to a degree on analogues
relatively few papers have been3written establishing with thermodynamic principles, motivated by the classic
quantitative models of generic C systems. Of course, Lanchester equations of force attrition or increase.
this does not detract from the progress made for vari- Later, he emphasized time as a critical factor in3all
ous aspects of the problem proper and for related aspects of a C° system [21], considered briefly C sys-
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tems from a knowledge-based systems viewpoint, among in os between decision nodes and stochastic-based data
other items3[22], and proposed generic experiments for in C systems is an extension of that for the surveil-
analyzing C systems [23]. Athans also has been active lance problem. In both situations, it may not be appro-
in attempting to define the general C3 problem, begin- priate to model both types of information stochastically.
ning with the First Workshop [24]-[26] and culminating In place of this, a possibilistic or multi-valued logic-
with his view of "expert team of experts" for commanders based analysis may be the proper choice. (See [50] for
[27]. Other good qualitative overviews of the problem motivations, background, and further details.) Zadeh
may be found in [28]-[31'] as well as the short paper [51],[52] originally proposed in these Proceedings use
[32]. See also the more recent comments of Rona [33] of possibilities in place of probabilities Cnly,for
and Metersky [34]. The latter emphasizes expanding decisions that could typically occur in a C3 system.
Lawson's and others' concepts of C3 and the integration Similarly, Goodman employed such an approach- tying it
in some systematic way of subjective and objective in- in also with the coverage and incidence functions of
formation. (This is compatible with section 4 here.} stochastic set processes (i.e., random sets)- in ad-
Strack [35] has compiled possibly the most far-reaching dressing the data association problem in tracking [53]-
of qualitative analyses of C2 problems in his recent [55]. Other approaches to tbe modeling of subjective in-
report. In a related direction, development of measures- formation that occurs for C systems have used forms of
of-effectiveness (MOE's) for C3 systems in general began expert knowledge-based systems [56],[57]. Still others
in earnest with Lawson's concern for time/tempo of C have considered use of neural network theory ind the
operations (such as in [21]) and Harmon and Brandenberg related area of self-organizing systems for C- analysis
working on internodal and intranodal measures, among such as H. Szu has done at the most recent (8th)MIT/ONR
other topics [36]. Further work in this area has been Workshop. (See also [58],[59] for background.)
carried out by Bouthonnier and Levis [37] (in conjunct-
ion with Levis' organizational approach - see below), 3
Linsenmayer's countermeasure-oriented MOE paper [38], 3. OUTLINE OF A C THEORY
and recently, by Karam and Levis [39]. This section outlines a C theory which to some

Recently, two additional approaches have been extent follows the3 spirit of Levis et al. ([46],e.g.)
proposed for modeling general C3 systems, which like in considering a C system dependent upon its local be-
Lawson's earlier proposals are most appropriate for haviors and analyzing the latter. (See also the discus-
large scale system behavior of C3 components typically sion in section 2.)
representing men in the field and supplies. Anthony First consider a warfare process. A warfare pro-
[40] proposes four candidate, empirically-derived laws cess V is a time-indexed process given for convenience
arising from other disciplines as governing C3 systems. as
Mayk [41], somewhat similar to Lawson [1], presents a 4 (V
thermodynamics/uncertainty principle approach which (Vt)t , (3.1)
regulates the more "irreducible primitive" components
of CJ systems. In addition, Rubin [42], following where each V represents the overall warfare situation
guidelines in [41), under semi-Markov and Markov for some pre~ecribed region at time t. (Note, that the
assumptions, derived explicit forms for various sto- term "process" and likewise all variables to be intro-
chastic processes acting as links among the components duced below are to be interpreted in possibilistic terms
of a C° system. In particular, Lanchester's equations in general, not necessarily probabilistic. Again, see
were shown to be a special case of this model. [50] or [52] for background.) In tur9, each warfare sit-uation consists of a collection of C systems

The approach taken in this paper (section 3) j in K , (3.2)
follows to a degree the3general view of Levis et al. Vt I j in Kt } (3.2)
[43]-[49]. There , a C system is considered to be a
collection of interacting decisionmakers, which as a where K is some index set and each C t is some C
whole, may follow (under appropriate limiting condit- Kt,l 3 i s e 
ions) macroscopic principles (such as Lawson proposes, system of inerest. These C systems may in a sense (to
e.g.). However, critical to the analysis is the micro- be explained) overlap, be subsets of each other, or be
scopic analysis of each decision maker or node repre- disjoint, reflecting both the design of the individual
senting a unit of decisionmakers acting through cooper- systems and the choice of levels of analysis. V can
ation as a single individual. The structure of each be partitioned into
decisionmaker follows the general pattern as the SHOR Vt = U ( .) (disjointly) (3.3)
paradigm or variations. Then a quantitative (normative- j in K t,
descriptive) measure is obtained for each such decision- t,2
maker in the form of the total workload-i.e., entropy- where Kt, 2 is the index set of adversaries in conflict,
of all internal random variables connected with decis- V {C.,j' in K . , (3.4)
ion/action and choice of related algorithms, involving tj -Ct,j' t, t,l,J
also possible interaction with other decisionmakers and
during this process, as well as accounting for memory. Kt,= (Kt,lj) (3.5)
By simple summation over all decisionmakers, an overall j in Kt, 2
C3 system measure of workload G can be obtained. Altern-
atively, the overall joint workload can also be used. is a corresponding decomposition of index sets.
Another overall performance measure J is assumed obtain- Often,
able, such as effectiveness of Overall system in dealing (
with the enemy, so that both G and J are assumed to be Kt2 = 3.6)
dependent functionally - in a computable manner - on W,
the internal variable strategies of the decisionmakers. where 1 represents friendly forces and 2 that of hostile
Thus, possible tradeoffs or optimizations of G and J ones.
can be consider relative to W, subject to natural con- In general, each C3 system is represented as a
straints on W resulting e.g. from bounded rationality type of network through the following ordered quadruple:
involving G(W) and/or satisficing conditions connected
with J(W). Ct (NtjIt,Jt,jMt, ), (3.7)

The problem of processing and integrating sub- where
jective or linguistic-based information occurring with- N = in (3.8)

t,j {Nt,j,kk Kt,3 ,j
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is the set of all nodes of the network; within Nt j k , number of personnel there, equation of

It,j t,jk in Kt,3, (3,9) motion parameter values for that portion of the node
involved in movement or going to battle, and weapon

is the set of all inputs (at t) of the network, descriptions, if any weapons are present at the node.

tj i{tjkI k in Kt,3,j (3.10) Similarly,SS is the node's estimate of its own state,Ot,j- (OtJk k in Kt,3,j) {.10) ^j ,3K

is the sit of all outputs (at t) of the network, and while CSt,j,k is the node's estimate of all remaining
M d {M Ik in K (j',k') in K J311 relevant state vectors outside of the node. Finally.

t Mtj,j',kk in Kt,3,j,( in Kt,3,j,k(3 11 ) Dtj k need not be a decisionmaker(s) in the narrow

is the set of all media/environment /noise involving sense, but may also indicate a follower complex (such
any node in the network with any other node (of any as a unit of soldiers ready for combat and following
other network), where Kt,3,j is the index set of all command orders). Use of Dt j k , possibly with Stjk

nodes for Ct j.and Kt,3,j,k is an index set represent- andCSt,j.k , if not vacuous, leads to the basic input-

output mentioned around eq.(3.14). (One aspect of this
ing those possible nodes outside of Nt,j;kto which an will be given in section 4.)
initial output can be directed (whether on purpose or Overall (real-or vector-valued) performance mea-
due to general radiation patterns, distances, etc.). sures J ,J , can be constructed for each
Thus 3 t, j,2...

C3 system Ct j , generally through some function, such
Kt,3,j,k '{{j',k')lj in Kt,2 ,k'in Kt,3,j,,

Kt,3,j,k -,(j'.k))) in K ,2 in Kt,3,j'l as addition, numerical averaging, or retaining the joint
(3.12) form of local performance measures at each node. Thus,

and e.g., one could have
0t,j,k t,j,k,j',k' (j',k') in Kt3,j k (3.13) Jt,,5 t,j,5,k) (3.18)

k in Kt,jj
is the decomposition of the output at node Nt jk into t,3,j

possible outputs directed towards other nodes (for all where each Jtj,5,k is considered a function of the in-
adversaries.) ternal decision variable possibility functions of Dt.

Hence, .It,j,ktj, k) is the input-output pair ttjk' tJ~kthrough the relation
for node Ntjk at t. But the causal or semi-causal (3.19)

relation between inputs and outputs is given as:I t,j,5,k E (t,t;j,5,k t-l& It J)

resulting in AUt kj, foPr some t2>t1through where Wt- 4k isa collection of internal variables of
Dtj,k operating over time interval [t-A,t] ; similarly

Nti t j.-k I(N tj*k)t tst (3.14) for the inputs It- ; and where I is an appropriately
Ntt2 ;jk { N t1 t2 chosen function. Quote marks surround the expectation

due to processing delays within the node,as some since possibility functions may be involved, in which
version of the SHOR paradigm is carried out interacting case a possibilistic measure of central tendency re-
possibly with other decisionmakers, etc. In (3.13), places ordinary probabilistic expectation [501.

each 4 . ., , is that output from N jk directed Thus, as mentioned earlier, one can then deter-
mine tradeoffs between various performance measures

towards Nt,j',k, through medium M . Thus, of a given Ct j or even of Vt through admissible poss-
ibility functionshere, corresponding to W.

typically, the additive-like regression relation holds ibility functionshr corresponding to W.
(where again,note that the values involved may be non- It is of some interest to determine if under
numerical In nature - hence the use of 0) reasonable conditions, as the number of nodes increase

indefinitely, behaving in some"raqdom" manner, that
It j1' k'1t t *-jk J k'(°Ot j k jkS) the proposed thermodynamic-type Co models can be obtain-
-2' 1' j 2''''l' ' ed as limiting cases of the model presented here. At

O R. * (3.15) present, work is being carried out in this direction.
tljt2;jiksj',k' Further details of the general theory presented here

will be presented in a later publication. For the
where f represents some function and R some noise, present, analysis will concentrate on intranodal use
where possibly the constraint of subjective and objective information, in order to

tl St2<,tl+Atl (3.16) obtain the basic input-output equations.

holds. 4. COMBINATION OF EVIDENCE AT NODES

Next, each node is internally represented as an In this section, some quantitative results are
ordered quadruple derived for intranodal behavior of a C system.

Ntjk 4 (StjSktitjkr.Ct ~j~ksDt~j~ kJs (3.17) Consider any node Ntt;jk ith internalNt *jk (St j kSt * kCS t *CkDt j k) (3.17) t-At;jk
variable set Wt. kand possible additional input set

where St,jk is the true state vector of Ntjk , pos- of variables during processing time [t-A,t], t-)Ajk'

sibly unknown to the decisionmaker complex Dtj,k of as well as original input set I Without loss

Nt,j. k and evolving in time according to possibilistic, of generality, suppose subjective components of the
relevant quantities below are indicated by primes as

or,in particular,probabilistic transition values. Typ- superscripts, while objective/probabilistic ones are
ically, St.j k can contain entries (possibly decoupled) denoted by superscripted double primes:
for:location and pattern of deployment of individuals
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I tI . I" . ,k (3.20) where as in (3.26),(3.27)
t-A,t;j,k t-,t;jk 't-,t;j,k p(t,Z' ,Z"II)=&(F(Z' ,Z"II),+p(Z' IZ",I)) (3.31)

td( t-(WA,t;j,k W' t-,t;j,k) (3.21)
I-,tjd t-A-t4j~k ( I" ) ( 22) and it is assumed that for represents a compound com-

' " ) (3.22)
t-Ij,k t-Ajk ' .t(-ajk *bination of for' applied to probabilistic information

Furthermore, since no time integration will be carried followed by +or" applied to subjective information. In
out here (under simplistic assumptions for the current
analysis), drop all subscripts in the above equations. general, the two t-conorms may be different([50],Chp.

10).
Following the development in [53],[54], all prob-

abilistic information is modeled through some discreti- With all of this established,the basic question

zation/refinement level of probability density functions arises as to the behavior of ) (6lI) as more and more
i.e., finite probability functions, while all subjective P
information is treated by possibility functions, which of the probabilistic information is used in terms of

in general are not probability functions (not adding up the discretization procedure, i.e., what is lim p(lI)l

to unity, since overlapping and vague concepts are being The following theorem has an analoge for the
represented [50]). Thus both types of information are The following theorem has an analogue for the
now modeled by possibility functions and may be manipu- PACT application([50],Chp.9); but differs somewhat in

lated through finite argument multi-valued logical oper- structure from the forms presentedthere
ators. In particular, conjunction, replacing product Theorem
for ordinary probability functions,is represented by a

large class of operators, the t-norms, which include,as in (3.28) for any index pc where for convenience f is
a special case,product. Similarly, disjunction extends assumed to be also bounded. Suppose also the following:
the ordinary sum operator relative to probabilities
and is represented through the class of t-conorms. Fin- 1. O as a function of two arguments possesses contin-
ally, negation or set complements is generalized by use uous second order derivatives in some neighborhood of
of negation operators which include the more familiar uous second order derivatives in some neighborhood of
classical operator 1-(.). (Again, see [50] for details.) (0,0)

More specifically, a t-norm +&:[0,1]n * [0,1] is non- 2. for, is an Archimedean t-conorm, i.e.,for the two

decreasing in all arguments, continuous,symmetric, assoc- argument case, for example,

iative (so that it may be extended recursively, unambig- () > x all <x<l (3.32)
uously from n=2 argument~ to an arbitrary number of),

and a t-conorm + or:[0,1] + [0,1] has formally the same (Many t-conorms are Archimedean and indeed it can be
properties, where both satisfy the boundary conditions shown that arbitrary t-conorms can be written as affine
for all 0%x,ysl , for n=2 (the general case being sinmad types of mixtures (called ordinal sums) of Archimedeans

+&(x,y) < min(x,y); max(x,y) ' +or(x,y) ;(3.23) and the non-Archimedean t-conorm max. Again, see[50] -

+&(O,x)=0 ;+&(l,x)=x= or(0,x) ; or (l,x): l . (3.24) Chp. 2.3.)
3. The corresponding generaling function h to for,

Also, following the notation in (3.20)-(3.22) and
the ensuing remarks, denote for probabilistic and sub- (see Proof below for discussion) has a continuous

jective variables involved internally as second order derivative in some neighborhood [1-E,1]

z' d (W',i') ; Z" d (W",I") (3.25) of 
(W',I") Then

It follows that analogous to ordinary probability lim' (Ol)
function relations, denoting possibilities by + [50], l p( (
and finally noting that l as used here is an abbrevia- P" (3.33) 

tion for output t ,jk (ZII) ),
(all Z")

,(C,W,III)=:&(F(Z',Z"II),+(Z'IZ",I)) , (3.26)

where where nondecreasing function w is given in (3.46) in
where (F(ZD'j W,"11,I) ,"( Z" I I)) terms of the ordinary expectation of also nondecreasing

function K of F(Z',Z"II), with respect to(Z'IZ",I) now
:+)&(4+(~IZ',Z",I),+(Z"II)). (3.27) formally a random vector corresponding to p.d.f,f i K

Denote the discretization/refinement (including trunca- is given in (3.40).
tion, if needed) level by index p, so that from the Proof:
above discussion, replace O(Z'IZ",I) by

4)(Zz'Iz"1I)=f(Z'lZ"8.I).A&(Zr). (3.28) A. A relatively deep theorem from the theory of prob-
,p('|"I=('Z, ' abilistic metric spaces [60] shows first that any

where f(-l"·) is a fixed p.d.f., not depending on p, given Archimedean t-norm, say ha an essentially
and where the domain of f , assumed to be,say, IRm Ophas unique generating function h:[0Cl] 1 P, where iR de-

a finitely discrete domain Dp ', so that in any natural notes the positive real line with +m annexed. That is,
sense his continuous nonincreasing with

lim 0 ' =IRm ; lim A (Z') = 0 (uniform),(3.29) h(l)=0 ; h(O)s+- (3.34)

such that for all positive integers n and all
In turn, it follows that <1 ,

Cp(6II)= 4 o) ( +p(,W,TII)) n- n
or (all . ) = h (min(h(0), 2 h(xj))). (3.35)

(all W,I ) n j=l

= or"{ ( for' (p(,Z 'Z" I))) , (3.30) The definition of an Archimedean t-norm is dual to that

(all Z'5(all Z') in (3.32) :

+&,(x,x) < x , all O<x<l . (3.36)
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Although any pair of t-norm and t-conorm need not will elaborate further on both global anu local aspects
be DeMorgan, any t-conorm can be expressed as the De- of comining such informatin.
Morgan transform of some corresponding t-norm. Further-
more, if one is Archimedean, then so is its DeMorgan
transform. Thus, one can let for' in (3.32) be written ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
as , for all positive integers n ,etc. This work has been supported in part by the NOSC

,or(xl, .. ,x )=l-+ &, (l-xl~h, .... ,I-x, ) . IR (Independent Research) and IED (Indenendent Explora-
o " n m tory Development) Programs. In addition , the author

= +h( E h(l-x.) , (3.37) wishes to express appreciation to M.C. Mudurian of NOSC,
j=l J Code 421, for his many valuable suggestions and stimu-

where lating discussions.
Oh(X) d l-h (min(h(O),x)),all Oux, (3.38)

using assumption 2.

B. From assumptions 1 and 3, In the following references, abbreviations are 3
'*(x~y) - r~x)·y + O~;2 ' made for the Prnceedings of the IIT/ONR Workshop on C
*&(x,y) = K(X)-y + O(y2 ;x) (3.39) Systems by use of the notation C°(k) or C (k,j), where

where k corresponds to the number of the Proceedings and j
wK(Xl '(a * (x y) / ay) : (3.40) denotes the volume (in Roman numerals), if more than

& ' ~y~=O '* one was issued. Years are omitted for such references,
andh (3.41) noting the correspondences:

h(l-z) = ch-z + O(z2 , (3.41) 1978 - kl-1 1981 -+ k=4 1984 k=7
where whech -(dh(z)/dz)re. > 0 . (3.42) 1979 -+ k=2 1982 4- k=5 1985 + k=8

1980 *- k=3 1983 ++ k=6
0(.) denotes the usual "order of" relation, and x,y,z
are arbitrary such that for El,E 2 fixed 1. Castanon,D.A.,Delaney,J.R.,Kramer,L.C.,Athans,M."A

Ox,ye2<l ; l-el<Z<l . (3.43) mathematical framework for the study of battle group

C. For any Olxl....Xn.l ,x using (3.37) and (3.41), position decisions", C3(5), 105-110.
n 2. Teneketzis,D.,Castanon,D.A.,"Information aspects of

or (X ,Xnx )= (ch . (x.+O(x4))). (3.44) a class of subjective games of incomplete information",
or n hh j=1 J C3(6), 226-231.

Apply (3.39) to (3.31) and (3.28), and then re- 3. Tenney,R.R., Distributed Decision Making Using a
place each xjin(3A4)by *p(1UZ',Z"II) with index Z' in Distributed Model, Ph.D.Diss.(LIDS-TH-938),Sept.,l97-9.

D' replacing j, j=l,..,n. This yields 4. Tenney,R.R.,"Distributed decision making with limit-
P ' _ ed communication", C3(2,IV), 830-868.

fr'4(6pZ''l-"I))*h("tCh (Z' F(Z'tI))-(Z lZ iIn)) 4( Tenney R.R.,"A case study of distributed decision
.(all Z' in bp.(all Z' in D;) P( in Dp) making", C (4,IV), 235-244.

+ O( A(Z) 2 ) ), (3.45) 5. Sandell,N.R., "Distributed decision making processes
Z'in Dp in C3", C3 (3,II), 1-38.

The main result then follows using (3.45) in (3.30), 6. Tsitsiklis,J.,Athans,M.," O the complexity of dis-
~~~~~~~~~~where ~tributed decision problems", CN(6), 232-237.

im(-r , (a 7(,Z,11 " 7. Tsitsiklis,J.N., Problems in Decentralized Decision
{ ,li nOp) , _I)d ("II) Making and Computation,Ph.D.DiIss.(LIDS-TH-1424) ,Dec,1984.

p= hh(ch'E(K(F(Z''Z" I))IZ"'I)) 8. Castanon,D.A.,"Goal coordination for hierarchical
( Z ' (3.4I ) 6) structures in game theory",C (3,II), 155-184.
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ON COMBINING UNCERTAIN MESSAGES USING BELIEF FUNCTIONS
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ABSTRACT Sets A such that m(A) > 0 are called the focal elements
of the model. For any B c Q, we define

Information at a source to is transmitted partial-
ly and uncertainly to one or more nodes tl,t 2 ,... which BEL(B) = I m(A). (1.3)
in turn may transmit information to latter nodes, and B'A

so on. The nodes are assumed to form a tree with to as The idea behind (1.2) and (1.3) is that m(A) is a piece
its root. Belief functions are used to model the
transmission mechanisms. An efficient algorithm for whence BEL(B) is the total probability committed towhence BEL(B) is the total probability committed to
computing the beliefs about the original message at ei e B in the sense that it cannot move outside B. We
source tO given the messages received at the terminal call BEL(B) the belief in B or simply the probabilitynodes is provided. call BEL(B) the belief in B or simply the probabilitynodes is provided.

of B. A companion to (1.3) is given by

1. INTRODUCTION PL(B) = I m(A) (1.4)

The elements of the theory of belief functions AnBt
were set forth in Dempster (1967) and subsequently were which is the largest amount of probability which can
extended and enriched in Shafer's 1976 book A Mathe- move to some ei e B. Evidently PL(B) > BEL(B) for all
matical Theory of Evidence. Although Shafer (1981, B c Q. PL(B) is called the plausibility of B. It is
1982a, 1982b) has sought to define the set of attitudes easily checked that BEL(Bc) = 1 - PL(B) and PL(Bc)
and thought patterns which encompass the intended uses = 1 - BEL(B) where Bc is the complement of B, or Bc
of the theory, the body of published material on appli- = Q - B. Also, BEL(~) = PL(%) = 0 and BEL(Q) = PL(Q)
cations remains very small. In this paper we study a = 1. For practical purposes, BEL(B) and PL(B) can be
model applicable to information networks of successive interpreted respectively as the lower and upper prob-
and concurrent messages which could arise in the gath- ability of B.
ering and processing of intelligence data. We start
by reviewing the elements of the theory which are es- Example 1: Drawing a Ball from rns
sential to model building. Consider two urns containing balls which are either

red or white. All the balls in Urn I are red. Nothing
is known about the proportions of red balls and white

An ordinary probability model has two basic ele- balls in Urn II. It is possible that all the balls are
ments: the sample space and the probability measure red or all the balls are white. A ball is to be drawn
over the sample space. For present purposes, there is from one of the urns. There is a probability .7 that
no need to be concerned with mathematical details in- the ball will be drawn from Urn I and probability .3
'troduced by infinite sample spaces, so we suppose that that the ball will be drawn from Urn II. Our knowledge
the sample space about the color of the ball to be drawn is represented

Q = {el, 62 ... } (1.1) by the belief function

has n elements, and theprobability measure over Q is m({RI) = .7 (1.5)
defined by the corresponding probabilities Pl,P2,... Pn m({R, WI) = .3
where 0 < p < 1 and CZ Pi = 1. The theory of belief
functions depends on exactly the same form of mathemat- over the frame Q = {R,W}, where R and W stand for red
ical structure, but with a twist which greatly expands and white, respectively. It follows that BEL({R}) = .7,
its range of applicability. PL({R}) = .1, BEL({W}) = 0 and PL({W}) = .3.

Similar to ordinary probability models, belief The special class of belief function models for
function models are characterized by a sample space 0 which the focal elements are restricted to the class of
and a probability assignment associated with Q. Shafer single member subsets Ai = {Oi} are equivalent to ordi-
adopted the term frame of discernment for Q, indicating nary probability models. Definitions (1.3) and (1.4)
that Q is deliberately constructed by the user of the now yield the same quantity for all B, so we may as
technology to define the factual structure of some well use P(B) instead of BEL(B) or PL(B). ·
small world under analysis. Given a finite frame Q,
the completion of a belief function model requires an A pair of frames Q and R' such that the members of
assignment of basic probability numbers m(A) for each Q' are related one-to-one with the members of a parti-
A c Q, where tion of Q, both mathematically and logically, are re-

O < m (A) 5 1 V A c Q spectively refined and coarsened relative to each other.
That is, the more refined Q is able to represent more

m(¢) = 0, (1.2) detail than the coarser Q' about the small world for-
and mally represented by the analysis. (An example will

- m(A) = 1. be a product space Q = Q1 x Q2. The frame Q is a
AcQ
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refinement of both Q1 and Q2. An element 01 of Q1 cor- which can be minimally extended to C as
responds to the subset {81} x Q2 of Q.) If a general
belief function is constructed over Q', then the mini- m2({(I, R), (I, W)) =.7
mal extension to Q is defined by using the same prob-- (1.12)
ability numbers but replacing each focal element by the m2 ({(II, R), (II, W) .3.
corresponding union of partition subsets of Q. The
frame Q' is often called a margin of Q. Starting from Combining (1.10) and (1.12) gives us the belief function
any belief function over Q we may define a marginal be-
lief function over Q' whose BEL'(-) values for subsets m({(I, R)}) = .7
B' c C' are identical to BEL(-) for B c C where B is (1.13)
the union of partition sets in B'. Thus, minimal ex- m({(II,R), (II,W) .3.
tension and marginalization are both operations which
allow us to propagate beliefs from one frame to another Note that (1.5), the belief function we constructed ear-
based on their logical relationships. The difference lier, is the marginal belief function of (1.13) over
is that we can always recover a belief function from the frame Q2 = {R,W}.
its minimal extension by marginalization, but it is not
always possible for us to reconstruct a belief function
from its margins.

INFORMATION NETWORK WITHOUT LOOPS

The basic technical device giving the theory scope
to represent complex information structures is the di- Let C0 be a finite set of propostions which aremutually exclusive and exhaustive. Messages regardingrect sum operation used for combining independent

the true proposition, 80, are transmitted through asources of evidence. Suppose that BEL1 and BEL2 are communications network. The goal is to construct a be-
belief functions over the same Q with basic probability lief function over based on the observations of some
numbers denoted by m1 and m2, respectively. The direct ief function over based on the observations of somesumb EL of BEL1 and BEL and , or espectively. The direct of those messages. We limit ourselves to the study of
sum BEL of BEL1 and BEL2, or communication networks resembling a one root-single

BEL = BEL ® BEL (1.6) parent-family tree. Terminologies needed for describ-
1 2 ing such a tree are developed below.

is also a belief function over Q whose basic probabili-
A tree is represented by a set of nodes T = {to,ty numbers m are defined as follows from ml and m2. Each node stands for a specific member of

Suppose that P(A) denotes the class of pairs (A1,A2) t, ,tl}. Each node stands fo r a specific member of
where Ai is a focal element of BELi for i = 1,2 and a family". The node t0, the root of the tree, is the

where A is anda supposelem t of is defoine to be 2"ancestor" of all the other nodes. The second genera-
A = A1 n A2, and suppose that m0 is defined to be tion would be a set of nodes which are the "sons" of

mn(A) = m(Al)(A) (1.7) tO . The sons may have their own sons, and so on, which
(A1) m2(2) builds up the overall structure of the tree. In gener-

al, a father may have any number of sons, but a son has
Then A is defined to be a focal element of BEL = BEL1 exactly one father. A node which does not have any son
0 BEL2 if and only if P(A) is nonempty and A z c, and is called a terminal node. Graphically, the father-son
the basic probability numbers for BEL are given by relationship is represented by a line connecting the

father-node and the son-node. To avoid the confusion
m(A) = m +(A)/(1 -m (c))- (1.8) of mixing up the father and the son, the nodes are or-

dered in a way such that if ti is the father of tj,
Note that m;(A) sums to unity over all A c Q, while then i < j. Figure 2.1 displays a tree which has all
m(A) sums to unity over all A ~ ~ as required by (1.8). the features described.
The reasoning behind (1.7) is that Al and A2 are like
random messages independently selected with probabili- t
ties m1(A1) and m2(A2) whose combined message is A = A1
n A2 according to ordinary Boolean algebra. Hence, 
the combined message A is like a random message with t1 2
probability proportional to mq(A) given by (1.7). / \

Example 1 Revisited. t3 t4 t5 t6

Let us look at the urn example discussed earlier
from a different angle. Assume that we are interested t7 
in both the color of the ball drawn and the urn the
ball is drawn from. The natural frame of discernment t t
is t

991
Q = {(I, R), (I,W), (II, R), (II,W)} (1.9)

Figure 2.1
which is the product of Q1 = {I,II} and Q2 = {R,W}.
For example, the pair (I,R) stands for the proposition
that a red ball is drawn from Urn I. Our knowledge The terms "ancestor" and "descendant" would be
that the balls in Urn I are all red can be represented used in the most obvious manner. For example, in Fig-
by the belief function ure 2.1, t6 is the ancestor of t7, t8, t9, and t1 0 , and

they are all his descendants. For notation, let

ml({(I, R), (II, R), (II,W)}) = 1. (1.10)
T = {tilt i is a terminal node}

Our knowledge about which urn the ball is going to be is 
drawn from can be represented by a belief function over S(i) = {tjltj is a son of ti}
Q1 with basic probability numbers D(i) = {tjItj is a descendant of ti}

m2({I) = .7 C(i) = {tjlt j is an ancestor of ti.}

m2 ({I}) = .3 (1.11) j~i= { {t}(i) if t E T
'1T(i8)= TnD(i) otherwise
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Also we would let tf(i) to stand for the father of ti. m(({ A)IO E ) rA
For example, in Figure 2.1, we have T = {t3,t4,t5,t7, m({( 0 (2 1)
tq,tiol, S(1) = {t3,t4,t5}, D(6) = {t7,t8,t9,tlO}, C(7) Qi
= {t0,t2,t 6}, T(2) = {t7,t,t 1 0 } and tf(6) t2. m(0 x2 ) = 1-ri

The nodes of a tree represent agents who receive where ri is the probability that the report is reli-
and transmit messages. The agent to is a witness who able, and l -ri is the probability that the report is
knows exactly which proposition in QO is true. He irrelevant. For ti ' S(O), BELi will be
transmits messages to agents who are members of the set
S(O). These agents then transmit messages to other a- m({(Af(.), Al Af(i) c A.}) r.
gents. In general, for. i > 0, agent ti receives a mes- (2.2)
sage from agent tf(i) and transmits messages to agents .f(i) 0.
tj, tj E S(i). Agents ti, ti E T, are assumed to be a- m(2 x2 1) = -r.
gents on our side and it is the messages received by
them which we actually observed. We are interested in Note the simplicity of the belief function, at least
constructing the conditional belief function over Q0 relative to an ordinary probability assignment which
based on the observation of these messages. would need to assign a numerical probability to each

Ai for each given Af(i).
All the messages received are in the form of "the

true proposition is in A" where A is a subset of 20. The minimal extensions of (2.1) and (2.2) to Q are
Our overall frame of discernment will be the cross-
product of QO and the message space. This can be rep- m( (0 AilAI c A x X 2 0) ri

1 2 2 Q$N we(j>0>,jei) resented by = Q0 xx ... x2 , where Qi' (2.3)

m(0) = 1-r0 < i < N, are isomorphic to Q0 and 2 is the set of andm(
nonempty subsets of ni. A typical point in this frame
of discernment will be a vector (e0,A1,A2,..., AN) which Q.
represents the case where the true proposition is e0 m(0O x {(A Ai)tAf( c A} x X 2) = r
and the message reviewed by agent ti is "the true prop- 1
osition is in Ai". To construct a belief function over (2.4)
0 which would represent our knowledge about the trans- m(Q) = 1- r.
mission process as a whole, we start by constructing
belief functions over its margins based on our know- respectively. Let the minimal extension of BELi be re-
ledge about how individual messages are transmitted. ferred to as BEL' i. By assuming that the messages are
We will then minimally extend these belief functions to transmitted independently, the belief function BELT
Q and combine them using the rule of combination. = 6 BEL'i will represent all the evidence we have

(i>O)
We assume that each agent transmits messages based about the transmission process.

on the message he has received. Although agent to does
not actually receive a message from anyone, we may When the terminal messages are actually observed
think of him as receiving a totally reliable message to be "the true proposition is in A i", ti E T, our be-
telling him that "the true proposition is in A0" where liefs about the true proposition can be represented by
A0 = {0J}. Based on the message received by agent the marginal belief function over Q0 corresponding to

tf(i), we assume that the message received by agent ti BELT(.IAi= Ai, ti T). Consider the following example:
is generated by one of the following methods:

Method 1: A Reliable Report Example 2.1: Combined Reliability of Successive Agents

Assume that the transmission process can be repre-
We say that the report received by agent ti is re-

liable if it is generated by a process which guarantees sented by the following tree:
that Af(i) c Ai. Notice that if Af(i) contains the
true proposition, then Ai will also contain the true to
proposition.

Method 2: An Irrelevant Report t

The report received by agent ti is said to be ir-
relevant if Ai has nothing to do with Af(i). This may
be caused by some kind of misunderstanding or communi- t2
cations error. When the report is irrelevant, no in-
formation will be transmitted. From (2.3) and (2.4), BEL'1 and BEL'2 are

Note that a reliable report does not require Af(i) = Ai. 02
This is because we believe that information tends to m({(eO, A1)leO 0 A1} x 2 ) r
disperse even when it is not distorted. (2.5)

Assume that we do not know exactly which method is m(Q) = 1-r1
used to transmit the report to agent ti, but we know
the relative frequencies of the two methods. To repre- (M X {(A A IA A }) r
sent this piece of evidence we can construct the be- m2 0 x (A 1A2) r2
lief function BELi over the marginal frame of discern- (2.6)

Q Qf (1i) Q m(Q) = 1-r 2
ment, which is either Q0 x 2 or 2 x2 depending
on whether ti is an element of S(O) or not. For ti respectively. Combining (2.5) and (2.6) using the rule
e S(O), the belief function BELi will be of combination and conditioning on A2 = A2 we get
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m({(00 , A1)0 e Al A CA2 } x {A) = 1 if Xi = and X = 1 for all j such that t E C(i)

m({ (00, A1 ) EA 1 } x {A}) = r(1 -r2 ) i (2.12)
* 0 1 2* 1 2 (2.7) 0 otherwise

m(Q0 x {A1IAl c A2 x {A}) = r2(1 -r)
i = 0,1,...,N. Each Xi takes values 1 and 0 with prob-

m(Q0 x 2 1 {A) = -r1 -r) abilities ri and 1- ri, respectively. In the case of
0R 2X \ '~p*~)i2 r \r 2 .2XO , we assume r0 = 1.

To find the marginal belief function over Q0, we have
to study the focal elements listed in (2.7) and find The reports are assumed to be sent independently,
out what they tell us about the relationships between meaning that the are distributed independently. It
00 and A42. The first focal element requires that follows that
E A1 and A1 c A*. This implies that 80 A2. Focal r i rr. for yi= 1

elements 2 to 4 require no relationship between e0 and tje(i) 
A4. Thus, the marginal belief function over 0 corre- P(Yi i i).13)
sponding to (2.7) is 1 -r. r for yi

=

i t.EC(i) 

m(e0oI6 0A E A2}) rlr2
2 ~ 1 2 (2.8)

m(0Q) = 1- r r2. The report received by agent ti is said to be absolute-
ly credible if Yi

=
1. If a report is absolutely cred-

Belief function (2.8) implies that the second report is ible, then it must be true.

relevant only if both reports are reliable. This re-

sult is not surprising and applies to more complicated In example (2.1), there is another important im-
tree structures. In general, a report, whether termi- plication to notice. For any tree, let t be a termi-
nal or not, received by agent ti carries relevant in- na node and let tk be nthat t e C(k) then (2 10) be

formation only if the reports received by agents tj, tj J = k and for all i such that tj C(k) then (2.10) be-

E C(i), are all reliable. For a tree where every node 
except the terminal node has only one son, the belief m({00 OI0 E A*}) = r. r.

function constructed based on the terminal message re- t.EC(i)nD(k) 3

ceived by agent tN has the following basic probability
assignments: m(Q0) = 1 - r. r.

N t.EC(i)nD(k) 3
m({0(ol0 E A })) = n r

j=1 ( Notice that we get the same result if we assume that a-

N gent tk knows exactly which is the true proposition.

m(Q0) = 1 - H r So as far as drawing information from a single subse-
j=1 J quent message is concerned, making the assumption that

This result can be generalized even further. For any the report received byagent tk is absolutely credible
tree structure, the marginal belief function over Q has the same effect as assuming that agent tk knows the

treerstructure, the margina bel f 00 . absolute truth. Let us investigate whether this is
corresponding to BELT(. A ij

=
A~), where ti is any termi-corresponding to BELT where t any termi- still true when we are trying to draw information from

nal node, has basic probability assignments
two terminal messages which are both relayed through a-

m(1{01j 0e A*}) r= II r. gent tk.
m(0 } ri t.EC(i) 3

j (2.10) Example 2.2:

m(M0) = 1 - ri t r. Consider a transmission process represented by the
tjEC(i) J following tree:

tO
where TO is assumed to be 1. This belief function rep-
resents our conditional beliefs over Q0 based on one
single terminal message. In general, the marginal be- t1
lief function over Q0 corresponding to BELT(IAi = Ai,

ti e T) is not equal to the combination of the marginal
belief functions over 

0
o corresponding to BELT('.A i t t

= A), ti E T. This implies that different terminal mes- 2 3
sages may not be independent pieces of evidence about
0
o . Later, in example (2.2) we will again discuss nec- Assuming that r1 = 1, the belief functions BEL' 1, BEL'2
essary conditions for two different terminal messages and BEL'3 have basic probability assignments

to be independent pieces of evidence about Q0. * 0

As demonstrated in example (2.1) the credibility m({(0' 0 A1 2 x2 3) - 1 (2.15)
of a report received by an agent depends not only on
the reliability of that report itself, but also depends and
on the reliability of the reports received by the an- 3
cestors of the agent. For this reason we define the m {(A 2.16
indicator functions Xi and Yi as follows: 

m(Q) = 1 -r2

1 if the report received by agent ti is reliable and

X,=, (2.11) m(0x
2

X{(A 1 ,A 3 )IAl'A 3
}) =

0 if the report received by agent ti is irrelevant m( 2 (A A3) I A3 (2.17)

and
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respectively. When we combine (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) two terminal agents can be considered as
and condition on A2 = A* and A3 = A3 , the resulting be- independent pieces of evidence about n0 . (2.23)
lief function has basic probability assignments:

The logic behind statement (1') is very simple. If tk
m( ( oA 1) OEA1, 2A3CA x{A2} xx {A3} ) = r2r 3 is the common ancestor of ti and tj, tj, tj e T, then

the agents responsible for relaying the message from a-

m({(OA l) O0 EA 1,A1cA2} x {A*} x {A~3) = r(1-r) gent tk to agent ti are completely different from the
2 ( l - r 2 3 agents responsible for relaying the message from tk to

(2.18) tj. This implies that, under the assumption that the
M({eO.A1 )| EOAAEAI {A xC {A* = r A 3 3(1-r2) report received by agent tk is absolutely credible the

credibility of the messages received by ti and tj are

m({(e0 ,A A 1)JO EA1}X {A}X{AI) = (1-r2 )(1-r 3). independent of each other.

In the two examples above we have demonstrated
The first focal element listed in (2.18) does not exist that we can find the marginal conditional belief func-
if A2 n A3* = ~. When this happens, the probability mass tion over Q0 by operating on BELT directly. On the
allocated to it must be reallocated to other focal ele- other hand, for a more complicated tree structure where
ments, as in (1.8). Let us not worry about this at N is reasonably large, BELT will be huge and it will
this moment and take a closer look at the focal ele- take a lot of computational effort for us to find
ments to figure out the marginal belief function over BELT(Ai= A,ti ET). Fortunately, because the trans-

Qo. It is very easy to see that the marginal belief mission process has a tree structure, there is an al-
function over Qo corresponding to (2.18) is the same as ternative approach for calculating the conditional be-
the marginal belief function over Q0 corresponding to liefs over QO which does not involve the actual compu-

Q2 23 tation of BEL T IAiAi tie
the belief function constructed over 0 2 x 2 x with= ATitiE The alternative ap-
the following basic probability assignements: proach involves the concept of discounting which willthe following basic probability assignements: be discussed below.

be discussed below.

m({010 e A2 n A3 } x {A} x {A3}) = r2r3 Let BEL be a belief function constructed over Qo .
For 0 < a < 1, BELa is said to be a discounted version

m({ 0 A*}x {A*} {A}) = r2 (1 -r3) of BEL if

(2.19) m(A) = (l -a)m(A) for At Q

m({o00O0O A} x{A}x {A}) r3(1-r2) (2.24)
m (Q0) = (1 -a)m(Q) + ·

m(O x {A2 x{A3 ) = (1--r2)(1- r3).
The number a is called the discounting factor. The i-

Notice that (2.19) is exactly the belief function we dea of discounting was originally introduced by Shave
would construct if we assume that the two terminal mes- (1976). A belief function is discounted when we have

doubts about the credibility of the item of evidence
sages come directly from agent to. It is also equafrom which the belief function BEL is constructed. The

that the marginal belief function over is equal to value (1 -c) can be interpreted as the probability that
the combination of the two belief functions constructed

over Rg with the following basic probability assign- define BELA as the belief function over Q with a sin-
ments: 

gle focal element A. The belief functionV(2.8) can

M(Xe 1e0o A*I)) 1-r 1 r22m({=00 c A2}) r2 be written as BELA * . The interpretation is as fol-
(2.20) A2

m(Q0) = 1 -r2 lows. The belief function BEL * summarizes our evi-

and
and dence if the message received by agent 2 is absolutely

m({08o|0 E A3X}) = r3 credible. Since the probability of the message being

(2.21) so is only rlr 2, we have to discount the belief func-
m(Qg) 1 l-r 3 tion by the factor (1 -rlr 2).

An alternative method for constructing the conditional
Belief function (2.20) is belief function (2.8) with belief function over Q0
r1 = 1 and belief function (2.21) is just belief func-
tion (2.20) with r2 replaced by r3. Since belief func- Here we consider the terminal messages as differ-
tion (2.8) represents our beliefs over QO based on one ent pieces of evidence about QO. Instead of construct-
terminal message the equivalence between the marginal ing belief functions over the produce space Q, condi-
belief function over Q0 corresponding to (2.18) and tional belief functions over Qo would be constructed.
(2.19) and the combination of (2.20) and (2.21) implies For notations, let Ei, ti E T, represents the evidence
the following: that agent ti has received the message "the true prop-

osition is in A.". The belief function constructed
(1) If two terminal agents have the same father i

and if we know that the message received by over Qo based on all available evidence is written as
and if we know that the message received by BEL(-|{Eit E T}). In theory, BEL(I|EitiE T}) should
the father is absolutely credible, then the BEL(.l{EiltiE TI). In theory, BEL(.I{EiltiE TI) should

the father is absolutely credible, thagen the be equal to the marginal belief function over Q0 corre-
messages received by the two terminal agents sponding to BELT( |A . * The alternative

messagessponding to BELT('A =A4,tiET)). The alternativecan be considered as independent pieces of method for construct+ngBELA t {EI T Te) can be summa-
method for constructing BEL(.I{Eilt i c T}) can be summa-

evidence about . (2.22) rized by the following theorem and its corollary.

In fact (2.22) can be generalized as

(1') If the report received by the nearest common
ancestor of two terminal agents is absolutely
credible, then the reports received by the
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Theorem 2.1. Proof of the CoroZllary to Theorem 2.1.

Given that Yj =1, we know for sure that the mes-BEL( IIE. t. E T)J
sage received by agent tj is absolutely credible. In

Example (2.2) it has been shown that as far as drawing

= -3 EL i Y =, 1{E t E T(j)}) information from subsequent messages is concerned, we
t.E S(O),t EtT can actually assume that agent tj knows exactly which
j 'eS(O),tj T proposition in Q0 is true. Realizing this we can think

1-r of {tj u D(j) as a subtree, with tj as the root and

0 6 BELA* J i (2.25) T(j) as the set of terminal nodes, so that (2.26) is
tjES(O),tj1T j just an analogue to (2.25).

In general, by applying Theorem 2.1 and then its
where Ei represents the evidence that agent ti, tie T, corollary recursively, BEL(.I{EitiE T,) can be express-
has received the message "the true proposition is in ed in terms of BEL, ti E T.

Ai ' Ai

Although the theorem and its corollary tells us
how to look at the tree from the top to the bottom, the

actual calculation of BEL(-I{Eilt i c T}) is from the

BEL(-IYj =1, {Eiit t T(j).I) bottom to the top. The procedure can be summarized as
follows:

--rrk Step 1: Start at the terminal nodes and construct
B kEL = 1, { Eilti c T(k)))

BEEk (SM't~Y~k=1, ~the belief functions BELA , ti E T.tkeS(j) ,tkT 1

Step 2: Go up one level. When going from node tj
BEL * (2.26) to tf(j), we discount the corresponding

tkS t (2 ) -rk(tkES(j),tkCT A belief function by (1 -rj) and combine

with other belief functions which merge
into the same node. In general, every

Instead of proving Theorem 2.1 and its corollary rigor- into the same node. In general, every

ously, which requires much heavy mathematical notation peration and everyenodenhs a discounting

and preliminary theorems about belief functions over
one son represents a combination operation.

product spaces with a tree structure, we choose a more

descriptive approach which involves the extension of Step 3: Apply step 2 recursively until reaching the

some of the results shown in Example (2.1) and Example top (root) of the tree. The final belief

(2.2). function will be BEL(-I{EiltiE T}).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. In general the number of combinations that has to be

performed is equal to ITI- 1.
The set {Eilti E T represents the total amount of

evidence we have about Q0. The sets {Eilt i E T(j)},evidence we have aout The sets Et j Extensions. Dempster and Kong (1984) study a model
j e S(0), form a partition of {Ei tiE Ti. Two different where each communication channel may be used for a de-
sets, {Eilti E T(jl)I and {Ei ti E T(j2)}, ji 2 E S(0) I liberate lie (Af(i) c A) as well as for a true state-
Jl 

5
j2 , represent independent collections of evidence ment or a meaningless statement. Theory for models

about 0o. This is because the nearest common ancestor with more general graphical structures appears in Kong
of ti and t i2til E T(jl

)
and ti2 E T(j2

)
is (1986).

follows that
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ABSTRACT 2.0 MODEL

We propose that the maximum likelihood method be Consider the discrete-time stochastic linear
used to detect and estimate jumps in dynamical system
systems. The primary advantage of ML over hypothesis
testing methods, such as GLR, is that estimate errors NJ-
are obtained for the jump times as well as for the k =k-1k-l + Gk.k + I K(rj) s.v. (2.1)
jump amplitudes. j=1 

Yk = Hk4k + rk (2.2)

1.0 INTRODUCTION
where

There are several practical applications where it
is necessary to estimate impulsive jumps in the state x is the n-dimensional state vector at time tk;
of a dynamic system. One application is the estima-
tion of instrument shifts in inertial navigation
systems. The biases and drift rates associated with - N(_ , 7);
accelerometers and gyroscopic attitude references can
suddenly change value because of unmodeled physical is the scalar measurement at time t
effects. Another application is the tracking of man- Yk k;
euvering targets, where target accelerations or even
control surface deflections can be modeled as jump {Wl , M} and {r1, ..., rM) are zero mean,
processes. Gaussian, white noise sequences that are mutually

One of the most widely used algorithms for accom- independent and independent of
modating such jumps is the generalized likelihood
ratio (GLR) technique and its variations [4]. Some of Hk is the n-dimensional row vector representing the
these algorithms process the data in one large batch measurement sensitivity;
while others search for jumps in a moving window.
These algorithms attempt to do two things: 1) detect 1 = (t t is the transition matrix for the
jumps and 2) estimate parameters associated with the k-1 tk-1
jumps, i.e., time and amplitude. In accomplishing the differential equation x A(t) x;
second goal, these algorithms approximate the problem
of estimating the jump times of a continuous dynamic (tk; r) T E (t ]
system by an hypothesis testing problem in which the - k i k-1 tk]
jumps are allowed to assume only a finite number of $k(Tj) ; and
val ues. 0 , otherwise

The present paper proposes that the jump times be Sv is the jump in the state at time T
treated as what they really are: continuous para- -J i
meters. The jump times and amplitudes can then be
estimated by a maximum likelihood method. Two advan- The unknown (deterministic) parameters of the
tages arise from this treatment. Firstly, gradient problem are the jump times {T1, .... , TNJ} and, what
and Newton searches can be used to maximize the like- we will call the jump amplitudes i., v.. } We
lihood function. This can converge much faster than '
exhaustive tests of all hypothesized jump times. assume that each "selector" matrix Sj is given. A
Secondly, a measure of the uncertainty in the esti- more important assumption that we currently make is
mates of the jump time and the correlation with jump that the number of jumps, NJ, is known. In Section
amplitude estimate errors is produced via the inverse 6.0 we will discuss briefly the possibility of
of the Fisher information matrix. In real-time track- including NJ as an unknown parameter. Note that it
ing applications, the advantage of the first improve- is possible to consider vector measurements in (2.2).
ment is obvious in that it can greatly reduce the com- We consider only scalar measurements because this
putational burden. Using the full maximum likelihood ,simplifies the notation.

*estimate error covariance matrix- (including jump time
estimate uncertainty) to increase the Kalman filter
covariance can result in a real-time tracking filter
that is more responsive to target maneuvers.
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3.0 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD where Kk is the Kalman gain that arises when proces-

We will use the maximum likelihood (ML) method, sing the k- measurement, and Hk is the measure-
along with the scoring optimization technique, to ment sensitivity given in (2.2). Combining (3.1) and
determine the optimal values of the jump parameters in (3.2) yields
(2.1). Our derivation of the negative log likelihood
function will follow the derivation in [4]. The state J(T1, .. , TNJ, 1, ..... NJ) (3.4)

k can be decomposed into two parts: one that is

independent of the jump parameters and one that 1 M NJ
depends solely on the jump parameters. This decompo- = k Hkk(rj) S.v.)
sition applies also to the measurements, and conse- k=1 k j=1
quently to the residuals that are derived when passing
the measurements through a jump free Kalman filter. The scoring method is a variant of Newton's

We will denote by NJ that part of the residual, method in which the Hessian is replaced with its
We will denote by yk that part of the residual, th

k Lt~~~h ~expectation. For our problem, the th- iteratewhen processing the kth measurement, that is inde- becomes
NJ

pendent of the jump parameters, and by yk (8) that

part of the residual that depends on the jump para- 0 = + F (e-1) V(e
T =T T

meters e (1, ... TNJ * .... NJ). wherewhere

We can now write the kth residual Yk in the (VJ) aD
NJ J - i iform Yk = Yk + k(). (Note that yk, and not

NJ
Yk ' is the residual that is generated by the jump and

NJ
free filter.) It follows that ykNJ is a zero-mean 2

white noise sequence and that yk(_) is determinis- F.j = E[ 2 
tic. If we denote

NJ = B We will develop the formula for (VJ) i explicitly in
cv(k ) = Bk terms of T1 , ... , TNJ and l1, .... . since we

will refer to it later, but will leave the formula forthen Fij in terms of 0.

Yk - N(yk(_), Bk)

It follows from -(tk; T) = -O(tk; T) A(T) and
(3.3) that k 

Because {¥1 .... YM} is a white Gaussian sequence,

the negative log likelihood function can now be d'k
written as -(T) = -?k(T) A(T) (T * tk) . (3.5)

J(o) _ -log P(Y1, .... YM I e) (3.1) Thus, for i = 1, ... , NJ,

- 1 n 1 M 1 J 2 3J M 1 NJ
kg2w + k1 log +k 2k1 B(k 3) a- k1 jk l HkYk(Tj) Sj.j) Hk'k(Ti) Si. ikg Bk k=l Bk ¥ i k ¥k=1

where (3.6)

J J M NJ
k () - Yk(T1' . .TNJ, _v1 ..... _NJ) (3.2) a 1 k Hk '(r) Sjj)(Hk'k(TI) S)Tk Yk- ' : 21k HkTk(Tj) Sjv.)(Hk k(Ti) si)

a-- k=1l j=1 
NJ

= I H kYi(Tk ) (Ti i (3.7)
j=1

The expectation of the Hessian of J is equal to the
and expected value of the covariance of vJ, as shown in

any standard text, [3]. Also, note tFat
0 , tk< J(tkk - N(yk (O), Bk), that {y 1, .... YM} is an inde-

k = (tk; T) , tk 1 < T < tk pendent sequence, and that in equation (3.1) only Yk

kl1(I - Kk.lHkl) k-l(T) T < tk- depends on the measurements. Consequently,

(3.3)
) Fj = E[ 2 E[ a a J
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a J a[(yJ 5.0 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
J ykJ ayJ

k,. ske 9E[(Yk -~ -¥())(] ae i aB3 The use of maximum likelihood, in which scoring
is the optimization technique, is illustrated in this

J J section. We consider a 4-state model whose dynamics
M 1 a¥k 3ak are given by

= B ae (e ) a.(e )
k=1 k i 1 C1 0 C3 x1 ( 

4.0 CONTINUITY OF THE LIKELIHOOD AND ITS GRADIENT x2 C2 x 

Our goal in this section is to state conditions 3 0 0 3 
that will guarantee that the likelihood function and 0x ) O x f(t
its gradient are continuous functions. This will be 4 4
done by stating conditions under which the functions
j where

Yk for k = 1, ... and their derivatives are con-

tinuous. NJ
f(t) = 6(t - T.) V. (5.2)

Since Yk is a linear function of the jump j=1
amplitudes, we will concentrate on the smoothness of and the initial state satisfies xi0 - N(O, 1) for

Jand its derivatives, as functions of the jump i = 1, 2, 3, 4. There are 200 measurements of the
form

times. Recall that *(t; T) is the transition matrix

for the differential equation x = A(t) x. We assume Yk x + r (5.3)
that A is a bounded piecewise-smooth matrix valued

function. Thus, T + a.(tk+l; T) = -(tk+ ; r) A( ) where rk - N(O, .012). Note that the selector

will have a jump discontinuity whenever A is
discontinuous. A consequence of (3.2) and (3.3) is matrices in this example are 4x1 matrices equal to

j . (0, 0, 0, 1) each jump amplitude vj is a scalar,
that and its derivatives with respect to the jump () , each jump amplitude 

and the measurement sensitivity matrix
times are at worst, piecewise smooth functions of the H = (1 0 0 0). A consequence of the theorem in
jump times; the possible points of discontinuity are k
the measurement times and points of discontinuity of Section 4.0 is that the negative log likelihood func-
A and its derivaties. tion associated with (5.1) - (5.3), and its deriva-

tives with respect to the jump amplitudes are continu-
We will assume that there is only one jump. The ous functions because HkS J = 0. Furthermore, the

conditions that guarantee continuity in this case canto the jump times will be
then be applied to the parameters of each jump when continuous between measurement times because A(t) is

there is more than one jump. The function yk for a constant matrix, but may be discontinuous at each
k = 1, ... , M, is defined by measurement time because HkA(t) Sj = C3 * 0.

vJ)T, v = Sv (4.1) w The results presented here are for the case in
yk(T, v) = Hk<() -SHk v (4.1) which NJ = 2 and T1 = 75, v1 = 6.67, and

where Hk is an n-dimensional row vector, Yk is an = 125, v2 = -6.67. Figure 5-1 is a graph of the
mkrx y is an negative log likelihood as a function of the two jump

nxn matrix defined by (3.3), v is an m-vector, and times, with the jump amplitudes fixed at 'heir true
the selector matrix S is an nxm matrix. values. It is evident that the initial estimate of

J T1 and T2 must not be too far from the true values,
Conditions that guarantee the continuity of Yk in order to converge to the true values, because the

and its derivatives are: scoring method may easily converge to a local minimum
rather than the global minimum. Table 5.1 gives the

THEOREM: If H S = OT for all k = 1, ... , M, then final estimate of the jump parameters based on several
k initial estimates. The column labelled NLL contains

ayJ the value of the negative log likelihood (minus theJk 1
Yk and for k M, are continuous M log 2 term) at the corresponding values of the

functions. If in addition, HkA(tk) S = 0T for all jump parameters. One can see that care must be
k = 1, ..., M, and A is continuous everywhere, then exercised, as with any optimization scheme, when
J selecting the initial estimates. The initial estimate

k for k = 1, ..., M, is continuous. = 65, 6 and 2 = 105, 2 -6 does not
aT appear to by any worse than the other initial esti-

mates in Table 5.1, however the final estimate is far
A proof is given in the appendix. from the true values. In fact, T2 = 200 is at

the end of the data stream.
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Concerning the optimization method, one might try
an update method or a trust region method [2] instead

4 j 8 &9 of scoring. On the other hand, it might also be bene-
ficial to rearrange formulas (3.6) and (3.7), the
zeros of which, most optimization methods will attempt

2 _ X N > to find. Noting that (3.7) is linear in the jump

X 104 amplitudes vj, it is possible to solve the linear
system =0 O, i = 1, ..., NJ for v. in terms of

2 20 the jump times (T1, ..., TNJ). This fact was used to-2N

eliminate the jump amplitudes in the hypothesis test-
100 100 ing problem described in [4]. Formally, each vi can

1802 '181 then be substituted into (3.6), and the optimization
180 180 J

procedure can then seek the zeros of ai

FIGURE 5-1 i = 1, ..., NJ as functions of the jump times only.
The primary advantage is that the sizes of the matri-
ces in the optimization procedure can be substantially
smaller than when all of the jump parameters are being
considered at once. However, it may be necessary to
run the Kalman filter twice per iteration; once to
solve for the jump amplitudes in terms of the jump

TABLE 5.1 times and once when determining the jump times. After
the optimum jump parameters have been obtained, the
Kalman filter can be run one more time in order to
compute the Fisher information matrix, the inverse of

INITIAL FINAL which gives, asymptotically, the error covariance.

'T1 ~ T'2T9 2 NLL T1 V1 T2 V2 NLL Finally, the lack of smoothness should not affect

65 6.0 105 -6.0 4539 70.4 10.0 200 -16.67 1360
85 7.0 130 -1.33 3663 74.9 6.60 125 -6.80 -1270 gence. Furthermore, it is important to know how the
95 6.33 100 -. 677 8930 74.9 6.60 125 -6.80 -1270 lack of smoothness affects the nice properties, such
70 6.33 120 -7.00 - 287 74.9 6.60 125 -6.80 -1270 as efficiency and consistency, that are associated

t__ _____ ____ ____ _____ ____ with maximum likelihood estimators.

APPENDIX A

6.0 FUTURE RESEARCH We want to prove the theorem in Section 4.0. For.
a given function g, we will state its continuity in

Several areas in which we feel further work is terms of g(T+ ) - g(T-) lim g(t) - lim g(t). A con-
needed include determining the effects of the lack of t T t T

smoothness of the likelihood function, deriving a more sequence of (3.3) is
efficient optimization scheme, determining the number
of jumps, and selecting initial estimates of the jump +
parameters. Perhaps the most important from a practi- ek(t-l) = k- and uk(tk) = I . (A.1)
cal point of view are the determination of the number
of jumps and the selection of initial estimates. Also, define
Clearly, these are closely related problems. The
Akaike information criterion [1] can be used to help I k
determine the number of jumps. It requires that the Gk ,=
number of jump parameters in the problem be added to k-1 k(I-KklHk-l)... (I-KH)), = 1.....k-1
the negative log likelihood, and then, that this new
function be minimized.

Next, we will show that

However, the Akaike information criterion does
not provide a method of selecting, a priori, the Gk,'+l + Kg H, £ < k-1
number of jumps or types of jumps. One way in which +
we envision this criterion being used is as follows. Ok(t) k- k(t) = I , =k
First, select more jumps than seems reasonable for the 0 , £ > k+1
problem, and find the optimum values of the jump para-
meters. Then, based on some measure of the optimum (A.2)
values, remove some of the jump parameters, and opti- For I < k-l, it follows from (3.3) and (A.1) that
mize again. One measure that has given reasonably
good results with higher order problems is the ratio + - +
of the estimated jump amplitude to its one-sigma ik(tt)-Tk(t))

= Gk,X+l(?X+l(tX) - +1(t+))
uncertainty as derived from the inverse of the Fisher
information matrix. This procedure will continue +
until the negative log likelihood, augmented by the = Gk, +l( +l(t )- (I - K H )?+l(tQ))
Akaike information criterion, no longer diminishes in
value. Clearly, determining a viable method to remove = Gk, +1 KH
jump parameters is a non-trivial task. k,
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The cases X = k and 9 > k+1 follow in a similar
manner. REFERENCES

We now prove the theorem that is stated in [1] Akaike, H., "A new look at the statistical model
Section 4.0. It follows from (4.1) and (3.3) that identification," IEEE Trans. on AC, vol. AC-19,

1974, pp. 716-722.
Yk(T, v) is continuous for all T not equal to a
measurement time and for all v. If T = t9 then by [2] Dennis, J.E. and R.B. Schnabel, Numerical Methods

-- Qfor Unconstrained Optimization and Nonlinear
(A.2), Equations, Prentics-Hall, 1983.

HkGk, +1 I'K9 H Sv , . < k-1 [3] Sorenson, H.W., Parameter Estimation, Marcel
JYk~tQv) - "t v) = -, V = k Dekker, Inc., 1982.

k- [4] Willsky, A.S. and H.L. Jones, "A generalized
' 0 X, 9 > k+1 likelihood ratio approach to the detection and

estimation of jumps in linear systems," IEEE
is true, and by our assumption this is 0 for all Trans. on AC, vol. AC-21, no. 1, February 1976,

values of L. Thus, Yk is a continuous function. pp. 108-112.

ayk

The continuity of a is proven the same way
since

aJ

av (T, V) = Hkk(T) S

and

ayJ ay HkGk, X+1 QK tH ,Sv v _< k 1
tv , v) - (t, v) HkSv , =k

0 , > k+1

Finally, it follows from (A.2), that

ayi

aT (T, V) -= Hkk(T) A(T) Sv

and then from (3.5) and (3.3) that

ay~J ayJ (HkGk,+lIiKXH XA(tt)Sv , 9<k-1

(t *Vt ) - -(t V) =HkSA(T)sv , =k

t , ·>k+l

because A is continuous. Since H A(t.)S = OT, by

ayk
assumption, it follows that aT is continuous.
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A MARKOV TWO SENSOR CORRELATION PERFORMANCE MODEL

M. A. KOVACICH

COMPTEK RESEARCH, INC., 100 CORPORATE PLACE, SUITE B

VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA 94590

ABSTRACT. A Markov model describing the performance The Markov state of the C/D algorithm consists of
of a simple two sensor track-to-track correla- the C/D decision/outcome counts, namely, the number

tion/decorrelation algorithm is discussed. Tracks of correct correlations (CORRECT CORRS), correct no
are generated by two radar sensors covering the same correlations (CORRECT NO-CORRS), incorrect correla-
surveillance area. Track arrivals are modeled as a tions (INCORRECT CORRS) and incorrect no correla-
Poisson process with track lives determined by an tions (INCORRECT NO-CORRS). Transitions between
exponential distribution. Nearest neighbor correla- states occur when an event arrives at the C/D
tion processing is performed on new tracks and posi- process (a NEW track, an UPDATE or a DROP track mes-
tional separation decorrelation testing is performed sage), a decision is made (CORRELATE, NO-CORRELATE,
on paired tracks. The performance of the correla- DECORRELATE, KEEP) and an outcome determined (COR-
tion/decorrelation (C/D) is modeled as a continuous RECT and INCORRECT). The dynamical behavior of the
time, finiate state Markov process, and the C/D system is obtained by determining the transient
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is developed. Solution and limiting state probability function using the
of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for the transient Chapman-Kolmogorov forward equations.
or limiting state probabilities proved to be exceed-
ingly difficult even for this fairly simple C/D pro-
cess. Further theoretical work will be required to
develop the tools needed to obtain results from this SETTING
analytical approach to modeling the dynamical be-
havior of the full correlation/decorrelation pro-
cess. The setting for this problem consists of a surveil-

lance area covered by two radar systems, radar A and
radar B, that generate tracks that are sent to the
C/D function for correlation and decorrelation

INTRODUCTION testing. The characteristics of these three compo-

nents: surveillance area, sensors, and C/D system
are presented in Table 1.

Track-to-track correlation and decorrelation is a

complex process whose performance has generally been
determined through simulation, and through analyti-
cal modelling of pieces of the process. Type I and
Type II correlation error rates i.e., miscorrelation
and dual designation rates, have been determined an-
alytically for certain decision rules in well defin- TABLE 1 PROBLEM SETTING
ed situations, but little work has been done to
characterize the performance of the combined corre-
lation and decorrelation process as they operate 1. ENVIRONMENT

through time. This paper is an attempt to determine · Surveillance area covered by both

the dynamical performance of the full track-to-track sensors

correlation and decorrelation (C/D) process through 0 Area = rR
2

analytical means for a simplified C/D process. · Track density is uniform over the
surveillance area

The case considered here concerns two radar systems
that are generating tracks in a common surveillance 2. TRACKERS

area. Track-to-track correlation is performed to 0 No false tracks
pair tracks from the two radar systems in order to S No maneuver biases or intersensor
generate a nonredundant merged track file and decor- biases
relation testing is performed to monitor the contin- 0 New tracks arrive according t7 a

ued validity of previously made pairings to deter- Poisson process with arrival rate vA

mine if they should be kept or broken. A simple ( vi3) tracks/sec for TRACKER A
correlation process is considered, namely a 2-D po- (TRACKER B)
sitional gating algorithm that employs a single 0 Track updates occur according to a

pass, nearest neighbors algorithm for ambiguous sit- Poisson process with update rate r
uations. The decorrelation process operates by de- ( r ) for TRACKER A (TRACKER B)

correlating tracks whose positional separation ex- * Trace holding time is modeled by the

ceeds a specified threshold. This paper presents exponential distribution with average

the dynamical behavior of this correlation/decorre- track life 1/ pA (1/ AB ) for tracker

lation process by means of a finite state, continu- A (TRACKER B)
ous time Markov model. 0 Infinite track file capacity.
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3. C/D ALGORITHM The total number of tracks in the track file
* Correlation gates are 2-D positional supported by radar A is

gates of area ra

0 Ambiguities are resolved using a sin- NA N + N2A + N3 + N4A
gle pass, nearest neighbors logic

* Decorrelation is done when the paired and from radar B,
track falls outside a circular gate

with area N + N + N +N2B + N + N4B
* No correlation or decorrelation ac-

tion is done on updates on unpaired The total number of tracks in the track file is
tracks. given by

* The probability that the correct
pairing already exists for a new NTOT N + N2A + N2B + N3 + N4A + N4B
track from radar A (B) is given by
the apriori value YA (YB). The limiting or steady state average number of

tracks from radar A is given by

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF C/D PROCESS A = (A/A) (1)

and of radar B,

It is assumed that the performance of the C/D pro-
cess can be modeled as a Markov process with state B = (yB/PB) (2)
space given by C/D decision/outcome counts of cor-
rect and incorrect *CORRS and NO-CORRS, and with Transitions from one state to another are made when
transitions occurring when a decision is made and source A or source B generates an event that results

outcome determined. The key element in this assump- in a decision whose outcome is determined. The de-
tion is that the count of correct and incorrect cision tree that describes the possible transitions
CORRS and NO-CORRS fully describes the current state is shown in Figure i. The transition probabilities

of the C/D process, that is, no previous historical for each transition in the decision tree are shown
information about how the tracks were correlated or in Table 2. Each transition probability is composed
decorrelated is required to determine the probabili- of two terms: the first is the event rate which are
ty that the C/D State will transition to another detailed in Table 3, and the second is the Deci-
state when a decision is made. This point requires sion/Outcome probabilities detailed in Table 4.
further discussion. The C/D process can arrive at
or leave from a given system state along many dif- (Table 4 appears at the end of the report.)

ferent sample paths. (The sample path considered
here consists of the tracks, their positions and ve-
locities and the current C/D decision/outcome FIGURE 1.
counts.) In a specific sample path realization, it
is clear that the transition probabilities from a
given state will depend on more than the C/D deci- CORRELATION/DECORRELATION DECISION TREE
sion/outcome counts. For example, the decorrelation
rate for miscorrelated tracks will depend upon the
relative vehicle separation. The Markov nature is
retrieved by integrating over relative vehicle sepa-
rations thereby eliminating it as a state variable. SoURCE EVE__T, * SOR OuTCoM TAST

In general, the Markov nature of the C/D process is A3--- ^C C A

obtained using the C/D decision/outcome counts by C C

integrating or randomizing other system dependen- CORRECT

cies.

The system state is given by O^

N = (N1, N2A, N2B, N3, N4A, N4B) CORECT

. uc K~E~ O 0 c --- ---- "^

where:

N, = # CORRECT CORRS

N = # CORRECT NO-CORRS FROM A
2A ' -

N2B = #CORRECT NO-CORRS FROM B C 2B =

N = # INCORRECT CORRS A
3 ^

N = # INCORRECT NO-CORRS FROM A 2 A4A
N4B = # INCORRECT NO-CORRS FROM B SOURCEEIOTREETA^ TO A

with the condition that

N2B = N4B

when N, = 0. This condition states that when no * The event terminology is discussed In Table 2.

miscorrelations exist, each incorrect NO-CORR from
source A is paired with an incorrect NO-CORR from
source B.
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TABLE 2 CORRELATION MODEL TRANSITION TABLE

START STATE: (N1) (N2A) (N2B) (N3) (N4A) (N4B)

TRANSITION TRANSITION END* TRANSITION TRANSITION END*

# PROBABILITY STATE # PROBABILITY STATE

1 PNEWA P1A (N2A+l) 22 PNEWB P1B (N2B+1)

2 PNEWA P2A (N2B-1)(N4B+I)(N4A+I) 23 PNEWB P2B (N2 A-1)(N4A+1)(N4B+l)

3 PNEWA P3A (N4A+1) 24 PNEWB P3B (N4B+1)

4 PNEWA P4A (Nl+l)(N2B-1) 25 PNEWB P4B (Nl+l)(N2A-1)

5 PNEWA P5A (N3+1)(N2B-1) 26 PNEWB P5B (N3+1)(N2A-1)

6 PNEWA P6A (N3+1)(N4B-1) 27 PNEWB P6B (N3+1)(N4A-1)

7 PNEWA P7A (N3+1)(N2B-
2
)(N4B+l) 28 PNEWB P7B (N3+1)(N2A-2)(N4A+l)

8 PUCCA P8A 29 PUCCB P8B

9 PUCCA P9A (N4B+1)(N1-1)(N4A4l) 30 PUCCB P9B (N4 A+1)(Nl-1)(N4B+l)

10 PUCNCA P1OA ---- 31 PUCNCB P1OB

11 PUICA PllA ---- 32 PUICB PllB 

12 PUICA P12A (N3 -1)(N2A+1)(N2B
+ 1
) 33 PUICB P12B (N3-1)(N2B+l)(N2A+l)

13 PUICA P13A (N3 -1)(N2A+1)(N4B+I) 34 PUICB P13B (N3-1)(N2B+1)(N4A+l)

14 PUICA P14A (N3-1)(N4A+I)(N2B+I) 35 PUICB P14B (N3-1)(N4B+1)(N2A+I)

15 PUICA P15A (N3-1)(N4A+I)(N4B+l) 36 PUICB P15B (N3-1)(N4B+1)(N4A+l)

16 PUINCA P16A ---- 37 PUINCB P16B

17 PDCCA P17A (Nl-1)(N2B+I) 38 PDCCB P17B (Nl-1)(N2A+1)

18 PDCNCA P18A (N2A-1) 39 PDCNCB P18B (N2B-1)

19 PDICA P19A (N3-1)(N2B+1) 40 PDICB P19B (N3-1)(N 2A+1)

20 PDICA P20A (N3-1)(N4B+1) 41 PDICB P20B (N3-1)(N4A+1)

21 PDINCA P21A (N4A-1) 42 PDINCB P21B (N4B-1)

* only counts that change are listed

TERMINOLOGY:

NEW = NEW TRACK DCC = DROP CORRECT CORR

UCC = UPDATE ON CORRECT CORR DCNC = DROP CORRECT NO-CORR

UCNC = UPDATE ON CORRECT NO-CORR DIC = DROP INCORRECT CORR

UIC = UPDATE ON INCORRECT CORR DINC = DROP INCORRECT NO-CORR

UINC = UPDATE ON INCORRECT NO-CORR

TABLE 3 EVENT PROBABILITIES A number of probabilities in Table 4 should be

discussed.

PNEWA = v PNEWB = vB P[No Incorrect Tracks in Correlation Gate]

PUCCA = NA PUCCB = N rBPUCCA = 1 PUCCB r 1 - exp(-ABGA) (3)
PUNCA = N r PUNCB N r B A

PUICA = N2A PUICB = N
2
B r where:

PUINCA = N3 A PUINCB N4B B )/Area

PDCCA = 1 A PDCCB N1 B BB (N2B 
+

N4B)/Area

PDCNCA = N PDCNCB = N2 B 1B

PDICA = N3N A PDICB N3 * Tracks are randomly distributed.

PDINCA = N4A A PDINCB = N4 B B

O P[Correct Track Falls in the Correlation Gate]

= 1 - exp(-aA/2) (4)

where:

* Track position is assumed to be normal-

ly distributed.
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0 P[Correct Pairing is Closest Track] CN (t) = A + VB +

= PCLA(a, X) = ffPl(r) P2 (r) rdrda rA (Nlesp(- A/2 ) + N3 PDCRA) +

rB (Nlesp(- 1B/2 ) + N3 PDCRB ) +
= [1- exp(-.5+ABn)a]

gA NA + IB NB (9)
[1 + 2AB ][1 - exp(-a/2)]

[I + 2B][ - exp(-a/2) (5) The first two terms are the new track arrival rate;
where: the second two terms describe the rate at which

p decorrelations occur and the last two terms reflect
1(r) = P[Correct Pairing is r units Away] the rate at which tracks are dropped.

= Normal with mean = O and
The transition probability rates, PN,M(t), are ob-

variance = 1.0. tained by consulting the transitions in Table 2 and

P2 (r) = P[No other tracks in areayrr. considering

= I --exp(-Xnr
2
) N = (N1, N2A, N2 B, N3, N4A, N4B)

* P[Correct Pairing in Decorrelated as the end state, and
as the end state, and

= exp(- A/2) (6)

M = (M1, M2A, M2B, M3, M4A, M4B)

P[Incorrect Pairing is Decorrelated]
as the start states where M ; N. The total number
of such transitions is 34.

= PDCRA(() = P1(r) P2 (r) dr (7)

This Markov process is homogeneous i.e., the transi-

tions probabilities are time independent, andwhere:
ergodic. Ergodicity is obtained since the number of

P1 (r) = P[Incorrect Pairing is r units system states is finite and every state cam be
Away] reached from every other state with positive proba-

= Uniform Density over [0, 9.0] bility [1]. Any state can be reached from any other

state through a sequence of NEW, UPDATE and DROP

P2 (r) = P[Incorrect Pairing has a Report track events with appropriate decisions and out-
Outside the Decorrelation Gate 1 comes. Because the process is ergodic, the limiting
/Incorrect Pairing is r units distribution exist and can be obtained by setting
Away] the left hand side of (8) to zero.

= Noncentral Chi-Square with 2 De-
grees of Freedom and The solution to (8) for the transient and limiting
Noncentrality Parameter r. state probabilities PN (t), has proven to be espe-

cially difficult. The dimensionality of the state

The Chapman-Kolmogorov forward equation is given by: space, the non-linear dependence of the transition
probabilites on the system state and the inability
to lump the Markov process into a lower dimensional

d P. (t) process have precluded solving (8) at this time.
N _ _ C (t) P. (t) Further theoretical work will be required to address
d t N N these difficulties.

+ PN, M (t) PM (t) (8) SUMMARY
M

MfN
This report has shown that the correlation/decorre-
lation process can be modelled as a Markov process.
Solution of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for the

where: transient and limiting state probabilities has prov-
en to be exceedingly difficult due in part to the

PN (t) = The probability that the C/D state space dimensionality and to the non-linear,
process is in system state N at non-lumping character of the transition probabili-
time t, ties. New theoretical tools will be required to

solve the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation even for the
CN (t) = The probability rate that the simple C/D process modeled in this paper.

C/D process will transition out
of state N in the next increment
of time at time t,

REFERENCES
P M (t) = The probability rate that the

C/D process will transition from
state M to state N at time t. [1] Takacs, Lajos. Stochastic Processes. Science

Paperbacks, Chapman and Hall, London, England,
1966.

The term, CN(t), is obtained by summing over all
transitions in Table 2 which result in a new end

state. The resultant sum is given by
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TABLE 4 DECISION/OUTCOME PROBABILITIES

DECISION/OUTCOME DECISION/OUTCOME
PROBABILITY DESCRIPTION OF TERM PROBABILITY DESCRIPTION OF TERM

P1A = (1 - YA)
Correct pairing does not P6A = (1 - YA

)
Correct pairing does not

X exp (-A BGA) exist; and no other track X (1 - exp(-ABGA)) exist; but another track is

is in the gate. X N4B/(N2B + N4B in the gate; and track was

an incorrect no-corr.

P2A = YA Correct pairing exists; but +

X N3/(N3 + N2B) is already incorrectly YA Correct pairing exists; but

X exp( ABGA) paired, and no other track X N3/(N 3 + N4 B) is incorrectly correlated;

is in the gate. X (1 - exp(- X BGA)) and another track is in the

X N4B (N2B + N4 B) gate; and the track was an

P3A = YA Correct pairing exists; and incorrect no-corr.

X N2B (N3 + N2B) is not correlated; but is

X exp (-aA/2) not in the gate; and no P7A = YA Correct pairing exists; but

X exp (-XB GA) other track is in the gate. X N3/(N 3 + N2B) is incorrectly correlated;

X exp (-a /2) and another track is in the

P4A = YA Correct pairing exists; and X (1 - exp(-ABGA)) gate; and track was an in-

X N2B/(N 3 + N2B) is not correlated; and is X N2B/(N4B + N2B) correct no-corr.

X (1 - exp (aA/2) in the gate; and is the

X PCLA closest. +

YA Correct pairing exists; and
P5A = (1 - YA) Correct pairing does not XN2B/(N 3 + N2B) is not correlated; and is

X (1 - exp (-XBGA)) exist; but another track is X ( - exp(-aA/2)) in the gate; but is not the

X N2B/(N 2B + N4B) in the gate; and was a cor- X (1 - PCL) closest; and other track is

rect no-corr. X(N 2B-1)/(N 4B+ N2B-1)a correct no-corr.

Correct pairing exists; but P8A = - exp (-A/2) Keep a correct pairing.
X N3/(N 3 + N2B) is incorrectly correlated;

X 1 - exp (-XBGA) and another track is in the P9A = exp(-3/2) Decorrelate correct pair-

X N2B/(N 2B + N4 B) gate; and was a correct ing.

no-corr.

+ P1OA = 1.00 Keep a correct no-corr.

YA Correct pairing exists; and

X N2B/(N 3 + N2B) is not correlated; but is PllA = 1-PDCRA Incorrectly keep a

X exp (-aA /2) not in the gate; but anoth- miscorrelated track.

X (1 - exp(- AX'B GA)) er track is in the gate;

X N4 B/(N 2B + N4B-1) and was an incorrect P12A = PDCRA/
4

Correctly decorrelate leav-

no-corr. ing a correct no-corr and a

+ correct no-corr.

YA Correct pairing exists; and

X N2 B/ (N3 + N2B) is not correlated; and is P13A = PDCRA/4 Correctly decorrelate leav-

X (1 - exp (-aA/2)) in the gate; but is not ing a correct no-corr and

X (1 - PCLA) closest; and the closest an incorrect no-corr.

X N4B/(N 4B + N2 B-1) was an incorrect no-corr.
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DECISION/OUTCOME
PROBABILITY DESCRIPTION OF TERM

P14A = PDCRA/4 Correctly decorrelate leav-

ing an incorrect no-corr

and a correct no-corr.

P15A = PDCRA/4 Correctly decorrelate leav-

ing an incorrect no-corr

and an incorrect no-corr.

P16A = 1.00 Keep an incorrect no-corr.

P17A = 1.00 Drop a correctly correlated

track.

P18A = 1.0 Drop a correctly no corre-

lated track.

P19A = .5 Drop an incorrectly corre-

lated track leaving a cor-

rect no-corr.

P20A = .5 Drop an incorrectly corre-

lated track leaving an in-

correct no-corr.

P21A = 1.00 Drop an incorrectly no co-

rrelated track.

TERMS: X = (N2B + 4B -1) / AREA

AB = (N2B + N4 B)/AREA

YA = Probability correct pairing from

source B exists in the track file.

GA =aA= Gate area.

PA = Decorrelation threshold.
PCL(aA, XB) = Probability correct pairing is

closest.

PDCR( A) = Probability incorrect pairing is

decorrelated.

*NOTE: Analogous decision/outcome probabilities
exist for the source B events: p22B through p42B
with all terms with subscript A replaced with sub-
script B and vice versa.
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The Need for Multiple Hypothesis Data Correlation Methods in Multi-Target Tracking

B. Belkin and W. R. Stromquist

Daniel H. Wagner, Associates

It is often the case in multi-target tracking problems and efficiently and, using appropriate measures of report-to
that insufficient target signature information is available to track consistency, discard the ones that are judged infeasible
resolve the individual target identities (the dLawcimiJntion or to have too little likelihood to be worth preserving. The
problem) or even to associate sensor reports unambiguously algorithm should then assign relative weights to the hypotheses
into constructed target tracks (the co/tetaRton problem). that survive the screening process based on statistical or other
In some cases, the difficulty is that the targets are intrinsically measures of internal consistency. The most widely used con-
similar. In the ocean surface surveillance context multiple sistency criterion is position/velocity, but many others are
warships of the same or closely related classes may be operating possible depending on the precise nature of the sensor infor-
in close proximity as part of a battle group. In some applications mation. Most correlation schemes use Bayesian methods to
deceptive decoys may be employed as a counter-surveillance calculate these weights.
measure. In other situations the indistinguishability of the
targets may be more a consequence of the limitations of the In practice, most correlation algorithms are recursive.
detection sensor than the similarilty of the targets. A radar After each stage of processing, estimates are made of each
return from a merchant ship may look exactly like that from target's position, velocity, and possibly other characteristics,
a warship. along with their associated uncertainties. In the most general

situation, what is retained for each target is something we
False alarms, at least to the extent that they tend to will call a tahget map, which gives a probability distribution

be isolated and statistically uncorrelated events, constitute for the target's state in some arbitrary state space (position,
a different aspect of the correlation problem. Here the diffi- velocity, etc.). Sometimes target maps are called tfackz, and
culty is to avoid the degraded tracking performance that can the memory area they occupy is called a ttack fie or tSack
result from spurious correlations between false alarms and data ba6e. The basic operation of the algorithm is to update
valid target tracks. False alarms in significant numbers can the track data base, based on each new sensor report or group
add greatly to the number of feasible correlations and hence of reports.
to the combinatorial growth of the correlation problem.

A single hypothesis algorithm is one which, after each
The aspect of the uncertain data correlation problem stage in processing, retains only one target map for each tar-

of interest to us here is the unavoidable trade-off between get. A multiple-hypothesis algorithm, as the name implies,
probabilistic accuracy and computational complexity. Our retains multiple hypotheses or Scenaio4s, each of which con-
main thesis is twofold. First, methods based on saving only tains a target map for each target. The scenarios may be very
a single target track hypothesis at each processing stage may different; e.g., they may contain different numbers of targets.
involve a significant loss of information resulting in seriously Along with each scenario, the algorithm retains a probability
inaccurate track estimates. Second, methods based on pro- (or relative probability) of that scenario being correct.
cessing multiple data association hypotheses in parallel are
available which are computationally tractable and largely avoid Most research-oriented correlation algorithms are mul-
these inaccuracies. tiple-hypothesis algorithms, but most operational surveillance

systems are single-hypothesis. A hazard in designing large
In the first section below we briefly describe a particular systems is that top-level designers, being unaware of the limita-

type of single hypothesis method sometimes referred to as proba- tions of single-hypothesis algorithms and doubting the feasibil-
bilistic data association (see [1]) developed for tracking a single ity of multiple-hypothesized algorithms, will commit them-
valid target in a background of clutter. We present two examples selves to a single-hypothesis design before getting down to
which show that this method, like other single hypothesis methods the details of the correlation problem itself. Our thesis is that
may produce unsatisfactory results when applied to a problem users of correlation algorithms should be aware of the multi-
involving multiple valid targets. In the second section we des- ple-hypothesis alternative.
cribe a multiple hypothesis approach using the concept of hypo-
thesis ctuzte2.ng first introduced by Reid in [2]. Various success- Two kinds of single-hypothesis algorithms. We identify
ful implementations of this approach have been developed for two kinds of single-hypothesis algorithms: maximum likeli-
ocean surveillance applications including the Multiple Associa- hood data association (MLDA) and probabilistic data associa-
tion Tracker/Correlator (MATCH) algorithm developed by the tion (PDA). Both methods begin each processing stage by listing
authors (see [3]), the ISATS algorithm developed by SAIC ([41), the plausible report-to-track correlation hypotheses, and deter-
and an over-the-horizon tracker/correlator developed at the mining their relative probabilities (or weights). The MLDA
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory ([51). method proceeds by selecting the most likely association hypo-

theses, updating all target maps on the basis of this correlation
hypothesis, and discarding all other possibilities. The PDA

1. The Inadequacy of Single Hypothesis Methods method updates each target map by forming a weighted com-
posite of the updates that would result from each correlation

A data association or correlation hypothesis is a tenta- hypothesis considered. The PDA method, if implemented with-
tive matching of a set of sensor reports with their assumed out too many compromises, has the advantage of producing
target of origin. When the number of targets generating sen- the best possible target map for each target, given that only
sor reports is unknown and when the possibility of false alarms one target map can be retained in memory.
is present, the potential exists for a very large number of cor-
relation hypotheses to be generated. The role of a correlation We have little to say about the MLDA method; although
algorithm is to screen the list of correlation hypotheses rapidly widely used, it has obvious limitations. Sooner or later a situ-
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ation will arise in which the most likely association hypothesis
is not the true one. All further processing is then built on a '
false foundation. Subsequent reports, which ought to clarify x -
the situation, may appear in stark contradiction to the only 0
list of target maps retained in memory. The errors may com- The mean and covariance of this unconditioned (weighted) dis-
pound, leading to lost targets, mislocated targets, and spurious tribution are given by

tribution are given bynew targets. 

The problems with PDA are more subtle and are best i=0 I X
demonstrated by example. We will give two examples: one
using continuous target distributions, and one using discrete + (3)
distributions. i=O I I 

Example 1. Assume that multiple targets are being tracked Note that the combined covariance E' has both a within-com-
in two-dimensional space, so that target state corresponds to ponents part and a between-components part. The latter can
location only. Assume further that each target map consists dominate, leading to a final covariance which is much larger
of a Gaussian distribution in two-space, corresponding to the than the covariance from any of the individual updates.
conventional notion of an uncertainty ellipse for each target.
Essentially, each target is represented by a location mean and In a PDA algorithm using Gaussian distributions, only
covariance, updated at each stage for assumed target motion the values of x and E are saved to represent the target in the
and for new sensor reports using the PDA method. This is es- next stage of processing, and for future calculations of asso-
sentially the algorithm in which PDA was introduced in [1], ciation weights, motion updates, etc., the target location dis-
and it is a natural one because it allows the recursive updating tribution is assumed Gaussian.
of tracks by Kalman filtering. An extension is to let target
state consist of both position and velocity, and to admit a motion A schematic representation of the special case M = 2
model in which velocity is constant or slowly changing; this is shown in Figure 1. The prior target location (two standard
formulation still supports Kalman filtering. deviation) uncertainty region is large compared to the uncer-

tainty regions associated with each of the two sensor reports.
Let x and E represent the mean and covariance for a par- The resulting conditional posterior uncertainty regions are shaded

ticular target, after the motion update for a particular stage and the composite unconditioned posterior uncertainty region
in processing. If there is no ambiguity in report-to-track asso- is hatched.
ciation, and if we associate with this target a report with mean F1 URE ,
y and covariance A, then the target map is updated as follows: AE E1, MIFID ,tFIIDME

Eta = (E-1+A-1)-1 (new mean) SMTIC MPffTATIU

xe' .= '(I-1x+A-1y) (new covariance). (1) S-nRe~ kfrlO

Now suppose, instead, that several reports (Yl, A ),--, (YM 4M) 
are candidates for association with the given target, and sup- / R....

pose that their association probabilities are a 1, ., a M. (Essen-
tially, ai is the sum of the weights, or relative probabilities,
of all of the report-to-track scenarios which cause report (Yi,
Ai) to be associated with this target.) Let a0 be the proba-
bility that no current report corresponds to this target, and
normalize so that a 0 + a l + ... + aM = 1.

The PDA method applied in the present context would -I 'T~,E-
then proceed according to the following steps:

(1) Compute the conditionat posterior Two important observations are to be made based on Figure
target state vector and error covari-
ance estimates for each possible cur-

ance estimates for each possible cur- (1) The mode of the posterior target lo-
rent-stage association. cation distribution is an unlikely tar-

(2) W e get location no matter which of the
Weight each conditional posterior*2Westimateabth corresional pondering two sensor reports is actually asso-
estimate by the corresponding a. ciated with the target.1 ciated with the target.

(3) Compute the unconditioned state vector

region significantly overstates the

(4) size of the region that one would have
Approximate the posterior target to search to contain 86.5% of the
state distribution as Gaussian with
mean and variance as determined target location probability mass
below. (corresponding to a 2a-containment

probability).

The M + 1 conditional updates, corresponding to the M possible
One concludes based on this example that the PDA methodreports and the no-report hypothesis, are as follows:

of [1] is not likely to produce satisfactory results when applied
= A= (x-i+^x-')-i to multiple valid target tracking problems.

| x'~. =x.(-x1x+A: ly)), for i= 1,M. (2) Example 2. Our interest now is in the behavior of single
- ll o 1,. ( hypothesis methods over the course of repeated updates for

and target motion and for locational sensor data. For this purpose
we shift from a continuous target space representation to a
discrete one. The specific problem conditions are as follows:
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(1) Target motion follows a symmetric
random walk (equal probabilities for
each of the possible transitions to T A B LE (

adjacent cells) on a 10 x 10 cellular EXILE 2: P EOSTElORI TARET LOCATIlN ISTRIBUTIO

grid.

(2) Sensor reports always localize the 1 2 3 0 5 6 7 * 9 10

detected target in a single cell. 1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

(3) No false alarms. 3 32 31 32 2 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 38 a1 536 1 1 1 1 2 2 1

5 9 so U 7 1 1 1 1 1 l
(4) Target location distributions are ini- 6 u iO u 7 1 1 1 1 1 1

tialized as independent and uniform 6 9 1 1 1 O 1 1

over the entire grid. 3 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

9 1 2 2 1 0 0 O O

The assumed method of processing is the discrete space 9 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 ° ° °
analogue of the continuous space PDA scheme described in
Example 1. Focus attention on a specific target and define LT I , (,

EX)ALE 2: POSTERIOR TARGET LOCATION DISOIEJTIONU

fk k (x) = kth processing stage posterior (lTIPLE WPOIIS WM)~I location distribution of given 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

target evaluated at cell x. 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 7 6
1 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 7 6 4

Suppose, again, that there are M simultaneous reports to be 2 0 0 0 1 12 21 24 23 1

processed at stage k, and that by one means or another rela- 0 soo 1 6 14 23 28 27 17

tive association weights a(), j = 0,1,...,M have been calculated. 0 0 1 5 12 2 2 24 23 14

Let 6 0 0 O 1 3 8 12 15 14 9

7 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 6 6 4

f(J) (x) = kth processing stage condritona2 a 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
po-te Aoia location distribution 9 o o o o 0 o 0 o 0 o
given association of the jth sensor 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
report with the target (j=0 if no ounu, (1) Dli, EACH R Sm, , 1000 TO ROTAt CE.LL COII P.ILIT

association is made). (2) S O ,, ,,OT SwE oT o oARI POOSL,
&PIL. TO - 1TnET 1 A00 2.

(Note that f(kOk = fl k-l.) Then the appropriate PDA update
formula is kik= k k-l' One sees in Table l(a) further evidence of the target mis-

localization exhibited by the PDA method. It is known for certain
i~lM,(·= ,L o (p {{;) infrom the Stage 1 sensor data that there are at least two targets

k I| k j ki k(I (4) present in the region and that at the end of processing Stage 5
there must be a target within four distance units (i.e., four
cell-to-cell transitions) of cell (4,8). It is apparent from Table

For our example we specialize to the case of two tar- 1(a), however, that this condition is violated and that most
gets T1 and T2 as shown in Figure 2. Here a target track is of the target mass has been drawn to the vicinity of the more
simply a succession of five cell-to-cell transitions, at the rate detectable of the two targets, T1 . A search plan based on the
of one transition per update stage. The circled target posi- target location distributions in Table l(a) would assign no effort
tions indicate the occurrence of sensor reports, each of which at all to cell (8,7), the actual location of T2 .
serves to mark the presence of a target (but not its identity)
in the associated cell. Note that target T1 is detected during The problem with the PDA method is that the repeated
each of the five update stages. Target T2 is somehow less hybridization implicit in iterated applications of Equation (4)
detectable and is detected only once, during stage k = 1. entails a systematic loss of memory. Most of the detection

activity is in the left part of the surveillance region and that
F 1 6 U R E 2 is where Bayes' theorem will put increasing amounts of tar-

EU1AK 2: ASSUED TARGETT TRMAS get mass if the constraint that a target must be present in the
1 2 34S L o8 6 1 right part of the region is ignored. There is, of course, nothing

1 l _ _ _ _ wrong with Bayes' theorem; the problem lies in the way it is
2 _ _ _ _ _ _ applied in the PDA method.

T3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _l I _ _The situation in Table l(b) shows a dramatic contrast
- - 4 _- . e _ _ _ _ _with 1(a). When the multiple hypothesis method is used, the

5_ )- _ _ _ _ I _ _ target location distributions of T1 and T2 as represented are
6 2 k precisely as one would expect. The probability mass in cell
7 _ …………p_ _ _ _ 5 _ (4,3), which is known to contain a target, is exactly 1 (shared

…-8 _ _ t _ _ _ / _equally between the two constructed targets). The upper right
_0_ Tj_ _ _I _ _ _ _portion of the region also contains a total of one unit of tar-

get mass reflecting the fact that there must be a target with-
10 _ _ in four cell-to-cell transitions of cell (4,8). The distribution

of target probability over the upper right portion of the region
oFTE: CIRCLED POITIOS IDItCATE SENSOR REPOIRTS. is fairly uniform as one expects based on the assumed symmet-

ric random walk model for target motion.

Tables l(a) and l(b) show the target location distribution
at the end of the five processing stages, first based on the PDA In summary, then, the examples we have presented ar-
method and second, based on the multiple hypothesis method gue strongly in favor of multiple hypothesis methods over sin-
which we will introduce in the next section. gle hypothesis methods. We now go on to discuss some of the

implementational aspects of multiple hypothesis processing.
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2. Feasibility of Multiple Hypothesis Methods The key to clustering is to recognize that the unambig-
uous target maps do not need to be duplicated in memory, even

Multiple hypothesis methods retain in memory, after each to the extent of duplicate pointers. Thus the same inforrma-
stage of processing, more than one AcenaAio, along with the tion can be stored as suggested schematically in Figure 3C.
relative probabilities that each scenario is correct. Each sce-
nario contains a target map for each target under surveillance, The advantage of clustering appears when there are mul-
and hence represents a coherent description of the target pop- tiple clusters, as in Figure 4. Some number from 7 to 9 of tar-
ulation, but the various scenarios may be in sharp disagreement gets are being tracked, with two distinct areas of ambiguity,
with each other. each represented in Figure 4 by a cluster. A total of seven

locaOl cenario, are stored, with seven relative probabilities.
At each stage of processing, as in single-hypothesis al- The same information could be stored without clustering, but

gorithms, a list is made of plausible report-to-track correla- more memory would be required: there would be twelve glo-
tion hypotheses, with their relative probabilities, although now bal scenarios, with twelve relative probablities.
a distinct list is required for each scenario. A new scenario
is generated for each old scenario and each plausible report- F 6 U R E 4

to-track correlation hypotheses. The result is a combinatorial HW CLUSaRNG CarATS 'CBIATORIAL ELOSION'
explosion in the list of scenarios: left alone, the number of
scenarios in memory will tend to grow at least exponentially K l1
in the number of processing stages. Because of this, all mul- A40
tiple-hypothesis algorithms include various devices for pruning I0 (- 6°z1-( 25Z

the scenario list, and for merging scenarios which are substan- (!~ ( 30- M( A ... P.. 

tially identical by some standard. The success of the algorithm 2_0S 2 i
depends on the ability of these devices to control the growth 1

5
J

of the scenario list without discarding scenarios with reason- aITH LUSTERI6: 7 LISTS, 7 PROBABILITIESable likelihood.
VITHOUT CLUSTERIN6: 12 LISTS. 12 PROBABILITIES

We believe that the success of a multiple-hypothesis al-
gorithm depends on efficient representation of the knowledge With clustering, adding more areas of ambiguities causes
contained in the track data base; i.e., in the list of scenarios. memory and processing time to increase more-or-less linearly.
In this section we will describe a simple but powerful technique Without clustering, the requirements grow exponentially.
called clustering, which we believe to be the most useful
technique for this purpose. Clustering was introduced in the MATCH (reference [3]), a tracker-correlator algorithm
context of multi-target tracking by Reid [4]. The basic idea developed for research purposes by the authors, incorporates
is to exploit the fact that virtually all multi-target tracking a multiple-hypothesis methodology made practical by cluster-
problems can be statistically decoupled into subproblems, each ing. As in the case of other algorithms based on the same prin-
of which can be solved independently. The complexity of the ciples, it has been necessary to meet various technical chal-
problem is determined not by its overall size, but the size of lenges: methods have been found for forming, merging, and
the largest subproblem. simplifying clusters, introducing new target maps and delet-

ing targets, and updating the entire scenario list for new sen-
Figure 3 illustrates the use of clustering in simplifying sor reports. In a test using the ECAP I data base, a realistic

a hypothetical scenario list. Figure 3A shows how a single- simulation developed by NRL of ELINT sensor data for ocean
hypothesis algorithm (with MLDA) might combine a handful surveillance, MATCH has dramatically out-performed an op-
of sensor reports into a single scenario with five target maps erational single-hypothesis algorithm. Other multiple-hypo-
(presumably in several processing stages.) Suppose that all theses algorithms have performed similarly.
associations are unambiguous except that report x might ac-
tually belong with map 3, and that if so, then report y might The lessons we have learned in ocean-surveillance appli-
belong there also (meaning that there would be only four tar- cations of MATCH are that success depends on efficient rep-
gets present). Then a multiple-hypothesis algorithm will re- resentation of knowledge in the track data base; that multiple
tain a scenario list such as in Figure 3B, with some list of rel- hypotheses are required; and that efficient representation of
ative probabilities as shown. multiple hypotheses requires clustering.
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LIMITED SENSING ALGORITHMS FOR COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
USING CARRIER-SENSE MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNELS

Lazaros Merakos and P. Papantoni-Kazakos

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Dept.
University of Connecticut

Storrs, CT. 06268

ABSTRACT

We consider the random multiple access of a packet- modeled by a Poisson process). Stability, here, means
switched, broadcast channel, for the Poisson user maintaining the total data traffic generated by the
model in a local area network environment, where users with finite average delay. To attain stability,
"carrier-sensing" techniques are possible due to small the knowledge of some channel"history" is necessary.
propagation delays. We examine a representative algo- Thus, while the feedback sensing required by the
rithm from a new class of stable algorithms with "lim- "ALOHA-type" algorithms is attainable in most systems,
ited sensing" characteristics. Limited sensing algo- it leads to severe instabilities.
rithms require that users sense the channel only while The "tree-search-type" RAA's [2,3] have been pro-
they have a packet to transmit, and, therefore, they posed as remedies to the instability of the "ALOHA-
have practical advantages over algorithms that require type" algorithms. The "tree-search-type" algorithms
continuous channel sensing, especially when users are are indeed stable, and perform better than the "ALOHA-
mobile. The algorithm's throughput-delay characteris- type" algorithms. However, they imply a quite severe
tics are obtained using results from the theory of re- drawback. They require that the users sense the feed-
generative processes and infinite dimensionality lin- back continuously (full feeback sensing), even when
ear systems. they are not in the sysetm. This last requirement is
1. INTRODUCTION in fact an integral part in the operation of the

"tree-search-type" algorithms which operate synchro-
Random-access algorithms (RAA's) allow large nously. Such extreme synchronization is clearly un-

numbers of independent, dispersed, bursty users to realizable in most of the systems that the "tree-
exchange messages over a sharedcommunication channel search-type" algorithms address. Such is the case
under distributed control. Applications include: in mobile radio and in multi-hop systems, for example,
packet-radio networks, local area networks, cellular where users move in and out the feedback broadcast
radio local distribution systems, satellite communica- range. The "ALOHA-type" with retransmission control
tion networks, and computer communication networks. algorithms [4] require full feedback sensing as well;
When many users share a single channel with no central they thus imply the same level of extreme synchroniza-
coordination, simultaneous transmissions leading to tion as the "tree-search-type" algorithms do.
message "collisions" are inevitable. Colliding mes- A user in a random-access system can almost always
sages are treated as transmission errors and each user sense the feedback broadcast continuously, during
strives to retransmit its message till it is correct- active (for himself) time periods. Such a time period
ly received. All users employ the same algorithm for extends from the time instant when the user generates
this purpose, and have to resolve their conflicts by some data packet to the time when this packet is
utilizing no other source of information except for successfully transmitted. The above feedback sensing
the one acquired by having listened to the past trans- level is indeed feasible in local area networks, in
missions. This information is called channel feedback mobile radio environments, and in multi-hop systems
information, or simply feedback. In slotted (synchro- (unless in the last two, a user moves out of the broad-
nous) channels, feedback is usually modelled as pro- cast range before successful transmission, in which
viding the "outcome" of the transmission in each slot, case he stops being part of the system), and it is
where various such outcomes may be distinguished, de- called limited feedback sensing. Fortunately, it is
pending on the physical environment. The most common- possible to devise stable random-access algorithms,
ly assumed feedback is the ternary, which distinguishes subject to limited feedback sensing considerations.
between empty, busy with one message (or successful), We call the class of those protocols, limited sensing
and busy with at least two messages (collision) slots. class, and we point out that it was initiated in the

The existence of feedback broadcast (per slot) Soviet Union in 1980 [5]. The limited sensing class
and its level is an entirely different issue than its has high potential, due to its very attractive prop-
sensing by the users. Different system characteris- erties in terms of performance, operational complexity,
tics induce various feedback sensing limitations, and and applicability.
the latter are instrumental in the development of In this paper we examine a RAA which is repre-
RAA's. In fact, different levels of feedback sensing sentative of the limited sensing class. The algo-
limitations induce different classes of algorithms. rithm is designed to operate in a local area network
Two such prominent classes that represent two extreme environment, where "carrier sensing" techniques are
cases in feedback sensing limitations are described possible due to small propagation delays. The algo-
by the "ALOHA-type" and the "tree-search-type" RAA's. rithm of this paper also serves as an example for the

The "ALOHA-type" RAA's [1] require the minimal illustration of a systematic method for evaluating
level of feedback sensing, among all the RAA's that the delay performance characteristics of a large class
utilize feedback broadcast. In particular, each user of -RAAs. The method is based on a powerful theorem
monitors the feedback, only each time that he attempts referring to regenerative processes, in conjuction
transmission. Unfortunately, such minimal feedback with results from the theory of infinite dimension-
does not allow for the development of stable algo- ality linear systems.
rithms, for the Poisson user model, (effectively
infinite number of users whose cumulative traffic is
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2. USER AND CHANNEL MODEL CI = ; if k1 k
Ck1 =M ; ifk 1 k1

We assume that an infinite population of independ-
ent, bursty, packet-transmitting users share a common where M is a random variable uniformly distributed on
communication channel. We model the packet arrival {1,2,...,m},and the integer m, m>l, is an algorithm
process as homogeneous Poisson with intensity X packets parameter.
per unit of time. For convenience, we assume that
packets are of fixed length, and we take the packet
transmission time to correspond to our unit of time The user transmits at the beginning of the slots
We also assume that the propagation delay between any at which his counter indication equals "1".
two users in the network is at most a, where a<l. For
simplicity in analysis, we assume that the time axis is
slotted, where the slot size is equal to the maximum After the user has initialized his counter he up-
propagation delay a. Users may initiate a packet trans- dates it only at the slot boundaries at which he senses
mission only at the beginning of a slot. the channel idle.

We consider limited channel sensing and ternary denote these slot boundaries in accordance
feedback. That is, each user senses the channel con- 3 ...

tinuouslyfromthtimeinstantwhenhe 'g.ener at. with their occurrence. Let the user be busy at k.(i=l,tinuously, from the time instant when he generates a he updaes his
2,3,...), with CI >1. Then, at time k he updates hispacket, to the time instant when this packet is suc- ki- i+l

cessfully transmitted, and he can distinguish with- counter as follows-
out error among the following channel states: a) idle a) If CI >1, then
(no transmission) b) success (transmission of a single
packet) c) collision (simultaneous transmission of at
least two packets). We assume that a collision results if, during (ki, kj;l) he senses
in complete loss of the information included in all the the channel idle
involved packets; thus, retransmission is then necessary. CI +m-l if, during (k. k ), he senses

Without loss of generality, we assume that a user ki. +l
who senses the channel can distinguish between trans- 1 channel busy with a suc-
mission (success or collision) and no transmission
(idle) instantaneously. However,the time required to CIk +m+n-l if, during (ki, ki+l), he senses
distinguish a collision from a successful transmission 1 the channel busy with a
(collision detect time) is a system characteristic whose collision
value depends on the maximum propagation delay, the where the integer n, n>2, is an algorithmic parameter.
transmission medium, the packet encoding and modulation
techniques, and the method used to detect collisions. b) If CIk and, during (ki, ki+l), he senses the
In this paper it will be assumed that it takes S units channel busy with a collision, then
of time before the transmitting users determine the
interference and abort their transmissions, where ki+
a<S<l. We refer to the parameter B as the "conflict
truncation time"; for packet-radio networks it is common where J is a random variable uniformly distributed on
to assume that 5=1, since users cannot listen to the '.' '
channel while they are transmitting; for cable networks, If CIk =1 and, during (ki, k +l), he senses the channel
where users have early collision detection capabilities, busy

it is commonly assumed that <1busy with a successful transmission, then his packet has
been successfully transmitted and he becomes idle.

3. THE ALGORITHM AND ITS GENERAL OPERATION The integers m and n used in the description of the

In this section we describe a limited channel algorithm are design parameters, subject to optimization
sensing algorithm, which allows users to communicate for throughput maximization.
with each other in a carrier-sensing environment The general operation of the algorithm is perhaps
satisfying the assumptions specified in the previous better illustrated by introducing the concept of a "stack".
section. A stack is an abstract storage device consisting of an

infinite number of cells, labelled 1,2,3,... The num-The algorithm is implemented by each "busy" user
in a distributed fashion. A user is defined to be busy ber of packets that a cell can accommodate is unrestrict-

ed. At each time t during the operation of the algorithm,from the moment it generates a new packet for trans-
mission until the moment after the same packet is suc- users with counter value CI =r can be thought of as havingmission until the moment after the same packet is suc-

cessfully transmitted, otherwise, the user is said to stored their packets in celI #r of the stack. A packet
be idle. The time instant that a user generates a is transmitted whenever it enters cell #1 of the stack.

packet(i.e., when he becomes busy) he starts sensing Packets are, eventually, successfully transmitted after
pce sesn '. . . ' . .moving through the cells of the stack in accordance withthe channel and he simultaneously initializes the algo- 

the algorithmic rules described above.rithm; he continues to sense the channel until the suc-
cessful transmission of his packet, (i.e., until he be- The execution of the algorithm by each busy user in-
comessu idle); upon the occurrence of this event he be- duces on the time axis an alternate sequence of trans--

comes ' idle);. upo' t. mission periods (successful or unsuccessful) and idlestops sensing the channel and simultaneously he termi-~~nates the algorithm. ~periods. Let t.(i=0,1,2,...) denote the consecutive slot
mates .the ipemnatoo algorithm.the user boundaries at wAich the channel is idle. The intervalFor the implementation of the algorithm the user

uses a counter, whose indication at time t is denoted [ti, t i+) will be referred to as the ith algorithm step.
by CI . The indications of the counter dictate the If during an algorithm step the channel is idle, busy

byeration of the algorithm, which is described as with a successful transmission, or busy with a collis-operation of the algorithm, which is described as
follows: ion, then the algorithm step will be called idle, suc-

cessful, or unsuccessful, respectively. An idle algo-
Rule 1 -- Counter initialization rithm step lasts a units of time; a successful algorithm

Let the user generate a new packet at time t , and step lasts for 1+a units of time, one unit of time to
let k denote the first slot boundary, after t . Also, place the packet onto the channel and a units of time
let k denote the first slot boundary after t at which for this packet to clear the channel due to propaga-

1 o tion delay; an unsuccessful algorithm step lasts for
the user senses the channel idle. Then at kl, the user t i on delay; an unsuccessful algorithm step lasts for
initializes his counter as follows: 1' S+a units of time, 8 units of time for the transmitting

users to detect the collision and abort their transmission
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and a units of time for the packet fragments to clear regenerative with respect to the renewal sequence
the channel. {M.}i>0 with common regenerative cycle, S, the number

The description of the general operation of the 1 pn
algorithm and its analysis are greatly facilitated if of packets successfully transmitted over a session.
one considers how the state of the stack evolves at The next theorem is a combination of theorem 2 and
the beginning of consecutive algorithm steps. In figure corollary 2 of [6]
1 the stack is imbedded at t.and t.+l to show how pack- Theorem 3 If S is not periodic, with S=E(S)<o, and if
ets move through the cells of the ~tack, (i.e., how TA D
users update their counters), as well as to show how then there exists a real number D suchi=l
new packets arriving between t. and t.+1 place them-
selves in the cells of the stack, (i.e., how usersthat
initialize their counters), depending on whether the n n
algorithm step was idle, successful or unsuccessful. n = Cim - E( Z Vi) with probability 1

As it can be seen from figure 1, the operation i=
of the algorithm is based on the "divide and conquer"
philosophy that characterizes most RAAs; specifically, Furthermore, Vn converges in distribution to a random
the algorithm spreads the incoming traffic into the variable D, and
first m cells of the stack to, a priori, avoid collis-
ions, when the new traffic is heavy, (e.g., after a D = E(D) = T/S < ~ (1)
successful transmission). Furthermore, to resolve
collisions, it uniformly splits the group of collided From the rules of the algorithm and the definition
packets into n cells of the stack. The algorithm de- of the session, it can be seen that sessions always end
scribed in this section will be referred to as the LAN with an idle algorithm step. Thus, at the beginning of
Stack algorithm (LANSA). session all the cells of the stack are empty except from

4. DELAY ANALYSIS cell #1, which contains K pickets, where K is a random
variable with P(K=k)=pk(c) exp(-c%)/(k). Let S.,

To analyze the performance of the LANSA we intro- k>O, denote the expected number of successful trans-
duce the concept of a session. A session is a sequence missions during a session that starts with k packets
of consecutive algorithm steps that begins and ends at in the first cell of the stack, (such a session will
two consecutive algorithm renewal instants. These in- be referred to as a session of multiplicity k). Then,
stants are denoted by R , n>l, and are determined by
means of a conceptual marker that operates on the stack. = C P Sk (2)
The first session begins with the beginning of the first k=O

algorithm step, at R. =t , with the marker placed at cell
#2. During the session, the marker's position in the The quantity T in (1) represents the mean cumua
stack is adjusted at the beginning of each algorithm tive delay experienced by all packets transmitted
step. At t., let the marker be at cell #c., c.>2; then, during a session. If we let T denote the mean cumula-
at ti~

1
the marker is placed at cell #c +Ij wi~ Ktive delay of a session of multiplicity k, k>O, then

T = Z k k (3)T
ci-1 if the i-th algorithm step is idle k=0 (

c ci+m-l if the i-th algorithm step is The dynamics of the algorithm yield the following
i+l successful for the Sk ' and T's.

ci+m+n-l if the i-th algorithm step is
unsuccessful Soo Sk = fk + Z akiSi k>l (4)

where the integers m>l, n>2 are as defined in the i=l
LANSA description.

The second renewal instant, R, is the instant at To Tk =gk + a kiTi k>l (5)
which the marker drops to cell #1 for the first time; i- i
that is, R2=min{t.>R. : c.=l}; this signifies the end
of the first session. Instantaneously, at R , t tre the nonnegative coefficients a are
marker is then adjusted to cell #2 and the secondmarker is then adjusted to cell #2 and the 2'cond determined by the system characteristics. (Their
session begins. This process continues indefinitely. expressions can be found in [7]).

Dent ySi mean packet delay induced by the algorithm can beDenote by S. the number of packets successfully From (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) we see that thetransmitted during the ith session. Since all the mean packet delay induced by the algorithm can be
packets arriving while a session is in progress are computed from the solution of the inite dimensional
successfully transmitted by its end, Si also represents linear systems (4) and (5). To determine a solution
the number of arrivals during the ith session. From (if any) to a system such as (4) or (5) we follow the
the definition of a session, in conjuction with the following steps.
memoryless property of the Poisson arrival process, Step 1: Find conditions under which the system has a
we have that {Si.} is a sequence of i.i.d. random unique, nonnegative solution.
variables. Step 2: Show that the algorithmic sequence of interest,

Let the arriving packets be labelled n=l,2,..., i?.e. TSk}, or {T 0 coincides with the unique solution.
according to the order of their arrival instant. Let
V denote the delay experienced by the nth packet Step 3: Develop arbitrarily tight upper and lower
(dime interval between the time of its arrival and the bounds on the solution.
time of its destination). Also, let M. denote the The bounds developed in step 3 are then used in
total number of packets that were successfully trans- (2), (3), and (1) to obtain bounds on the mean packet
mitted during the first i sessions. The sequence delay.
{Mi~i>O is a renewal sequence, since M O0, and aoeWe, next, proceed following the steps outlined

M. =M + S , i>O. From the renewal properties
oi +he algorl4 hm, it can be seen that, for every i>O, Step 1
the process {DMi+n}n>l is a probabilistic replica of For convenience, we rewrite an infinite linear

nthe process Dnn>l Thus, the process {D l is system in an operator form. Specifically, let E be
the process {D n In>l. Thus, the process {DnIn> is 191
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the space of sequences X= {x }: A-R, where A is a count- The main tools used in the proof can be found in [8].
L V

able set. Also let E be the subspace of E for which Step 2

IC L X I<c , peA In step 1, we have established a sufficient condi-
tvA 11v v tion for the existence of nonnegative solutions to the

systems of interest, and we have identified a class of
We define the operator L={L (Ix } : EL E as follows: sequences in which these solutions are unique. Next

we must show that the algorithmic sequences

L (x) = b L+ E C LX , lpA, XCEL {Sk}k>l, {Tk}k>l, belong to the identified class, and,

Lp P vvA v V v therefore, coincide with the unique solution in the

In this notation, systems (4), (5) can be written in class. The proof is essentially the same as the one

the formL L L L (6) used in [5], and is omitted.

= L(ZL), Z t: E Step 3
We are interested in the existence and uniqueness of

L _L The bounds found in step 1 can be improved by
nonnegative points Z cE , that satisfy (6); such points solving finite systems of linear equations that are
will be referred to as fixed points of L, and represent truncations of the original infinite systems. In
solutions to the corresponding infinite linear system (4), (5), we replace all the unknowns for

of equations. It can be shown that to establish the a constant, 
existence of a nonnegative fixed point Z , it suffices

to find a point X OE , such that bounds given by (11),(12),respectively. It can be
shown that the solution of the resulting finite system

0< L(X
O
) < X(7) is a new, tighter upper (lower) bound to the solution

of the original system. Furthermore, these bounds can

A point X , satisfying (7), also serves as an upper bound be made arbitrarily tight by increasing io . In our
on Z . Furthermore, to establish a lower bound on Z computations we used io = 20. The computed bounds

it suffices to find a point Y'Esch that; on Sk, Tk, for k<20, in conjuction with the bounds
itufics o findaoint suchgiven by (11), (12) for l<k<20, were then used in (4),

O<Y <L(Y
O
) < X

O
(8) (5), and, finally, in(l) to obtain an upper bound Du

and a lower bound Dt on the mean packet delay D. The

Thus, under (7) and (8), we have that, bounds Dt, Di for 3=1 and B=a and various a choices,
are plotted in figures 2, and 3, respectively. (The

O<YO < SL <X
°

(9) difference between Dt and Du is indistinguishable

System (4) Existence of solution: LSystem (4 since they coincide up to the fourth decimal point.)
L

1
_ )1 Given a,B, let n(a,~) denote the maximum stable

corresponds to an operator L1 with b f C = throughput attained by the LANSA, defined as n(a,8)
~1 1 1 ' Pv sup{X: D<o}. Then, since X<Xo(aC,,m,n) is only a

a , p, v e N, where N is the set of natural numbers. sufficient condition for finite mean packet delay,

we have that

Let X
O

= {yk+6}k> 1 and YO ={y'k+6'}k>l . It can be (a,c) > X(a,,)

shown that if X<Ao(C,B ,m,n), then there exist y,6,y:6' where X(a,8) - su& Xo(a,8,m,n) = Xo (ca,,m,n ).

such that (7) and (8)are satisfied; X o(, ,m,n) is the The values of X(a,B) as well as of the optimal
parameter choices m*,n*, for representative values of
a and B, are given in table 1. Comparing the results

1 -(l+maC)X SF4-(m+n)cax 0 (10) shown in figures 2, 3 and table 1 to the results re-
1 -m(l-S)= 0 ported in [4] reveals that the LANSA out performs the

;where, S=exp(-(mnl+a)X), r=exp(-(rm-
1
4c)X), optimally controlled version of the traditional non-

persistent CSMA and CSMA-CD algorithms for all values
q=(l-n-1)

2
exp(-aX). Thus, if X<Xo (a,,m,mn), system of the propagation delay a.

(4) has a solution zLl={zLl}, and by (9) 5. CONCLUSIONS

0<y'k+6' < zLl < yk+6 , k>l (11) We presented and analyzed a representative "limit-

ed sensing" random access algorithm for the carrier-
The coefficients y,6,y', and 6' are bounded functions sense multiple access channel. The analysis revealed

of X,whose expressions can be found in [7]. that the limited sensing class provides algorithms

that combine modest channel sensing requirements with

System (5) - Existence of solution: Following the same inherently stable operation and high performance.

procedure as for system (4), it can be shown that if The delay analysis method used in this paper is of

independent interest, since it can be applied to a
wide class of RAA's whose operation exhibits a re-

zL2 ={z2}, such that, generative character.

0<G'k
2

+ r'k + O' < zk
2

< Ck
2
+ nk + e, k>l (12) REFERENCES
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% n X· I ._~ and the parameters m* , n* for representative values of the

propagation delay a and the conflict truncation time S.
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Figure 1.
Illustration of the ith algorithm step using the stack. Xi denotes the number
of packets in cell i, at ti; N1+ N2+ ... + Nm = N, where N is the number of
new arrivals, and Kl+ K2 + .. + Kn = k > 2.
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Broadcast Communication Policies for Distributed
Aeroacoustic Tracking

J.R. Delaney
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory

R.R. Tenney
ALPHATECH,Inc.

Abs tract azimuth and azimuth rate, the associated covariance

matrix, and a unique identifier. These quantities
The behavior of any distributed estimation system are computed using a conventional, two-state Kalman

is highly dependent on the information flow within the Filter. "Perceived" means that the effects of
system. Broadcast communications simplify the acoustic propagation delay are not removed at this
information flow, even when they have limited range. stage. For subsonic targets, actual and perceived
But different policies for deciding what information azimuths can differ by up to sixty degrees.
to broadcast and when produce different information
flows and behaviors. This paper addresses two A node broadcasts a local azimuth track when that
distinct policies for what information to broadcast track satisfies certain criteria that are described in
and a spectrum of policies for when to broadcast, all a later section. Upon receipt of an azimuth track
in the context of a particular distributed broadcast, a node tries to combine that foreign
aeroacoustic tracking system [31. Results are azimuth track with a local azimuth track to initiate a
reported for a series of experiments tracking a new local position track. Position and velocity
helicopter. estimates are calculated by solving four simultaneous

nonlinear equations, the coefficients of which are
1. The MIT/LL DSN Testbed functions of the local and foreign track estimates and

of the node locations. The associated covariance
The MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) Distributed matrix is computed from the local an foreign azimuth

Sensor Network (DSN) project investigates concepts and track c ovariance matrices by local an foreign azimuth
algorithms for distributed systems which employ many measurement equation at the estimated position and
geographically dispersed, identical sensor/processor velocity. Track initiation fails if there is no
nodes connected by a limited range broadcast svelocity Track initiation fails if there is no
communications network for surveillance and target
tracking. The focus is the MIT/LL DSN testbed which outside either node's nominal coverage, or if the

uses acoustic sensors to detect and track r.m.s position variance is too large. Successful
uses acoustic sensors to detect and track track initiation effectively consumes the azimuth
low-flying, subsonic aircraft.

tracks used. A unique identifier is assigned to each
position track when it is created.

The primary testbed sensors are arrays of position track when it is created.
relatively inexpensive microphones laid on the ground Local azimuth measurements can also be used to
over an area about 5 meters in diameter; there is one maintain local position tracks. An Extended Kalman
such array per node. By using sophisticated signal Filter (EKF) with minor modifications is used to
processing [1], helicopters and similar aircraft can update the local position tracks. Local azimuth
be detected at ranges of several kilometers and their measurements are associated preferentially with local
azimuths measured with standard deviations of a few position tracks and used in this way. Only those left
degrees. Broadcast communications within the testbed over are used in creating and maintaining local
are currently simulated using an Ethernet. azimuth tracks.

2. The Distributed Aeroacoustic Tracking Algorithm A node broadcasts a local position track when

the track satisfies certain criteria that are dicussed
The DSN tracking algorithm is described in detail in a later section. Upon receipt of a foreign

an earlier paper [3]. It is reviewed in this section position track, the po n track combining
for the reader's convenience. Figure I illustrates position track, the position track combiningfor the reader's convenience. Figure 1 illustrates algorithm checks whether there is a local position
the data flows into, out of, and within the algorithm track with the same identifier. If not, the foreign
for a single node. The figure also shows the position track is copied into the local position track
component algorithms and data bases. Local azimuth position track is copied into the local position track
measurements and foreign (received from other nodes) merged to create a new local position track based on

merged to create a new local position track based on
azimuth and position tracks are the data flowing in. the measurement information inherent in both the local
Local azimuth and position tracks are the data flowing and foreign position track.
out (broadcasts to other nodes). These same data flow
into and out of the component algorithms and data Matching local and foreign position tracks are
bases. based on overlaping measurement information sets due

to past broadcast of position tracks with the same
Local azimuth measurements are used to create and identifier. Redundant information must be removed

omaintain local azimuth tracks. Each such track when combining the information in the local and
consists of an estimate of a target's perceived foreign position tracks or some past measurementforeign position tracks or some past measurement

information will be overly weighted in the new local
position track. Redundant information is represented

*This work was sponsored by the Defense Advanced in each node by a common position track stored with
Research Projects Agency. The views expressed are each local position track. The necessary information
those of the authors and do not reflect the official arithmetic can be done by translating all three tracks

arithmetic can be done by translating all three trackspolicy or position of the U.S. Government.
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into the Fisher information form [2], adding the the tracking algorithm is robust enough to tolerate
translated estimates and covariances of the local and lost messages.
foreign position tracks, subtracting those of the
common track, and translating the result back into the The impact of lost messages was studied [4] using
usual form. The back-translated result is the new a symbolic simulation of the position track combining
local position track. algorithm. The simulation kept track of the

measurement information sets underlying matching local
More explicitly, but with all three steps run and common position tracks in three nodes. Loss of a

together, this method of merging matching local and particular local position track broadcast leaves a
foreign position tracks is as follows: "hole" in the information set where the message was

^ , * 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ not received. Depending on the pattern of broadcasts,
X = { + 1 X X } that hole will be filled in or will migrate around
L L L L F F C C among the matching local and common position tracks in

all nodes as they communicate. But the hole never
E+ ~-1 --I }-1 grows, so the worst that happens is a degradation in

L =L F C performance that dies out with time as the missing
information becomes less relevant to the present. Of

where X and I are estimates and covariances; the course, if the loss of local position track broadcast
subscripts L, F, and C indicate local, foreign, and is a frequent occurance, the overall degradation of
common position track elements; and "'" indicates a tracking performance can be severe. That will happen
new value. if local position tracks are broadcast frequently and

artificially lost. The result then is roughly
Computation of common position tracks is equivalent to placing a limit on the rate of local

simplified by ignoring the influence of acceleration position track broadcasts.
on the measurement information accumulated by
different nodes. A common track is then a track based Experimentation showed that this effective rate
on all measurement information that is implicit in all limitation resulted in unsatisfactory tracking
the local or foreign position tracks with the same performance under circumstances that are illustrated
identifier ever broadcast or received by that node. in the next section. Broadcasting both local and
When a new foreign position track is received by the common position track pairs gets around the effective
node and copied into the local track data base, an rate limit. The foreign common position track
identical common position track is created and stored received with a foreign position track is removed from
with new local position track. After a local position that specific foreign position track when carrying out
track is broadcast, the corresponding common position the information arithmetic. This extracts measurement
track must set equal to it. And when a foreign information from the foregn track that was not
position track is received, any new inherent previously broadcast by the foreign node.
measurement information must be incorporated into the Simultaneous broadcasts no longer interfere with
common position track just as it is into the local maintenence of the local and common tracks. Lost
position track. messages again cause holes in the measurement

information sets. In this case, the holes are never
filled in, but they migrate less. And the broadcast
communications need only indirectly connect the nodes

The above description mentions the broadcast of which can detect a target. That results in common
local azimuth and position tracks. In each case, the tracks which are only common among directly connected
information sent includes a state estimate, nodes, but this limited commonality has no impact on
covariance matrix, and unique identifier. The state tracking peformance because of the way the common
consists of azimuth and azimuth rate for azimuth tracks are used.
tracks and x,y positions and velocities for position
tracks. Under certain assumptions, that is enough to 4. When to Broadcast
support the tracking algorithm. The assumptions are

The earlier paper [3] introduced a broadcast
- Broadcast communications directly link all nodes policy based on critical events. In order to prevent

which can detect a target, loss (or poor use) of measurement information, a node

must broadcast a local position track (and the
- No broadcast messages are ever lost, and matching common track if desired) when:

- Nodes broadcast local position tracks far enough - A new local position track is created by the
apart in time for all nodes to complete the position track initiation algorithm,
processing of a target before more information is
received for the same target. - A local position track estimates a target has

just entered the coverage of a foreign node, or
The assumptions are required to keep common tracks
consistent in all nodes using the position combining - A local position track estimates a target has
algorithm described above [3]. just left the coverage of the local node.

The first assumption is fairly easy to satisfy in Upon the occurance of the last kind of event, the
practice. The second is not; two limited range local and common position track pairs are deleted from
broadcast transmissions can interfere with each other the local data base.
at a receiver between the transmitters without the
interference being detectable at either transmitter. As a result of this policy, position track
And in a distributed system, the last assumption is initiation need never be repeated and a position track
also difficult to satisfy. It can be approximated by identifier is effectively a unique target identifier.
artificially losing foreign position tracks which- A target's position tracks follow it through a DSN as
arrive too soon. Such an artifice is feasible because nodes pass the tracks along. Figure 2 illustrates the

resulting sequence of events the produce this effect.
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The definitions of the last two critical events MIT/LL complex on an approximately straight path at
require a node to estimate its own and other nodes' roughly Mach 0.1. Acoustically, the environment was
sensor coverages. So far, this has been done by very noisy. Interference was noted from automobiles,
assuming a nominal detection range and compensating construction equipment, ventilating fans, and other
for motion during acoustic propagation. Compensation aircraft at a distance. Azimuth measurement data is
skews the nominally circular coverage alone a target's available from four sensor arrays. Figure 3 shows the
heading. Experimental results have shown this model nominal flight path and the sensor locations.
to be a poor one in some cases, such as that discussed Milestones are marked along the flight path from west
in the next section, but that the algorithms can to east, the direction flown. The pilot attempted to
operate satsifactorily nevertheless. fly over these markers as accurately as he could.

Spotters called out the helicopter's passage over
After some experimentation, two additional them. As a result, we have only approximate ground

criteria for broadcasting position tracks were truth data.
introduced. The first requires that the r.m.s.
position covariance of a local track be less than some Our experiments with this data showed that the
threshold in order for a broadcast to occur. An simple model used for estimating sensor coverage was
unusually large variance usually reflects a dearth of quite inadequate. Not only did nodes first detect the
recent measurement information in the position track; helicopter at different ranges, but they detected it
it is not worth broadcasting. The second requires significantly further when it was approaching than
that a local/common position track pair be broadcast when it was receding. As a result, many nominal
whenever the time since it was last broadcast crosses coverage limits resulted in alerting "downstream"
a threshold. Making the second threshold large causes nodes late or maintaining position tracks long after
the criterion to be suppressed; making it small causes any new information was received.
broadcasts after each new set of local azimuth
measurements is processed. Generally speaking, the Despite these problems the robustness of the
more frequent the broadcasts, the more measurement tracking algorithm is such that good tracking
information available at each node and the more performance was still obtainable. Figures 4 and 5
accurate each node's local position tracks. This illustrate the point. The first shows the local
effect can be significant shortly after position track helicopter position track formed and maintained by the
initiation. The point is illustrated in the next western-most node. The other figure is for the
section. eastern-most. Both figures show the tracks a as

sequence of line segments connecting sequential
Criteria for broadcasting local azimuth tracks position estimates. Each position estimate is

were not discussed in the earlier paper [3]. surrounded by an ellipse representing the uncertainty
Experimentation lead to the adoption of criteria of that estimate. Each is the equivalent of a one
paralleling the last two position track broadcast standard deviation error bar. For reference, each
criteria. A local azimuth track is broadcast only if figure also shows the nominal flight path, the sensor
its azimuth variance is less than a threshold. And it locations, the outlines of the Hanscom runways, the
is broadcast whenever the time since it was broadcast MIT/LL complex, and Rte. 1-95. The assumed coverage
exceeds a threshold. Making the second threshold limit was 2.5 kilometers, the r.m.s. position
large cause a local azimuth track to be broadcast just uncertainty threshold was 0.25 kilometers, and the
once, when it is first sufficiently accurate. Making time threshold for broadcasts was 2 seconds.
the second threshold small causes a local azimuth
track to be broadcast then and following every The initial local position track uncertainty took
measurement until it is used for position track a little while to shrink because only the first two
initiation by the local node. nodes were contributing measurement information at

that time and the first node was intermittently
Experimentation has shown that broadcasting a detecting the helicopter. Once the target enters the

local azimuth track only when it is first sufficiently nominal coverage of the last two nodes, they are
accurate is a poor idea. Track initiation fails if contributing information steadily and the accuracy
the azimuth tracks used do not differ sufficiently in becomes quite good. But after the helicopter passed
estimated azimuth; the position covariance is too the last sensor, the detections became intermittent.
large. As a target approachs a pair of nodes, it is The last detection occured when the helicopter was
possible for their local azimuth tracks to become over Rte. 1-95. After that, the position tracking
quite accurate before there is sufficient difference algorithm just "coasts" the local position track out
in the azimuth estimates. Broadcasting only at that to the nominal coverage limit.
time would be useless.

Small increases in the time threshold between
5. Experimental Results broadcasts initially had no noticeable effect. But as

the interval became larger, the transient following
The preceding sections alluded to experimentation position track initiation became worse. In contrast,

with broadcast policies. A considerable number of the quality of the local position track maintained by
experiments were carried out with both real and the eastern-most node degraded only slightly. Figures
synthetic prerecorded local azimuth measurement data. 6 and 7 illustrate this point. The threshold in these
Many were focused on testing aspects of the tracking cases was effectively infinite. Only critical events
algorithm other than the broadcast policy or simply triggered position track broadcasts. The western-most
for verifying the correct implementation of the node receives no external measurement information
algorithm. Real data was typically used to produce until the second node broadcasts to alert the third
realistic and possibly unanticipated demands on the node to the presence of the helicopter. Its track is
algorithm and its implementation. Synthetic data was rather poor until it incoporates additional
used for carefully controled experimentation. information serendipitously received from the second

node. But it is still somewhat awry until the second
In the course of the experimentation, one and third nodes both contribute more information as

particular set of measurement data turned out to be the eastern-most node is alerted. At that point, the
particularly demanding. It is real data taken of a track becomes relatively accurate. The local position
helicopter flying over Hanscom Airfield and past the track maintained by the eastern-most node shows jumps
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occuring when critical events trigger some sharing of
information, but the overall degradation is far less.

TEST BED TRACKING SYSTEM
One significant conclusion can be read from the

four figures. If one has a deep DSN and is concerned ACOUSC

only with long-term position track accuracy, TRACK

broadcasting only when critical events occur can be TRACKING BASAD

satisfactory. But barrier DSNs, those for which a
target will fly through the coverage of very few .. AcoulsTC
nodes, require more frequent broadcasts. They also r ACOUSTC AZIMUTH

AZIMUTHTRACK ILE TRACK
ACOUSTI BROADCASTS

require broadcasting local and common position track AZIMUmC\
pairs to maximize the use of information and minimized MEASUREMENTS

information loss.
~,POSI1~t-IO I POSITION

KI-N-~fg_;f~ ITRACK
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IMPATIENT TASKS

Z. J. Wu, P. B. Luh and S. C. Chang, University of Connecticut

4:00 - 5:00 P.M. ISSUES IN PROVIDING MANUAL BACK-UP FOR AUTOMATED COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

G. A. Clapp, NOSC
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TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 25, 1985

SESSION 3: C3 ISSUES I ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: A. H. Levis, LIDS/MIT

8:30 - 3:00 P.M. REGISTRATION

9:00 - 10:00 A.M. BATTLE FORCE SYSTEM ENGINEERING

Lt. Col. M. Langston and R. Gray,
Naval Sea Systems Command

10:00 - 10:30 A.M. BREAK

10:30 - 11:00 A.M. SURVIVABILITY OPTIONS FOR FUTURE TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEMS

P. L. Noggle, E-Systems, Inc.

11:00 - 11:30 A.M. BROADCAST COMMUNICATION POLICIES FOR DISTRIBUTED AEBROACOUSTIC TRACKING

J. R. Delaney, MIT Lincoln Lab.
R. R. Tenney, ALPHATECH, Inc.

11:30 - 12:00 P.M. THE EFFECTS OF EMERGING TACTICAL SYSTEMS ON COMMAND AND CONTROL ORGANIZATIONS -
A MARINE CORPS PERSPECTIVE

Lt. Col. R. J. Coulter, USMC

12:00 - 1:15 P.M. LUNCH - Sala de Puerto Rico, Student Center

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 25, 1985

SESSION 4: ARMY COMMAND AND CONTROL ROOM: 10-105 (Bush)

Chairman: Israel Mayk, CECOM

1:30 - 2:00 P.M. DIVISION COMMANDER'S CRITICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

Cpt. G. C. Harris, Combined Arms Center

2:00 - 2:30 P.M. SIMULATING THE COMMAND, CONTROL AND SUBORDINATE SYSTEMS (CCS2)

L. D. Godfrey and Maj. R. M. Curasi, ATZL-CAC-A

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. C3 SYSTEMS MODELLING

S. Rosenstark and J. Frank, New Jersey Institute of Technology

3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK

3:30 - 4:00 P.M. MARKOVIAN MODELING OF CANONICAL C3 SYSTEMS COMPONENTS

I. Rubin, IRI Corp., and I. Mayk, CECOM

4:00 - 4:30 P.M. A MODEL FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL IDENTIFICATION/COUNTER DYNAMICS

A. U. Meyer and D. Blackmore, New Jersey Institute of Technology
I. Mayk, CECOM

4:30 - 5:00 P.M. A STOCHASTIC MODEL OF LANCHESTER'S EQUATION

J. Tavantzis, S. Rosenstark and J. Frank, New Jersey Institute of Technology

6:00 - 8:00 P.M. RECEPTION - Howard Johnson Hotel
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 25, 1985

SESSION 5: SURVEILLANCE ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: R. R. Tenney, ALPHATECH, Inc.

1:30 - 2:00 P.M. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD DETECTION/ESTIMATION OF JUMPS IN DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

R. C. Morgan, M. S. Asher, P. A. Kolmus, D. Porter, J. L. Cantor, W. S. Levine
Business and Technological Systems, Inc.

2:00 - 2:30 P.M. TWO SENSOR CORRELATION PERFORMANCE MODEL

M. Kovacich, COMPTEK Research Inc.

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. CORRELATION AND TRACKING IN OCEAN SURVEILLANCE

B. Belkin and W. Stromquist, Daniel H. Wagner Associates

3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK

3:30 - 4:00 P.M. COMBINATION OF EVIDENCE IN C3 SYSTEMS

I. R. Goodman, NOSC

4:00 - 4:30 P.M. OVERVIEW OF TARGET MOTION ANALYSIS

M. Desai, C. S. Draper Laboratory

4:30 - 5:00 P.M. INTEGRATED PLANNING FOR TRACKING MISSIONS

M. McClure, C. S. Draper Laboratory

6:00 - 8:00 P.M. RECEPTION - Howard Johnson Hotel

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 26, 1985

SESSION 6: C3 SYSTEM EVALUATION ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: A. H. Levis, LIDS/MIT

8:30 - 3:00 P.M. REGISTRATION

9:00 - 9:45 A.M. ASSESSMENT OF TIMELINESS IN COMMAND AND CONTROL

P. H. Cothier, Service Technique Des Telecommunications
et Equipments Aeronautiques

A. H. Levis, LIDS/MIT

9:45 - 10:15 A.M. ARTILLERY CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

S. C. Chamberlain and V. A Kaste, U.S. Army Ballistic Research Lab.

10:15 - 10:45 A.M. BREAK

10:45 - 11:15 A.M. ANALYSIS OF THE FIRE SUPPORT TEAM FORCE DEVELOPMENT TESTING
AND EXPERIMENTATION II

V. A. Kaste and S. M. Chamberlain, U.S. Army Ballistic Research Lab.

11:15 - 11:45 A.M. ASSESSING THE ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF HEADQUARTERS UNDER LEVELS OF
STRESS

Cdr. J. F. Stewart and M. Sovereign, Naval Postgraduate School

12:00 - 1:15 P.M. LUNCH - Sala de Puerto Rico, Student Center
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 26, 1985

SESSION 7: NETWORKS ROOM: 10-105 (Bush)

Chairman:

1:30 - 2:00 P.M. LIMITED SENSING ALGORITHMS FOR COMMUNICATION NETWORKS USING CARRIER-SENSE
MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNELS

M. Merakos and P. Papantoni-Kazakos, University of Connecticut

2:00 - 2:30 P.M. EVALUATING BATTLE-DAMAGE-TOLERANT SHIPBOARD NETWORK DESIGNS

M. Vineberg, NOSC

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. FAST HEURISTICS FOR REAL-TIME CLUSTERING, ROUTING AND SCHEDULING

L. Platzman, Georgia Institute of Technology

3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK

3:30 - 4:00 P.M. PROBABILISTIC LOGIC MODELS OF MILITARY CONFLICT AND C3 I DEVELOPMENT

R. Anthony, The MITRE Corp.

4:00 - 4:30 P.M. ON AN ELEMENTARY VERSION OF THE MODERN THEORY OF MARTINGALES WITH AN APPLICATION
TO POINT PROCESSES AND NETWORKS OF QUEUES

G. R. Andersen, U.S. Army Ballistic Research Lab.

4:30 - 5:00 P.M. MULTI MEDIA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS IN COMMAND AND CONTROL

R. Shade, Hazeltine

WEDNESDAY AFTERNNON, JUNE 26, 1985

SESSION 8: DECISION AIDS IN C2 ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: J. Malecki, ONR

1:30 - 2:00 P.M. INFORMATION STORAGE AND ACCESS IN DECISIONMAKING ORGANIZATIONS

G. J. Bejjani, Morgan Stanley and Co., Inc., and A. H. Levis, LIDS/MIT

2;00 - 2:30 P.M. ASSOCIATION ALGORITHMS FOR DISTRIBUTED ESM SYSTEMS

D. A. Castanon, T. G. Allen, and M. P. Merriman, ALPHATECH, Inc.

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. RESPONSE DEPICTION FOR AUTOMATED COMBAT SYSTEMS

G. E. Frishkorn and J. G. Gersh, The Johns Hopkins University

3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK

3:30 - 4:00 P.M. THE ATTRIBUTES OF EXPERT SYSTEMS IN DECISION AND PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

R. E. Wright, FERRANTI Computer Systems

4:00 - 4:30 P.M. COMPARISON OF A SIMPLE SEARCH TECHNIQUE WITH AN ASSOCIATIVE MATRIX MEMORY SEARCH

H. Szu, S. Gardner, L. Sweet, Naval Research Lab.

4:30 - 5:00 P.M. APPLICATION OF PERSONALIZED DECISION AIDING CONCEPTS TO AN ADAPTIVE AID FOR
ROUTE PLANNING

M. S. Cohen, Decision Science Consortium, Inc.
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THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 27, 1985

SESSION 9: C3 ISSUES II ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: M. Athans, LIDS/MIT

8:30 - 11:30 A.M. REGISTRATION

9:00 - 9:45 A.M. WHY IS INTEGRATED SPACE DEFENSE DIFFERENT?

J. J. Shaw and M. Athans, ALPHATECH, Inc.

9:45 - 10:30 A.M. OVERVIEW OF ISSUES IN BATTLE MANAGEMENT C3I FOR STRATEGIC DEFENSE

N. Sandell, Jr., ALPHATECH, Inc.

10:30 - 11:00 A.M. BREAK

11:00 - 11:30 A.M. ON COMBINING UNCERTAIN MESSAGES USING BELIEF FUNCTIONS

A. P. Dempster and A. Kong, Harvard University

11:30 - 12:00 P.M. A THEORY OF INFORMATION PRESENTATION FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL

D. Noble, Engineering Research Associates, Inc.

12:00 - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH - Sala de Puerto Rico, Student Center

THURSDAY AFTERNNON, JUNE 27, 1985

SESSION 10: DISTRIBUTED DECISION MAKING II ROOM: 10-250

Chairman: A. H.Levis, LIDS/MIT

1:30 - 2:00 P.M. BATTLE STAFF BEHAVIOR UNDER DIFFERENT TEMPOS

J. L. Lawson, Jr., Naval Postgraduate School

2:00 - 2:30 P.M. ON NASH AND STACKELBERG GAMES CONCEPTS; ARE THEY USEFUL IN TEAM DECISION
PROBLEMS?

M. Athans, LIDS/MIT

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. FURTHER RESULTS ON THE CONSENSUS PROBLEM AMONG DISTRIBUTED DECISIONMAKERS

D. A. Castanon, D. Teneketzis, ALPHATECH, Inc.

3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK

3:30 - 4:30 P.M. PLENARY SESSION
Round Table Discussion

FRIDAY's program is being organized by ONR.

These sessions will be classified and held at

The MITRE Corp., Bedford, MA. Details are provided separately.
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